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ABSTRACT 
In the summer of 1975, the Department of Geological 
Sciences, University of Durham, carried out a long range 
refraction project using explosions fired in Rockall Trough 
and the Hebridean Shelf areas. Temporary recording stations 
were situated in the North-west Highlands and Islands of 
Scotland. The data was supplemented by recordings from the 
permanent networks of Scotland. Plus-minus, time-term, 
velocity filtering and particle motion processing methods were 
applied to the data. Wherever possible, results from gravity 
and magnetic studies and seismic reflection profiles were 
used to compliment the interpretations. 
On the Hebridean Shelf, small sedimentary basins and 
lateral variat-ions of basement velocity are shown which 
correlate with earlier gravity and magnetic interpretations. 
Low average crustal velocities on the shelf, west of the 
Hebrides, give crustal thicknesses of about 25 km but east of 
the Hebrides higher average crustal velocities give estimates 
of about 30 km. A mid-crustal refractor is not clearly 
observed but may be at a depth of about 18 km on the outer 
shelf. The Minch area shows large Pn time-terms but this does 
not necessarily signify thickened crust since they may be 
attributed to velocity anomalies within the crust. 
Continental crustal thinning and transition to oceanic 
crust at the Rockall Trough margin takes place over a narrow 
zone of about 50 km width. Crustal thicknesses in Rockall 
Trough, at 58° N, are between 7 and 12 km and further north, 
near Rosemary Bank, are between 12 and 24 km. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 The region of study 
In the summer of 1975 the Department of Geological 
Sciences, University of Durham carried out a long range 
seismic refraction project across the Scottish Mainland and 
the adjacent continental shelf west of the Hebrides into 
Rockall Trough. This will be referred to as the Hebridean 
Margin Seismic Project (HMSP). Rockall Trough is an area of 
deep water, with uncertain crustal type, separating the 
Rockall Plateau microcontinent from the main European 
continent. The origin of the Trough is linked with the 
processes of sea-floor spreading which probably began in 
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early Mesozoic times and have split apart North America, 
Greenland, Europe and Africa. Part of the aim of the present 
work is to amplify and confirm some of the ideas concerning 
the development of Rockall Trough and its eastern margin by 
determining the crustal structure in the area. In addition, 
the crustal structure of the Caledonian fold belt and foreland 
region were investigated. 
Figure 1.1 shows the main physiographic features of the 
area and illustrates how the region of the present study fits 
into the wider context of the north-east Atlantic. Continental 
areas are separated by areas of known oceanic crust in the 
Norwegian Sea, Labrador Sea, Reykjanes Basin, Bay of Biscay 
and the \vest European Basin of the North Atlantic. Rockall 
Plateau and the Faeroes Plateau are shallow water regions of 
b \ 
• ~r .· .· ··.· ··.: ·. .L_:· ·····-.\J&·· .... 
····· ..... :·........ ..,,.~~ ... 
.... ... :: ~ .· ::. '" 
I 
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Figure 1.1 Summary map of main structural features of north 
Atlantic. NB - Norwegian Basin, DS - Denmark 
Strait, I - Iceland, I-FR - Iceland-Faeroe Ridge, 
F - Faeroes, VG - Viking Graben, RP - Rockall 
Plateau, RT - Rockall Trough, RR - Reykjanes 
Ridge, LS - Labrador Sea, M-AR - Mid-Atlantic 
Ridge, B- Biscay, A - Azores, AFZ - Azores 
Fracture Zone. 
fairly typical continental crustal thicknesses (Scrutton 
and Roberts, 1971; Scrutton, 1972; Bott et al., 1974; 
Casten and Nielsen, 1975). Rockall Trough, and its probable 
northward extension, the Faeroes-Shetland Channel, are 
generally postulated as being formed by sea-floor spreading 
in late Jurassic and early Cretaceous times (Roberts 1 1975a 
and b). Talwani and Eldholm (1972) suggested that the 
Faeroes-Sh.etland Channel is a deeply subsided continental 
area formed in the Tertiary. 
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The geology of the Scottish Mainland and the surrounding 
islands, including the shallow shelf areas, can be divided 
into two regions of separate and distinct structure. To the 
east of the Moine thrust belt lies a complex series of folded, 
metamorphosed and intruded Precambrian and Palaeozoic rocks 
which were caught up in the Caledonian orogeny. The Precambrian 
and Palaeozoic rocks to the west of the thrust formed a stable 
foreland region during Caledonian times and retain evidence 
of much earlier tectonic events. The Moine thrust can be 
traced across the shelf to the west of the Shetland Isles 
(Watts, 1971) and forms the boundary between the Caledonian 
mobile and foreland belts. 
Since the end of the Caledonian orogeny the whole area 
has acted as a single tectonic unit with Mesozoic basin and 
graben formation in response to a broad tensional regime 
which was probably ultimately responsible for the opening of 
the Atlantic. 
The refraction survey took the form of a long traverse 
across both the Caledonian mobile· belt in the east and the 
stable foreland region to the west, continuing into Rockall 
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Trough. Shots fired in Rockall Trough were especially large 
to ensure that adequate energy traversed the continenta,l 
margin to be recorded at the land stations. The land stations 
were distributed about the Scottish Mainland and Islands to 
extend the profile to the east and provide a strong network 
of observations. 
1.2 The geology of the land and adjacent shelf areas 
1 .2.1 The Caledonian foreland 
The Lewisian rocks of north-west Scotland are among 
the oldest rocks exposed on the north-east Atlantic seaboard. 
They form a much studied polycyclic gneiss complex, which is, 
in parts, correlateable with similar complexes in Greenland 
and North America. At least two major phases of high temp-
erature and pressure metamorphism, separated by several 
phases of uplift erosion and dyke injection, are recognised 
(Sutton and Watson, 1951; Bowes, 1968; Park,1970). The two 
units are known as the Scourian and Laxfordian complexes and 
are separated in time by about 1,000 My with the earliest 
metamorphism dated at about 2,600 My ago (Scourian). Rocks 
preserving Scourian structures outcrop in a central area of 
the west coast of Scotland from the Ben Stack line in the 
north to Gruinard Bay in the south. Laxfordian rocks outcrop 
to the north and south. The Scourian gneisses are often in 
granulite facies whereas the Laxfordian rocks are dominantly 
amphibolitic gneisses with some retrogressed granulites. In 
the Outer Hebrides, gneisses showing Laxfordian amphibolitic 
metamorphism are exposed but some relict Scourian rocks are 
present, particularly on the east coast of the Islands above 
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the Outer Isles thrust. The Outer Isles thrust is an overthrust 
to the west and forms an ext•:msive zone of intense deformation 
traceable along the east coasts of the Outer Hebrides. It is 
clearly older than the Stornoway beds (Permo-Triassic and 
probably Caledonian in age. 
The two complexes present in the Lewisian have slightly 
different geophysical properties with the Scourian granulites 
being slightly denser and of higher velocity than the 
Laxfordian amphibolites (Bott et al., 1972·; Smith and Bott, 
1975; Hall and Al-Haddad, 1976). The relationship of the 
Laxfordian to the Scourian is still subject to debate but 
geochemical evidence suggests that the Laxfordian assemblage 
represents·a set of supra-crustal metasediments derived from~ 
Scourian (Holland and Lambert, 1973). Smith and Bott (1975) 
postulated that the two layer division of the crust observed 
in many continental seismic profiles is caused by a change in 
facies from amphibolites to granulites and that the Scourian 
granulites of Scotland represent lower crustal rocks. 
A later metamorphic event in the Precambrian, recognised 
in Canada as the Grenvillian phase, is not shown in onshore 
Britain, although it has been recognised in rocks dredged 
from Rockall Plateau (Miller, Matthews and Roberts, 1973).* 
Resting upon the Lewisian, with considerable landscape 
unconformity, are Torridonian rocks of mostly continental red 
bed facies. The Torridonian is now recognised to be made up 
of two groups of widely differing ages and palaeolatitude 
but of very similar facies (Irving and Runcorn, 1957; 
Stewart, 1966; Moorbath, 1969; Stewart and Irving, 1974). 
The two kilometre thick Stoer group, consisting of. red 
~ bur QQQ.. ~ ~t, ~.,. Stco~t ~ oaru1 ~, 1'\1-b 
N~, ~~, 5'1'.i"-.S1 ~. 
conglomerates, sandstones, shales and a few limestones, were 
recognised by Stewart ( 1966) to be .an earlier formation than 
t,he main Torrid.onian.. T.he .Stoe.r group is dated as 93-5 My .old 
whilst the Torridonian is 750 My old (Moorbath, 1969). A 
50° difference in palaeolatitude between the Stoer group and 
the Torridonian suggests the possibility of continental drift 
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at the time. The Torridonian rocks are red, arkosic sandstones 
and conglomerates, with some shales, mostly derived from 
sources to the west. The environment of deposition was 
dominantly fluviatile with cross-beds, channel fills and 
overbank floodplain deposits. Some shallow lake deposits 
may be represented by the Diabeg shales. In places, the 
total thickness of the Torridonian attains about 20 km and 
it buries a Lewisian landscape of appreciable relief. 
Resting with a planar unconformity upon the earlier 
formations lie Cambro-Ordovician sediments of shallow shelf-
sea facies. Limestones and clean quartzitic sandstones 
. contain fossils typical of the North American faunal province 
which was established at the time. Cambria~ rocks of England 
and Wales exhibit Baltic type fauna thus indicating the 
existence of a faunal barrier in Cambrian times. 
1.2.2 The Caledonian mobile belt 
To the south-east of the Moine thrust belt lies a 
complex series of schists known as the Moinian and Dalradian 
schists, which were deformed, metamorphosed and intruded 
during the Caledonian orogeny{s). It is possible that the 
Moines were a series of sediments deposited in a seaway to 
Stoer tai'O~ 
the east of, and contemporaneously with, the~Torridonian 
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rocks. In places, Lewisian rocks can be recognised beneath 
the Moines as small inliers and within the Moines as thrust 
wedges. The Caledonian orogeny was a complex period with at 
le·ast two, and quite likely more, major episodes of folding 
and metamorphism. Rocks of Moine, Dalradian, Cambrian, 
Ordovician and Silurian ages were involved over an area 
stretching from Mid-Wales to northern Scotland during a time-
span of at least 150 My. The orogeny is commonly interpreted 
in terms of the continental collision of the North American-
Greenland and the Southern Britain-Baltic continents upon 
consumption of the intervening ocean. The deformation of 
the north Scottish region, dated as late Cambrian, predates 
the deformation of the Anglesey-Wales region (late Silurian) 
by about 100 My and has been explained in terms of subduction 
and deformation of the two continental masses at different 
times (Dewey and Bird, 1970; Phillips, Stillman and Murphy, 
-1976). Extensive intrusion of granitic material took place 
in the Caledonian mobile belt over a long period during and 
after the main metamorphic events. The Moine thrusts date 
from this period and have been variously estimated as having 
a lateral displacement of 40 km (A.D. Stewart, personal 
communication) and 100 km (Phillips, Stillman and Murphy, 
1976) with overthrusting towards the west. 
1.2.3 Post-Caledonian geology 
At the end of the Caledonian orogeny the whole of 
northern Britain was the site of a large mountain chain in the 
centre of a very large continental mass. Devonian Old Red 
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Sandstones and conglomerates were deposited in large inter-
montane basins and attain very large thicknesses (e.g. Orcadian 
Basin, Moray Firth and some of the basins to the north of 
mainland Scotland and west of the Shetlands). The Carbon-
iferous is well represented in southern Scotland and further 
south but is very scarce in northern Scotland. 
The understanding of the geology of the area during 
Mesozoic and Cainozoic times has been greatly enhanced by 
the collection of marine data in recent years. T~rough the 
work of Research Institutes, Universities and Oil Companies 
the seas around Britain have been shown to be areas of sub-
stantial sedimentary basin development since the beginning of 
the Mesozoic. The Permian and Triassic rocks of northern 
Britain are of continental type with aolian sandstones and 
fluviatile rocks deposited over broad tracts or in fault 
bounded basins. The Permo-Triassic marks the onset of the 
broad subsidence of the North Sea region and deposition of 
evaporites, marls etc. In western Britain a series of 
faulted graben or half-graben basins were initiated, often 
along lines of pre-existing weakness (e.g. Vale of Eden, 
Worcestershire Graben, Minch Basins). The formation of 
these western basins has been linked to a tensional phase 
preceding the splitting of the North Atlantic between 
Africa and North America (Roberts, 1975b) or coinciding with 
a possible Permian opening of Rockall Trough (Russe~ 1976). 
The Jurassic of the North Sea is marked by the major 
subsidence of the Viking graben which continued into the 
Cretaceous. By Tertiary times faulting and localised 
graben-type subsidence had died away to be replabed by broad 
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subsidence and deposition of up to 3.5 km of Tertiary 
sandstones, shales and limestones. The crust beneath the 
northe-rn North Sea shows extensive thinning bene-ath the axiaJ.: 
region of the Viking graben and the Terti.'lry downwarp (Collette, 
1968; R.E. Long, personal communication). 
In the _west Shetland area and north of the Scottish 
Mainland, gravity and magnetic observations and seismic 
reflection and refraction data collected by Durham University 
have delineated a series of basement highs and fault bounded 
sedimentary basins (Bott and Watts, 1971; Watts, 1971; Smith 
and Bott, 1975). Some of these basins are of Old Red 
Sandstone age and others have Mesozoic sediments forming the 
major filling. Tertiary sediments in the area are either thin 
or absent except near the margin of the Faeroe-Shetland 
Channel where they may thicken considerably (Bott, 1975). 
The Mesozoic geology of north-west Scotland has the 
most bearing on the present work and Figure 1.2 summarises 
the known geology of the area (Binns et al., 1975). 
Geophysical and sedimentological work has shown the presence 
of three Mesozoic basins: the Inner Hebrides Basin, the Sea 
of the Hebrides Basin (or the South Minch Basin) and the 
North Minch Basin. 
The Inner Hebrides Basin is bounded to the west by 
the Camusunary fault with up to 750 m of normal movement 
demonstrated on Skye. The sediments dip towards the fault 
which passes to the east of Coll, Tiree and Rhum and outcrops 
on Skye. Permo-Triassic red beds, shallow marine Jurassic 
shales and limestones and thin Cretaceous sandstones form 
the basin fill and are exposed in southern Skye. The Permo-
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Figure 1.2 Summary map of the geology of 
Hebrides and the adjacent sea 
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Triassic red beds are interpreted as alluvial fan and 
floodplain deposits (Steel, 1974) and the Jurassic as brackish 
water ·lagoonal deposits (Hudson, 1964). 
The Sea of the Hebrides Basin is bounded on the west 
side by the Minch fault system. The northern margin of the 
basin is a structural high with Torridonian rocks outcropping 
on the seabed whilst the south-eastern margin is the structural 
high to the west of the Camusunary fault. Tuson (1959) 
recognised a fault bounded north-eastern margin and postulated 
a filling of Triassic rocks. Sea bottom sampling by Chesher 
et al. (1972) has shown Triassic sandstones, marls and 
conglomerates and Jurassic shales and sandstones with inter-
bedded sills of presumed Tertiary age. Sedimentological 
studies by Steel (1974) and Steel, Nicholson and Kalander 
(1975) have shown that the Triassic of Northern Skye represents 
alluvial fans and braided stream deposits derived from the 
north-east and deposited on a south-westerly dipping palaeo-
slope. Smythe et al. (1972) .have suggested that the major 
fill of the basin is possibly 2 km of Permo-Triassic with an 
unknown amount of Torridonian beneath it. Tertiary lavas 
associated with the Tertiary igneous complex of southern 
Skye outcrop over large areas of both sea and land in this 
basin and, just north-west of Canna, are themselves covered 
by up to 1 km of probable Palaeocene sediments. 
The North Minch Basin lies to the north of the Torrid-
onian structural high and is bounded to the west by the Minch 
fault. Allerton (1968) has interpreted the observed gravity 
across the basin in terms of 2.2 km of material of density 
contrast -0.3 gm cm-3 . Binns et al. (1975) give an inter-
pretation of a seismic profile which suggests that the base 
of the Permo-Triassic may be at a depth of 4 km or so in the 
centre of the basin. Sediments of Permo-Triassic and 
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Jurassic age have been sampled on the seabed in this basin 
(Chesher et al., 1972). Torridon~an and possibly Cambro-
Ordovician rocks lie beneat.h the Permo-Triassic. Studies by 
Steel ( 1971) on the -3 km thick Stornoway beds have demonstrated 
pet\~ 
that they are,..of New Red Sandstone age and represent alluvial 
fan deposits, suggesting contemporaneous movement on the 
Minch fault or other local faults. 
To the west of the Outer Hebrides lies a shallow 
Mesozoic (?) basin, shown on the IGS map of the sub-
Pleistocene geology of the British Isles and the Adjacent 
Continental Shelf (1972), with fault bounded eastern and 
western margins but little is known about the depth of this 
basin or its age of fill. 
Over much of the remainder of the shelf, to the west of 
the Outer Hebrides, Lewisian metamorphic or Tertiary igneous 
rocks outcrop with only local and very thin patches of 
sediments. Only very close to the margins of Rockall Trough 
do sedimentary thicknesses become significant. 
The Tertiary of northern Britain was dominated by the 
volcanic centres of western Scotland, Northern Ireland and 
the shelf areas to tne west. The volcanic province continues 
into Greenland and encompasses the Faeroe Isles and Rockall 
Islet. Volcanic centres are exposed at Arran, Ardnamurchan, 
Mull, Skye, Rhum, St. Kilda, Rockall Islet and in Northern 
Ireland. Otlier volcanic centres exist beneath the sea on 
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the shelf which have been found by geophysical methods 
(Himsworth, 1973; McQuillin, Bacon and Binns, 1973). The 
volcanic activity is probably an expression of the forces at 
work during the split of Rockall and Greenland and is associated 
with fairly extensive regional uplift and erosion of suggested 
Palaeocene age (Stride et al., 1969). 
1.3 The geology of Rockall Trough and its margins 
The Rockall Trough has water depths varying from 3 km 
in the south to about 1 km in the north where the Wyville-
Thompson Ridge separates the Trough from the Faeroe-Shetland 
Channel, itself thought to represent a northward extension 
of the Trough (Bott, 1977). On tLe east side of the Trough 
its margins are steep whilst on the west, steep sides are 
only shown in the south. Nortb of 58° N Rockall Plateau 
gives way to a series of shallow banks and channels which 
are thought to form a continuation of the Plateau up towards 
the Faeroe Islands (Himsworth, 1973). A sediment dr'ift, the 
Feni Ridge, occupies the westerr. part of the Trough and was 
deposited as a contourite by cold Norwegian Sea water passing 
over the Wyville-Thompson Ridge (Jones et al., 1970). 
Deposited on the eastern side of the Trough are terrigenous 
sediments and fans. 
Bullard, Everett and Smith (1965) made a reconstruction 
of the continents around the North Atlantic before the 
Mesozoic spreading of the Atlantic Ocean took place. They 
retained Rockall Plateau as a continental fragment and Rockall 
Trough was not closed up in this reconstruction. A later 
reconstruction by Bott and Watts (1971) retained both Rockall 
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and Faeroe Plateaus as continental fragments and improved the 
fit of the continents particularly around northern Scotland 
and Greenland where the Caledonian fronts became well aligned. 
Figure 1.3 is taken from Roberts (1975a) and gives the 
interpretation of seismic profiles across Rockall Trough, 
Hatton-Rockall Basin and Porcupine Seabight. Two deep 
boreholes were drilled on the edge of Hatton-Rockall Basin 
as part of t.he Deep Sea Drilling Project (DSDP) (Laughton 
and Berggren et al., 1972) and in combination with the seismic 
reflection data yield the following sequence: 
(1) Post-R4 series- early Miocene to Recent oozes. Oligocene 
to early Miocene cherts. 
(2) Reflector R4 - base of Oligocene unconformity. 
(3) Pre-R4 series -late Cretaceous (?) to upper Eocene. 
(4) Basement - Tertiary igneous and Precambrian 
metamorphics. 
Reflector R4 is dated as 37 My and is seen to be a 
very widespr~ad unconformity. Hatton-Rockall Basin has been 
an intermittently, rapidly subsiding basin since late 
Cretaceous times with the rate of subsidence sometimes 
exceeding the rate of sedimentation. At the bottom of DSDP 
hole 117 an upper Palaeocene conglomerate overlies a sub-
aerial (?) basalt indicating that the area was at, or close 
to, the surface at that time. Further up the section deeper 
water sediments become dominant. 
In Rockall Trough the same upper sequence is recognised, 
but a much thicker (-2 seconds two-way travel-time) sequence 
of pre-R4 sediments can be identified. Reflectors X,Y and Z 
Figure 1. 3 
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have been dated by Roberts (1975a and b) as 60, 76 and 100 My 
old respectively, on the basis of their pinchout on dated 
oceanic crust to tbe south and west and using typical 
sedimentation rates. This evidence suggests that Rockall 
Trough was formed a little before 100 My ago although this 
depends critically on the date given to reflector Z. 
The continent ocean boundary used by Bullard, Everett 
and Smith (1965) was the 500 fathom bathymetric contour but 
Roberts, Ardus and Dearnley (1973) have suggested that a 
prominent sub-sedimentary basement scarp, called the Jean 
Charcot fault zone, may mark the continent ocean boundary 
on the west side of Rockall Trough. A similar boundary 
at the foot of the slope on the east side was also suggested. 
Closure of the Trough to these substantially congruent fault 
zones leads to an improved fit of Rockall Plateau and the 
Hebridean Shelf which does not require rotation of Porcupine 
Bank (Roberts, Ardus and Dearnley, 1973). 
Recent DSDP drilling of the western margin of Rockall 
Plateau and in the Bay of Biscay has shown that presumed 
continental areas close to these margins have subsided by 
several thousand metres in response to cooling of the oceanic 
lithosphere since spreading began about 55 and 120 My ago 
respectively (Montadert et al., 1977). These drill holes 
show a thin (-0.5 km) sequence of sediments grading from 
~pper Palaeocene clastic shelf facies through Eocene and 
Miocene oozes to Recent oozes indicating that the rate of 
subsidence has exceeded the rate of sedimentation. 
The margins of Rockall Trough, although showing more 
or less the classic shelf, slope and rise sequence of 
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Atlantic-type continental margins, are anomalous in that they 
show little evidence of substantial sedimentary wedges on the 
adjacent shelves. Acoustic basement occurs at comparatively 
shallow depth (0.5 km) to within a few kilometres of the 
shelf-break (Stride et al., 1969; Himsworth, 1973; Bailey, 
Grzywacz and Buckley, 1974; R.iddihough and Max, 1976). There 
is little evidence of pre-split graben formation close to the 
Trough although graben development was active some 150 km to 
the east in Permo-Triassic times (Batt, 1977). There are 
small accumulations of sediments (probably Mesozoic) where 
t~, '1"3L{auac..~ 'U'd ~~.~~~ 
the Great Glen fault is intersected by the margin~and small 
thicknesses of presumed Mesozoic sediments are identified on 
some commercial reflection data close to the shelf edge 
around 58° N (F. Bouwers, personal communication). The lack 
of large sedimentary accumulations can be attributed to lack 
of subsidence or to an inadequate sediment supply. The 
western margin of Rockall Plateau is a sediment starved 
margin so that although it exhibits substantial subsidence 
it has only thin sediments (Montadert et al., 1977). On 
the other hand, the margins of Rockall Trough seem not to 
have suffered a similar amount of subsidence, possibly because 
the spreading in the Trough took place under unusually cool 
conditions and thermal uplift did not achieve the scale 
normally envisaged for continental margins (Batt, 1977). 
As any spreading in the Trough ceased after generating only 
200 km of separation it is unlikely that it was of the 
vigo~rous type observed in modern spreading oceans. 
Three prominent seamounts are situated in the Trough 
and are identified as such on the basis of their bathymetry, 
magnetic and gravity anomalies and dredge sampling (Deitrich 
and Ulrich,· 1961; Himsworth, 1973; Jones et al., 1974). The 
seamounts are Rosemary Bank, Anton Dohrn seamount and the 
Hebrides Terrace seamount. Anton Dohrn seamount is dated as 
Upper Cretaceous from a nannofossil assemblage incorporated 
in basic lavas and tuffs (Jones et al., 1974). The flat top 
of Anton Dohrn suggests that it once reached the surface and 
has since subsided about 600 m. 
1 .4 Crustal structure in the region 
1 .4 .1 Shelf areas, Rockall Plateau and the Faeroes 
Figures 1.4 and 1.5 summarise the results of some 
previous seismic refraction experiments in the British Isles 
and shelf areas, the Faeroes, Rockall Trough and Rockall 
Plateau. 
The North Atlantic Seismic Project of 1972 (NASP) was 
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a sea to land refraction experiment using shots fired on the 
Scottish Shelf (north of Scotland and west of Shetland), 
across the Faeroes-Shetland Channel, on to the Faeroe Plateau 
and along the Iceland-Faeroe Ridge. Recording stations were 
sited on Iceland, the Faeroe Isles, the Shetland Isles and 
the Scottish Mainland. Two recording ships were also used. 
On the northern Scottish shelf area a two layer crust of 
velocities about 6.1 and 6.4b km sec- 1 was observed (Smith 
and Bott, 1975). The mid-crustal refractor gave good first 
arrivals and varied in depth from 16 km to 2 km, with the 
shallowest part being beneath a large gravity high (High A 
of Bott and Watts, 1971). The depth of the refractor 
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Figure 1.4 Summary of the results of previous seismic 
refraction work in the British Isles region. 
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The letters refer to the authors of the studies. 
H- Hill, 1952; E10, E11, E12 -Ewing and Ewing, 
1959; E10.- Jones et al., 1970; Sc- Scrutton, 
1971; Sm- Smith, 1974; HB- Holder and Bott, 
1971; BP- Blundell and Parks, 1969; AC- Agger 
and Carpenter, 1965; BB - Bamford and Blundell, 
1971; SB- Smith and Bott, 1975; BN- Bamford 
et al., 1976 northern area; BS- Bamford et al., 
1976 southern area; CN - Casten and Nielsen, 1975; 
W- Whitmarsh et al., 1974. 
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correlates with the Bouguer anomalies and Smith and Bott 
(1975) suggested that the interface marks the change from an 
upper layer of amphibolite facies Lewisian (Laxfordian) to 
granulite facies Lewisian (Scourian). If this is so, the 
exposed granulite terrains of north-west Scotland may represent 
the lower crustal material. -1 Assuming that the 6.48 km sec 
layer extends to the base of the crust, the Moho depth was 
found to be remarkably uniform at about 26 km beneath the 
foreland area. Beneath the Caledonides, east of the Moine 
thrust, the crust is about 20 per cent thicker than beneath 
the foreland and the mid-crustal refractor is found at varying 
depth. A well determined Moho velocity of 7.99 km sec- 1 
was reported. 
The Lithospheric Seismic Profile in Britain of 1974 
(LISPB) was a very long range and detailed refraction profile 
aligned north-south, crossing the major structural trends of 
Britain at a high angle. Preliminary results have been 
presented by Bamford et al. (1976) and Kaminski et al. (1976) 
and more detailed results have been given by Bamford (personal 
communication). A three layer division of the crust has been 
proposed which, in the northern area, has velocities in the 
-1 
ranges: 6.0 - 6.2 km sec for the top layer, 6.4 - 6.45 km 
-1 -1 
sec for the middle layer and about 6.7 km sec , increasing 
to about 7.2 km sec- 1 just above the Moho, for the bottom 
layer. The depths to the two mid-crustal interfaces are 
about 10 km and 18 km respectively, whilst the Moho· is at a 
depth of about 28 km and overlies upper mantle material of 
velocity 8.00 km sec- 1 . The identification of the top two 
layers is based on first arrivals and correlates well with 
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the results of NASP further to the north. The recognition 
of the lowest crustal refractor is based upon the high values 
found from analysis of the Moho wide-angle reflections for 
the average crustal velocity (6.7 km sec- 1) and the identification 
of a supercritically reflected phase from the 6.7 km sec-1 
interface. In addition to crustal arrivals, LISPB observed 
arrivals from reflectors deep within the lithosphere at 
ranges of about 350 km and above. The energy in the Moho 
headwave was observed to die away at about 300 km and a more 
energetic, and slightly faster, phase became prominent. Such 
lower lithospheric phases have been observed in long range 
profiles in France by Hirn et al. (1973) and indicate previously 
undetected fine structure within the lower lithosphere. 
Other explosion experiments in southern Britain have 
shown a one or two layer crust beneath a variable layer of 
sediments. Bamford and Blundell (1971) have presented 
preliminary results from the Continental Margin Refraction 
Experiment (CMRE) conducted in the sea areas to the south 
of Ireland. Although. unreversed, a Moho velocity of 8.0 km 
sec-1 at a depth varying from 25 to 32 km beneath a single 
-1 crustal layer. of velocity 6.0 km sec was observed. An 
oceanward thinning of the crust was suggested but the 
magnitude of the effect was not precdsely determined. 
The crustal structure of Rockall Plateau has been shown 
to be continental in type through refraction experiments 
reported by Scrutton (1971) and through geochemical work by 
Moorbath and Welke (1969). An upper crustal layer of velocity 
6.36 km sec-1 was observed above a lower crustal layer of 
7.0 km sec-1 with a boundary at a depth of between 8 and 16 km 
(Scrutton, 1971). Moho depths of 30 and 22 km were measured 
beneath Rockall Bank and Hatton-Rockall Basin respectively 
and an unreversed sub-Moho velocity of 8.2 km sec- 1 found. 
The crustal structure of the F'aeroe Plateau was 
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investigated during NASP and a crustal thickness of between 
25 and 30 lon found (Smith, 1974; Smith and Bott, 1975; Casten 
and Nielsen, 1975). Upper crustal velocities of 5.3 and 
6.1 km sec-1 were observed with some slight evidence of a 
7.0 km sec-1 refractor at depths of about 15 km. The Moho 
velocity was found by time-term analysis to be about 7.6 km 
sec-1 although significant dips on the Moho gave apparent 
velocities of from 7.1 to 8.) km sec-1 (Casten and Nielsen, 
1975). This low velocity was ascribed by Casten and Nielsen 
to the proximity of the Iceland-Faeroe Ridge structure. The 
evidence of continental crustal material and thicknesses 
beneath Rockall Plateau and the Faeroes Plateau is entirely 
compatible with the results of gravity interpretations in 
those areas (Scrutton, 1971; Bott, Browitt and Stacey, 1971). 
NASP also produced evidence for fundamentally different 
structures between the Iceland-Faeroes Ridge and the Faeroes 
Plateau in the phase conversions reported by Bott, Nielsen 
and Sunderland (1976). Phases travelling along the ridge at 
velocities of about 6.7 km sec- 1 and 7.8 km sec- 1 were shown 
to change to a phase having an apparent velocity between the 
stations not significantly different from that of Pg within 
the Faeroe Block. The change takes place at the margin 
between the Iceland-Faeroe Ridge and the Faeroes Plateau and 
suggests a conversion at a fairly sharp lateral boundary. 
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1.4.2 Rockall Trough and the Faeroes-Shetland Channel 
Seismic refraction observations in Rockall Trough are 
reported by Hill (1952), Ewing and Ewing (1959) and Scrutton 
(1971). These unreversed refraction profiles revealed 
velocities of assumed sedimentary rocks in the range 1.5 to 
3.55 km sec- 1 with a maximum thickness of about 5 km in the 
southern part of the Trough. The sediments thin northwards 
as the seabed rises. 'Basement' velocities of between 4.72 
and 6.96 km se~- 1 were observed, a span which encompasses 
possible values for oceanic layer 2 as well as consolidated 
sediments, crustal metamorphic and igneous rocks. No Moho 
arrivals were reported although a reinterpretation by 
Jones et al. (1970) of the line E10 of Ewing and Ewing (1959) 
suggested that the Moho was at a depth of 14 km with material 
of velocity 8.0 km sec-1 beneath it. 
Gravity interpretations by Scrutton (1971) and Himsworth 
(1973) have shown that the Moho is probably at a depth of 
about 14 km in the south of the Trough. As the seabed rises, 
and the sediments thin towards the Wyville-Thompson Ridge 
Himsworth (1973) suggested that the crust thickens northwards. 
· Gravity interpretations by Watts (1970) and Himsworth 
(1973) in the Faeroes-Shetland Channel have suggested crustal 
thicknesses of about 21 and 18 km respectively. These 
interpretations were limited by a lack of knowledge concerning 
the sediment thicknesses. Seismic refraction observations 
by Ewing and Ewing (1959) showed a 4.91 km sec-1 basement 
refractor about 1.6 km beneath the seafloor with sediments 
of velocity between 1.72 and 2.24 km sec- 1 above it. During 
NASP a reversed refraction profile was shot in the channel 
and showed refractors of 4.65, 6.16 and 8.27 km sec- 1 at mean 
depths of 1.24, 6.9 and 17.1 km (Smith, 1974). This may be 
taken as good confirmatory evidence that the Faeroe-Shetland 
Channel is not floored by continental crust but by slightly 
anomalous oceanic crust, possibly similar to that beneath 
the Iceland-Faeroe Ridge. 
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The Greenland-Iceland- Faeroe Ridge is an asei:3mic ridge 
intersecting the Mid-Atlantic Ridge beneath Iceland. It has 
anomalously thick oceanic crust and is thought to have been 
produced by extreme differentiation of mantle material above 
a "hotspot" now centred beneath Iceland (Bott, Browitt and 
Stacey, 1971). 
1.5 The plate tectonic history of the area 
Most of the details of the Mesozoic spreading history 
are well known from work by, among many others: Heirtzler 
et al., 1968; Pitman and Talwani, 1972; Johnson et al., 1974; 
Roberts, 1975b. The dating of events in the Atlantic is 
mostly dependent on the age of various magnetic anomalies. 
An outline summary of the sequence of spreading phases is as 
follows: 
( 1 ) 250 - 1b0 My 
(2) 180 My - Present 
( 3) 130? - 73 My 
(4) 64 (76?) - 45 My 
( 5) 52.?My - Present 
Early rifting stage predates the 
split between Africa and North America. 
Spreading south of the Azores opens 
central Atlantic. 
Spreading in Bay of Biscay rotates 
Iberian peninsula. 
Spreading in Labrador Sea separates 
Greenla~d from North America. 
Spreading of Reykjanes Ridge separates 
Rockall from Greenland. Spreading 
rates on Reykjanes Ridge change at 
about 35 My and 2·2 - ro My. 
The way in which the opening of Rockall Trough fits 
into this scheme is very difficult to assess due to the lack 
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of oceanic magnetic anomalies. The anomalies in Rockall Trough 
are smooth and of small amplitude and may be interpreted as 
oceanic crust magnetised in one direction only. There are 
two long periods in this scheme of Mesozoic magnetic reversals 
when normal polarity periods obtained, one is from about 162 
to 148 My in the middle Jurassic and the other is in mid-
Cretaceous times from about 112 to 85 My (Heezen and Fornari, 
1975). If Rockall Trough opened during either of the two 
periods, striped magnetic anomalies would not be formed. The 
observation that magnetic anomaly 32 cuts across the mouth of 
the Trough without offset or evidence for a triple junction 
suggests that the formation of the Trough was complete by 
about 73 My ago (Roberts, 1975a and b). The age of 100 My 
for the oldest reflector observed in the Trough (Roberts, 
1975a and b) suggests that the formation of the Trough was 
complete by about this time. A Permian or early Jurassic age 
for Rockall Trough, as suggested by Russeil(1976), would 
require rifting and spreading deep within a continental 
interior connected by transform faults to other plate margins 
and it seems most probable that Rockall Trough formed during 
part or all of the mid-Cretaceous quiet period between 112 
and 85 My ago (Bott, 1977). 
1.6 The aims of HMSP 
Bearing in mind the observations made in the preceding 
discussion, f~SP was designed to try to answer the following 
questions: 
( 1) Does the crustal structure and thickness change signif-
icantly between the Caledonian Mobile belt and the 
foreland region, as was indicated in NASP and LISPB? 
(2) What effect, if any, do the small sedimentary basins 
of the Minches and Outer Hebrides have on Moho depth 
and crustal structure? 
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(3) Do the exposed Scourian granulite terrains of the north-
west Scottish area and the Outer Hebrides exhibit ve.loc.it•es 
bjp&c.i\ o(!. ltre lowarcr..st~ as suggested by Smith and Bott 
(1974)? 
(4) Does the continental crust tl!in towards Rockall Trough 
and, if possible, what is the fine structure at the 
margin? 
(5) Is the oceanic nature of Rockall Trough confirmed by 
good observations of a thin crust and does :the crust in 
the Trough thicken northwards towards the Wyville-
Thompson Ridge, as suggested by Himsworth (1973)? 
(6) Are any phases converted at the margin of Rockall 
Trough to normal continental crustal phases, as was 
observed between the Faeroes and t~e Iceland-Faeroe 
Ridge by Bott, Nielsen and Sunderland (1976)? 
To answer these questions the experiment was planned 
to use a line of stations and shots along 58° N witt a second 
line running nortr1-west from Skye across the Minc.h and outer 
shelf into Rockall Trough just north of Rosemary Bank (Figure 1 .6). 
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Care was taken to ensure a strong network of recordings 
with several reoccupations of earlier shot and station 
positions so that tte experiment could be tied in to 
previous work. Shots to be fired in Moray Firth were 
designed to give reversal of the Moho beneath the land 
recording stations to the west and recording ships were to 
be used to reverse the outer shelf and Rockall Trough 
sections. 
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CHAPTER 2 
DATA ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING 
2.1 The Hebridean Margin Seismic Project (HMSP) 
HMSP was a sea to land explosion experiment which took 
place between the 21st July and the 19th August, 1975. Shots 
fired by RRS Challenger were recorded at 21 temporary seismic 
recording stations deployed around the Outer Hebrides and the 
Scottish Mainland. Another temporary recording station was 
installed in Northern Ireland (at Lagg) by Professor T. 
Murphy of the Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies. In 
addition, recordings from the permanent array networks 
installed in the Midland Valley of Scotland (Lownet) and at 
Eskdalemuir were made available. The distribution of stations 
and shots achieved is shown in Figure 2.1. 
The explosives used were 300 lb Minol depth charges 
suspended from buoys and fired electrically at "optimum 
depth" (see Section 2.2.2). In the shallow water of the 
Hebridean Shelf a single charge was used, whilst in the 
deeper water of Rockall Trough five separate depth charg·es 
were fired simultaneously. 
During part of the project a recording ship, MV 
Charterer, was operated at the western ends of the shot lines 
but technical difficulties prevented it successfully recording 
the shots. A temporary recording station had been installed 
on Rockall Islet by the lnstitute of Geological Sciences 
(IGS) Global Seismology Unit as part of their research program 
but, due to the low gain employed on the recorder, no useful 
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recordings were made. 
The shot distribution achieved was severely restricted 
.by the withdrawal of the Hoyal Navy at a very late stage in 
the planning of the project. The Navy had agreed to fire some 
25 depth· charges west of t.he She tlands, in the Moray Firth 
and in the North Minch, but because of mechanical difficulties 
with their ship, HMS Herald, they had to withdraw from the 
project. A reprogramming of the shots allowed the more 
important ones, otherwise missed, to be incorporated into the 
·shot firing programme of RRS Challenger. The second major 
margin traverse (line L) was not completed however, due to 
adverse weather conditions and logistic difficulties. 
2.2 Shot data 
2.2.1 Shot lines 
The major continental margin traverse was along the 
line of latitude 58° N with an average shot spacing of 10 km 
on the shelf section (line G) and 15 km in Rockall Trough 
(line K). An extension of line G crossed the Minch where a 
ridge of Torridonian Sandstone separates the North Minch 
Basin from the South Minch Basin, whilst a second line (line 
H) crossed a large thickness of sediments in the South Minch 
Basin. A second line on the outer shelf (line J) ran south-
south-east from St. Kilda towards the recording station in 
Northern Ireland. The shot spacing along line J was approx-
imately 35 km. Shots 13 and J1 were specifically designed 
to give constraints for any time-term solutions, 13 being a 
reoccupation of shot N1 of LISPB and J1 being close to the 
two temporary recording stations sited on St. Kilda. 
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2.2.2 Shot timing and firing 
The Senior Scientist on board RRS Challenger was Mr. 
G. Wylie who had responsibility for shot positions and timing. 
The charges were made up and fired by Commander C.C. Moore. 
A detailed account of the shot firing and timing procedure 
and general conduct of the cruise is presented in "Report on 
RRS Challenger Cruise 11/75 in the North East Atlantic" -
Department of Geological Sciences, University of Durham, HMSP. 
Investigations by Jacob (1970, 1975) have shown the 
advantages to be gained from firing underwater explosions as 
dispersed charges at "optimum deptl1 11 • The method relies on 
constructive interference of the bubble pulse and sea-surface 
reflection for a particular frequency. As the range of 
observation increases the required charge size increases and 
therefore the required depth of water increases. The 
amplitude and predominant frequencies are consequently changed. 
This requirement leads to difficulties of manhandling and 
laying a large charge and in some cases the required depth of 
water is difficult to achieve, especially nearshore. By 
splitting the large charge into N packages of 1/N th its size, 
each suspended at optimum depth, Jacob (1975) has shown how 
the transmitted signal is simply N times the signal from a 
single package. For the frequencies and array dimensions 
considered here the directional radiation pattern has a broad 
maximum lobe at right angles to the array. As tr1e take-off 
angles of the signals from the source are always greater than 
75° to the horizontal they can be considered to be in the 
direction of maximum response. The major influence on the 
orientation of the shot array was therefore the practical 
desire to ensure that the ship could maintain station with 
the charges and buoys in a stable configuration behind her. 
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On the shallow continental shelf regions, if the water 
depth was large enough, single charges were suspended 90 m 
below a large buoy. At lesser depths the charge was suspended 
as deep as was possible whilst making sure that it was off 
the seabed. This avoided the danger of it snagging and hence 
failing through strain on the firing cable. In the deeper 
waters of Rockall Trough, five charges were hung 90 m beneath 
five separated buoys 40 m apart. Figure 2.2 shows the 
arrangement of charges and buoys used for the dispersed 
charges. 
Both the suspension rope and the firing cable had 
disposable ·"blow-off ends". These could be swiftly removed 
on recovery of the system leaving the major portion of the 
firing system intact. 
Firing was by dynamo-exploder connected in series to 
each detonator. The stet instant was found by comparing the 
recording made of the water wave arrival at a hull-mounted 
geophone with the output of a crystal clock. Clock and geophone 
output were recorded on to magnetic tape and displayed on an 
ultra-violet paper recorder. Tl~ clock was regularly 
calibrated against MSF Rugby radio and a knowledge of the 
charge configuration allowed the shot instant to be calculated 
to 0.02 seconds accuracy. 
Close inshore positioning was by Rad~r, Decca, Satellite 
Navigator and compass bearings on landmarks. Further out to 
sea Decca and Satellite Navigator only were used. It is 
Figure 2.2 Dispersed charge layout. Each charge is 
300 lb Minol. 
Figu~e 2.3 Parameters used in calculation of shot -
station ranges. 
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thought that positioning was accurate to within 0.2 km 
nearshore and 0.4 km in the Rockall Trough region. 
In general, radio broadcasts of expected shot times 
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and shot completions by both RRS Challenger and MV Charterer 
proved ineffective due to the low quality of the receivers 
used by the recording station operators. However, as all the 
stations operated continuously it was only necessary to know 
the firing programme for the day in outline so that the 
recorder gains could be set in advance. The system finally 
adopted; and the one recommended for any future project, 
was to copy telex messages containing an updated firing 
programme to the major operating centres: Durham, Stornoway 
and Ullapool. Table 2.1 gives the shot positions and 
firing times. 
2.2.3 Shot - station ranges 
Travel distances were calculated using a computer 
program available at Durham which follows Rudoe's method 
described by Bomford (1962). Considering the earth as an 
ellipsoid of revolution, the radii at the shot and station 
position were calculated using the approximations: 
where e is the equatorial radius = 6378.16 km 
E is the ellipticity of the earth = 1/298.247 
a is the geocentric latitude 
and a= tan- 1 (0.99330544 tan a) 
where a is the geographical latitude. 
Radii calculated for the shot and station are used in the 
Table 2.1 Shot position, time, size and depth with water 50 
depth for all HMSP shots. 
Shot Latitude Longitude Date Time Size Shot Water 
(GMT) depth d~pth 
0 & ' 0 & ' N w (h m sec) (lb) (m) (m) 
G7 58 00.07 5 30.43 29-7-75 1008 59.30 300 45 45 
G8 58 00.27 5 34.73 29-7-75 1148 43.52 300 91 102 
G9 58 00.10 5 39.95 29-7-75 1308 21.83 300 9"1 100 
G10 57 59.94 5 43.83 29-7-75 1436 14.36 300 91 110 
G11 57 59.80 6 03.65 29-7-75 1706 19.96 300 30 48 
G12 57 59.73 6 10.15 29-7-75 1821 22.46 300 45 63 
G13 58 00.04 6 15.72 30-7-75 0805 46.96 300 91 118 
G14 58 00.09 6 21.45 30-7-75 0942 55.52 300 91 151 
G15 57 58.25 7 12.70 8-8-75 1622 05.00 300 30 40 
G16 58 00.44 7 22.16 12-8-75 1021 14.04 300 91 97 
G17 57 59.47 7 34.00 8-8-75 1419 25.42 300 76 94 
G18 58 00.46 7 40.88 12-8-75 1233 54.78 300 90 98 
G19 57 59.28 7 52.80 8-8-75 1226 10.60 300 45 70 
G20 58 00.20 8 01.80 12-8-75 1441 08.02 300 91 96 
G21 57 59.90 8 14.20 8-8-75 1014 53.81 300 91 143 
G22 58 00.00 8 25.00 12-8-75 1705 40.99 300 91 140 
G23 57 59.80 8 36.80 12-8-75 1844 19.73 300 91 153 
G24 58 00.17 8 50.20 15-8-75 1345 52.43 300 91 164 
G25 58 00.04 8 59.86 15-8-75 1227 36.95 300 91 172 
G26 58 00.15 9 10.27 15-8-75 1028 24.04 300 91 218 
G27 58 00.00 9 20.70 15-8-75 0905 31.91 300 91 275 
G28 57 59.03 9 26.98 15-8-75 0731 33.42 300 91 364 
H9 57 36.10 5 53.23 30-7-75 2205 45.76 300 91 124 
H10 57 38.37 5 57.98 30-7-75 2039 48.51 300 55 55 
H11 57 40.57 6 03.83 30-7-75 1911 32.66 300 91 149 
Table 2.1 (continued) 
Shot Latitude Longitude Date Time Size Shot Water (GMT) depth depth 
(h m sec) (lb) (m) (m) 
H12 57 43.50 6 08.80 30-7-75 1740 51.81 300 91 120 
H13 57 46.18 6 14.52 30-7-75 1608 45.21 300 55 74 
H14 57 48.75 6 20.38 30-7-75 1446 57.53 300 60 75 
H15 57 52.85 6 27.10 30-7-75 1313 45.34 300 73 73 
H16 57 54.32 6 29.86 30-7-75 1206 27.09 300 91 136 
13 58 34.24 4 38.14 1-8-75 1905 35.01 300 55 55 
J1 57 50.10 8 35.60 3-8-75 0739 17.77 300 45 60 
J2 57 32.87 
J3 57 15.91 
J4 56 54.60 
J5 56 42.82 
J7 56 09.41 
8 25.84 16-8-75 0747 44-55 300 
8 16.71 16-8-75 1033 40.40 300 
8 08.30 16-8-75 1319 38.06 300 
8 01.63 16-8-75 1606 27.28 300 
7 45.96 17-8-75 0741 49.34 300 
J8 55 51.80 7 36.96 17-8-75 1030 32.38 300 
K1 57 59.15 9 53.14 13-8-75 0906 15.17 1500 
K2 57 59.76 10 05.75 14-8-75 1734 54.14 1500 
K3 57 59.66 10 18.37 13-8-75 1330 39.05 1500 
K4 57 59.73 10 25.93 14-8-75 1309 54.85 1500 
K5 58 00.25 10 39.28 13-8-75 1736 41.83 1500 
K6 57· 59.45 10 50.50 14-8-75 0821 28.00 1500 
K7 58 01.08 11 02.58 6-8-75 1446 39.42 1500 
91 
91 
91 
91 
76 
174 
138 
134 
120 
90 
91 132 
91 1824 
91 1950 
91 2052 
91 2070 
91 2088 
91 2076 
91 2016 
K9 58 01.14 11 25.03 6-8-75 0906 42.43 1500 91 1968 
K11 58 02.55 11 44.06 5-8-75 1810 54.25 1500 91 1872 
K12 58 00.10 11 57.33 5-8-75 1336 21.18 1500 91 1710 
K14 57 59.70 12 23.46 4-8-75 1104 56.75 1500 
L9 59 41.78 9 17.48 27-7-75 1820 08.86 1200 
L10 59 48.07 9 24.80 27-7-75 1010 24.07 1500 
L11 59 52.62 9 32.04 26-7-75 1235 30.74 1500 
91 1704 
91 1464 
91 1416 
91 1365 
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cosine rule equation to give a chord length c: 
2 2 i c = (r + r' ~ 2rr'cos T) 
where cos T is given by: 
cosT= sin a sin a' +cos a cos a' cos (b- b') 
and where band b' are longitudes. 
Figure 2.3 is a diagram showing the paramete~s used in 
the above calculation. Table 2.2 shows the difference between 
the chordal distance and the arc distance method of calculating 
range. The chordal length, c, is given with an accuracy of 
one part in 107 (Bomford, 1962) and is used here in preference 
to an arc length since the chordal distance is probably a 
closer approximation to the actual distance of travel for 
ranges considered here. Any error in distances can be 
regarded as solely due to the inaccuracies in locations of 
the shots and stations and an estimate of tl1is is included 
in the time-term analysis (Sections 4.4 and 4.5). 
2.3 Recording stations 
2.3.1 Introduction 
T.he distribution of recordint; stations as shown in 
Figure 2.1 ( and tabulated in Table 2.3) was arranged firstly, 
to extend the profile along 58° N and secondly, to provide 
stations offset from tile main line in order to achieve a 
more suitable network of recordings for time-term analysis. 
A comprehensive list of shot - station ranges, travel-times, 
seismometer type and gain settings etc. is given in Appendix 
A. 
Table 2.2 Comparison of arc-distance and chordal-distance 
method of range calculation for small distances. 
Table 2.4 
~ 
(de g) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Arc length 
(km) 
111.352 
222.707 
334.056 
445.408 
Chord length 
(km) 
111.350 
222.692 
334.017 
445.317 
Laxay array pit positions and elevations 
Cartesian coordinates. 
-
Pit East North Elevation (km) (km) (m) 
NW4 -0.82 0.84 60 
NW3 -0.62 0.63 50 
NW2 -0.43 0.43 40 
NW·I -0.22 0.19 41 
3C 0.00 0.00 42 
NE1 0.26 0.20 60 
NE2 0.46 0.40 40 
NE3 0.70 0.60 40 
Centre pit - Latitude 58° 06.50
1 
N 
Longitude 06° 31.80
1 
W 
in 
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Table 2.3 Recording station position, elevation and geology. 
Code 
name 
GS1 
GS2 
GS3 
GS4 
GS5 
GS6 
GS7 
GS8 
GS9 
DU6 
DU7 
DUB 
DU9 
DU10 
Location 
Polbain 
Stac Pollaidh 
Knock an 
Loch Ailsh 
Glencassley 
Lairg 
Rogart 
Backies 
Cape Wrath 
Butt of Lewis 
Uig 
Linshader 
Lemreway 
Husinish 
Latitude Longitude Altitude 
0 & 1 N °·& 'w (m) 
58 02.45 5 23.70 160 
58 01.95 5 12. 95 75 
58 02.40 5 03.89 250 
58 02.30 4 52.70 200 
58 01.80 4 38.00 180 
58 00.40 4 22.60 180 
58 00.45 4 07.50 210 
58 00.17 3 58.75 260 
58 37.45 4 59.77 140 
58 28.34 6 13.23 60 
58 12.02 7 00.68 55 
58 08.51 6 51.84 32 
58 01.30 6 26.33 30 
57 59.31 7 04.78 0 
Geology 
Torridonian sandstone 
Torridonian sandstone 
Cambrian quartzite 
Durness limestone 
Moine granulite 
Moine granulite 
Moine granulite 
Old Red Sandstone 
Lewisian gneiss 
Peat on Lewisian gneiss 
Lewisian gneiss {granitised) 
Lewisian gneiss 
Lewisian gneiss 
Lewisian gneiss 
V1 
~ 
Table 2.3 (continued) 
Code 
name 
DU11 
DU12 
DU13 
DU14 
DU15 
DU95 
DU16 
BLA 
DUN 
Location 
Maaruig 
North Uist 
Loch Torridon 
Loch Carron 
St. Kilda 
St. Kilda 
Mull 
Blair Atholl 
Dundee 
ESKB4 Eskdalemuir 
ESKB9 Eskdalemuir 
MD1 Laxay 
LAGG Lagg 
Latitude Longitude Altitude 
0 & 1 N ° & ~w (m) 
57 57.18 6 44.62 20 
57 38.80 7 21 .06 20 
57 33.60 5 46.30 130 
57 23.19 5 25.60 60 
57 48.70 8 34.65 100 
57 48.65 8 33.75 12 
56 19.20 6 19.60 50 
56 53.27 3 56.47 514 
56 32.85 3 00.85 275 
55 19.90 3 09.58 300 
55 22.11 3 08.00 398 
58 06.50 6 31.80 44 
55 18.63 7 18.67 
Geology 
Lewisian gneiss 
Lewisian gneiss 
Torridonian sandstone 
Moine schist 
Basic igneous intrusion 
Basic igneous intrusion 
Granite 
Caledonian granodiorite 
Lower Old Red Sandstone conglomerate 
Llandovery shales and grits 
Llandovery shales and grits 
Lewisian gneiss 
V1 
V1 
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Twelve sets of equipment were provided by Durham 
\QC.Ord.~ 
University. They included six Mk II~sets ~nd six Mk III~~ 
sets, basically similar to tlios·e described by Long ( 1974), 
which recorded tl~ three components of ground motion. They 
were installed on Lewis, Harris, N. Uist, St. Kilda, Mull and 
on the Mainland at Loch Torridon and Loch Carron. They have 
been given the prefix DU in Figure 2.1. 
Nine Geostore recorders, on loan from the Natural 
Environment Research Council (NERC) Seismic Equipment Pool, 
were installed between the west and east coast of the 
Scottish Mainland at 58° N and at Cape _Wratb and were 
operated by Durham University personnel. These stations are 
prefixed by the letters GS in Figure 2.1. All Geostore also 
recorded the three components of ground motion. 
At Laxay, on Lewis, a temporary seismic array station, 
on loan from the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority 
(UKAEA) Blacknest, was installed and given the code name.MD1. 
A Geostore recordin5 station at Blair Atholl was supplied 
and manned by the IGS Global Seismology Unit. This was a 
site previously used during LISPB in 1974. A sketch map 
showing the location of these stations is given in'each of 
the station log-books. 
Nearly all the stations installed and operated by Durham 
University personnel were located in pits dug on to firm 
bedrock upon which a concrete platform had been laid to give 
a level surface and this meant that, in general, noise levels 
were quite low. Using recordings obtained during NASP, gain 
settings for each of the shots had been calculated and 
circulated to each of the operators. As the ship's programme 
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was known in advance the system gains could be set accordingly, 
but see the previous note regarding the effectiveness of 
this procedure (Section 2.2). 
In addition to these temporary seismic stations, 
recordings from Lownet and Eskdalemuir were used. The Lownet 
network consists of a radio-telemetered array of six vertical 
seismometers, distributed about the Midland Valley of 
Scotland and a three-component set of seismometers at the 
Edinburgh Observatory. The signals are recorded on to 1" 
magnetic tape at Edinburgh (Crampin et al., 1970). The 
Eskdalemuir array station is run by the UKAEA and has 22 
vertical seismometers in an 1-shaped array with an aperture 
of about 20 km. The seismometer outputs are relayed by cable 
to a 1". recording deck at a central recording site. 
2.).2 Durham Mk III recorder 
The Durham Mk III recorder is a development of the 
recording system described by Long (1974). The tape recorder 
is a i" deck supplied by Nagra Ltd. and modified in Durham 
to run at 15/160 i.p.s. recording on to 8-track triple-play 
tape. This allows up to six days recording on each tape -
a major advantage when used in isolated locations. Power is 
supplied by PP9 batteries which are changed at each tape 
change. The whole unit consists of a tape deck, three 
seismic amplifiers, three FM coders and a time-code generator. 
The output of the three orthogonally aligned seismomete~s 
(vertical, north-south and east-west) is fed by cable 
directly into the recorder where it is amplified and FM 
modulated before being recorded on to tape. The gain of the 
system i~ electronically switched in steps of x2. This 
arrangement means that external FM amplifiers are avoided 
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so cutting down on bulky equipment. In addition to the three 
seismic tracks, the 8-track head allows recording of a 
standard frequency for flutter compensation, an internally 
generated time-code and a radio track for either MSF Rugby 
or BBC GMT pips. Radio time was recorded continuously or, 
in some cases, intermittently allowing clock drift to be 
evaluated. Typically, a linear drift of about 0.0~ seconds 
per day was found. The seismometers used were Willmore Mk II 
and Willmore Mk III types with natural periods set to 1 hz. 
Bxtensive monitoring facilities are built into the 
recorder allowing replay, demodulation and display of any 
of the recorded tracks. 
2.3.3 Geostore recorder 
The Geostore is a 14-track, ~" tape recorder system 
designed and built by Racal Thermionic under the direction 
of a NERC committee. Amplifier modulator units installed 
next to the seismometers amplify and FM modulate the seismometer 
output before it is transmitted by cable to the recording box. 
Gains for each seismometer output are mechanically switched 
at the amplifier modulators in steps of x2 or x2.5. The 
recorders were operated in their 7-track auto-reverse mode, 
recording the output of the three orthogonal seismometers, an 
internally generated time-code, a radio time track and a 
standard frequency for flutter compensation. MSF Rugby radio 
was recorded at each maintainance visit in order to calibrate 
the internal clock. Clock drift was therefore found daily 
1-
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and ascertained to be quite small, typically 0.01 seconds 
per day. Linear drift was assumed between each radio fix. 
At a recording speed of 15/160 i.p.s. six days of recording 
were available for each 7" diameter tape-spool. A band-width 
of 0 - 32 hz was thus obtained. Power was provided by 12 v 
lead-acid car batteries which were changed about every five 
days. 
Monitoring of the equipment performance was by means 
of a Field Test Box (FTB). The FTB is a comprehensive 
checking facility allowing: 
(a) demodulation and display of amplifier modulator output 
(b) monitoring of record head currents (i.e. FM signals) 
(c) replay and demodulation of tape tracks (not during 
recording). 
The seismometers used with the Geostore were Geospace 
~' Willmore Mk II and Willmore Mk III types with natural 
periods set to 2,1 and 1 hz respectively. 
2.3.4 Laxay array 
The Laxay array consisted of 7 vertical seismometers 
installed at about 300m spacing in an 1-shape, with a three-
component set of instruments at the cross-over point. All 
the seismometers were of Willmore Mk II type set to a 1 hz 
natural period. Figure 2.4 is a map of the pit positions 
and Table 2.4 gives tneir coordinates. The pits were prepared 
several months in advance of the project and each was dug 
through about 1 m of peat or boulder clay on to Lewisian 
gneiss bedrock. The three-component pit consisted of a 
cylindrical drum about 1 m in diameter concreted on to the 
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bedrock and covered with planks and plastic s!.eeting to keep 
it dry. Each of the other pits contained a cylindrical tube 
of about 8" in diameter with a wooden lid. The seismometer 
and an FM amplifier unit of variable gain were placed in 
the pit and linked by cable to the recording caravan near 
the cross-over point of the array. The available cable 
length limited the dimensions of the array to about 1200 m 
on one arm and about 900 m on the other. The maximum aperture 
of about 1320 m was oriented in an east-west direction to 
give maximum velocity sensitivity for the main shot lines of 
the project (lines G and K). 
Signals from each seismometer pit were recorded directly 
on to the odd or even channels of a 24-track, 111 EMI tape 
deck. Monitoring of the array performance was achieved by 
displaying demodulated signals on to a 16-channel jetpen at 
the same time as they were being recorded. As a check on 
the quality of the recording a replay .t1ead and single channel 
demodulator were provided. 
Seism9meter gains were controlled individually at each 
pit and required manual adjustment. Changes in gain were 
therefore kept to a minimum and only undertaken when a break 
in shot firing of at least two hours was expected. 
2.4 Magnetic tape replay 
2.4.1 Seismic Processing Laboratory 
All the records, except those from Lownet and Lagg, were 
played out at Durham in the Seismic Processing Laboratory. 
Here t", i" and 1" tapes can be demodulated and the outputs 
routed via a sliding-pin matrix board to any of the output 
devices. Tbese are: a CTL Modular 1 computer, a 16-channel 
jetpen paper recorder, a 12-channel oscilloscope, an X-Y 
plotter, three variable frequency filters and eight fixed 
passband filters. 
2. 4. 2 Durham i 11 replay 
'rhe l 11 tapes recorded on the Durham recorders were 
played back on an 8-track deck - t1ie replay speed of which 
is fixed to be exactly 10 times that of the field recorder. 
This is done by means of the 100 hz reference frequency 
recorded on to the tape. This remo~es any low frequency 
component of flutter whilst higher frequencies are removed 
by subtracting the remaining signal on the reference track 
from each of the seismic tracks. Tbe replay head on the 
playback tape recorder has adjustable skew so that the skew 
of the field recorder can be exactly matched. 
2.4.3 Geostore replay 
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The ~~~ tapes recorded on the Geostore recorder were 
replayed at a speed-up factor of 10 on a playback machine 
loaned from the NERC Seismic Equipment Pool. Flutter 
compensation is achieved by subtracting the signal on the 
reference track from each seismic track. In general, flutter 
on these recording decks was found to be much less of a 
problem than on the Durham equipment, possibly because of 
their much greater inertia they were less capable of rl::l,pid 
speed changes. Skew on these recorders is so small that it 
is not identifiable. 
2.4.4 Laxay and Eskdalemuir Arrays 
Re-cord-s- ebtai-ned en the Laxa-y mebile arra-y and at 
Eskdalemuir array station were played out at Durham through 
an EMI 24-track replay system. The tapes were recorded at 
0.3 i.p.s. and replayed at 3 times real time. Flutter 
compensation was achieved by subtracting the reference track 
from each seismic track. The seismic tracks were found to 
have a high frequency noise of about 100 hz superimposed 
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upon them, and this was removed by a set of frequency filters 
set to cut off frequencies above 30 hz. 
2.4.5 Lownet network and the Irish station 
Records from the Lownet network were replayed at the 
IGS in Edinburgh. Variable frequency filters were provided 
and a speed-up factor of 10 was used. Records from Lagg were 
replayed in Dublin and tbe records made available for use 
at Durham. 
2.5 Reduction and processing 
2.5.1 Analogue replay 
Tapes from the tr~ree-component sets, both Durham 
equipment and Geostore were replayed directly on to the 
16-channel jetpen so tt1at the three seismic tracks and their 
frequency filtered versions, together with higher gain 
versions, were bracketed between two time-code tracks. Each 
-1 -1 
event was displayed at 10 mm sec and 50 mm sec • The 
first speed provided an easily identifiable picture of the 
various arrivals and was used when a stacked record section 
was drawn by hand. The faster speed was used to enable 
picking of the onset times of first arrivals to an accuracy 
of 0.02 seconds. In order to retain a sharp onset for any 
event at such a fast speed it was necessary to use the 
unfiltered records which contain frequencies of up to about 
20 hz. Filtered records were used mostly as a guide to the 
general shape of the train of arrivals, particularly where 
high frequency noise was a problem (greater than 15 hz and 
probably generated by wind at the recorders). 
2.5.2 Digitisation 
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In order to facilitate further processing, approx-
imately 50 per cent of the records were digitised on to 
magnetic tape using the Modular 1 computer. The three-
component records were digitised at 50 samples sec-1 on to 
8-track magnetic tape as three seismic tracks, three filtered 
seismic tracks (filtered between 1 - 15 hz) and a time-code. 
The Laxay array tapes were digitised at 83 samples sec- 1 
on to 16-track tape as eight seismic tracks (filtered between 
0.1 -30hz) and a time-code. 
2.5.3 Computer stacking 
A major tool in the interpretation of most crustal 
refraction projects is the stacked record section, or 
"T -6/6" plot. Here, all shots recorded at one station are 
displayed side-by-side at a reduced time and with a spacing 
which depends on their range (6). A program was written in 
FORTRAN IV for use on the Northumbrian Universities Multiple 
Access Computer (NUMAC) IBM 370/168 which takes digital 
magnetic tapes recorded on the Modular 1 computer and 
produces a stacked record section on a Calcomp 11" or 30" 
X-Y plotter. An e:J_Cample of such a stacked record section 
is given in Figure 2.5. 
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For each event there is a particular time which occurs 
at zero on a T - 6/6 plot which can easily be found from the 
origin time and range of the event. As each event is recorded 
on a tape-file as a string of digits, the number of the 
sample which contains that time can be found and used to 
correctly position the event on the plot. 
The program allows the amplitude of each seismic trace 
to be adjusted to take account of any recorder gain changes 
made in the field and also, by multiplying each trace by 
the inverse of the range, to take account of some of the 
dependence of amplitude on distance. Any of the tracks on 
tape can be plotted and a plot of time-codes was found 
particularly useful in positioning the traces. A Tektronix 
4013 storage oscilloscope was found useful for previewing 
the plot before sending it to the X-Y plotter. A listing of 
the program, together with a sample sequence of run commands, 
is given in Appendix c. 
2.6 Cambridge University North Sea sLots 
As explained in Section 2.1, the withdrawal of the 
Royal Navy prevented the firing of shots planned for Moray 
Firth in 1975. As part of a crustal refraction project in 
the North Sea, Cambridge University Department of Geodesy 
and Geophysics fired a series of large shots in the North 
Sea and Moray Firth in June and July, 1977. As such shots 
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Flgure 2.6 Map of shot positions for Cambridge University 
North Sea project 1977 with HMSP stations 
reoccupied by Durham University. 
would effectively give reversal over the land section of 
HMSP, six of the stations on the Mainland and Outer Hebrides 
were re-occupied by Durham University personnel using four 
Geostore recorders borrowed from NERC and two Durham Mk II 
recorders. The stations reoccupied were GS1, GS3, GS5, 
GS7, DU9 and DU10. The shots fired by Cambridge University 
are shown in · ]'igure 2. 6. The records were replayed in 
Durham and the arrivals have been included in the analysis 
in Section 4.5. 
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CHAPTER ) 
INTERPRETATION METHODS 
3.1 Introduction 
The first metnod of interpretation used in any refraction 
project is the construction of first arrival travel-time 
graphs. This enables an estimate to be made of the number 
of refractors and their apparent P-wave velocities. Reversed 
coverage of a line enables dipping refractors to be identified 
from apparent velocity measurements in opposite directions. 
In instances where it is difficult to decide whether the 
refractor has a constant velocity, and reversed coverage is 
available, the plus-minus method of Hagedoorn (1959) is useful. 
Once tbe refractors .have been identified and the 
arrivals from them selected, a time-term analysis can be 
performed following the approach of "Willmore and Bancroft 
(1960). This method is particularly useful where the shots 
and stations do not form straight lines but are distributed 
in a network with stations and shots offset from the major 
lines. An estimate can then be made of the change in refractor 
depth at eac.i:t station or SHot - and a crustal structure 
produced. 
After the analysis of first arrivals has revealed the 
basic crustal structure, later arrivals can be used to 
supplement the data. In particular, low velocity zones or 
thin layers are impossible or difficult to observe using 
refraction alone and t11eir identification often relies on an 
interpretation of the wide-angle reflections which always 
occur as late arrivals. The identification of phases such 
as P mp or P ms (reflections from t11e Moho) and P*l> or P*S 
(reflections from tl"le Conrad) is greatly eased by the 
construction of stacked record sections. The PmP phase, 
in particular, has previously been used in a study of south-
west England (Holder and Bott, 1971) to determine estimates 
of mean crustal velocity and mean crustal thickness. 
Information from such later arrivals can then be used to 
modify the original interpretations. 
).2 Travel-time calculations 
Tr1e onset times for first arrivals were picked for 
each record from an unfiltered seismometer channel. This 
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was usu.ally the vertical or the in-line horizontal instrument. 
The quality of the pick was assigned a value which reflected 
the quality of the record and this was used as a weighting 
factor in the time-term calculations. 
Onset times were corrected for the following errors: 
(a) Clock errors - due to drift of tbe clock. These were 
found by using tf;e recording of a radio time track and 
were assigned a negative value, if slow relative to 
standard time, and a positive val~e if found fast, 
relative to standard time. 
(b) Static error - due to misalignment of some of the 
jetpens. 
Corrections due to shot depths, water depths and 
station elevation were not applied at this early stage 
because these depended upon the type of wave recorded and 
upon assumptions concerning the velocity structure at the 
shot. 
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3.3 Travel-time graphs 
In the case where there are n layers above a half-space, 
the travel-time graph has n+1 segments governed by the travel-
time equation. In the simple case of plane parallel layers, 
the travel-time equation for the headwave in the nth layer 
is: (Dobrin, 1960) 
TT = xlv + 2n~1 z. (v2 - v~)~lv v. 
n ~ 1 n 1 n 1 
i=1 
where x is the range of observation 
v. 
1 
is the velocity in tlle i t1J layer below the surface 
vn is tile velocity of the refractor 
and z. is 
l 
tl1e tLickness of the ith layer below the surface. 
.J.i'i.:;ure 3. 1 (a) s.bows the shape of the travel-time 
curves for the above situation. The gradient of any segment 
of the curve gives tne velocity in the refractor, whilst the 
intercept on the time axis gives tbe delay time which is 
governed by the thickness of the layers and their velocities. 
The thickness, z 1 , of any of the layers can be found by n-
observing t!Je velocities of the n layers and the intercept time 
Ti 1: n-
2 2 ~ n- 1 2 2 L 
zr
1
_ 1 = T i 1 v v 1 I 2 ( v - v 1 ) 2 - 2 " z . ( v - v . ) 2 I v v . n- n n- n n- ~ 1 n 1 n 1 
i=1 
An extension of the method allows the calculation of 
depths and velocities when the layers are uniformly dipping 
at some angle, a, and observations 'updip' and 'downdip' are 
available (Figure 3.1(b)). The gradients of the refractor 
travel-time segments here depend on the dip angle as well as 
the velocity, v2 . The gradients can be used to find the true 
velocity, v2 , and the dip angle,a. 
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Figure 3.1{a) Travel-time graph for simple plane parallel 
layered model. 
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Figure 3.1(b) Travel-time graph for dipping layer model. 
~ ~tam~ u.noor~. Fo1' corr~ uet~lDn SQR.. bcbn.il, 
\9b0 pq;a. 
- ( -1 I a = ~ sin v1 vd 
where vd is the apparent velocity when shooting 'downdip' 
and vu is the apparent velocity w:t1en shooting 'updip'. 
Once the dip and velocity have been found the depth to the 
refractor, z_1 , can be found using the intercept time, Tid. 
where Tid is tile intercept time when shooting 'downdip'. 
l!'urther developments of the method can be made to 
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calculate the parameters of more complicated models including 
layers of increasing velocity with depth. 
In practice, the observations are fitted to straight-
line segments by trJe method of least-squares which is programmed 
for use on the NUMAC IBM 370/168. 
The travel-time graph method assumes plane parallel 
layers wi tlJ e;enerally step-like chane;es in the velocity -
depth function and gives accurate depths and identification 
of the number of layers only if the velocity always increases 
with deptrl and refractions from each layer give first arrivals. 
In the case of a crustal refraction project assumptions such 
as these may not be valid, particularly with regard to low 
velocity zones and "hidden" layers. A low velocity zone does 
not produce Leadwaves but "delays" waves travelling through 
it to and from the next refractor. A "hidden" layer is a 
high veloci-t;y layer which does not produce first arrival 
headwaves. Su.c:n a situation occurs if the layer is so thin 
that refractions from it arrive at a recording station after 
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the refractions from a layer beneath it. A missed low 
velocity zone results in over estimates of depths to lower 
refractors, while "hidden" high velocity layers result in 
underestimates of such depths. 
3.4 Plus-minus method 
The plus-minus method of Hagedoorn (1959) is a method 
of establishing velocity structure laterally within a non-
planar refractor. It is used in reversed refraction profiles 
where the shots. are in a line between two stations or, 
conversely, the stations are in a line between two shots 
(Figure 3. 2) . 
+ 
TTBN = BN/v2 + 
+ 
D A + 
+ 
+ 
where DA' DB and DN are delay-times at A, B and N, 
and TTAB is the travel-time between A and B, and so on. 
Minus-time= M = TTAN- TTBN = (AN- BN)/v2 +· DA 
Plus-time = TTAN + TTBN - TTAB = (AN + BN - AB)/v2 + 
D ( 1) B 
DA + DB + 2DN - DA - DB 
In order to determine the plus-times it is necessary 
to have a shot and station coincident so that the end-to-end 
time, TTAB' can be found. The plus-time can then be interpreted 
in terms of depth to the refractor, z, by means of the 
Minus 
Minus 
- 2x 
Vr 
Figure 3.2 
X \.x. N D • • • .. .. • • • y 1\ I yl z I 
Y2 
Shot point 
Shot point 
yl z, 
y2 YJ v, YJ y2 
Y2 < Y3 = Vr<Y, 
Minus-time graph and reduced minus-time 
graph for refractor with laterally varying 
velocity. 
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relationship: 
Plus-time 
In this respect the plus-time is a method of evaluating 
a time-term using a pair of observations in opposite directions. 
In the method of time-term analysis, considered later 
(Section 3. 5), all observations for a particular sho·.:; are used 
to calculate the time-term. 
If the velocity of tne refractor is not v2 but varies 
laterally, this will be revealed by a plot of minus-time 
versus position of the shot, N. He-expressing equation (1): 
Minus-time = M = (X - 2x)/v2 + constant 
The minus-time can be seen to be independent of the 
delay-time·at the shot but to be dependent on the velocity of 
the refractor at the shot. A plot of minus-time against 
shot position N, shows, by changes in gradient, where any 
velocity changes occur in the refractor. In order to 
amplify such changes in gradient, a reduced minus-time is 
plotted in a similar manner to that adopted on stacked 
record sections. In this case the reduction velocity, vr' 
is selected to be near to the velocities to be expected in 
the refractor. 
M 2x/vr = (X - 2x)/v2 2x/v + c r 
The gradient of a plot of M - 2x/v against position of shot N, 
r 
:X, is given by: 
G = (X - 2)/v1 2/v r 
so that 
v1 = (X - 2)v /(Gv + 2) r r 
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Figure 3.2 shows the minus-time graph and reduced minus-time 
graph for a refractor wi t.h several different velocities. 
Once the velocity structure has been established and 
the depth to the refractor found at each shot, a new estimate 
of the travel distance, x, can be obtained and an iterative 
procedure adopted to 'home in' on the detailed structure. 
In the case where station and shots are not in a line, 
that is, one of the stations is offset from the line, the 
reduced minus-time grapl1 can still be used to identify 
velocity changes wittin the refractor. If a single velocity 
refractor gives rise to refractions observed at stations S1 
and S2 the reduced minus-time graph does not have a single 
gradient, but is curved. A set of curves constructed for 
a single velocity refractor with a varying recording network 
geometry is shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4. Such theoretical 
curves can be compared with the observed curves to determine 
the difference from a con~tvelocity refractor. A computer 
program was written for use on the NUMAC IBM 370/168 which 
allows a comparison of the theoretical and observed curves 
for the actual geometry of the recording arrangement 
{Appendix C). This approach was found very useful in interpret-
ing the results from r~SP since the stations could not be 
sited exactly in line with a series of shots. 
3.5 ·Time-term analysis 
The travel-time equation of a refracted headwave between 
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Figure 3.} Reduced minus-time graph for uniform velocity 
refractor observed with one station offset from 
the shot line. 
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Figure 3.4 Reduced minus-time graph for.uniform velocity 
refractor observed with one station offset from, 
and Qeyond the end of, the shot line. 
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two stations can be expressed as: 
T .. = x .. /v 1J 1J . + a. "1 + + ~ .. 1J (2) 
where Tij is the travel-time between station i and shot j 
x .. is the distance between station i and shot j 1J 
and 
measured along normals to the refractor 
a. 
1 
is a time-term at station i) together equal to the 
) intercept time on a 
aj is a time-term at shot j 
~ .-. is an. observational error 1J 
) travel-time graph 
v is the velocity in the refractor. 
In the case of a refraction project such as HMSP, the 
total number of observations of Tij exceeds the number of 
unknowns - ai, aj and v. The set of equations is thus over-
determined and the unknowns can be found by regression 
analysis. 
The method of time-term analysis requires that: 
(1) the refractor has small dip so that the time-terms 
calculated from differing azimuths apply to points 
of similar depth on the refractor 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
the curvature of the refractor is small1 &..e.. ~ fouou=s ll(a. top oEI ute. '1-Qfrra.c:mr 
the velocity of the refractor is constant 
the velocity structure of the overburden is dependent 
only on the perpendicular distance to the refractor 
(5) the value of the time-term can be constrained in 
some way. 
Allowances can be made if any of these criteria are not 
satisfied. 
The computational technique of Berry and West (1966) 
has been adapted by Swinburn (1975) for use on the NUMAC 
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IBM 370/168 and is followed here. Linear regression is 
performed to minimize the sum of the squares of the residuals 
between observed and calculated travel-times. 
The m equations (m observations) like equation (2) 
can be written in matrix form 
where 
[a] = [ATA] - 1 [AT] [T] - ~ [ATA] - 1 [A, [x] 
or [a] = [ e] - ~ [ f] 
where [e) = [AT A] - 1 [AT] [ T] 
and [ f] = [ATA] - 1 [AT] [x] 
For each travel-time equation quantities are assigned: 
T .. 
.lJ e . J 
.D .. =x .. -f. -f . 
.lJ .lJ .1 J 
The residual now becomes: 
b · · = C .. - D .. /v 
.lJ lJ lJ 
Differentiating the sum of the squares of the residuals with 
respect to tre velocity, v, gives the least-squares velocity, 
v. 
v = 2: ~ D~ . / '2 '"' C .. D. . G l.J ~ L l.J l.J 
i j i j 
An estimate of the variance of tne solution for the 
least-squares velocity is: 
o-
2 
= 2, 2 ~ ~j/(m - n - 1) 
i j 
and the standard error of the velocity is given by: 
2 Se(v) = v Se(1/v) 
where Se(1/v) =G 2/ 2 ~ Dfj 
i j 
The standard error of the k th time-term is given by Berry 
and West (1~66) as: 
1 
Se(ak) 2 = ~ dfj/1(1-1) 
i=1 
where L is the number of observations of time-term ak. 
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The confidence limit for each time-term is estimated by 
multiplying this standard error by the appropriate value in 
the student's t-distribution table (two-ended) for 1-1 
degrees of freedom. 
In order to fully determine the absolute values of all 
the time-terms it is necessary to constrain the solution in 
some way. If there is no constraint, an arbitrary constant 
k, say, could be added to all the station time-terms and 
subtract~d from all the shot time-terms without affecting 
the travel-times. In practice, if a shot and station are 
coincident they will each have a time-term calculated, from 
which the value k can be found. Alternatively, if the value 
of a time-term is known, either from a good knowledge of 
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the geological structure or from previous work, the solution 
can be constrained. 
In HMSP little difficulty was experienced in constraining 
the Moho refraction, Pn' because several of the stations had 
known time-terms. However, for the basement refractor, Pg' 
constraints were difficult to determine in some instances as 
shots close to stations were normally sited on very different 
geological structures. For example, the station at Lemreway 
(DU9) was on Lewisian gneiss whereas the adjacent shot (G14), 
only 5.3 km away, was on a substantial thickness of sediments. 
The strength of a time-term analysis lies in its ability 
to accurately and confidently determine the refractor velocity 
and shape when no true reversal exists. Consider the worst 
possible layout of a refraction experiment - a line of shots 
recorded at a line of stations sited all to one side. This 
is the classic case of an unreversed refraction project. 
Without strong constraints on the value of two or more of 
the time-terms a least-squares solution would be impossible 
to obtain, as a significant change in velocity could be 
accommodated by systematic changes in the time-terms (dip) 
without affecting the fit of the solution. If, however, the 
network has been arranged so that links between shots and 
stations are measured over a variety of azimuths, the true 
velocity and refractor shape_ can be found. Consider a 
~ IQl' ~"'=t ~IA/0\ 
recording station~offset~from the main line so that it only 
differs in range from each shot by a small amount. Nearly 
all the variation in travel-times observed for the shots will 
be due to the variation of time-terms at the ~hots and will 
have no significant dependence on the refractor velocity 
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used in the solution. Such an arrangement thus defines the 
relative values of the time-terms which the remainder of the 
network uses as a constraint on the solution. In Chapter 4 
an example will be given of the improvement made to a 
solution, obtained by adding to the data set a station offset 
from the shot line. 
The extent to which a time-term solution fulfills some 
of the required criteria of effectiveness can be assessed from 
the systematic variation of the observed minus calculated 
residuals. If the velocity of the refractor increases with 
depth (or distance) the residuals should be systematically 
positive at small distances and negative at large distances. 
Anisotropy of the refractor witb direction should also be 
revealed by a residual versus azimuth plot (Bamford, 1973). 
Using a program by Swinburn, the time-term analysis can 
be extended to allow for a linearly increasing velocity with 
distance which could be interpreted as an increasing velocity 
with depth within the refractor. A velocity function v(x) is 
proposed: 
v(x) = v 0 - kx 
where vo is the initial velocity 
X is the distance from source 
and k is a constant. 
The distance dependent term in the travel-time equation for 
a headwave is: 
tij = Jj (v0 + kx)dx = 
i 
J ln ( 1 + kx .. /v ) 
.K lJ 0 
2 2 
= xij/v0 + kxij/2v0 + 
in k3 and above. 
k 2 5 ;·- 3 X .. )V ]. J 0 + 
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.•.• terms 
If k is small (i.e. 10-1 ) terms 2 -in k and above are below the 
measured time accuracy and the travel-time equation becomes: 
t .. = x .. /v J.J J.J 0 
2 2 kx .. /2v + J.J 0 
r 
+ a .. J.J 
which can be solved for v k and the time-terms a. and aJ. o' J. 
by linear regression. 
3.6 Wide-angle reflections 
In addition to t.be refracted arrivals observed in a 
crustal ref~action experiment there are usually su:;;>ercri tical 
reflections from the Moho and sometimes from other interfaces. 
Indeed, the evidence for the existence of crustal low velocity 
zones relies mainly on observations of wide-angle reflections 
from the top and bottom of such zones (e.g. Braile and 
Smith , 1 9 7 4 ) . 
The travel-times of reflections can be interpreted by 
II 2 2 11 the clas~ical reflection technique (called T /X method) to 
give an average crustal thickness and average crustal velocity. 
Figure 3.5 shows the arrangement of the wave paths and the 
travel-time curves. The equation for the travel-time is: 
+ 
So a plot of T2 against x2 is a straight line with gradient 
1/V~ and intercept time Z 2 /4V~. 
In addition to the travel-time information, the wide-
angle reflections show interesting amplitude information. 
Theoret"ical calculations by Berry and West (1966), based 
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Figure 3.5 Travel-time graph and T2/x2 graph for wide-angle 
reflections. 
on geometrical wave theory, si1ow a substantial maximum in 
v .,. 
amplitude_close to the critical distance. Cerveny (1966) 
has shown that, in tne region of the criticai distance, 
geometrical ray theory is not an adequate approximation 
and that the maximum amplitude of the reflection occurs at 
some distance beyond the critical distance. The size of 
this excess value is dependent upon the frequency of the 
wavelet. For a signal of 3 hz, the distance beyond the 
critical distance at which the maximum in amplitude occurs 
is about 15. ·km. 
Holder. and Bott ( 1971 ) SlJowed l1ow the thickness, T, 
and average crustal velocity, V, could be found when the 
crustal velocity increases with depth by observing the 
critical d-istance ·and intercept time. They gave the approx-
Imate relations: 
and 
where ti is the intercept time 
V is the velocity of the Mollo headwave n 
and xc is the critical distance. 
T.o use this meti1od good obsE;!rvations in the region of the· 
critic8;1 dista,nce must be made so that the critical distance 
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and inte~cept time can be found accurately. Also, the amplitude 
response of the shot ..,. station pair must be accurately known 
so that the maximum in amplitude can be identified confidently. 
3.7 Velocity filtering 
·Up to this. point t:be processing techniques described 
have concentrated upon a single pbase of arrivals and have 
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not been generally applicable to all the arrivals in the 
record. Velocity filtering is a metllod developed from 
statistical communication theory which can identify the 
apparent surface velocity (ASV) and azimuth of any correl-
atable signal arriving at a number of seismometers distributed 
in an array. Birthill and Whiteway (1965) showed how the 
method could be used for the identification and process·ing 
of teleseismic data where uncorrelated noise may obscure t~e 
signal and where, in general, the phases are widely spaced 
in time. 
Consider an 1-shaped array recording a plane wavefront 
signal with ASV, v, and azimuth, o<. (Figure 3.6(a)). 
The arrival time at each seismometer relative to the 
origin at 0 is: 
t. = l.cos(a. -~)/v = l.cosR.cos~/v + l.sinQ.sin~/v 1 1 Y1 1 Y1 1 ~1 
= y.cosQ./v + x.sinQ./v 1 ~1 1 \1 
So, for any arrival of a given velocity and azimuth, 
a delay-time can be found for each seismometer, i, which, 
when applied to the signal, will bring it into phase with all 
the other traces. All the signals can then be added together 
which will, in general, improve the signal-to-n3ise ratio 
J. 
by n~, where n is the number of traces added. Uncorrelated 
noise will tend to cancel out on addition. 
The difference in travel-time produced by consid~ring 
a curved wavefront as a plane can easily be found (Figure 3.6(b)). 
\ 2 2 .1. at = (x - (x - a ) 2 )/v 
Figure 3.6(a) Diagram to show parameters used in 
calculating the delay-time for any pit 
located at x.,y. for an arrival of 
a:pp-a:rent surface velocity, ~-. and-
azimuth , 0(. • 
Figure 3.6(b) 
tv 
0 
+ 
+ 
Array 
Diagram to show the parameters- u~ed in-the 
evaluation of plane wavefront approximation 
for an arrival from a distance, x, recorded 
at an array of half-aperture, a. 
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where a is tile half-:aperture of the array 
x is the range of the event 
and v is the apparent surface velocity. 
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For the Laxay array (MD1, aperture less than 2 km) with 
an event of range 40 km and ASV 6 km sec_, , ~ t is of ti~e order 
of 0.002 seconds. This is well within the required accuracy. 
Events ~ecorded at the Laxay array were transferred on 
to digital magnetic tape at 83 samples sec-1 using the 
Modular 1 computer at Durham. A search was then made for 
the maximum amplitude of any particular phase by allowing the 
ASV and azimuth to vary. 
"Birthill and Whiteway (1965) showed how the most 
sensitive measurement tec.hnique was to form two partial sums 
of the data for any particular ASV and azimuth and cross-
multiply them point by point. The correlator function thus 
obtained was smoothed over a time-window of a length comparable 
to the period of one cycle of the signal. A program for the 
Modular 1 computer was written in a special language called 
SERAC (Seismic Record Analysis Compiler) by P.A. Forth and 
is here adapted to perform a search over a range of velocities 
and azimuths. An anotated listing of the program is given 
in Appendix C. Usually an azimuth was selected and the 
correlelograms for up to 10 velocities were displayed ~ide­
by-side on a Hewlett - Packard X-Y plotter. An example of 
the computer output is given in Figure 3.7. At the far left 
of the diagram the signal to be processed, as recorded at 
one seismometer, is displayed. A playout of tne time-code 
is displayed alongside. Tnere follows a series of correlel-
ograms for a particular azimuth and a variety of apparent 
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CXl <( 
Figure 3.7 Example of computer drawn velocity filter for 
an explosion recorded at the Laxay array. 
Smoothed correlelograms for·a single·azimuth and 
a se~ies of apparent surface velocities are 
displayed alongside a time-code and a single 
seismometer reco~ding of the explosion. 
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surface velocities. l!;ach maximum peak in the correlelo5ram 
corresponds to an arrival in the seismogram and defines its 
apparent surface velocity. 
The resolution of velocity and azimuth is fundamentally 
controlled by the dimensions of t11e array relative to the 
apparent surface wavelength of the signal being considered. 
If the wavelength of the signal is greater than the array 
aperture the width of the maximum sensitivity peak is large 
"···for sharp velocity filtering with high attenuation of 
signals from the same azimuth it is clear that the dimensions 
of the array should be at least equal to several signal 
wavelengths" (Whi teway, 1965). However, too large an 
array can suffer from lack of coherence of the signal across 
the array caused by changes in the geologic structure. 
It can be seen that the Laxay array falls short of t!te 
ideal. (Signals from explosions at the ranges conside~ed 
have wavelengths of the order of 1 km, i.e. the order of the 
array aperture). However, velocity determinations of about 
0.2 km sec- 1 accuracy and azimuth resolution of about 10° 
have been obtained. Typical plots of the azimuth and 
velocity resolution obtained are shown in Figures 3.8(a), 
3.8(b) and 3.8(c). 
No real difficulties were encountered due to the 
limi t;:Ltions· in sto~age capacity of the Modular 1, although 
this can be t!ie case w.hen dealing with larger arrays. 
Because delays have to be inserted into each seismic channel 
a certain amount of data must be present in the memory of 
the computer at one time. The number of digits so stored 
obviously depends on the sampling rate, the number of seismic 
Figure 3.8(a) Contoured velocity/azimuth response plot of 
the arrival marked A in Figure 3.7. Numbers 
are the amplitude of the correlation function 
in mm. The arrival has azimuth abo¥t 1070 and 
apparent velocity about 7.7 km sec- • 
Figure 3.8(b) Contoured velocity/azimuth plot of the 
arrival marked B in Figure 3.7. The 
arrival has azim·uth about 120° and_1 apparent velocity about 8.0 km sec • 
Figure 3.8(c) Contoured velocity/azimuth plot of the 
arrival marked C in Figure 3·6· The 
arrival has azimuth about 108 and 
apparent velocity about 8.0 km sec-1• 
' 
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channels and the size of the time-delays involved. This 
last value is determined by the ASV and azimuth of the signal 
and the dimensions of the array. Manipulation of 16 time-
series channels at 83 samples sec- 1 was easily achieved for 
signals with velocities as low as 4 km sec- 1 across this 
array with its aperture of 1.32 km. 
Velocity filtering and its development have been primarily 
concerned with the processing of teleseismic signals. Attempts 
to extend the treatment to local earthquakes or local 
explosions have generally met witb less success due to the 
multiplicity of correlated signals within the records. 
Maguire (1974) has shown that considering P to S conversions 
and signals within three orders of magnitude, up to 60 
arrivals can be expected within the first 10 seconds of the 
record from an earthquake at a range of 55 km. Obviously, 
interference of arrivals is expected to occur. The advantage 
of knowing the exact range to each shot and hence being able 
to produce a stacked record section for an array station just 
as for any other station is now apparent. The results of 
velocity filtering can be used in conjunction with a T -6 /6 
plot; tt1e major arrivals can be picked out and, by tracing 
them from s.hot to shot, interference phenomena may be identified. 
·McCamy and Meyer (1964) used velocity filtering techniques 
to analyse results from a crustal refraction project and 
found a wealth of correlated second arrivals, many of which 
were difficult to explain in terms of simple reflections 
and refractions. 
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3.8 Particle motion processing 
It was.felt useful to process some of the data from 
HMSP using the method of Shimshoni and Smith (1964) which 
attempts to separate signals recorded by a three-component 
station on their particle motions. Once again the construction 
of aT -6/6 plot provided the possibility of checking 
correlations from shot to shot against the results of this 
method. 
In principle, the method separates rectilinear particle 
motions, those in phase and those 130° out of phase, from 
elliptically polarised motions. For arrivals at a pair of 
seismometers, one vertical and one radial (that is, a 
horizontal instrument aligned along the direction of the 
propagating wave), Figure 3.9 shows, diagrammatically, how 
the responses vary with the type of incident wave. It can 
be seen from the relative motions how a P-wave has in-phase 
vertical and radial components which, when multiplied together, 
give a positive correlation. S-waves are 180° out of phase 
and hence give a negative correlation on multiplication. 
Elliptically polarised motions give both posttive and· negative 
correlations which have a higher frequency than the original 
signal. 
The practical method used is to form the radial comp-
onent from the two horizontal components by a simple rotation 
of axes. The vertical and radial are then multiplied point 
by point and the resultant correlation smoothed by averaging 
within a time window, the length of which is adjusted to be 
the same as one period of the signal. This has the effect 
of averaging the elliptical motion correlations towards zero, 
v 
upT 
v 
left j 
R 
R 
~ VxR 
P-wa ve upt 
v 
v 
left t 
R 
R VxR 
~ 
~ 
S-wave upt 
v 
v 
left t 
R 
R VxR 
~ 
Surface wave 
Figure 3.9 Diagrammatic representation of the origin of 
the form of the V x R correlator fUnction. 
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and extending the positive P correlations and negative S 
correlations. When performed on the lVlodular 1 it is also 
useful to use this correlator function to operate on the 
seismic trace so as to enhance rectilinear motions of either 
P or S type. An example of the computer output is given in 
Figure 3.10. Signal-generated noise produced near the recording 
site is usually elliptically polarised and is thus diBcriminated 
against. Wind noise, usually short period Rayleigh waves, 
is also attenuated by this method of processing. 
In practice, however, observations made at the earth's 
surface contain motions due to the reflected waves as well 
as the incident wave. Substitution of the boundary conditions 
into the solution of the wave-equation for an incident P-wave 
shows how the resultant motions from it, and the reflections 
caused by it, are in phase, and hence rectilinear, for all 
angles of incidence. i'or the case of an incident Sv-wave 
there are only a limited range of angles of incidence for 
which 1d0° out of phase motion is preserved. i'or angles 
greater than a critical angle, ic' tlie interference of 
incident and reflected waves creates elliptical motions (Nuttli, 
1961; White, 1964). This critical angle is given by sin- 1 (~/o<) 
where o{ is the P-wave velocity and ~ is the S-wave velocity. 
For Poisson's ratio of 0.25 (the value generally quoted for 
crustal rocks) this angle is 35°. 
E'igure 3. 11 shows the travel paths and travel-time 
graph for various phases which could be expected in a crustal 
refraction project. Table ).1 shows the various angles of 
approach. The crust here is 30 km thick with a velocity close 
to the surface of 6.1 km sec- 1 and a sub-Moho. velocity of 
> a:: 
Figure 3.10 
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- -:en .c:L. :en 
I -. I 
0:: I~ I~ I~ 1:; >< )C X >< > ~ c::: 0:: 
Example of computer output for an explosion 68 km 
from a 3-component station (Husinish, DU10). 
...... 
C) 
.c: 
c.n 
..... 
:::::::1 
a.. 
-
:::) 
C) 
.... 
cu 
..... 
-
-
C) 
~ 
cu 
u 
cu 
a... 
E 
~ 
c.n 
Traces are, from top to bottom: vertical seis., 
radial seis., time-code, V x R correlator, smoothed 
V x R correlator, vertical seis. x +ve parts of 
smoothed V x R correlator (enhanced P motion), 
vertical seis. x -ve parts of smoothed correlator 
(enhanced S motion), and same for radial seis. 
T-X 6 12 
sec 
B 
4 
~-------X _______ _.,: 
0 50 
0(., = 6.1 km s-• 
~. = 3.4 7 km s-• 
0(.1 = a.o km s-• 
100 
Distance km 
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PmS 
Figure 3.11 Reduced travel-time plot and travel paths for 
some possible phases in a crustal refraction 
project. 
Table 3.1 Angles of approach for various crustal phases 
in Figure 3.11. 
Phase Distance Angle of Ap~roach 
(km) (degrees 
PPS > 49 25.71 
( 50 32.31 
PmS ( (1 00 35.83 
ppp ) 70 49.69 (SSS) 
150 39.81 pmp 
100 59.04 
sg All ,.., 80 .oo distances 
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-1 8.0 km sec . It can be seen tl1at the wave travelling as PmS 
has angles of incidence sufficiently steep to preserve recti-
linear mot'ion. Rectilinear motion sllould also be observed 
for the wave travelling as a Moho lleadwave (P) and converted 
at the Moho to travel up tl1roug.h the crust as an Sv-wave (PPS). 
(This wave has the same apparent velocity as the Moho headwave 
(PPP) and should follow it with a constant time-lag). 
In most crustal refraction experiments PmS reflections 
are not usually observed and possible reasons have been 
given by r'uchs ( 1975). He has shown, by theoretical calc-
ulations and the use of synthetic seismograms, .how a transition 
zone at the Moho (1 km wide) would reduce the supercritical 
PmS reflection to 1/10th of the amplitude observed for the 
reflection from a first order discontinuity. The amplitude 
of the PmS reflections is also substantially reduced if 
Poisson's ratio is increased in the mantle. This can occur 
if there is a degree of partial melting, which serves to 
reduce the S velocity, leaving the P velocity unchanged. 
However, this effect remains small until a large degree of 
melting has occured. 
An explosion experiment in the Minch in NW Scotland, 
performed by the IGS Global Seismology Unit, was specifically 
designed to det~ct the presence of PmS. Very closely spaced 
shots were fired along the axis of the North Minch Basin, 
where the geological structure was expected to remain constant. 
Recordings were made at a three-component station at Cape 
Wrath (Jacob and Booth, 197'7). Using the method of particle 
motion processing a convincing identification of PmS was made. 
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CHAPTER 4 
RESULTS FROM SCOTTISH SHELF AREA 
4.1 The general pattern of arrivals from stacked records 
This chapter will deal with the results obtained from 
shots fired in the shallow water of the Hebridean Shelf. 
Stacked record sections, constructed by the program F~LOT 
(Appendix C), or drawn by hand, reveal the basic pattern of 
arrivals over the area and show up details which vary from 
zone to zone. 
Figures 2.5 and 4.1 to 4.7 show a first arrival with 
an apparent velocity of 6.1 to 6.2 km sec-1 out to rang~s of 
between 120 and 160 km. Here, an arrival of apparent 
velocity 7.7 to 8.1 km sec-1 takes over as first arrival. 
These two arrivals are identified as Pg and Pn respectively. 
At ranges greater than about 250 km the Pn headwave diminishes 
in amplitude and is very difficult to select from the noise, 
even on the analogue records where the scales are much 
greater than those in the diagrams presented here. A well 
correlated late arrival is shown at a number of stations and 
is interpreted as the P-wave reflected from the Moho (PmP) 
because of its travel-time and amplitude characteristics. 
(Figures 2.5, 4.3 and 4.4). The P-wave reflected at the Moho 
and converted to an S-wave (PmS) is not seen, although a 
more thorough search was conducted by particle motion process-
ing (Sections 3.8 and 4.7). A first arrival with an apparent 
velocity of 6.4 to 6.8 km sec-1, corresponding to a mid-
crustal refra~ of the type observed in NASP and several 
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Figure 4.1 Computer drawn stacked record section of G and K 
shots recorded at Knockan (GS3). Unfiltered E-W 
seismometer. 
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other explosion experiments, is not seen. However, if such 
a refractor has a depth greater than 10 to 12 km, refractions 
wiil not occur as first arrivals but will follow some time · 
behind the Pg and Pn arrivals. Under such c.i.rcumstances it 
would be difficult to identify these refractions which have 
very small ·amplitudes. Reflections from such a layer, which 
would be of hig~er amplitude and therefo~ possibly more 
easy to identify, are not clearly seen. 
The effect ~f sedimentary cover is well shown at some 
shots where a rapidly changing thickness of sediments distorts 
sets of arrival times from the straight "lines and smooth 
curves normally expected. Figures 4.1 to 4.4 show particularly 
well the presence of a sedimentary basin between shots G16 and 
G18 with the refractor coming close to the surface again at 
shot G19. 
The frequency content of certain shots shows large 
departures_from the average. Figures 4.1 to 4.7 show that 
signals from shots G7, G15, G19 and H10, recorded at widely 
separated stations, have a significantly wider frequency 
content than the other shots. It _can also be seen that they 
have a lower overall power output, that is, at large rang~s 
they are recorded at lower amplitudes. The amplitude 
frequency spectra of several shots have.been obtained by 
means of a Fast Fourier Transform program adapted by Mr. A. 
Munns from a program in Claerbout (1976).for use on the NUMAC 
IBM 370/168. The wide frequency range and higher dominant 
frequency for shot G19 is evident in Figure 4.8 and is due 
to it being fired in shallow water at less than the optimum 
depth (Section 2.2.2) so that the sea-surface reflection and 
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the bubble pulse did not constructively interfere. Shot G20, 
on the other hand, was fired at the correct depth and the 
1 ower dominan-t frequency and narrower frequency range· is 
shown in Figure 4.9. The reason that a signal like G19, with 
broad band characteristics, is not desirable for a long range 
refraction project lies in the fact that transmission losses 
are greater for higher frequencies. Shots such as G19 give 
very good characteristics when recorded at short ranges, with 
pulse-like arrivals, but their power is considerably reduced 
at larger ranges. 
4.2 Travel-time graphs 
Figures 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12 show reduced travel-time 
graphs for five stations which are typical of those constructed 
for all the stations. Further graphs are given in Appendix B. 
Figures 4.13 and 4.14 and Table 4.1 summarise the information 
contained in all the graphs. For interpretation purposes the 
survey area was split into zones and the least-squares 
velocity· for each zone at each station was calculated. The 
contribution to the travel-time made by the time-term is 
included in the plots at this stage. The least-squares~QXtf 
velocities so obtained were plotted against the aver.::~.ge 
distances from the station to the shots. Arrows are used to 
represent the direction in which the sequence of shots was 
recorded and point towards the station. For example, station 
GS2, to the east of shots G7 to G14, is at an average distance 
of 44 km and gave a least-squares velocity of 6.19+0.11 km 
sec-1• Station MD1, however, recorded the same shots in the 
opposite direction at the same average distance and gave a least-
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Table 4.1 Summary of the results of fitting least-squares velocities to first arrival 
segments recorded at each station. 
Station 
code 
name 
GS1 
GS2 
GS3 
GS4 
GS5 
GS6 
GS7 
GS8 
GS9 
DU6 
DU7 
DUB 
DU9 
North Minch 
G7 to G14 
A B c 
31 E 6.04 
44 E 6.19 
50 E 6.20 
61 E 6.23 
117 E 6.37 
114 E 6.43 
68 w 5.96 
58 w 6.04 
27 w 5.89 
,. 
Outer shelf 
G15 to G28 
A B c 
174 E 7.41 
202 E 7.49 
215 E 7.20 
230 E 7.77 
234 E 7.68 
222 E 8.17 
211 NE 7.66 
170 E 6.80 
123 NE 5-43 
South Minch 
H9 to H16 
A B c 
60 NE 4-53 
68 NE 5-49 
76 NE 5-44 
85 NE 5-71 
130 E 5.81_ 
65 NW 6.15 
56 NW 6.40 
31 NW 6.16 
A 
Outer shelf 
J1 to J8 
B c 
259 E 8.01 
...... 
1\) 
A= average distance (km); B =approximate direction; C =least-squares velocity (km sec-1).N 
Table 4.1 (con~inued) 
Station 
code 
name 
DU10 
DU11 
DU12 
DU13 
DU14 
DU15 
DU95 
DU16 
MD1 
BLA 
DUN 
LAGG 
ESK 
North Minch 
G7 to G14 
A B c 
53 SE 6.76 
76 SE 6.08 
39 w 5.95 
172 SE 8.77 ~~~ 159 SE 6.55 g 
238 s 10.5 
342 s 11.4 
Outer shelf 
G15 to G28 
A B c 
47 E 6.18 
68 E 6.27 
76 SE 5.94 
168 E 7.17 
207 E 7.35 
48 w 6.32 
47 w 6.21 (Pg) 
41 E 5.33 (Pg) 
South Minch 
H9 to H16 
A B c 
40 NW 6.27 
69 w 6.30 
33 SE 5.85 
61 SE 5.90 
227 SE 172 s 14.00 ~Pn) 7.57 152 s 5.40 Pg) 
97 E 6.33 45 NW 6.44 
166 SE 7.76 
234 s 7.71 
321 s 7.71 
Outer shelf 
J1 to J8 
A B c 
83 E 6.65 
162 E 8.30 
80 N 6.26 
147 E 7.14 
234 s 8.18 
~ 
1\) 
VI 
squares velocity of 5.95!0.08 km sec-1• Such observations 
indicate a dip of the refra.ctor beneath G7 to G14 of about 
2° to the east. 
Figure 4.13 also shows the increase in least-squares 
velocity with increasing average distance for shots G7 to 
124 
G14. Observations at GS1 give a velocity of 6.04!0.22 km 
sec-1 rising steadily to 6.43!0.12 km sec-1 at GS8 where the 
average distance is 114 km. This indicates that the refractor 
velocity may be increasing with depth, a phenomenon which 
usually gives rise to a curved travel-time graph. However, 
a small curvature of the size suggested here could be masked 
by the variability of the time-terms at each shot. The 
time-term analysis discussed later (Section 4.4) gives an 
estimate of the magnitude of the velocity change. 
At larger ranges these shots (G7 to G14) were recorded 
showing a very small Pn headwave as first arrival (Figures 
4.15 to 4.17). The four stations which recorded these shots 
at large ranges were Blair Atholl (BLA), the Dundee station 
of Lownet (DUN), the Eskdalemuir array (ESK) and the Irish 
station Lagg. They all lie to the south of the shots. The 
distance from these stations to each of the shots changes 
only a little and a fairly small change in Pn time-term from 
shot to shot may therefore serve to obscure the real velocity. 
The cross-over distance is seen to be of the order of 175 km 
(Figure 4.15) and the apparent velocities observed are as 
-1 high as, and as poorly defined as, 11.4!4.13 km sec • 
One point worthy of note in Figure 4.12 is the delay 
of shots G8, G9 and G10 recorded at Lagg. The distant J 
shots, J1 to J5, and the outer ·shelf shots, G15, G19 and G21, 
G14 
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Figure 4.15 
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Hand drawn stacked record section of G shots in 
the Minch at Blair Atholl (BLA). Unfiltered 
vertical seismometer. 
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Figure 4.16 Hand drawn stacked record section of the G shots 
in the Minch recorded at the Lownet station, 
Dundee (DUN). Unfiltered vertical seismometer. 
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line up as a Pn segment of velocity 8.2,!0.4 km sec-1 .- Shots 
G8, G9 and G10 are at almost the same range as the outer 
shelf shots but are delayed by about 1 second relative to 
them. This indicates substantially large delay-times for 
these shots, a point which is expanded upon in the discussion 
of the Pn time-term solution in Section 4.5. 
Shots across the South Minch Basin (H9 to H16), recorded 
at low ranges, alsa show different velocities in different 
directions although the magnitude of any dip is not so easy 
to determine. A glance at the stacked record sections in 
Figures 4.18 and 4.19 show that the first arrivals form a 
curve. This could be mistaken as evidence for an increasing 
velocity with depth. However, when comparison is made of 
the same shots recorded at a wide variety of ranges, that is. 
as Pg and P , it is evident that the curvature is due to 
- n 
increasing time-terms towards the centre of the basin. 
At larger ranges the first arrival for shots H9 to 
H16 becomes Pn and the cross-over distance can be seen in 
Figures 4.5 and 4.6 to be about 165 km. Apparent velocities 
of about 7.8!1.00 km sec-1 are observed at Eskdalemuir. The 
recordings of these shots made at Mull (Figure 4.5) demonstrate 
the difficulty in calculating the correct velocity for the Pn 
headwave when there are large changes in time-terms at the 
shots and the range variation is small. The shots H9 to 
H13 fit a straight line of velocity 5.4+0.9 km sec-1, whilst 
the shots H14 to H16 give a velocity of 14.0!6.0 km sec-1 
(Table 4.1). However, when allowances are made for the 
substantial thickness of sediments in the middle of the 
Minch, the observed velocities are changed significantly to 
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6.3!0.9 km sec-1 and 10.9!6.0 km sec- 1 respectively. The Pn 
velocity is still quite different from the value normally 
expected and can possibly be attributed, by the same 
reasoning as above, to changing Pn time-terms. 
The shelf shots to the west of Lewis (G15 to G28) show 
least-squares velocities of about 6.2+0.3 km sec-1 when 
recorded to the east at an average distance of less than 
100 km. The same shots recorded at St. Kilda (at an average 
distance of 47 km) also show a velocity of about 6.2!0.2 
km sec-1• This indicates no regional dip beneath G15 to 
G23, where the coverage is reversed. A substantial change 
in Pg time-term is suggested, however, as mentioned earlier, 
and is shown in Figures 4.1 to 4.4. Rapidly changing time-
terms, that is, a substantial dip on the basement, may be 
responsible for the low apparent velocity observed for shots 
G24 to G28 recorded at St. Kilda (Figures 5.1 and 5.6). This 
region of shots is not reversed and therefore suffers from 
the usual problem of distinguishing a dip from an anomalously 
low velocity refractor. However, because of the large and 
regular. offsets from a smooth travel-time curve, evident in 
Figures 4.4 and 5.1, it seems likely that the observation 
of low velocity is caused by increasing depth ·co basement 
towards the shelf edge. 
Shots G15 to G28 gave Pn as first arrival at stations 
at large ranges to the east and south-east. Least-squares 
velocities of about 7.7!0.3 km sec-1 were observed (Figure 
4.10) and are lower than the normally observed sub-Moho 
velocity of about 8.0 km s·ec- 1 and possibly indicate the 
presence of dipping boundaries beneath this area. -
132 
4.3 Plus-minus method on Pg 
S-hots G7 to G14 in the N·orth Minch were ideally sui ted 
to treatment by the plus-minus method, as described in 
Section 3.4 making due allowance for any offset. Stations 
on the Outer Hebrides and Scottish Mainland effectively gave 
reversed coverage over a range of distances, with the average 
distances from shots to stations ranging from 35 to 91 km. 
The small amounts of offset of the Outer Hebrides' stations 
could be allowed for by calculating theoretical curves for a 
single velocity refractor. Figure 4.20 shows the results of 
allowing the reduction velocity (vr in Section 3.4) and the 
velocity of the refractor to vary. The fit between observed 
and calculated curves is given as the velocity is varied. 
For the station pair Polbain - Laxay, the best-fitting 
velocity is about 6.05!0.05 km sec-1 and is quite well defined. 
Figure 4.21 shows the results of such an analysis for four 
different station pairs of steadily increasing separation. 
The fact that the best-fit velocity increases from 6.05 km 
sec-1 to 6.25 km sec-1 as the average recording distance 
increases from 35 to 91 km indicates a possible increasing 
velocity with depth, in accordance with the results of 
fitting straight lines to the data. 
In contrast to the single segment reduced minus-time 
graphs for G7 to G14, graphs drawn for shots H9 to H16 and 
G15 to G22 show a more complex situation. Figure 4.22 
shows an analysis of the H shots in the Minch recorded at 
four different station pairs. Velocities of 6.0 and 6.1 km 
sec-1 were used for the construction of the curves but, 
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4 different reduced minus-time graphs for G shots in the Minch. 
0- calculated; +-observed. A is GS1 to MD1, B is GS3 to 
DUB, C is GS4 to DU7 and Dis GS8 to DU7. The best-fitting 
velocity and the average of the travel distances from the shots 
to each station pair is given. , 
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clearly, the refractor has not got a single velocity. 
The actual velocities in the refractor and the points at 
which they change cannot be determined, owing to the large 
spacing of the shots. Scott (1976) has independently 
produced a model for the structure beneath the H shots in 
which he has combined an interpretation of the Pg time-terms 
with the gravity and magnetic evidence. Figure 4.23 is 
taken from Scott (1976) and shows that a dense body beneath 
the south-eastern part of the Minch is required to fit the 
gravity data. The shape of the sedimentary basin in the 
Minch is derived from his interpretation of the time-terms 
for the H shots. The presence of the postulated dense body 
at shallow depth within the basement may be expected to give 
rise to changes in velocity of the type found by plus-minus 
analysis. 
Figure 4.24 shows the best-fitting velocity for the 
shots G15 to G22. The very large rise in the theoretical 
curve towards shot G22 can be accounted for by the large 
offset of St. Kilda from the shot line. However, a plQt of 
observed minus calculated residuals shows a clearer picture. 
The velocity of the refractor beneath G15 to G18 and G20 to 
G22 is in the region of 6.0 km sec-1• Beneath G18 to G20 
refractor velocities as high as about 7.0 km sec-1 are 
indicated. Figure 4.25 shows the correlation between the 
changes in refractor velocity, the plus-times and the 
magnetic and Bouguer gravity anomaly over the area. The 
pl.us-times have been calculated by constraining H10 and G19 
to be exactly zero •. Quite clearly, the high velocity material 
forms a rise in the basement and has a large positive 
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Comparison o£ observed and calculated gravity 
anomalies across the South Minch Basin. Model 
o£ sediments is based on an interpretation o£ 
Pg time-terms and dense body is required to fit 
gravity data. Redrawn £rom Scott, 1976. 
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magnetic anomaly and a large positive gravity anomaly. In 
fact, the profile crosses the positive gravity anomaly to the 
south of the peak value of 72 mgal which occurs about 10 km 
to the north of shot G~9 (Hydrographic Department, Free-air 
gravity map, 1973). Very large positive magnetic anomalies 
are associated with the gravity anomaly and continue to the 
north of the line for about 15 km (Aeromagnetic map of Great 
Britain ~d Northern Ireland, Sheet 12). The gravi~y low 
in the region of shots G17 and G18 extends in a north-north-
easterly direction passing to the east of the Flannan Isles 
and terminating at about 58° 30
1
N. The Flannan Isles are 
composed of hornblende gneiss and pegmatite sheets of 
Lewisian age (Stewart, 1933) and are sited on a northward 
extension of a region of positive gravity anomalies stretching 
from St. Kilda, passing to the north of G19, and on towards 
a large positive anomaly at about 58° 47 1 N, 6° 33 1 W. The 
difference ·between the structure beneath shots G16 to G18 
and G19 to G21, shown by the magnetic, gravity and seismic 
refraction evidence, is also demonstrated by the character 
of the seafloor. Profile 24/71 of Himsworth (1973) shows 
very clearly that the seabed in the region of the gravity 
high near shot G19 is very rough and comparatively shallow 
(60 m) whilst to the east of this region near shots G16 to 
G18, a smoother seafloor is observed. Evidence from seismic 
reflection profiles (F. Bouwers, personal communication) also 
shows the change between shots G18 and G19. From G18 eastwards 
there is some indication of correlated reflectors down to 
depths of about 1· second two-way travel-time, corresponding 
with the gravity low. The region around G19 to G21 has no 
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correlated energy returning from the subsurface and is 
separated from the area to the east by a zone of diffractions 
dipping steeply to the east. A fault, downthrowing to the 
west with an indeterminate amount of throw, is also shown 
between shots G16 and G17 on the reflection profiles. 
Himsworth (1973) has interpreted the gravity anomalies 
over St. Kilda and at 58° 48
1
N, 6° 33 1 W as being caused by 
Tertiary igneous centres similar to those of Ardnamurchan, 
Mull and Skye. In contrast to the magnetic signature of 
St. Kilda, and the other Tertiary igneous centres of Scotland, 
which have both positive and negative parts, the magnetic 
anomalies in the vicinity of shots G19 to G20 are almost 
entirely positive. In this respect they are more similar to 
the type of anomaly found over the metagabbros of the South 
Harris igneous complex and their probable seaward extension 
(Westbrook, 1974). It therefore seems likely that the magnetic 
and gravity anomalies are due to dense and strongly magnetised 
Lewisian basement rocks outcropping at the seafloor beneath 
shots G19 to G21. 
4.4 Time-term analysis of Pg 
A total of about 300 recordings of Pg were made by the 
shot - station network. Because of the variability in 
structure indicated by the preceding analysis, the data was 
split into three sets. Recordings of shots G7 to G14 in the 
North Minch made up the first set, whilst the second set 
consisted of recordings of H9 to H16. Recordings of the 
shots to the west of Lewis, that is, G15 to G28 and the 
J shots made up the third set. 
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Each data set was put through a standard procedure of 
analysis. Firstly, a time-term solution·was found for each 
set, assuming a uniform· velocity refractor. The observed 
minus calculated residuals were· scrutinised for obvious 
errors in the data which could be checked and either corrected 
or rejected from the data set. Using this refined data set 
the time-term analysis was repeated. Solutions for increasing 
velocity of the refractor with distance.and increasing 
velocity with depth were then fo.und. 
The solution involving increasing velocity with depth 
was found by means o~ a no~-linear optimisation program 
written by Dr. G.K. Westbrook using the library program 
Minuit (James and Roos, 1969). A numerical iterative method 
is used to minimise the sum of the squared residuals with 
respect to the variable parameters: velocity, velocity gradient 
and time-terms. E.~c.\... time-term· II.)CJ.S assumed to be constant 
for arrivals recorded over the whole distance range, an 
approximation which may lead to small errors, particularly 
where the distance range and velocity gradient are both large. 
In an attempt to determine whether the data fitted a 
two layer travel-time curve, the data set was split into two 
by separating it into recordings above and below a designated 
distance. Both of these sets were solved using the single 
velocity refractor model. The variances for each solution 
were then compared to find the best solution. The residuals 
were checked to see if they had any obvious dependence on 
distance or azimuth. 
4.4.1 Pg analysis of shots G7 to G14 
Figures 4.26(a) and (b) summarise the results of 
performing this analysis on the shots G7 to G14. 110 
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recordings at ranges less than 140 km were used to determine 
the 25 time-terms. A graph of the sum of squared residuals 
against the constrained velocity of the refractor shows that 
the least-squares velocity of 6.13!0.02 km sec-1 is well 
determined. The minimum sum of squared residuals is 0.88 
sec2 and should be compared with values of 0.71 sec2 when 
the velocity of the refractor is allowed to vary with distance 
and 0.56 sec2 when the velocity of the refractor is allowed 
to vary with depth. 
Figure 4.26(b) is an attempt to determine whether the 
data fits a two segment first arrival curve better than it 
fits the single segment curve. The distance at which the 
data is split into two groups is plotted along the bottom 
axis. The sum of squared residuals is plotted for each 
group together with the composite sum of squared residuals 
for both groups together. A summary of the results is given 
in Table 4.2. 
It can be seen, firstly from the sum of squared 
residuals, but more rigorously from the variance ratio, that 
the two layer model is a significant improvement over the 
single layer model and similarly that the model allowing an 
increase in the refractor velocity with depth also gives a 
significant improvement. For the number of degrees of 
freedom of the F statistic available here, a variance ratio 
above about 1.2 is highly significant •. The difference between 
the two layer model and the increasing velocity with 
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Figure 4.26(a) 
Graph of the variation of 
the fit of single velocity 
Pg time-term solution with 
constrained velocity. G 
shots in Minch. 
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Figure 4.26(b) Graph of variation of the fit of the two 
layer time-term solution with point at 
which data set has been split into two. 
G shots in Minch. 
Table 4.2 Summary of P time-term analysis of G7 to G14. 145 g 
Type of Least- R2 Degrees . squares of Variancevar~~ceb Solution freedom rat~o velocity 
( km se_c- 1) (sec2 ) (sec2 ) 
Single 6.13 0.88 85 0.0103 1.00 velocity 
V •V 0 +0. 00 1 3x V 0 =5. 93 0.71 84 0.0084 1.22 
V•V 0+0.03z V 0 =6 .02 0.56 84 0.0066 1.56 
All data<40 km 7 .11a 0.03 7~ 0.0092c 1.12 
All data>40 km 6.17 0.61 62) 
All data<50 km 5.94 0.06 16~ 0.0091c 1.13 
All data)50 km 6.17 0.55 51) 
All data<.60 km 6.06 0.21 35l 0.0065c 1.58 
All data)60 km 6.22 0.23 32 
All data<70 km 6.05 0.52 51) 
16~ o.0088c 1.17 All data>70 km 6.21 0.07 
All data<80 km 6.07 0.56 59) 
o.oo89c 
6.15a 6~ 1.16 All data>80 km 0.04 
a These values are calculated for very few degrees of 
freedom (that is, the data set is only just determined). 
Hence, reliance cannot be placed on the least-squares 
velocities. 
b Variance ratio is the F statistic used for finding the 
significance of differences in variances. Values above about 
1.2 are significant for these large degrees of freedom. 
c The composite variance of the split solution is found 
from: 
a 2 = R~ + R~ 
df1+ df2 
where ~2 is the composite variance 
R2 
1 is the sum of squared residuals for the first data set 
R2 2 is the sum of squared residuals for the second data set 
df1is the degrees of freedom of the first data set 
df2is the degrees of freedom of the second data set. 
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depth model is probably quite insignificant. Comparison of 
the velocity - depth functions implied by the various 
solutions and the results of experimental work by Christensen 
and Fountain (1975) on the relationship between pressure 
(depth) and velocity in granulites of varying density is 
given in Figure 4.27. The indicated structure is quite 
compatible with a velocity increase with depth due only to 
an increase in pressure and does ~ require any significant 
compositional changes with depth. The least-squares velocity 
of 6.22!0.03 km sec-1 determined for the lower layer does not 
approach the velocity expected for the mid-crustal refractor 
observed in NASP. 
Many of the recording stations were situated on, or 
close to, Lewiaian gneiss basement and would be expected to 
have a zero time-term (Table 4.5). The fact that several 
stations have negative time-terms indicates that, locally, 
the Lewisian has a higher velocity than the one found as an 
average over the whole area. To interpret the time-terms and 
produce a depth to basement the velocity of the sediment 
filling the Minch must be found. Shallow seismic reflection, 
r~fraction and bottom sampling by the IGS Continental Shelf 
U~it ~d Glasgow University (Chesher et al., 1972; Smythe 
et al., 1972; !inns et al., 1975) have revealed the extent 
·and some age details of the basins in the Minch. The line 
G7 to G14 just crosses the southern edge of the North Minch 
!asi~, with Mesozoic sediments (probably Jurassic and New 
Red Sandstone) being restricted to a thin sheet between shots 
GB and G11 and the Torridonian outcropping at the seabed 
along the remainder of the line. 
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Figure 4.27 Comparison of velocity/depth models derived from 
time-term analysis of the G shots and some 
experimental work on velocity/pressure relationships 
in granulites (Christensen and Fountain, 1975)._3 1 to 10 - their samples with densities in gm em • 
A is two layer time-term solution, B is solution 
with increasing velocity with depth, C is the 
solution with increasing velocity with distance. 
D is density of a north-west Scottish granulite in 
Bott et al., 1972. 
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Before the time-terms can be interpreted in terms of 
depth to the refractor they must be corrected for the delaying 
effect of the water and for the speeding up effect of being 
fired beiow sea level. The observed time-term for a refractor, 
r, is given by an expression of the form: 
where wd is the water depth 
ad is the shot depth 
zi is the thickness of each layer above the refractor 
vw is the velocity of the water 
vi is the velocity of each layer above the refractor 
and vr is the velocity of the refractor. 
To allow for the water depth and shot depth effects a 
correction is made to replace the water layer with the material 
directly beneath it and to move the shot to the surface. The 
time-term would then be of the form: 
+ 
n-1 i ~ zi{v;- vi> /VrVi 
i=2 
The difference between these two expressions is: 
For a Pg refractor of velocity 6.2 km sec-1 with 
sedim~nts of 3.0 km sec-1 above it, the correction to be 
subtracted from the time-term is: 
wd{0.36) - sd{0.65) 
For the shots fired on the shallow continental shelf this 
correction varies between -0.02 and +0.06 seconds. Varying 
the velocity of sediments by a small amount does not make 
any significant difference. 
For a Pn refractor of velocity 8.0 km sec-1 and with 
rocks of sedimentary velocity 3.0 km sec-1 above it, the 
correction is: 
wd(0.34) - sd(0.65) 
For the shelf shots considered here this correction was 
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between -0.03 and +0.06 seconds. It is only when the water 
depth becomes quite large that this correction becomes 
really significant. 
The corrected time-term can now be converted to a 
depth to the refractor by me.ans of the formula: 
time-term n-1 2 2 i = ~ z. (V - V.) /V V. L.. ~ r ~ r ~ 
i=1 
where there are n layers above the refractor. 
No direct observation of velocities within the Torrid-
onian were made during HMSP, but refraction observations by 
Glasgow University and the IGS (Smythe et al., 1972) indicate 
that a velocity of about 4.8 km sec-1 is likely. Using 
this velocity for the Torridonian and a velocity of 3.0 km 
sec-1 as an estimate of the Mesozoic velocity, the depth to 
the basement can be found from the time-terms. Figure 4.28 
gives the shape of the basement so determined, together 
with the interpreted geological structure and Bouguer anomaly 
profile. 
The Minch fault is a normal fault 
downthrowing to the east and preserving Mesozoic sediments 
in the Minch Basins (Allerton, 1968; McQuillin and Binns, 
Figure 4.28 Time-terms for G shots in Minch and the adjacent land areas together with 
the interpreted geological structure and observed Bouguer anomaly profile. 
Error bars are 95% confidence limits. ~ )\j~Are. 2.1 
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t 
1973). The 124 km sinistral transcurrent movement postulated 
by Dearnley (1962) on the basis of the correlation of meta-
morphic provinces on the Scottish Mainland and Outer Hebrides 
is considered unlikely because the fault trace is now known 
not to be a small circle but to bend around parallel to the 
east coast of the Outer Hebrides (Figure 1.2). The evidence 
of Torridonian preserved to the east of the fault suggests 
the possibility that the fault is as old as the Torridonian 
although it may be more likely that the movement was 
post-Torridonian. 
The Bouguer anomaly profile in Figure 4.28 is taken 
from an unpublished gravity map compiled from Hydrographic 
Department and various American data for the sea areas and 
from McQuillin and Watson (1973) and IGS data for the land 
areas. The small scale anomalies in the Minch seem to 
correlate well with the sediment structure determined. For 
a model with -0.12 gm cm-3 and -0.28 gm cm-3 as the density 
contrast of the Torridonian and Mesozoic with the Lewisian 
basement (Tuson, 1959), the anomaly caused by the •sediments 
in the Minch is always less than 15 mgals. So, when the 
known sediment structure is allowed for there are still 
substantial large scale anomalies, the explanation of which 
must lie in deeper structures. McQuillin and Watson (1973) 
have pointed out that the uniform drop in the Bouguer 
anomaly across Lewis coincides with the increasing migma-· 
tisation of the gneisses which causes a decrease in density 
of the surface layers. On the east coast of the Outer 
Hebrides, to the east of the Outer Isles thrust, rocks of 
granulite facies, or retrogressed granulite facies, tend to 
f ~ ~"~tL. v.. ~~~..ue.ss-~ ~""-'l ~\~·s ~~~ ~\~ ou:ur' ... 
o... c:RM.~ ~o~ tn-.. \~ ;;:.,. tJ.N.d,.. o.MlJ w~\2> Jr- bi_ ~ ~ F lt 
.,. ~ -to~ ~c.l -FH- . 
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occur, whilst on the west coast veins and pods of granite 
can make up 50 per cent of the gneisses which are typi_cally 
in amphibolite facies (Coward et al., 1970). 
4.4.2 Pg analysis of shots H9 to H16 
Figures 4.29(a) and (b) and Table 4.3 detail the results 
of the time-term analysis for Pg recordings of these shots 
in the South Minch Basin. 107 recordings at ranges less than 
140 km were used to find the 25 time-terms. The least-
squares velocity of 6.0~0.03 km sec-1 is quite well determined 
and a two layer solution improves the variance of the 
solution significantly, from 0.0112 to 0.0059 sec2• An 
increasing velocity with depth solution does not make a 
similar improvement. 
Figure 4.30 shows the time-terms found from the single 
velocity model. Mesozoic sediments outcrop over the whole 
line except near H10 where a Lewisian basement ridge strikes 
north-north-east from Raasay and Rona. Two shallow core 
holes drilled by the IGS in 1971 (Chesher et al., 1972) 
show sediments of Jurassic age close to the present profile. 
Permo-Triassic sediments were also found outcropping on the 
seabed slightly to the north-east of the profile, close to 
where the Torridonian outcrops on the seabed. Three kilometres 
of New Red Sandstone are preserved in the fault bounded 
Stornoway basin (Steel, 1971) and up to 800 m of New Red 
Sandstone may be present under northern Skye (Tuson, 1959; 
Steel, Nicholson and Kalander, 197~ -s~'j~ sJ- ~.I , .. ,2). 
It is also likely that Torridonian, and possibly 
Cambrian, sediments lie beneath the Mesozoic in this basin 
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Figure 4.29(a) 
Graph of the variation of 
the fit o·f single ve.loci ty 
Pg time-term solution with 
constrained velocity. H 
shots in Minch. 
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Figure 4.29(b) Graph of variation of the fit of the two layer 
time-term solution with point at which data 
set has been split into two. H shots in 
Minch. 
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Table 4.3 Summary of Pg time-term analysis of H9 to H16. 
Type of Least- R2 Degrees . squares of Variancevar1~ceb Solution velocity freedom rat10 
(km sec-1) (sec2 ) (sec2 ) 
Single 
velocity 6.06 0.91 81 0.0112 1.00 
V•V0 +0.0018x V0 =5.86 0.84 80 0.0105 1.06 
V•V +0.03z 0 V0 =5.98 0.85 80 0.0106 1.05 
All data<40 km 5.86a 0.03 5) 
0.0107c 61~ 1.04 All data>40 km 6.17 0.68 
All data<50 km 6.10 0.06 14) 
0.0084c 52~ 1.33 All data'>50 km 6.20 0.50 
All data<.60 km 6.01 0.19 27) 
0.0059c 40~ 1.89 All data>60 km 6.36 0.21 
All data<70 km 6.00 0.43 41) 
0.0092c ) 1 • 21 
All data">70 km 6.40 0.17 24) 
All data<SO km 6.03 0.63 6:l 0.0097c 6.80a 1 .15 All data>80 km 0.02 
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for the Torridonian is shown outcropping at the seabed just 
to the west of the Raasay-Rona Ridge in Chesher et al. (1972). 
An interpretation of the time-terms must use two distinct 
velocity units. Figure 4.30 gives the basement shape 
determined from the time-terms assuming, as a best estimate, 
~~ 
an equal~contribution of Torridonian and Mesozoic. The 
structure proposed is not, therefore, definitive, nor are 
any detailed age relations implied for the movement on the 
Minch fault. It is intended solely as a guide to the probable 
thickness and extent of the basin. 
The observed gravity fits the north-west side of the 
basin but discrep~ncies arise on the south-east side and these 
have been interpreted by Scott (1976) as being caused by a 
dense body within the basement (Section 4.3, Figure 4.23). 
4.4.3 Pg analysis of shots G15 to G28 and J1 to JB 
Ninety-five recordings of shots fired on the outer 
shelf were used to find the 32 time-terms. A least-squares 
velocity of 6.22!0.03 km sec-1 is well determined and a two 
layer solution gives a significant improvement (Figures 
4.31(a)·and (b)). The solutions using increasing velocity 
with depth and distance failed to make any significant 
improvement. Negative time-terms for shots G19, G20 and 
G21 (Table 4.4) are caused by the high velocity material 
beneath these shots, as was indicated by minus-time analysis 
in Section 4.3. Figure 4.32 gives the time-term profile and 
shows a small basin beneath shots G16, G17 and G18 with 
time-terms in the region of 0.3 seconds. This could be 
interpreted as 2.3 km of Torridonian, with a velocity of 
Figure 4.30 Time-terms for H shots in Minch and the adjacent.land areas together with 
interpreted geological structure and observed Bouguer gravity anomaly 
profile. Error bars are 95% confidence limits. See. ~ct. 2.. \ 
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Figure 4.31 (a) 
Graph of variation of the 
fit of single velocity 
Pg time-term solution with 
constrained velocity. 
G shots on outer shelf. 
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Figure 4.31(b) Graph of the variation of fit of the two 
layer ti.me-term solution with point at which 
data set has been split into two. G shots 
on outer shelf. · 
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Table 4.4 Summary of Pg time-term analysis of G15 to G28 
and J1 to J8. 
Type of Least- R2 Degrees Varianceb squares of Variance Solution velocity freedom ratio 
(km sec-1 ) (sec2 ) (sec2 ) 
Single 
velocity 6.22 0.58 62 0.0093 1.00 
V=V0 +0.0007x V 0 =6 .13 0.56 61 0.0091 1.02 
V•V0 +0.019z V 0 =6.17 0.55 61 0.0091 1.02 
All data<.40.km n.a. n.a. n.a~) 
51~ n.a. n.a. All data>40 km 6.24 0.46 
All data<.50 km 6.19a 0.03 4:l 0.0091c 1.02 All data>50 km 6.26 0.40 
All data<60 km 6.07 0.07 }:l 0.0097c 0.95 All data>60 km 6.29 0.36 
All data<70 km 6.29 0.04 12~ 0.0058c 1.60 
All data>70 km 6.36 0.20 29) 
All data<.8o km 6.21 0.17 20~ 0.0086c 1.08 
All data>80 km 6.35 0.19 22) 
All data<90 km 6.21 0.22 26l o.oo8oc 1.16 
All data>90 km 6.40 0.11 15 
All data<100km 6.20 0.23 }:l 0.0082c 
6.25a 
1.13 
All data)100km 0.08 
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4.8 km sec-1, or as 1 km of Mesozoic sediments, with a velocity 
of 3.0 km sec-1• This basin is referred to by both Kent (1975) 
and Whitbread (1975) and is shown as having a fault bounded 
eastern margin. The evidence here suggests a fault bounded 
western margin bringing the sediments into contact with the 
high velocity material beneath shots G19 to G21. Time-terms 
beyond G23 increase towards the continental margin although 
the velocity used in the solution is determined by the 
reversed section of the line (G15 to G23) and may not be 
accurate for the shots to the west of G23. 
From refl~ction profiles on the margin in the region of 
G23 to G25, Himsworth (1973) was able to recognise reflections 
down to an unconformity which he interpreted as the base of 
the Tertiary strata. The thickness of these sediments 
decreased from about 700 m on profile 14/71 to about 300 m 
on profile 24/71, that is, from the shelf edge to the north 
of the Butt of Lewis to the shelf edge just north of St. 
Kilda. No reflections beneath this unconformity were observed. 
Stride et al. (1969) however, were able to recognise 
reflectors beneath this unconformity on their Arcer profile 
across the Hebridean Shelf. A set of ill-defined reflectors 
dipping to the west were just visible below the unconformity 
and were considered to be "of Palaeozoic aspect". Further 
to the west and closer to the shelf edge their bedding is 
slightly better defined and their age was thereby considered 
more likely Mesozoic. 
More recent commercial data show fairly clearly that 
these westward dipping reflectors extend to at least 1.5 
seconds two-way travel-time beneath the base Tertiary 
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unconformity (F. Bouwers, personal communication). There is 
therefore a strong likelihood of at least 2 km of Palaeozoic 
or Mesozoic sediments on the shelf close to the margin. 
4.5 Time-term analysis of Pn 
Shots fired in the shallow water of the Hebridean Shelf 
and recorded at large ranges were included in the Pn data set. 
When using only the shots fired during HMSP _in 1975 it was 
essential to include the recordings made at the Irish station, 
Lagg, offset to the south of the 58° N line, to enable a 
well defined least-squares velocity to be found. However, 
the shots fired in June 1977 in the Moray Firth and the North 
Sea, and recorded at some of the HMSP recording sites, gave 
true reversal of the observations. Inclusion of b·oth the 
Lagg r~cordings and the shots in Moray Firth and the North 
Sea gave a well defined least-squares velocity of 8.01+0.04 
km sec-1• Figure 4.33 shows how the sum of squared residuals 
varies for three different data sets. 
The solution was constrained simply by. fixing the time-
terms of two stations which were known from previous work 
using the Pn time-term at Eskdalemuir of 2.87 seconds (Agger 
and Carpen~er, 1965) and at Cape Wrath of 2.45 seconds 
.(Smith, 1974). The similar values of time-terms at adjacent 
stations and shots gives confirmation that the solution is 
correctly constrained (e.g. GS1 • G7; DU9 • G14; DU13 • H9). 
The poor comparison of DU10 and shot G15 may arise because 
only two arrivals define the Pn time-term at DU10 and hence 
the errors may be large. 
Correction can be made to the Pn time~term for the 
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Figure 4.33 Graph o! variation of !it of single velocity Pn 
time-term solution !or shots fired on shelf. 
I. is all data except Borth Sea shots ancl 
recordings from Lagg, B is all data except Borth 
Sea ab.ota, C is all data. 
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delay caused by the sediments using the formula: 
where Pn is the p time-term n 
pg is the pg time-term 
VB is the velocity of the sediments 
vb is the velocity of the pg phase 
vr is the velocity of the Pn phase 
' and Pn is the corrected Pn time-term which can then be 
interpreted. directly in terms of a single layer of average 
c~ustal velocity, V, above the Moho. 
For a sedimentary velocity of 3.0 km sec- 1 (Mesozoic) 
the correction is 0.67 Pg and for a velocity of 4.8 km sec-1 
(Torrido~ian) the factor is 0.39 Pg. Where Mesozoic and 
Torridonian sediments are equally present the average 
velocity would be about 4.0 km sec-1 and the correction 
would be 0.53 Pg. Figures 4.34 and 4.35 and Table 4.5 show 
' the Pg' Pn and Pn ti~e-terms assuming an average sedimentary 
-1 velocity of 4.0 km sec • The region can be divided into 
areas where the value of the time-terms is approximately 
the same (Table 4.6). 
It is apparent that significant differences in crustal 
thickness between the Caledonian mobile and foreland belts 
at 58° N only arise if different average crustal velocities 
are used for each region. Discounting the anomalous area 
of the Minch for the moment, the time-terms for the Mainland 
stations, the Outer Hebrides stations and the shots on the 
outer shelf are very similar. Section 4.8 presents the 
analysis of Moho wide-angle reflections which confidently 
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' Table 4.5 Pg, Pn and Pn time-terms for all data on the 
snelf area. 
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Station 95% 95% ' Pg T.T. conf. N Pn T.T. conf. N Pn 
Polbain GS1 0.08 0.05 8 2.78 0.10 11 2.74 
Stac Pollaidh GS2 0.04 0.05 8 2.09 0.12 8 2.07 
Knockan GS3 0.02 0.04 9 2.21 0.08 16 2.20 
Loch Ailsh GS4 -0.09 0.04 9 2.48 0. 11 10 2.51 
Glencassley GS5 -0.02 0.10 4 2.48 0.08 14 2.49 
Lairg GS6 2.54 0.07 17 2.58 
Rogart GS7 -0.02 0.06 6 2.59 0.08 16 2.60 
Backies GSB 0.04 0.05 8 2.51 0.23 4 2.49 
Cape Wrath GS9 2.42 0.10 9 2.42 
Butt of Lewis DU6 0.23 0.05 8 2.64 0.32 3 2.52 
Uig DU7 -0. 11 0.05 8 2.94 2.97 1 3.00 
Linshader DUB -0.03 0.05 8 
Lemreway DU9 -0.10 0.06 7 2.59 2.98 1 2.65 
Husinish DU10 0.15 0.02 14 2.94 0.60 2 2.86 
Maaruig DU11 -0.08 0.02 13 2.52 0.24 4 2.56 
North Uist DU12 0.00 0.02 16 2.53 0.80 2 2.53 
Loch Torridon DU13 0.10 0.04 9 2.53 0.12 8 2.49 
Loch Carron DU14 0.05 0.05 8 2.52 0.14 7 2.50 
St. Kilda DU15 0.07 0.01 22 2.23 0.12 8 2.19 
Mull DU16 -0.83 0.14 5 2.35 0.09 12 2.79 
Laxay MD1 0.20 0.05 8 2.27 0.16 6 2.16 
Blair Atholl BLA 3.15 0.09 12 3.15 
Dund·ee DUN 2.78 0.09 13 2.78 
Eskdalemuir ESK 2.87 0.08 16 2.87 
Lagg LAGG 2.34 0.10 10 2.34 
N is the number of observations used to calculate the 
time-term. \ 
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Table 4.5 (continued) 
Shot p T.T. 95% conf. N Pn T.T. 95% conf. N p 
rsec) 
n 
(sec) (sec) 
G7 0.24 0.04 12 3.16 0.31 3 3.03 
G8 0.38 0.03 12 3.46 0.18 5 3.26 
G9 0.37 0.04 12 3.58 0.15 6 3.38 
G10 0.27 0.03 13 3.60 0.18 5 3.46 
G11 0.16 0.03 13 3.20 0.23 4 3.12 
G12 o. 1"5 0.03 14 3.08 0.23 4 3.00 
G13 0.25 0.03 13 2.77 0.31 3 2.63 
G14 0.13 0.04 12 2.79 0.18 5 2.72 
G15 -0.12 0.03 9 2.46 0.18 5 2.48 
G16 0.14 0.03 11 2.60 0.23 4 2.51 
G17 0.17 0.04 7 2.58 0.18 5 2.49 
G18 0.35 0.04 8 2.59 0.14 7 2.30 
G19 -0.22 0.05 6 2.14 0.12 8 2.26 
G20 -0.12 0.08 4 2.29 0.15 6 2.35 
G21 -0.24 0.12 3 2.14 0.16 6 2.27 
G22 -0.06 0.04 7 2.51 0.18 5 2.54 
G23 0.17 0.04 7 2.41 0.12 8 2.32 
G24 0.43 0.06 5 2.69 0.12 8 2.46 
G25 o. 39 0.08 4 2.75 0.16 6 2.54 
G26 0.81 0.08 4 3.19 0.10 10 2.76 
G27 0.79" 0.11 3 2.96 0.14 7 2.49 
G28 1.00 0.22 2 3.68 0. 11 10 3.17 
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Table 4.5 (continued) 
Shot p T.T. 95% conf. N p n T.T. 95% conf. N p 
fsec) n (sec) (sec} 
H9 0.14 0.07 12 3.08 0.31 3 3.01 
H10 0.00 0.07 10 3.23 0.31 3 3.23 
H11 0.26 0.06 15 3.56 0.56 2 3.42 
H12 0.42 0.06 16 3.05 0.31 3 2.77 
H13 0.48 0.07 14 4.02 0.31 3 3.73 
H14 0.49 0.07 13 3.62 0.18 5 3.36 
H15 0.39 0.07 14 3.25 0.15 6 3.06 
H16 0.26 0.07 13 3.22 0.13 7 3.08 
J1 0.07 0.01 22 2.23 0.12 8 2.20 
J2 0.29 0.06 5 2.52 0.14 7 2.37 
J3 -0. 2.2 0.22 2 2.89 0.14 7 3.13 
J4 -1 .17 0.23 2 2.09 0.59 2 2.73 
J5 0.24 0.22 2 2.93 0.24 4 2.80 
J7 2.52 0.36 3 2.52 
J8 3.08 2.92 1 3.08 
B2 2.55 2.97 1 2.55 
B3 3.31 0.32 3 3.31 
B4 3.29 0.32 3 3.29 
F1 3.62 0.23 4 3.62 
F2 3.38 0.23 4 3.38 
F3 3.37 0.23 4 3.37 
F4 3.75 2.92 1 3.75 
F5 3.65 2.92 1 3.65 
F6 I 3.06 2.92 1 3.06 
Table 4.6 Pn time-terms and crustal thicknesses for 
fi-ve a!!eas. of. br.oad-ly uni.f.orm s-tructu-Fe •.. 
Two values of average crustal velocity are 
used. 
Stations Average Crustal 
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Area and time-term thickness 
Shots (corrected) 
(sec) (km) 
v = 6.2 v = 6.6 
Outer shelf G15 to G28; 2.47 24.7 28.7 
DU15. 
Outer Hebrides DU6 to DU12; 2.61 26.1 30.4 
MDL 
Minches G7 to G14; 3.14 31.4 36.6 
H9 to H16. 
Mainland - west GS1 to GS4; 2.46 24.6 28.7 
of Moine thrust GS9; DU13; 
DU14. 
Mainland - east GS5 to GS8; 2.66 26.6 31 .o 
of Moine thrust BLA. 
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suggests an average crustal ve~ocity in the :region of 
6.2 km sec-1 for the outer shelf area. Wide-angle reflections 
beneath the Caledonian mobile belt are very poorly observed 
in HMSP but good results were obtained from LISPB (Bamford 
et al., 1976) which suggests that average crustal velocities 
of 6.5 to 6.7 km sec-1 should be used in this area. 
The Pn time-terms beneath the outer shelf area show 
correlations with the Pg time-term data which are substantially 
removed .by correcting for the sedimentary structure (Figure 
4.34). No large changes are indicated between G15 and G25 
where, using an estimate of 6.2 km sec-1 for the average 
crustal velocity, there is a uniform crustal thickness 
of about 25 km. G26 to G28 are close to the shelf edge and 
show a slight increase in time-term towards Rockall Trough. 
This increase also shows a strong correlation with the Pg 
time-terms and it is possible that the correction for sedim-
entary delay has been underestimated in this region. 
The average Pn time-term of 2.54 seconds for the four 
stations at 58° N to the east of the Moine thrust could be 
interpreted as crust about 30 km in thickness using a 
higher average crustal velocity of 6.6 km sec-1• Similarly, 
the time-term at Blair Atholl would give an estimate of 
35 km- for the crustal thickness. 
Both time-term profiles across the Minch show an 
increase towards the centre with values at each side closely 
comparable with the stations closest to them (Figures 4.34 
and 4.35). Corrections for the sedimentary delay effect 
remove only a small part of this increase. If the change 
in time-term is taken at face value and interpreteq in 
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terms of a thickening of a uniform velocity crustal layer 
then the crust is about 8 km thicker beneath the Minch than 
on either side. 
A large_part of the observed increase towards the 
Minch (Figure 4.34) takes place between stations GS2 and GS1. 
In a linearly designed refraction project the station (or 
shot) Pn time-terms apply to points on the refractor offset 
towards the shot (or station) by about 30 km. The aim of a 
wide azimuthal coverage, or reversal, is to average a whole 
set of offset points around the observation point. Exclusion 
of the Cambridge North Sea shots (Figure 2.6) from the Pn 
data set led to a time-term solution which showed that one 
of the largest single changes in time-term between two 
. 
observation points was between GS2 and GS1. A time-term 
solution using only the North Sea shots independently 
confirms the relative values of the time-terms at GS1, GS3, 
GS5 and GS7 and hence supports the existence of a big 
difference between the time-terms of GS1 and GS2 (GS3). 
When viewed in the light of the large changes in time-term 
between adjacent stations and shots, the observation that 
the GS1 time-term has the same value in opposite directions 
suggests that it cannot truly represent crustal thickness 
since the points where the refractions leave the Moho are 
about 60 km apart. It is more likely that the value of 
the time-term and the changes between closely spaced 
observation points are linked to velocity variations in 
the upper parts of the crust, close to the station, so that 
the arrivals from opposite directions sample the same variations. 
Figure 4.35 shows that the time-term at H12 is much 
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smaller than the ones at H11 and H13. These shots were 
observed at Pn range at three stations to the south and the 
advance of H12 arrivals relative to the other shots can 
clearly be seen on the stacked record sections (Figure 
4.7 and Appendix B). Figure 4.23 shows, from an interpret-
ation of the minus-times and gravity observations, that 
H12 is possibly located over a mass of dense and high 
velocity rocks which might reduce the size of the delay-
time. This raises the question as to how much of the 
observed changes in time-terms near the Minch can be 
attributed to1~i ty variations within the crust. 
These increases in time-term could be attributed to 
the presence of abnormally low velocity crust beneath the 
Minch but no evidence of this is shown by the preceding 
analyses. An analysis of wide-angle reflections in Section 
4.8 possibly indicates a slightly higher average crustal 
velocity beneath the Minch than beneath the Quter shelf r 
tfou:)QOQ.r, ...\QJ.~._ ~m snors uxi l1[Q. fll.t.nc..h, -r:o'"~ do lc'P\""" 
i ·~ o..v... ~~e.- ~~~ + 0..~ c.~ IJtAC)CA ii4-, ""-~ 
reg on. ~~-t e\- 1\,.... \-~ ~~ ~ ~~ k ~~\... \,\~"'\o."'~. 
If we take the average crustal velocity to be 6.2 
km sec-1 over the whole area, then the crust beneath the 
centre of the Minch must be between 10 and 14 km thicker 
than the crust on either side. If, as the T2;x2 results 
indicate, the average crustal velocity in the Minch area 
is 6.6 km sec-1 , compared to 6.2 km sec-1 in the surrounding 
region, . then a crustal thickening of about ·15 km is implied. 
On the other hand, a reduction in average crustal velocity 
beneath the Minch of about 6 per cent could explain the 
results without the need for crustal thickening. 
The presence of thick, or abnormally low velocity, 
crust beneath the Minch should show up as a gravity low. 
As mentioned in Section 4.4.1, after correcting for the 
sediment structure derived from Pg time-term analysis, 
there is still a substantial residual anomaly over the 
Minch of about -40 mgal. ·The shape of the Moho derived 
from a simple interpretation of the Pn time-terms cannot 
explain the shape of this gravity anomaly without the 
introduction of anomalous bodies within the crust beneath 
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the Minch. The fall in Bouguer gravity anomalyon Lewis from +65 
to +35 mgal was interpreted by McQuillin and Watson (1973) 
as being caused by increasing migmatisation and granitisation 
towards the west. On the Pn time-term profiles we can see 
abnormally high values of 2.86 and 3.00 seconds for DU10 and 
DU?, the western most stations on Lewis, which are possibly 
caused by such changes in t~e state of the Lewisian basement. 
These changes in facies of the near-surface rocks are not 
strikingly evident in the Pg analysis of shorter range 
observations and it is possible that the gravity anomaly 
and Pn time-term profile in the Minch are caused by variations 
in upper crustal structure not shown by the analysis of 
Pg arrivals. 
4.6 Results of velocity filtering 
As mentioned in Section 3.7, determinations of apparent 
surface velocity at the Laxay array were possible with an 
accuracy of about 0.2 km sec-1• No azimuth anomalies of 
greater than 10° (the probable accuracy) were observed. 
Figures 3.7, 4.36 and 5.10 show outputs from the Modular 1 
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Figure 4.36. Computer drawn output from velocity filter program 
for shot G15. Signal marked A is the wide-angle 
reflection from the Moho. 
velocity filtering program typical of those observed for 
all the shots. It can be seen that each record has about 
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10 distinct arrivals in the first 10 seconds of the recording. 
Particularly well shown in Figure 4.36 is the Moho wide-angle 
reflection, marked A, with a very high apparent surface 
velocity ot about 8.5 km sec-1• The results of a detailed 
velocity filter analysis on each of· the G and K shots is 
given in Figures 4.37 to 4.40. The apparent surface velocity, 
arrival time and relative amplitude of each arrival have 
.been plotted using the same scale as the related stacked 
record section. 
Figures 4.37 and 4.38, showing the analysis of shots 
G7 to G14, indicate that although the first arrivals have 
an apparent velocity between the shots of about 6.0 km sec-1, 
they have an apparent surface velocity at the array of 
about 8.0 km sec-1 • Figure 4.39 shows that the difference 
between the velocity at the shots and at the array is smaller 
for shots to the west - 6.3 km sec-1 at the shots and between 
5.7 and. 6.3 km sec-1 at the array. 
A possible explanation for. these observations lies in 
the proximity of the array to the Outer Isles thrust fault. 
The major thrust plane outcrops some 5 km to the west of 
the array and dips to the east at about 23° (Janet Wats.on, 
personal communication). A wide zone above and below the 
main thrust plane shows large scale shearing and thrusting. 
The presence of an easterly dipping interface close to the 
array would tend to increase the angle of approach of waves 
coming from the east. We would expect that an arrival from 
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the west would be refracted to give a shallower angle of 
approach and hence a lower apparent surface velocity. A 
0 . dip of 26 to the east on an interface between rocks of 
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6.0 and 6.2 km sec-1 would be needed to explain the observed 
increase in apparent surface velocity for shots from the 
east an~ would also give an apparent surface velocity of 
6.0 km sec-1 for shots from the west. 
The proximity of the array to the Minch fault could 
also explain the observations. The Minch fault is a large 
normal fault of about 2 to 4 km total displacement down-
throwing to the east. A headwave travelling within the 
basement beneath the Minch at 6.2 km sec-1 might be expected 
to have its angle of approach increased by diffraction 
about the fault. To reproduce the observed apparent 
velocity .of 8.0 km sec- 1, the Minch fault, 13 km to the 
east of Laxay, would need a throw of about 10 km. The Pg 
time-term of 0.25 seconds at G14 indicates a thickness of 
sediments of about 2.3 km. Allerton (1968) has interpreted 
the gravity anomalies along 58° N in the Minch as 3.8 km of 
sediments using a density contrast of ~0.20 gm cm-3• 
Clearly, the likely thickness of Torridonian sediments in 
the Minch does not approach the value required to explain 
the observed increase in appar~nt surface velocity. The 
most plausible explanation is therefore considered to be 
the refraction of arrivals at a dipping interface close to 
the Outer Isles thrust plane. 
Correlated later arrivals are difficult to observe 
although the S-wave group shows up as a set of low velocity 
arrivals. The variability of frequency content is well 
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shown in these records. Shots G7 and G11 contain a broader 
band of frequencies than do the other shots and are hence 
much more pulse-like in their character. They show two 
distinct arrivals with very sim~lar waveforms 0.5 seconds 
apart (arrivals Band C of Figure 3.8). Close inspection 
of several of the other records reveals two similar arrivals 
at comparable separation. The two arrivals have the same 
apparent surface velocity at the shots and substantially the 
same apparent surface velocity at the array. A possible 
origin is some kind of multiple at the shot. A multiple 
between seabed and sea surface should be phase inverted and 
separated in time by only about 0.05 seconds and the 
reflection points are therefore more likely to be the top 
and bottom.·of the sediments. For. Torridonian sediments 
of 4.8 km sec-1 velocity, the thickness indicated is about 
1.4 km, which is of the same order as the thickne-ss already 
suggested by time-term analysis. However, the second 
arrival does not show a significant decrease in amplitude 
as might be expected if it was a multiple of the first 
arrival. 
Figures 4.39 and 4.40 show the compiled results of 
velocity filtering for shots to the west of Lewis~ Included 
in the diagram are the large shots in the Rockall Trough 
which are discussed in Chapter 5. From the mass of correlated 
arrivals within each record, only a few can be confidently 
traced from one shot to the next. These are the first 
arrivals, Pg and Pn' and the wide-angle reflection PmP. 
The apparent surface velocity found for P varies g. 
between 5.7 and 6.3 km sec-1, whilst that for P varies 
n 
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f~om 7.7 to 8.1 km ~ec- 1 • The wide-angle reflection is quite 
clearly shown with a high apparent surface velocity of· 
8.5 km sec-1 at low ranges (large angles of incidence) 
decreasing to about 6.8 km sec-1 as the range increases-.-.to 
One other tentatively correlated arrival could arise 
from a mid-crustal refractor. Shots G24 and G25 show a 
second arrival (marked A in Figure 4.40) which does not 
belong to the Pn or PmP branch of the travel-time curves and 
has a larger amplitude than, and different character from, 
Pg. ~he apparent surface velocity at the array is determined 
as 7.3 km sec-1 and at the shots as 6.5 km sec-1• This last 
estimate is uncorrected for any change in sedimentary delay-
time effect but this has been shown in Section 4.4.3 to 
be small for these shots. The arrivals could possibly be 
refractions from a mid-crustal refractor although its 
amplitude may be considered to be too large. A very wide-. 
angle reflec_tion from the top of a mid-crustal interface is 
a possible. ·explanation and such arrivals have been observed 
in LISPB (Bamford, personal communication). Unfortunately, 
the phase is not traceable into records at larger ranges 
as complicating effects of sedimemtary delay-time occur 
close to the margi~ with Rockall Trough. If this phase is 
a reflection the very sharp rise in amplitude near G24 and 
G25 suggests that the critical distance is about 140 km. 
v I Application of the observation of Cerveny (1966) that the 
maximum in amplitude occurs some small distance beyond the 
critical distance would reduce this estimate to about 125 km. 
An interface between rocks of 6.2 and 6.4 km~ec- 1would need 
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to be at a depth ot 16 km tQ produce the observed position 
ot the maximum in amplitude. For a stronger velocity 
contrast ot 6.2 to 6.6 km sec-1 the depth should be about 
23 km. As it has been shown that the Moho depth in this 
region is about 25 km (Section 4.5) it is unlikely that a 
6.2 to 6.6 km sec-1 interface exists at such a depth. More 
likely is an interface ot smaller velocity contrast at 
slightly shallower depth. 
Arrivals corresponding to this phase can be seen in 
ligure 4.44 which shows the recordings ot these shots made 
at Husinish (DU10). Shot G27 shows an arrival,- marked A, 
behind the first arrival segment but before the probable 
continuation ot the PmP phase; again the identification is 
tentative because ot the large delays imposed by the changing 
sediment thicknesses. 
4.7 Results ot particle motion processing 
As described in Section 3.8, certain records were 
tound suitable tor particle motion processing. Figure 4.41 
shows the smoothed correlator function, which is the product 
ot the radial and vertical component, of the Borth Minch 
shots recorded at Loch Carron. Figure 4.42 is a stacked 
record section ot the same shots. The Moho wide-angle 
reflectiGns which follow about 2 seconds behind a very small 
first arrival (Pg) are well shown by the large positive 
correlatio~a. Shot G11 clearly shows the double pulse-like 
character discussed in the preceding section (Figure 4.42). 
The direct S-waves, with negative correlations, are shown 
later in the recorda of G11 to G14 and can be correlated 
from shot to shot. However, the onsets of S-waves for shots 
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Compiled results of particle motion processing 
for shots G7 to G14 recorded at Loch Carron (DU14). 
Positive correlations are P-waves, negativ~ are 
S-wavea. 
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G7 to G10 are difficult to determine. Correlations corres-
ponding to PmS (negative correlations at about 5 to 6 seconds 
behind the first arrival) -are de·fini tely not present. 
Figure 4.43 shows the same smoothed correlator function 
for shots G15 to G28 and K1 to K6 recorded at Husinish (DU10) 
and Figure 4.44 is a stacked record section of these shots. 
The PmP reflection starts at about shot G19 and can be traced 
confidently to shot G26 as strong positive correlations. A 
poorly developed second wide-angle reflection, marked B, 
follows some seconds behind the PmP phase. The S-wave 
arrivals cannot be seen as a distinct pattern of arrivals 
but rather as a group of arrivals for which correlations can 
~ ~ ~IILI~V\S c\o..-. ~o ......_ ~. 
be negative or positive~ No arrivals or correlations 
corresponding to the converted PmS reflection, seen at Cape 
Wrath by Jacob and Booth (1977), can be identified. 
4.8 Analysis of wide-angle ref~ections 
The arrival times of the prominent Moho wide-angle 
reflections (PmP) shown at Husinish, Laxay, Rogart, Maaruig 
and other stations (Figures 3.7, 4.3 and 4.4) were picked 
from the analogue records. The wide-angle reflections from 
the Moho are well developed out to ranges of about 120 km 
and their arrival times can be picked and used in a T2/x2 
analysis to-estimate the average crustal velocities and 
thicknesses. Figures 4.45 and 4.46 show T2/x2 graphs for 
the outer shelf shots recorded at·four of the stations on 
the Outer Hebrides. Table 4.7 lists the best-fitting 
straight lines for this data from which estimates of the 
average crustal velocity and thickness have been derived. 
·10 
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Table 4.7 Summary of the results of T2/x2 analysis of the PmP wide-angle reflection. 
Station Shots Range· of Correlation Average Intercept Thic•kness Distances Coefficient Velocity 
(km) (laD. sec-1) (sec2) (kin) 
Stac Pollaidh GS2 H11 - 816 67 - 77 0.9911 7.09:!:1.20 78 31.4 
Rogart GS7 G10 - G14 94 - 131 0.9991 6.59,!0.50 104 33.1 
Rogart GS7 811 - H16 120 - 140 0.9932 6.19!0. 90 72.8 26·.4 
Average Minch 67 - 140 6.62 30.5 
Husinish DU10 G19 - G26 47 - 123 0.9992 6.13:!:0.24 50.3 21.7 
Maaruig DU11 G17 - G23 37 - 110 0.9988 6.26+0.30 42.9 20.5 
North Uist DU12 G17 - G26 40- 115 0.9960 6.00+0.44 43 19.8 
Laxay MD1 G15 - G23 43 - 123 0.9971 6.43!0.55 66 26.1 
Average Outer shelf 37 - 123 6.20 22.0 
~ 
\.0 
~ 
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The mean estimate yielded values of ~.2 km sec-1 for the 
velocity and 22 km for the thickness. Shots in the Minch 
were recorded at several stations on the Mainland, all at a 
smaller range of distances and they therefore give slightly 
poorer estimates. The mean velocity of 6.62 km sec-1 and 
thickness of 30.5 km are, however, significantly higher 
than the estimates for the outer shelf. This is in agreement 
with the estimates made f»om Moho wide-angle reflections 
from some shots fired in the Minch and recorded at Cape 
Wrath (Jacob and Booth, 1977). They give an estimated 
average velocity of 6.64!0.03 km sec-1 and a thickness of 
28 • 9!0. 3 km .• 
At ranges above about 120 km the curvature of the 
wide-angle reflection becomes less pronounced and the records 
take on a much more complex appearance (Figures 4.40 and 
4.44). At greater ranges a strong late phase of apparent 
velocity about 6.0 km sec-1 and reduced time about 0 seconds 
is· developed and continues out to ranges of about 300 km 
(Figure 4.2). This is too low an apparent velocity for the 
phase to be a simple very wide-angle Moho reflect.ion. It 
is probably a continuously refracted wave trapped in the upper 
parts of the crust by a velocity increase with depth. 
Unfortunately, the change from a true P P to this phase 
m 
occurs at a range of distances where the observation scheme 
of HMSP is weakest. For shots on the outer shelf the 
complicating effects of large P delay-time changes obscures g 
the change over. For stations on the Mainland no shots 
were fired in the distance range of interest because of the 
Outer Hebrides themselves. 
Another phase which can.be correlated from shot to 
shot can be seen in Figures 4.43 and 4.44 showing the 
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recordings of.the shots on the outer shelf recorded at Husinish. 
The arrival, marked B, follows between about 4 and 1.5 seconds 
after PmP' being closer at longer ranges. It is a P-wave 
and the curved correlations in Figures 4.43 and 4.44 suggest 
that it is some sort of wide-angle reflection. Figure 4.45 
shows the T2/x2 graph for this phase recorded at Husinish, 
which indicates an average velocity of 6.4+0.3 km sec-1 and 
intercept time of 150 sec2 • It is not, therefore, a crustal-
wide multiple of the Moho reflection as it follows too 
closely behind it and has a significantly higher average 
velocity. An origin as some sort of complex lower crustal 
multiple reflection seems likely. 
The method of Holder and Bott (1971) was difficult to 
apply in this survey because it relies on finding the peak 
in amplitude of the wide-angle reflection in order to identify 
the critical distance. Only shots on the outer shelf gave 
a sufficient range of observation for an estimate of the 
critical distance to be made. Shots in the Minch, whilst 
quite clearly showing the wide-angle reflection, were, in 
general, recorded over a range of distances of about 40 km 
and it was not possible to determine the critical distance. 
Jigure 4.47 shows the amplitude plots at Husinish and Laxay 
for the outer shelf shots. They have been corrected for 
any changes in the gain of the recording system but still 
show substantial variability which may be due in great 
part to the variability in input frequencies and power at 
each shot, as mentioned in Section 4.1. Estimates of 
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22.5 km and 27 km are obtained for the crustal thickness and 
-1 -1 . 
of 6.1 km sec and 6.5 km sec for the average crustal 
velocity. 
An alternative explanation for the absence of a smooth 
amplitude curve may lie in a true variability of the Moho 
structure at the reflection points. Results of Russian 
deep seismic sounding experiments have shown that the 
corre_lation of the PmP phase is often irregular, the arrival 
times and amplitudes changing drastically over distances of 
10 km or so (Davydova, 1972). This sort of variability can 
only be defined well by observations spaced very close 
together and may be due to changes in Moho structure from 
a first order discontinuity to a transition zone or a zone 
of interfingering velocity reversals. 
The results of the two analysis methods used are 
broadly in agreement although in the present work most 
confidence is attached to the results of the T2/x2 method 
applied to the outer shelf shots. 
4.9 Summary 
Analysis of arrivals observed on the shelf and surround-
ing land areas indicate the following structures: 
(1) A first arrival from a basement refractor with a 
velocity of between 6.1 and 6.2 km sec-1 occurs over 
the whole region. 
(2) No first arrivals from a mid-crustal refractor were 
.confidently observed. A few shots in the Minch 
recorded at large ranges to the south show apparent 
velocities in the range 6.4 to 6.7 km sec-1 • It. is 
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possible that these arrivals represent refractions 
from a mid-crustal layer. The depth to such a refractor 
would be fairly large because it is only observed at 
these very large ranges where the Pn arrivals are not 
first arrivals.• Alternatively, it is possible that 
these arrivals represent Pg arrivals with a small 
systematic change of delay-time. The small distance 
range over which observations were made make a conclus-
ive choice between these alternatives impossible. 
(3) Beyond ranges of between 130 and 170 km a Pn first 
arrival with a least-squares velocity of 8.01!0.04 
km sec-1 occurs. The lower cross-over distances are 
observed for shots on the outer shelf whilst much 
larger distances are observ~d for shots in the Minch, 
suggesting larger delay-times for the Minch shots. 
The amplitude of Pn drops off at large ranges so 
that at ranges of about 350 km it is very difficult 
to observe. 
(4) Sedimen·tary thicknesses vary from 0 to 3 km and small 
sedimentary basins correlate with gravity and magnetic 
anomalies. 
(5) Some lateral variations in basement velocity are 
present and these correlate with gravity and magnetic 
anomalies, e.g. the structure beneath the shots G19, 
G20 and G21 • ·t:bu . .-. ~:z.' 
(6) Some evidence of a small scale increase of velocity 
with depth in the upper parts of the crust is shown 
but this need not imply compositional changes. 
.. \\.t., c.~ ~ ~~-~~ ¥~ ~ ~~ o.A~~ 
~ otFr.ct. >ro i..,.. C)~~ ~ • 
(7) Wide-angle reflections frQm the Moho clearly show a 
low average velocity of 6.2 km sec-1 and a thickness 
of 22 km for the crust of the outer shelf region. 
Results from this experiment show higher average 
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crustal velocities of about 6.6 km sec-1 and thicknesses 
of about 30 km for the area between the Minch and 
mainland stations. The Caledonian mobile belt has 
been shown in NASP (Smith and Bott, 1975) and in 
LISPB (Bamford et al., 1976) to have average vel-
ocities of about 6.6 km sec- 1• 
(8) Ch~ges of Pn time-terms must be studied carefully 
before converting to an estimate of crustal thickness. 
For the outer shelf area and Outer Hebrides a thickness 
of about 25 km is estimated whereas on the Mainland, 
using the higher average crustal velocities, an estimate 
of about 30 km is made. Over the Minch, very large 
increases in Pn time-term probably do not simply 
represent thickened crust but rather veloci.ty anomalies 
in the upper parts of the crust which cannot be 
completely defined. ~ 
(9) No evidence of the converted wide-angle refleotion, 
PmS' can be found although good observations have 
previously been made just to the north of the present 
area (Jacob and Booth, 1977). The Moho is thus implied 
not to be a very sharp compositional boundary but to 
be a zone of gradational change possibly s·preading 
over 2 or 3 km (Fuchs, 1975). Most crustal refraction 
experiments similarly do not identify PmS reflections. 
-t= ~ 't.tl.~¥1.~ ~ u."~'~ C&1'41.-fro.O\<,\\doc\. \oo)\~ ~~ ~\:1 0..~ .. \~. \\'NIL-~'1111. 0.~ ~~'to \0\ro) ~-t\-t4 ~~ w\~- ~ ~- i\v.!lo-w.A\MIS. *'s. ~Q6 ~ ~~~r~ o\- ~~ \l~o~'Yj 'INI.I-\-~~ • 
(10) A clear identification of a wide-angle reflection 
from a mid-crustal interface cannot be made. However, 
slight evidence is presented which would suggest a 
very large depth for such an interface in the outer 
shelf area. This is in keeping with the low average 
crustal velocities found in this area. If such a 
deep interface exists it offers a possible explanation 
for a late reflection observed at Husinish (Figures 
4.43 and 4.44) as a multiple between this interface 
and the Moho. 
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CHAPTER 5 
RESULTS FROM ROCKALL TROUGH 
5.1 The general pattern of arrivals from stacked records 
This chapter deals with the analysis of shots fired in 
the Rockall Trough which were recorded at the temporary 
recording sites in Scotland and Northern Ireland. Figures 
5.1 and 5.2 show stacked record sections of the K shots 
recorded at St. Kilda (DU15) and Glencassley (GS5). Other 
shots are included in these diagrams but these have already 
been discussed in Chapter 4. The X shots have been included 
in other stacked record sections in Chapter 4 and Appendix B. 
Two distinct phases of correlated arrivals can be 
recognised and traced from record to record, the first, 
with an apparent velocity of about 5.7 km sec-1 will be 
called P1, and the second, with an average apparent velocity 
of about 8.3 km sec-1 will be called Pn. 
P1 occurs as a first arrival only on recordings of 
shots K1, K2 and K3 at St. Kilda (DU15) but can be seen as 
a late arrival for shots K4, K5 and K6 at St. Kilda (Figure 
5.1) and for shots K1 to K6 recorded at Laxay (MD1) and 
Husinish (DU10) (Figures 4.39, 4.40, 4.43 and 4.44). The 
correlation of this refraction shows quite large d_eviations 
from a straight line which are probably due to changing 
sedimentary delays in Rockall Trough. Seismic reflection 
profiles across the Trough show some large changes in depth 
to 'basement' (e.g. Figure 1.3). 
The Pn headwave occurs as a first arrival for all 
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Figure 5.2 Computer drawn stacked record section of G and 
K shots recorded at Glencasaley (GS5). 
Unfiltered vertical seismometer. Note the 
large amplitudes for K shots in Rockall Trough. 
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recordings above about 110 km range and the arrival times 
also show l~rge and regular deviations from a straight line 
-
correlation. Varying sedimentary delay is the most probable 
explanation although changes in Moho depth will probably 
make some contribution. At quiet stations the phase can be 
recognised_out to very large ranges where it still has 
impulsive onsets (Figure 5.2). 
The amplitude of the first arrival shows a prominent 
peak in the distance range 310 to 330 km and it is possible 
that such a distance range marks the critical distance of 
a sub-Moho reflection. Alternatively, this phenomenon 
could indicate the development of large energy from a wave 
continuously refracted in a layer of increasing velocity 
below the Moho. If this second phase has a velocity only 
slightly greater than that of Pn it will be difficult to 
detect. 
Most of the recordings of the K shots show large 
amplitude arri vale wi.thin about 2 seconds of the first 
arri•al (Figures 5.2 and 4 •. 2). These arrivals are probably 
not simple sea-water multiples of the first arrival since 
their amplitude is so large. The arrivals are P-waves 
(Figure 4.43) and so an origin from simple P to S conversions 
is ruled out. Phase correlation of the arrivals from record 
to record is difficult but there is a slight indication 
that, for ranges below about 310 km, a correlated arrival 
with a velocity slightly greater than that of the first 
arrival can be recognised. At ranges above about 330 km 
any correlated phase has a velocity slightly less than that 
of the first arrival. If this is so it may suggest that 
the more distant first arrival segment is formed from a 
deeper and faster interface than the Moho. 
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The dominant frequency of the recordings of these 
shots is generally lower than those made for the shots on 
the shallow shelf area and the signals contain a narrower 
band of frequencies. The signal characteristics generated 
by the dispersed charge system used for the K shots should 
be the same as those generated by a single charge (Section 
2.2.2). The effect of the selective attenuation of the 
higher frequencies and the large ranges over which most of 
the recordings were made is probably responsible for the 
observed differences. When these shots are recorded at low 
ranges they contain a much broader band of frequencies and 
have a higher dominant frequency (Figure 5.1). Figure 5.3 
shows the amplitude spectra of both signal-plus-noise and 
noise only for one of the shots. Clearly, there is a 
large low frequency component of noise below about 1 hz 
which can be removed by frequency filtering, as shown in 
Figure 5.4 which is a plot of the same signals filtered 
between 2 and 15 hz. Fortunately, the frequencies of 
signal and noise are distinctly different and thus this 
type of frequency filtering is effective. 
5.2 Travel-time graphs 
Since the stations and shots were sited on opposite 
sides of a continental margin and were believed to be 
sampling two different structures, two sets of travel-time 
. graphs were drawn. The apparent velocity at the shot end 
of the line is shown by a graph of arrival times of all the 
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shots at one station (Figures 5.5 to 5.7). Figures 5.8 and 
5.9 show graphs of the ·arrival times for one shot recorded 
at all the stations and is used to estimate the apparent 
velocity at the station end of the line. Other travel-time 
graphs for these shots are shown in Figures 4.10 to 4.12 
and in Appendix B. Tables 5.1 and 5.2 summarise the 
results of fitting the best straight lines to the two data 
sets. 
The arrival times Qf the P1 phase were picked from 
the Laxay array records with the help of velocity filtering 
(ligures 4.39 and 4.40) and from the Husinish records with 
the help of particle motion processing (Figures 4.43 and 
4.44). The accuracy of these picks is less than that for 
the picks of first arrivals but, nevertheless, reasonable 
least-squares velocities were found. Figure 5.5 shows that 
the P1 phase has an apparent velocity between the shots of 
about 5.7!0.8 km sec-1 whilst the apparent velocity between 
the stations is about 6.2!1.0 km se~- 1 (Table 5.2). Such 
values of apparent velocity neglect the effects of changing 
sedimentary delay which is a reasonaple assumption for the 
stations but may be quite invalid for the shots since large 
sedimentary delay changes are shown on reflection profiles 
from this area. However, a phase change at the continental 
margin may be expected, as such an observation has been 
made between the Iceland-Faeroe Ridge and the Faeroes 
Plateau by Bott, Nielsen and Sunderland (1975). 
In order to test whether first arrivals beyond about 
310 km range correspond to a deep refractor beneath the 
Moho, recordings of all the shots at all the stations were 
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Average 
distance 
Station Code Phase and 
. direction 
(kiD) 
Stac Pollaidh GS2 p 323E 
n 
Knockan GS3 p 330E 
n 
Loch Ailsh GS4 p 360E 
n 
Glencassley GS5 p 
n 
357E 
Lairg GS6 p 385E 
n 
Cape Wrath GS9 p 311E 
n 
Butt of Lewis DU6 p 
n 
257E 
Husinish DU10 p 207E 
n 
Husinish DU10 p1 194E 
Maaruig DU11 p 225E 
n 
Borth Uist DU12 p 216E 
n 
Loch Torridon DU13 p 294E 
n 
Loch Carron DU14 p 317E 
n 
St. Kilda DU15 p 159E 
n 
St. Kilda DU15 p1 114E 
Mull DU16 p 307E 
n 
Laxay MD1 p 
n 
254E 
Laxay MD1 p1 221E 
L~gg LAGG p n 376SE 
-1 Weighted Average Pn = 8.37 km sec 
Weighted Average P1 • 5.1} km sec-1 
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Velo-
city Int. No. of t~.me (km (sec) shots sec-1) 
8.55 8.24 7 
8.48 7.87 8 
8.66 8.94 7 
8.51 8.40 7 
8.46 8.43 10 
8.54 8.53 4 
7.08 1.98 4 
8.23 6.86 7 
5.82 0.30 6 
7.59 4.56 6 
8.43 7.67 10 
8.53 8.12 7 
8.95 10.17 7 
8.38 6.31 6 
5.67 0.64 7 
7.75 4.33 6 
8.72 8.39 10 
5.70 -0.72 5 
8.09 6.15 9 
Table 5.1 Summary of least-squares fitting of first and 
second arrival travel-time segments for K shots 
at each station. 
Table 5.2 Summary of least-squares fitting of first and 
second arrival travel-time segments for eac~ 
shot at all recording stations. 
Average 
distance Velocit~ Shot Phase and 
direction (km sec- ) 
(JPa) 
K1 p 
n 269W 8.16 
K1 p1 148W 6.29 
K2 Pn 260W 8.08 
1{2 p1 160W 6.13 
K3 p 278W 8.12 n 
K3 p1 173W 6.00 
K4 p 
n 
271W 8.02 
K4 p1 180W 5.98 
K5 p 280W 8.05 
n 
K5 p1 193W 6.29 
K6 p 
n 
301W 8.17 
K7 p 
n 
320W 8.02 
K9 Pn 368W 7.87 
K11 p 326W 8.23 
.n 
K12 Pn 355W 8.09 
K14 p 389W 8.04 
n 
110 Pn 327W 7.71 
111 Pn 329W 7.59 
Weighted Average Pn • 8.09 km sec-1 
-1 Weighted Average P1 = 6.14 km sec 
Intercept Number of time 
(sec) stations 
7.02 8 
2.37 3 
6.19 15 
1. 73 3 
6.60 13 
1.48 3 
5.88 15 
1. 32 3 
5.91 10 
3.23 3 
6.88 1 1 
5.78 12 
4.54 3 
6.88 3 
5.68 8 
5.37 6 
4.98 5 
4.34 3 
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included in a straight line fitting routine. The aim was 
to test if a two layer travel-time curve fitted the data 
more closely than a single layer curve. The data set was 
split into two sets above and below a certain distance 
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and the least-squares velocities of the two segments found. 
If a two layer travel-time curve is present the velocities 
and fits of the two curves should show systematic variations 
as the splitting distance is varied. The shorter range set 
should give a constant velocity until, as the splitting 
distance is increased, arrivals from the deeper layer are 
included, whereupon the velocity estimate should rise slowly 
towards a mean value. Similarly, for the larger range set 
a stable estimate of the velocity in the lower layer should 
be observed until, as the splitting distance is decreased, 
arrivals from the upper layer are included. No clear 
systematic variations of velocity or fit, which might suggest 
the presence of a two layer travel-time curve, were found; 
although., as the data included delay-times at shots and 
receivers, a small change in gradient would probably not 
be observed. It was therefore felt valid to include all 
the Pn data in the time-term analysis of Section 5.6. 
The apparent velocity of the Pn headwave between the 
shots varies between about 8.1 and 8.7 km sec-1 with an· 
average. value of about 8.37 km sec- 1• Observations at Lagg 
give a lower apparent surface velocity of 8.09!0.6 km sec-1 
and the significance of this observation is discussed in 
Section 5.6. Apparent surface velocity measurements at 
the stations of north-west Scotland give values of about 
•I 
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8.09~0.5 km sec-1 which should be compared with a value of 
8.01~0.04 km sec-1 shown by time-term analysis of shots 
fired on the shelf. The slight difference may be due to a 
small increase ~f Pn time-term towards the east and is 
probably not significant. It is therefore assumed that 
arrivals from the K shots in Rockall Trough travel as a 
normal Pn headwave beneath the Hebridean shelf area and 
the Scottish Mainland. 
5.3 Results of velocity filtering 
Figure 5.10 shows the computer output from the 
velocity filtering program for the shot K1 recorded at the 
Laxay array (MD1). The stacking velocity for each correlator 
function is given along the bottom of each trace. The 
compiled results of the velocity filtering of these shots 
have been included in Figures 4.59 and 4.40. The very small 
first arrival (A) in Figure 5.10 is Pn and is just shown on 
the correlator functions to have an apparent velocity of 
about 8.1+0.2 km sec-1• A strong late arrival (B) is the 
P1 phase and is shown to have an apparent velocity of 6.5~ 
0.2 km sec-1• Several later arrivals have large amplitudes 
and strong correlations, particularly the arrival C which 
has an apparent velocity of 6.7~0.2 km sec-1• The shot K1. 
is peculiar·:in that these strong late phases are recorded 
at all stations. This group of arrivals does not contain 
any characteristic phase which can be correlated from station 
to stat~~n, e.~. Figures 4.1 and 4.2, and therefore an origin 
as a complex reverberation or a focusing effect of the nearby 
continental margin is probable. 
Figure 5.10 
216 
I 
I 
-L.&.J 
z: 
Computer drawn output from velocity filter program 
for shot K1. Signal marked A is Pn, B "is P1 phase 
~d C is a very strong phase discussed in text. 
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The large amplitude arrivals following within 1 to 2 
seconds behind Pn are shown in Figure 4.39 to have apparent 
velocities of between 8.7 and 7.5 km sec-1• This large 
spread in velocities is probably more a function of inaccurate 
velocity determinations than of a real variation. In any 
case no confiden~. phase correlations can be made for 
these arrivals. 
5.4 Res~lts of particle motion processing 
Figures 4.43 and 4.44 include the K shots recorded at 
Husinish (DU10) as well as the G shots. The strong phases 
within 1 to 2 seconds behind Pn (marked A in Figure 4.43) 
are shown to give good positive correlations and a phase 
correlation of these arrivals is possible. An apparent 
velocity slightly lower than that of Pn is indicated which 
argues against their origin as a refraction from a faster 
interface beneath the Moho since their ranges are less than 
310 km. A multiple reflection within the sediments, or 
water, should.have the same apparent velocity as Pn unless 
there is a systematic thickening of sediments, or water, 
towards the west. A slight increase in sedimentary thickness 
from K2 towards K6 is suggested in Figure 5.11 but.the large 
amplitude of these arrivals cannot be explained as a sediment-
ary multiple. The P1 phase gives good positive correlations 
which were of great help in picking the onset times of these 
arrivals. Few negative S correlations are visible in the 
first part of these records. 
5.5 Time-term analysis of P1 
If the identification of the P1 phase as a wave 
refracted along the top of the basement refractor in 
Rockall Trough and converted to a direct crustal arr:Lval 
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at the continental margin is correct, it should be possible 
.to derive a set of time-terms for it. The solution will be 
poorly behaved since these arrivals were identified at 
three stations only which were all sited in-line and to 
one side of the shot line. The suspected difference in 
structure beneath shots and stations will also cause problems, 
particularly in determining a least-squares velocity in 
Rockall Trough. The aim of the time-term analysis was to 
try to determine the change in sediment thicknesses rather 
than the absolute value of the sedimentary thickness in the 
Trough. Using seismic reflection data, Roberts (1975b) has 
presented a smoothed contour map of two-way travel-time for 
a basement reflector which he identifies as the base of the 
sediments in the Trough. This can be used to constrain the 
value of one of the shot time-terms and, coupled with the 
known time-terms for the stations, enables a least-squares 
velocity to be found. A velocity of 6.2+0.18 km sec-1 is 
found but the time-terms are subject to rather large 
95 per cent confidence limits. 
This value of velocity is weighted heavily in favour 
of the continental part of the path, which has already been 
shown to have a velocity of about 6.2 km sec-1• Using this 
value gives a slight increase of time~term towards the 
centre of Rockall Trough, the effect of which is shown in 
Figure 5.11 to be comparable with the sediment structure 
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Figure 5.11 Sediment structure £rom seismic re£lection 
pro£iles and interpretation o£ P1 time-terms 
in Rockall Trough. JCF is Jean Charcot Fault 
zone and may mark continent - oce.an boundary 
on west side o£ Rockall Trough. 
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derived from seismic reflection profiles. Table 5.3 gives 
the P1 time-terms corrected for water delay and converted to 
a thickness of sediments of assumed velocity of 3.0 km sec-1• 
Figure 5.12 shows the P1 time-terms with 95 per cent 
confidence limits and points out the danger of taking the 
calculated valu.e too 11 terally. In general terms, the P 1 
time-terms show a similar structure to the already known 
structure but highlight large changes of sedimentary 
thickness not evident from a smoothed contour map. Such 
changes are, however, indicated on the reflection profiles 
themselves (Figure 1.3). 
'The estimates of sediment thickness, derived from 
seismic reflection profiling by Roberts (1975b), are 
minimum estimates as it is possible that more sediments lie 
beneath the deepest identified reflector. For example, the 
structure determined by an unreversed refraction line, ·:E11, 
reported by Ewing and Ewing (1959), would have a two-way 
travel-time for the base of sediments reflection of 2.6 
seconds, whereas the smoothed contour map of Roberts shows 
about 2 seconds of sediments. Similarly, further south in 
the Trough the structure determined from an unreversed 
refraction experiment reported by Scrutton (1971) would give 
a sediment two-way travel-time of about 3.4 seconds, but 
the contoured thickness map shows only about 2.5 seconds of 
sediments. Exactly how much confidence should be placed 
in structures determined from unreversed refraction profiles 
is doubtful, but it is possible that Roberts' thickness map 
underestimates the true thickness of sediments. 
Number of . ·p time-term % Water and Sediment 
Shot Observations 6bserved 95 conf · shot depth . Cor~cted thickness _1 correction P1 t~me-term V = 3.0 km sec 
(sec) (eec) (sec) (km) 
K1 3 1.82 0.48 1.12 0.10 2.40 
K2 3 1.83 0.48 1.20 0.63 2.16 
K3 3 2.22 0.48 1.27 0.95 3.26 
.·x4 3 2.16 0.39 1.28 0.88 3.02 
15 3 2.57 0.48 1.29 1.28 4-39 
K6 2 2.25 0.92 1.28 0.97 3.33 
Table 5.3 P1 time-terms, sedimentary delays and interpreted_sedimentary thicknesses. 
1\) 
1\) 
~ 
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5.6 Time-term analysis of Pn 
The aim of the time-term analysis of the Pn data !rom 
Rockall Trough is to establish the velocity beneath the Moho 
in this region and define a depth to the Moho. The sedimentary 
delay effect of the sediments in Rockall Trough can be 
estimated from the reflection profiles, or P1 time-terms, and 
its effec-t subtracted from the observed Pn time-terms. The 
estimation of the true sub-Moho velocity proves difficult 
because the distributio~ of shots and stations did not 
provide either true reversal or good offset stations. Never-
theless, estimates of the maximum and minimum thicknesses of 
the crust were possible. 
All data ~ecorded above ranges of 110 km was included 
in the time-term analysis. The aerial distribution of the 
data set is poor and the requirements of the time-term me.thod 
are only partially met. Unlike the G shots on the shelf, the 
I shots have a significantly large range vaD!atien to the 
station at Lagg in Northern Ireland. It was therefor& 
impossible to make the simplifying assumption that all the 
observed variation in travel-times at Lagg were due solely 
to change.s of shot time-terms and independent of· retractor 
velocity. However, the Lagg recordings are useful in that 
they are more sensitive to time-term changes than to 
velocity changes and do enable a least-squares velocity to 
be found. 
A second complication with the shot - station layout 
was that stations and shots were on areas of differing 
structures and,, in particular, it was apparent that the 
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Moho velocity in ~ockall Trough was probably higher than 
that on the shelf. However, the shelf part of the path 
could be reasonably estimated from results obtained from 
shots fired on the shelf, and discussed in Chapter 4. The 
travel-times and distances of the Trough shots were therefore 
corrected for the fixed parts of their paths by subtracting 
the distance from the station to the supposed continental 
margin and the time taken to travel such a distance,.at.a 
velocity of 8.01 km sec-1, from each observed distance and 
travel-time. 
The continent ocean boundary was assumed to lie at 
the foot of the slope in Rockall Trough, as evidenced in 
reflection work by Roberts (1975b) and others. The shot K1 
was fired ~lose to the foot of the slope and therefore the 
corrected distance was quite small and the corrected travel-
time effectively fixed the time-term for K1 independently 
of the velocity beneath the Moho. 
The ·least-squares velocity of 8. 20;!:0 .17 km sec - 1 is · 
poorly defined and for this.reason sets of time-terms for 
three different sub-Moho velocities are tabulated in Table 
5.4 and interpreted in Figure 5.12. It is important to note 
the small size of the 95 per cent confidence limits in 
Table 5.4 and Figure 5.12 as they show the degree of internal 
consistency of the data and confirm that the changes of 
time-terms from shot to shot are quite real and not functions 
of large errors. 
The significance of the least-squares velocity for the 
upper mantle is difficult to assess. The determination of 
the velocity is itself subject to large confidence limits · 
Table 5.4 Pn time-te~s for the least-squares velocity of 
8.2 km sec- and two constrained velocities. 
Shot N Time-term 95" conf. 
v = 8.0 v .. 8.2 v = 8.4 
K1 8 3.97 3.97 3.98 0.09 
K2 16 3.51 3.53 3.57 0.05 
K3 14 3.79 3.83 3.91 0.06 
K4 16 3.50 3.55 3.65 0.05 
K5 11 3.43 3.50 3.64 0.06 
K6 12 3.80 3.89 4.06 0.06 
K7 12 3.41 3.52 3.73 0.06 
K9 3 3.05 3.19 3.46 0.24 
K11 3 3.49 3.66 4.00 0.23 
K12 8 3.04 3.23 3.59 0.08 
K14 6 3.01 3.24 3.69 0. 11 
19 2 3.54 3.61 3.76 0.48 
110 5 4.22 4.30 4.45 0.14 
111 3 4.28 4.39 4.61 0.25 
Av. K2 - K14 3.40 3.51 3.73 
Av. 19 - 111 4.01 4.10 4.27 
N is the number of observations of each time-term. 
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but if the value of 8.2 km sec-1 is accepted, it can be 
explained in several ways. Firstly, normal upper mantle 
material of 8.0 km sec-1 velocity may underlie the Moho 
which is dipping at a few degrees to the east. Secondly, 
high velocities !or the upper mantle might be quite normal 
!or this area since Smith (1974) determined a reversed 
velocity of 8.27 km sec-1 beneath the Faeroe-Shetland 
Channel and Scrutton (1971) has reported an unreversed 
velocity of 8.2 km sec-1 beneath Rockall Plateau. Finally, 
if Rockall Troush.is oceanic, and similar in structure to 
other oceanic areas, a degree of anisotropy of the upper 
mantle velocity might be expected (Raitt et al., 1969; 
Bamford and Crampin, 1977). The observation scheme of 
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HMSP is br9adly at right angles to the postulated spreading 
axis in the Trough and would probably show velocities a 
few per cent greater than those along the Trough. Although 
not a well controlled experiment, the refraction line E10 
of Ewing and Ewing (1959) can be interpreted as a Moho at 
14 km depth and an upper mantle velocity of 8.0 km sec-1 
which may suggest lower velocities along the axis of:the 
Trough. 
The lack of reversal and poor offset stations make a 
choice between these alternatives difficult. The K shots 
.observed at Lagg have an apparent velocity of 8.09~0.06 km sec-1 
(Figure 4.12) which is significantly lower than the apparent 
velocities observed by the in-line stations, and probably 
precludes the second alternative of simply high velocity 
upper mantle. The observed minus calculated residuals 
derived from the time-term solution show systematic variations 
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with dist~ce only for the Lagg recordings which supports 
the inference that the apparent velocity beneath the Trough 
is lower in the south-easterly direction than in the easterly 
direction. 
Before the time-terms can be interpreted in terms of 
the thickness of a crustal layer they must be corrected for 
the delaying effects of the layers above such a layer and 
the advancing effect of being fired below sea level. The 
velocity contrast between the water and the sub-Moho 
material is large and the size of the delay in the water 
is very close to the one-way travel-time through the water. 
This is also true, to a large extent, for sediments of a 
velocity of less than about 3 km sec-1. This means that 
the delay caused by sediments can be estimated directly 
from the two-way travel-time on adjacent reflection profiles 
without the need to assume a velocity for the sediments. 
Table 5.5 gives the water and shot depth corrections and 
the one-way travel-time to the base of sediments given in 
the contour map of Roberts (1975b) and the total correction 
to be applied to the Pn time-terms. For reasonable values 
of sub-Moho and sedimentary velocities the size of the 
correction ·to the Pn time-terms is almost independent of 
the exact values chosen. 
Small scale refraction observations in Rockall Trough 
and the Faeroe-Shetland Channel, reviewed in Chapter 1, have 
revealed two 'basement• refractors with velocities of 4.9 
and 6.2 km sec-1 (Hill, 1952; Ewing and Ewing, 1959; Smith, 
1974). The 4.9 km sec-1 layer has a thickness of between 
about 2 and 4 km and may represent oceanic layer 2 .. basalts. 
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Table 5.5 Corrections to Pn time-terms for water and 
sedimentary delay. 
Water Sediment Sediment 'l'otal P Water correcti6n Shot depth 1-way 1-way thickness_ 1 for time time at 3 km sec sediments 
(km) (sec) (sec) (km) (sec) 
K1 1.82 1. 21 0.65 1.95 1.80 
K2 1.95 1.30 0.80 2.40 2.04 
K3 2.05 1.37 0.90 2.70 2.21 
K4 2.07 1.38 0.90 2.70 2.22 
K5 2.08 1.39 0.92 2.76 2.25 
K6 2.07 1. 38 0.95 2.85 2.27 
K7 2.01 1.34 0.95 2.85 2.23 
K9 1.96 1. 31 0.95 2.85 2.20 
K11 1.87 1.25 0.92 2.76 2.11 
K12 1. 71 1.14 0.90 2.70 1. 98 
K14 1.70 1 .13 0.65 1.95 1. 72 
L9 1.46 0.97 0.75 2.25 1.66 
L10 1.41 0.94 0.75 2.25 1 0 63 
L11 1.36 0.91 0.75 2.25 1 .60 
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This velocity could also represent consolidated sedimentary 
rocks but in either case the Pn time-terms will need 
correcting for their delaying effect. 
The corrected time-terms can then be interpreted in 
terms of the thickness of a crustal layer assuming the 
velocity of auch a layer is known. In this experiment no 
direct estimate of the average crustal velocity was possible 
and so a range of suitable values was chosen from previous 
work. A velocity of 6.2 km sec-1 is observed for the 
Rockall Trough 'basement' in Section 5.5 and this was ~sed 
as a minimum estimate for the crustal velocity. A velocity 
of about 6.5 km sec-1 may be considered as a more realistic 
estimate for the whole crust and was used as a maximum 
estimate. These two values of average crustal veloci ty· .. :were 
used to obtain estimates of crustal thicknesses for a variety 
of upper crustal structures. 
Figure 5.12 shows the time-terms obtained from the 
least-squares velocities of P1 and Pn' together with their 
95 per cent confidence limits. Also shown is a set of 
crustal models derived from the seismic reflection data of 
Roberts (1975b) and an interpretation of the three sets of 
time-terms of Table 5.4. The average crustal velocity used 
in this Figure is 6.2 km sec-1• Using a higher value of 
6.5 km sec-1 would increase the estimates of crustal 
thickness by about 2 km. 
The thicknesses calculated from the shot time-terms 
have be~n plotted beneath the shots in Figure 5.12 but, in 
fact, the time-terms apply to points on the refractor offset 
some 20 to 30 km to the east of the shots. This presents 
FigUL·~ 5.12 P and P time-terms and interpreted crustal structure in Rockall Trough. 
Error bars are 95% confide·nce limits. Model A uses 8.0, Buses 8.2 and 
C uses ·s.4 k:m· sec-1 for the sub-Moho velocity.· · · 
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a possible explanation for the large value of the K1 time-
term since this shot is so close to the ~ontine~tal margin. 
The variability of the Pn time-term has been shown to 
·be a well defined feature and in Figure 5.12 has been 
assumed to be caused by variations in Moho depth. It is 
most unlikely that this is strictly true and a more probable 
ex~lanation lies in a variation ot the sediment thickness 
hinted at in the P1 time-term analysis of Section 5.5. 
However, because ot the poor definition_ot the P1 time-terms 
it was not felt.reasonable to try to correct the. P~ time-
term& tor anything other than a smooth se~iment/basement 
interface. 
Figure 5.13 shows three models ot the aver~e crustal 
structure tor the region of Rockall Trough ~t-58° Nand, 
for comparison, a typical oceanic crustal structure is 
shown.· The model (a) is derived from the sedimentary 
structure shown on reflection profiles and gives .an· &~solute 
maximum estimate of Moho depth ot 20.4 km. Model (b) 
includes a 2 km thick layer ot velocity 5.0 km sec-1 bene~th 
the sediments which is introduced on the basis ot the small 
scale refraction evidence. Model (c) is derived using the 
sediment and upper crustal structure shown by the retraction 
line·. E11 of Ewing and Ewing ( 1959) • This model gives a 
••aller depth to Moho ot about 13.6 km with the ·thickness 
ot the m~in crustal layer about 7.0 km. Each model includes 
the ·Moho depth calculated for a crustal layer with a lower 
velocity of·6.2 km sec-1• Models (b) and (c) are probably 
the best approximations and show a crustal layer betwaen 1i 
and 2 times thicker·than the average. oceanic crustal layer. 
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Three models of crustal structure in Rockall 
Trough at 58° I for average of K2 to K14 
time-terms, in comparison with typical oceanic 
structure. Model (a) uses sediment structure 
from seismic refle.c'fion profiles, (b) includes 
2 km of 5.0 km sec- material (oceanic layer 
2?), (c) uses sediment and upper crustal 
structure of line E11 of Ewing and Ewing (1959), (d) is an average oceanic crustal structure. 
The Moho depth for a 6.2 km sec-1 crustal layer 
is shown as a dashed line. 
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The Trough is also different in the large thickness of 
sediments deposited since spreading, but this may be 
accounted for by the proximity of a ready supply of terri-
genous sediments from the British Isles. 
The values of the three time-terms in the north 
Rockall Trough, near Rosemary Bank: (L9, 110 and L11) are 
considerably higher than those of the 58° N shots. 
Unfortunately, control of the sedimentary delay to the 
north-east of Rosemary Bank is poor and a value of about 
1.5 seconds has been chosen as a best estimate of the 
travel-time. The water depth is also less beneath these 
shots and therefore a substantially smaller correction to 
the Pn time-term for sediment and water delay is required. 
Figure 5.14 shows four models of the crustal structure 
derived from the average of the three time-terms and using 
differing upper crustal constraints. Model (a) uses the 
observed sediment plus a layer of .5.0 km sec-1 material 
2 km thick (representing oceanic layer 2?) and gives a 
Moho depth of 29.5 km. Model (b) uses the sedimentary 
structure of Ewing and Ewing ( 1 95 9) E 11 plus 2 km of -5. 0 
km sec-1 material and gives an estimate of 23.8 km for "the 
depth to Moho. It has been suggested that a lava sequence 
may form the observed acoustic basement in the northern 
parts of the Trough and may mask an underlying sedimentary 
succession (H. Peacock, personal communication). Model (c) 
shows this possibility and gives a Moho depth of 19.7 km. 
Finally, the time-term of 19 is about 0.7 seconds less than 
those for 110 and L11 and it seems likely that changing 
sedimentary thicknesses are responsible for such a large 
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Figure 5.14 Four models of crustal structure in Rockall 
Trou~ north-east of Rosemary Bank. Models (a), (b) and (c) are for average of L9, L10 
and L11 time-terms and model (d) interprets 
L9 time-term only. Model (a) uses sediment 
structure from seismic reflection profiles and 
2 km of 5.0 km sec material. Model (b) uses 
sediment and upper crustal structure of line 
E11 of Ewing and Ewing (1959). Model (c) 
assumes 2 km of sediment beneath a masking 
layer of lavas. Model (d) uses Ewing and 
Ewing ( 1959) E11. structure for Lf time-term. 
The Moho depth for a 6.2 km sec- crustal 
layer is shown as a dashed line. 
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change over a small distance. Model (d) shows th~~s possibility 
and interprets the L9 time-term, using the E11 sedimentary 
and upper crustal structure, as a Moho depth of 18.3 km. A 
depth to Moho of between about 18 and 24 km is most probable 
with the crustal layer being about 12 to 18 km thick. 
Gravity interpretations by Himsworth (1973) were used 
to suggest a northward crustal thickening in the Trough 
from 11 km Moho depth at 58° N to 20 km at 59° 30' N. Such 
a magnitude for the thickening agrees well with the values 
presented here of about 13 km for the K shots and 21 km for 
the L shots. 
Results from NASP in the Faeroes-Shetland Channel 
have shown a crustal layer of 6.5 km sec-1 thickening from 
15 km in the northern part of the channel to 21 km in the 
southern part (Smith, 1974). This is of the same order and 
scale as the crustal thickening suggested for Rockall 
Trough by both seismic and gravity evidence and confirms 
the tendency for thickened crust towards the Wyville-
Thompson Ridge. 
5.7 Summary 
The foregoing analysis has, of necessity, made certain 
assumptions about the upper crustal structure of the Rockall 
Trough area in order that estimates of the Moho depth could 
be made. The following limits can be placed on the structure: 
(1) The "basement" in the Trough has a velocity of about 
6.2 km sec-1 and lies beneath a variable layer. of 
sediments, about 3 km thick near 58° N, and a 4.9 
km sec-1 layer, not observed in this experiment-but 
shown to be present in earlier refraction profiles. 
The nbasement" topography, or sediment thickness, 
changes by the order of 1.5 km over a distance of 
10 km. Further north, near the L shots, a similar 
variation is probable. 
(2) The Moho beneath the Trough is probably at a depth 
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of between 13.6 and 18.9 km at 58° N with the minimum 
value possibly being more likely. The sub-Moho 
velocity is 8.2~0.17 km sec-1 when measured at right 
angles to the axis of the Trough and when measured in 
a more southerly direction, at Lagg, is about 8.09!0.6 
km sec-1• Such observations are consistent with the 
existence of upper mantle anisotropy but cannot serve 
to demonstrate that this is the case. 
(3) The crustal thickness, further north in the Trough, 
beneath the L shots is considerably larger than that 
at 58° N. A depth to Moho of between about 18 and 
24 km is possible although the lower value may be 
more likely as it has been calculated using a more 
realistic estimate of the sedimentary delay effect. 
CHAPTER 6 
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION OF THE 
REGIONAL STRUCTURE OF THE HEBRIDEAN MARGIN 
6.1 Introduction 
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An outline of the current state of the understanding 
of the structure of the Hebridean Margin and adjacent 
areas has been given in Chapter 1. The aims of HMSP were 
stated and the subsequent chapters presented details of 
the results. The following sections discuss the relevance 
ot these results to hypotheses concerning the structure 
and formation of the Hebridean Margin, and the adjacent 
shelf and Scottish Mainland. 
6.2 The north Scottish Mainland and continental shelf 
The results of long range seismic observations on the 
shallow shelf areas complement gravity and magnetic anomaly 
measurements and the results of seismic reflection and small 
. . 
scale refraction work already performed. A generally thin, 
but variable, sediment cover is shown in the sea areas with 
several sedimentary basins developed. The largest of these 
basins is .the South Minch Basin which contains at least 
three km of Permo-Triassic and Jurassic rocks deposited in 
an actively subsiding basin bounded to the north-west and 
north-east by normal faults (Smythe et al., 1972; Hall and 
Smythe, 1973; Steel, Nicholson and Kalander, 1975). The 
Minch fault forma the north-west margin of this basin and 
is also a bounding fault for the North Minch Basin. The 
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G line in the Minch was fired along a north-westerly tren4ing 
ridge of Torridonian which separates the two Minch basins. 
The depth to the basement along this line is about 2 km 
but shows local variations which correlate well with the 
short wavelength component of the Bouguer gravity anomalies. 
The sediments in the smaller Outer Hebrides Basin are 
between about 1 and 3 km thick, depending on the assumptions 
made concerning the density and velocity of the fill, and 
it is probably bounded to east and west by north-north-
easterly trending normal faults. Each of the three basins 
shows alignment in a north-north-easterly direction, with 
their bounding faults trending sub-parallel to the Rockall 
Tr9ugh margin. The genetic relationship between these basins 
and the Rockall Trough is unclear since, firstly, similar 
basins closer to Rockall Trough appear to be absent, except 
for the 20 km adjacent to the shelf break where there ia 
evidence of thickening sediments. Secondly, some of the 
basins, noteably the South Minch Basin, have important 
north-westerly trending faulted margins (Hall and Smythe, 
1973), a direction at right angles to the trend of the 
north-easterly faults and Rockall Trough. Detailed, good 
.quality seismic reflection data close to the margin is needed 
to clarify the sub-Tertiary structure in this area. 
The velocities of the Lewisian gneiss are everywhere 
about 6.1 km sec- 1 even over the areas of outcropping or 
subcropping Scourian granulites, where velocities of about 
6.5 km sec-1 might be expected if these rocks represent lower 
crustal material aa suggested by Smith and Bott (1975). 
Even more suprising is the lack of evidence !or a mid-crustal 
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refractor, comparable to the 6.5 km sec-1 refractor observed 
to tpe north of the present area during NASP (Smith, 1974), 
within the top 10 km of the crust. There is slim evidence 
for a deep reflector on the outer shelf west of Lewis at 
a depth of about 18 km but refractions from this interface 
were not observed. 
The suggested velocity increase with depth, in the 
upper parts of the crust, can be shown to be of a comparable 
magnitude to the observed changes of velocity with pressure 
of some granulites reported by Christensen and Fountain 
(1975). The rapid increase of .velocity at shallow depth is 
caused by crack closure and expulsion of p·ore water as the 
pressure increases. At greater depths and pressures, the rate 
of velocity increase dies away and the velocity may even 
decrease as the effects of elevated temperature outweigh the 
effects of increasing pressure. The velocities observed 
over the granulite terrains of this part of Scotland are at 
the lower end of the range of possible values for granulites 
(Hall and Al-Haddad, 1976). 
Lateral variations of the velocity of the Lewisian 
basement rocks are important in this area. On the outer 
shelf, between the Outer Hebrides Basin and St. Kilda, a 
region of high velocity material, which shows up strongly 
on the gravity and magnetic maps, causes negative Pg time-
terms and low values of the observed Pn time-terms. 
Variations of the proportion of granitic material in the 
Lewisian gneiss across Lewis primarily affect the Bouguer 
anomaly (McQuillin and Watson, 1973) but also possibly cause 
large values of the observed Pn time-terms on the west 
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coast of Lewis. Variations of the basement velocity beneath 
the South Minch Basin were recognised but cannot be adequately 
defined due to the large spacing of the shots compared to 
the size of the anomalous zones~ \w -\-o .si:MoL Q.fr~tr c.._,.hoa\c.~ 
The crustal structure beneath the Hebrides and the 
Hebridean shelf is fairly uniform with thickness of about 
25 km maintained to within 20 km of Rockall Trough. Closer 
to the margin the interpretation of the Pn time-terms is 
ambiguous but does not seem to show any evidence of thinning. 
Steady values of the Bouguer anomaly until very close to the 
margin support the inference of a uniform crustal thickness 
across most of this region (Himsworth, 1973). Coupled with 
the observed thia sediments, this observation has important 
implications for the mode of formation of the Rockall Trough 
margin, for most continental margins exhibit thick sedimentary 
wedges and some degree of crustal thinning over a distance 
of the order of about 150 km. 
The crust of the outer shelf region has a low average 
crustal velocity of about 6.2 km sec-1 thus suggesting a 
lower than average crustal density. This value for average 
crustal velocity is derived from an anal78is of the Moho 
wide-angle reflection and is well defined since the reflection 
can be traced over a large distance range and its curvature 
measured accurately. The mainland region has more normal 
values of average crustal velocity of about 6.6 km sec-1 
and thicknesses of about 30 km. At 58° N there is little 
difference found between the stations sited to the east and 
west sides of the Moine thrust. Caledonian foreland crust 
is likely to underlie a zone about 50 km wide to the east 
of the Moine thrust and it is possible that true Caledonian 
fold belt .crust has not been sampled at 58° N. Further 
south, in the Grampian Highlands at Blair Atholl, the 
crust is about 10 km thicker than beneath the shelf area 
. 
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and the residual root of the Caledonides can be identified. 
Several lines of evidence point towards an anomalous 
crustal structure beneath the Minch. Firstly, a Moho deep-
ening, of the size suggested by a simple interpretation of 
the time-terms, is incompatible with the observed Bouguer 
anomaly, is opposite to the normally observed crustal thiDBing 
beneath sedimentary basins and would result in isostatic 
inequilibrium. Secondly, velocity anomalies in the upper 
parts of the basement are shown beneath the South Minch 
Basin by plus-minus analysis of the H line shots. Although 
the plus-minus analysis of the G line shots in the Minch 
showed a single velocity refractor, the waves descending to 
the Moho to be recorded at stations to the sout~ traverse 
the area of velocity anomalies. Thirdly, the agreement of 
the values of the Pn time-terms at GS1 and GS} when measured 
in opposite directions, suggests that the time-terms cannot 
faithfully represent crustal thickness, but instead represent 
crustal velocity anomalies, for there should be large 
azimuthal variations in a region of such rapidly changing 
crustal thickness. It seems quite probable that most of the 
increase in the values of the time-terms towards the centre 
of the Minch can be attributed to a localised reduction of 
crustal velocity i~Ll=~~ South Minch Jr~gion. "'~ ~ f:C ~~ 
•\ ~ ~)2.-~\i ~o- ~tt, i"" lW ~ ..... ~ ~~ \\.\\.:. ~-t. 
Figure 6' •. 1 shows a compos! te crustal structure profile 
derived .from the known geology and the studies presented 
in this thesis. 
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6.3 Rockall ~rough 
At 58° 1·, Rockall Trough contains at least 3 km of 
sediments beneath about 2 km of water. The 'basement', 
identified on reflection profiles, is extremely rough and 
gives rise to a series of parabolic reflections. Small 
scale refraction profiles give a velocity for this basement 
layer of about 4.9 km sec-1 (Hill, 1952; Ewing and Ewing, 
1959; Scrutton, 1971; Smith, 1974) but the large scale 
observations reported in thm thesis detect on~y a layer of 
velocity of about 6.2 km sec- 1• The thickness of the 
4.9 km sec-1 layer is about 2 to 3 km in the southern part 
of Rockall Trough (Hill, 1952) and about 4 km in the Faeroes-
Shetland Channel (Smith, 1974). It is possible tha·t a layer 
of such a velocity corresponds to oceanic. layer 2 basalts 
but the velocity is also compatible with consolidated 
sediments. Large changes of P1 time-term reflect the rapidly 
varying thickness of sediments and possibly changing thickness 
of ~he 4.9 km sec- 1 layer. 
Estimates of Moho depth depend critically upon the 
assumed upper crustal structure in Rockall Trough. A 
minimum estimate of Moho depth, derived from the upper 
crustal st:z:·ucture of Ewing and Ewing ( 1959) line E11 and 
assuming 2 km of 4.9 km sec-1 material, is 13.6 km. A 
maxi.mum depth to the Moho, assuming only the sediment 
structure seen on reflection profiles, is 20 km. The 
estimates· of crustal thickness for the L shots to the north-
east of Rosemary Bank are even more ambiguous, with a 
minimum depth to Moho of 18 km and a maximum of 31 km possible. 
The 9bserved deepening northwards towards ·the Wyville-
Thompson Ridge supports the gravity interpretations by 
Himsworth ( 1973) which suggested a northward thickening· 
from 11 to 19 k:m with an inferred depth to Moho of 2~; km 
beneath the Wyville-Thompson Ridge itself. The Wyville-
Thompson Ridge is an anomalous zone possibly formed in a 
similar manner to the Iceland-Faeroe Ridge during the 
splitting of Rockall Trough, or as a line of volcanic 
vents extruding lavas after the. formation of the Trough 
(Himsworth, 1973). 
~ The margins of Rockall Trough 
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The crustal structure of a zone 20 to 30 km wide on 
each side of the margin was difficult to determine due to 
the complicating effects of the margin itself. The 
transition from foreland type continental crust to oceanic 
crust takes place over this narrow zone of about 50 km 
width. Thin sediments on the continental side show that 
little subsidence has occured since spreading began. 
Figure 6.2 shows a comparison of the Rockall Trough 
margin structure determined from this study with a more 
normal passive margin off the east coast of North America. 
The North American example is redrawn from Sheridan (1975) 
who presents a series of cross-sections compiled from a 
variety of sources. The major differences relate to the 
relative thickness of crust and sediments and the relative 
width of the transition zone from oceanic to continental 
crustal structure. 
Any mechanism proposed for the formation of the 
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Rockall Trough margin must be able to account for the 
following unusual features: 
(1) Uniform continental crustal thicknesses to within 
about 20 km of the margin. 
(2) Oceanic crust in Rockall Trough slightly thicker 
than normal. 
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(3) An extremely strong attenuation of the continental 
crust which takes place beneath the slope. The slope 
itself shows some large normal faults (each of up to 
about 1 second two-way travel-time) downthrowing to 
the west,Tertiary,and probably Mesozoic strata (Stride 
et al., 1969; Roberts, 1975b). 
(4) Lack of subsidence of the continental crust landward 
of the shelf break. 
The three major hypotheses used to account for the 
subsidence history of a continental margin have been reviewed 
by Bott (1977b) who sets out the major points of each theory 
and suggests criticisms of each. The gravity loading hypoth-
esis of Dietz (1963) and Walcott (1972) attributes subsidence 
to a load imposed by sediments and can account for 
sedimentary thicknesses of about 2 to 3 times the original 
water depth. However, large thicknesses of shallow water 
facies sediments exist on some shelves and on others 
subsidence has occurred without major sedimentation (Watts 
and Ryan, 1976; Mantadert, 1977). This hypothesis can be 
s~ccessfully applied to the subsidence of original deep 
water areas, such as deltas, and can act as a secondary 
mechanism, amplifying subsidence generated by some other 
cause. 
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The thermal expansion hypothesis of Hau (1965) and 
Sleep (1971) attributes uplift and subaid~nce to thermal 
events linked with the onset of splitting. Initial heating 
of the lithosphere in the region of the incipient split 
reduces crust and upper mantle densities with consequent 
iaosta•ic uplift. As the split progresses, the continental 
margins move away from the heat source and cool, subsiding 
in an approximately exponential manner back to their 
original elevation, or deeper if erosion of the elevated 
region has taken place. However, such a mechanism can only 
explain broad regional subsidences and sediment thicknesses 
of 2 to 3 km and cannot explain the large local differential 
subsidence characteristic of some shelves. Metamorphism of 
the lower continental crust at the time of the split may 
increase ita density and cause extra subsidence of the order 
of 3 to 4 km (Falvey, 1974). 
The third hypotheses concerns theresponae of the 
continental crust to stress imposed by unequal loading 
across the margin. Bott and Dean (1972) have shown that 
the excess weight of the upper part of the continental 
crust, coupled with the bouyant effect of the lower parts 
of the crust, puts the continental crust into a state of 
horizontal tension perpendicular to the margin with large 
stresses concentrated in the top 15 km. They showed that 
stress differences of the order of about 400 bar can occur 
and may give rise to failure of the brittle upper crust by 
no~al faulting and graben formation with oceanward flow, 
by steady-state creep, of the viscous lower crustal material 
(Bott, 1971). Such a mechanism accounts for crustal thinning 
close to the margin which can lead to br9ad isostatic 
subsidence amplified by sediment loading. The process 
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is temperature dependent with higher temperatures enabling 
flow over a wider area and, consequently, the area affected 
by subsidence can vary in both horizontal and vertical 
extent. 
The structure of the Rockall Trough margin, as 
determined in this study, cannot be unequivocally attributed 
to any of the three mechanisms. The narrow transitlon from 
continental to oceanic structure and the lack of subsidence 
of fault bounded basins on the continental side of the 
margin suggest that a narrow, cool zone was involved in the 
split. A large scale domal uplift, similar to the present-
day East African domes, ""ca.~ "-t \..o.1.1e. · occu!Usince any 
subsequent subsidence cannot be identified. 
6.5 Outstanding problems and criticism of HMSP 
HMSP was generally quite successful but its aims were 
not fully realised due to a reduction of the quantity of 
data recovered. The variety of azimuthal coverage on the 
shelf area and in Rockall Trough was severely limited by 
the withdrawal of the Royal Navy and inadequate performance 
of the receiving ship. 
In modern explosion seismology the trend is towards 
very closely spaced observations which enable even short-
lived phases to be traced accurately and their variation 
of amplitude and frequency to be well defined. In this way 
a model of crustal structure showing more detail than a one 
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or two layer crust can be produced. In such studies care 
must be taken to minimise equipment variability and maintain 
as constant as possible the characteristics of the shots. 
!his will mean careful selection of shot points and charge 
sizes to give the desired frequency content. 
Obviously, the most outstanding problems relate to 
the crustal structure beneath the Minch and the exact details 
of structure at the Rockall Trough margin. The structure 
beneath the Minch is shown to be related to velocity anomalies 
within the crust and a wide azimuthal coverage at a variety 
of ranges is really required to finally res.olve the difficult 
problem of the Moho structure. The importance of just one 
station offset at Pn range to the side of a shot line is 
clearly deomonstrated by this study. Small, closely spaced 
shots would be very helpful in determining the exact form 
of the lateral velocity variations beneath the South Minch 
and between St. Kilda and the Outer Hebrides Basin. 
A good quality reflection pro~ile across the continental 
margin at 58° I and into Rockall Trough would allow a more 
accurate sedimentary delay correction to be applied.to the 
Rockall Trough data. Small scale reversed refraction lines 
in the Trough could provide better control on the upper 
crustal structure and larger scale observations along the 
axis of the Trough might produce convincing evidence of 
velocity anisotropy of the oceanic upper mantle in this 
area. The use of sonobuoys, or, preferably, seabed 
seismometers,·would necessarily form a vital part of any 
such investigations. 
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The structural variation of the continental margin 
must be investigated using a set of reversed refraction 
profiles parallel to the margin as well as profiles at 
right angles to it. The proper understanding of margin 
structure is one of the most interesting geotectonic 
problems. This margin forms a good candidate for investig-
ation because of the thin sediments. However, it must be 
realised that by its very ease of observation the Rockall 
Trough margin shows itself to be atypical of Atlantic-type 
continental margins. 
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APPENDIX A 
TRAVEL-TIME DATA 
The following tables contain details of the shots 
recorded at each station. The first line gives the station 
name and code, its latitude and longitude, its elevation 
in meters and its elevation correction in seconds. 
( 1 ) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(.5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(12) 
( 13) 
The columns are: 
The line number of the table. 
The shot number. 
Water depth in metres. 
Shot depth in metres. 
Pn depth correction in seconds. 
P• depth correction in seconds. 
Pg depth correction in seconds. 
Shot instant: Day, hour; minute and second. 
Dates in August continue on from July, 
i.e. Aug 1st is day· 32. 
Internal clock error: If faSt - positive, if 
slow- negative, if 0.00 -not available. 
Arrival time: Hour, minute, second. If 
second • 0.00 then not picked. 
Confidence level of pick: 1 -excellent •••• 
4 - very poor, 5 - impossible. 
Travel-time in seconds. Uncorrected for shot 
and water. depth. 
Distance in kilometres. 
261 
(14) Origin time plus 4istance/6: time at zero 
on a T - 6/6 plot . 
(15) and (16) Type of east-west seismometer and its gain 
setting. 
(17) and (18) ~ype of north-south seismometer and its gain 
setting. 
(19) and (20) Type of vertical seismometer and its gain 
setting. 
(21) Number of zero line sample • Re'fers to 
digitised event on magnetic tape and is used 
in construction of stacked record sections. 
STATIO~aPOLHAlN CODEaGSt . TYPE1GEOSTORE LATI~3 2 1 45 LONGi 5 23.11 ELE¥1168 M PN CO~RI a.•2 S 
SHU~ W1 D S.D PNDC PSDC PGOC DAY HtM ~ECS ~L~ER HtM SEtS CONF ToT PIST T•Oib EoSEI G N.SEI G v.sEt G NOLS 
M H S S . S S S KM S 
1 G7 45 45 • 1 ~2 • 1 82 • 1 •2 1911~P.815Q.38 3.86 11~91. 4o49 l 1 1 ]] 7.97 64.49 MKII 9 ~KII 9 HSl~ 9 193 
2 G8 1~2 91 • 0 13 ·~Pl • 1 Rl 2911148143,52 3.86 1249149 0 ~] l 2~~5 11.~~ 49~31 MKII 9 ~KII 9 HSIP 9 184 
l G9 ~~~ 91 •.AJ -.~l -.~3 2911l~8121.8l 3i86 1418128.82 I 3.13 16.~9 ~8.45 MKII 9 ~KII 9 ~SIB ~ 177 
4 GIS 119 91 • 1 ~3 •.03 -.~l 2Qil4l6:14.63 3.87 1536122 1 15 l 3~65 20.37 21.89 ~Kit 9 ~KII 9 ~SIS 9 177 
5 Gil 48 38 •• ~l .~RI • 1 Al 291l1A6al9.96 3 1 87 I8A613' 1 67 l 6 1 84 39.~6 3~.~4 ~KII I~ ~KII 11 ~518 19 179 
6 Gl2 63 45 • 1 11 •.At • 1 11 2911821122 1 46 ] 0 87 19~1134 1 21 l 7~87 46 0 13 34 1 01 M~ll lA ~KIJ lA H511 lA 175 
7 GJ3 liB 9i • 1 03 -~Rl • 1 12 ]~I 8~5146 1 9~ 3 1 99 915159 0 66 I 8•88 5,o4l 59~43 MKII 10 ~KII 18 HSIB I~ 137 
8 G14 1!1 91 • 1 12 •• a2 • 1 12 301 942155 1 52 3.91 1~4]1 9o02 1 9.80 . 57.95 68o9l MKIJ ll MKil IP HSII II 145 
9 Gt5 40 3e •• at •• at •• at JQit822a 5~al e~a 83~1 1.0 5 e.a tA7.&9 22.95 MKit 9 ~Kil o HSIA 9 e 
Ul Gt6 97 9t • 1 1113 ••i113 • 1 13 4l.lllll21114.04 •8.1!12 1121132 1 93 l 18~9t 116.72 33~47 MKU 9 IIIKII 9 HSIIII 9 289 
ll Gl~ 94 76 -.~2 •• w~ • 1 82· 3911419125.42 e.B 6281 a.a 5 a.a t28.47 46.83· MKJI 9 MK!I 9 ~511 9 I 
12 Gt8 98 9A •.~3 -.~3 • 1 AJ 4l112ll154 0 78 •8 1 12 1334116 1 94 3 22~18 tl5 1 15 77~28 MKII 9 MKII 9 HSl0 9 l9d 
ll r.19 70 45 • 1 81 •.M, • 1 ~1 39112261tH.6A .B.A 4341 H1 1 5 ~~~ t46.99 35.18 MKII 9 ~Kll 9 HSI~ 9 I 
14 G'~ 96 9t • 1 Al a 0 Hl • 1 83 4Jit44l1 a.e2 •0.82 1541132 1 69 5 24~61 t55.76 33.96 MKII 9 MKII 9 HS10 9 210 
15 G2l 143 91 •e82 -.~2 • 1 A2 ]91t~t4153~8l 0.0 2231" A.l 5 8~P 16~.A0· 81.81 MKII 9 ~KTI 9 HS10 9 8 
16 G22 140 91 • 1 A2 •• ~2 • 1 A2 43117A514Q.99 •8 1 A2 18161 8 1 66 l 27.69 178.62 70.74 MKlt 9 ~KII 9 HSIA 9 163 
17 G'J 153 91 • 1 A2 •.H2 • 1 AI 4311844119.73 •BoA~ 1944149 1 18 l 29~59 19~.25 51.42 MKII 9 MKII 9 HSlP 9 ~20 
18 G24 t64 9t • 1 Al •• et • 1 At 461t345152 1 4l •A.ll 1446123 1 2A 3 38.88 '83.41 86.2' MKII 9 ~KII 9 HSI0 9 t94 
19 G25 172 91 •eAI ••0' •ePI 4611227136 1 95 •0.11 13281 ~.a 5 8~8 2l,o93 72.Jl MKJI 9 HKtt 9 HSIP 9 214 
21! G26 '-18 91 • 1 AM A1 fll"' P 1 r110 4611A28:24 1 U •l.ll 1128157 1 71 l :JJ.7B 223.t.6 61~12 HKII 9 MKJI 9 HSIGI 9 212 
2l G27 275 91 0 1 A2 ~.n2 "'•~2 461 q~51ll 1 Ql •A.Il 11'061 A1 8 5 e.e 233.44 7A.7l ~KII 9 ~Ktl 9 HSIA 9 173 
22 G2B 364 91 1.04 e.e4 e.P5 46a 7llall.42 •H.ll 8J2t e.a 5 0~0 239.72 73.26 ~KII ~KII 9 H510 9 2364 
23 H9 124 9\ • 1 9] •• ~2 • 1 12 3012205:45.76 •1.18 2Jr115155 1 l4 2 9•48 56 1 ~9 5~.16 IIIKII· ~Ktl 8 HS10 8 389 
,4 H10 55 55 • 1 A2 • 1 M2 • 1 12 3U2PIJ·9148.51 •0 1 11!1 '139157 1 11 2 8.7R 511; 0 12 ~7.76 MI(Il ~l(tl 8 !•,i';IP. 8 286 
25 Hit 149 91 • 1 A2 •o02 • 1 A2 lPIIQtlal2o66 •A.ll 2All142 1 04 3 9~48 56.80 42.~3 MKif ~KII 8 HSIP 8 3~2 
26 H12 12A 91 • 1 Al •• ~3 • 1 A2 3~1t74015l 1 8t •9 1 IA 18411 1 1 47 2 9~76 56.80 61.18 MKJI MKII 8 HS10 8 ~9~ 
27 ~13 74 55 • 1 1112 ••A2 • 0 A1 3GIIt698145 1 2t •A.10 17A8155 1 28 2 t0~17 5R.61 !4.88 MKII ~KII 8 H5l9 6 '-87 
28 Ht4 75 60 • 1 A2 •.~~ •eP2 3Ail446:57.5l •0.10 15471 8 1 19 2 1~.76 61.48 67.68 ~Kit ~KII 8 HS11 8 286 
29 Hl5 7]· 73 •oil • 1 13 • 1 Pl 3~11313:4~1 40 •0 1 11 141]156 0 58 ~ 11~28 ~5.A4 5~.14 ~KII MKTI 8 HSI~ 8 ]46 3~ H18 136 91 •eA2 •• ~2 • 0 P2 ]Ait,A6127 1 09 •0 1 11 ll06138 1 49 2 11~51 66.9B· 38.15 ~KJI MKil A ~SlB 8 338 
31 Jt 63 45 • 1 11 •.It • 1 91 341 739117.77 •8 1 48 839145 1 90 l 28~53 19~.81 49.17 MKII MKJI Q HStB 9 I 
32 J2 ttR 91 •• ~~ •• P3 • 1 A2 471 747144 1 55 •8.12 8481 0 1 0 5 8~8 188.68 75.88 MKti MKII 9 MSI0 9 I 33 J3 151 9t • 1 P2 •• ~~ • 1 12 .47110ll141.41 •0 1 12 1134111 1 46 3 ll.t8 192.59 72.38 MKit ~KII 9 HSIA 9 I 
34 J4 1]4 91 •.P2 • 1 A2 -~~2 47113t9rl8 1 16 •0.t2 1~201 P 1 8 5 8~8 217.21 72.47 MKII 9 MKII 9 HSIP 9 8 35 JS I'~ 91 • 1 13 • 1 M3 • 1 A2 47tt6P.6:27.28.•A.l2 17171 A0 A 5 ~~~ 216.57 63.25 ~KJI 9 ~KII 9 HSIIII 9 I 
36 J7 90 76 • 1 83 •.M2 •.•2 481.741:49 1 34 •0~12 8421 0 1 8 5 n.e 254.26 9t~6B MKII ~ MKII 9 HS18 9 8 
37 J8 132 91 •·"'' -~12 • 1 02 4aaJ~~B:l •• 38 •0.12 tllll a.a 5 ~~~ 277.55 78.52 MKII 9 ~KII 9 HSl8 9 0 
38 Kl 1824 9t 1 1 43 1 0 45 9 1 47 441 9~6115.t7 •0 1 A~ IA~61 A0 A 5 ~.~ 265.45 59.39 MKII 9 MKII 9 HSIP 9 Ill 
39 K2 1950 91 1 1 47 ~.49 1 1 51 4511734154.14 •0.18 18l5134 1 J8 3 41.34 277.88 t~A.34 MKII 9 M•ll 9 ~SIA 9 4~9 
40 K3 2P52 91 8 1 49 3 1 52 Be54. 441t3J0tl9 1 05 •2.82 14311 A1 0 5 0~8 ·29~.23 87~40 MKIJ 9 MKII 9 HSIB 9· 107r. 
41 1<4 2071 91 1 1 59 ~~52 A1 54 4511309:54~85 ·~.t0 14101J8.tl l 43.25 297.66 t04~J6 MKII 9 •Ktl ' HS1A 9 439 
42 K5 2088 9t A1 5A 1.53 A1 55 4411736141.83 ~P.A3 18371 8 1 1 5 0 1 0 31~.75 9l.59 MKII 9 MKf~ 9 HSII 9 2372 
43 K6 2076 91 8 1 50 e.52 A1 54 451 A21:28.RA •0.88 922114 1 74 l 46~82 ~:1.8/ 81.56 MKII 9 MKII 9 ~SIP 9 1988 
44 K7 2At6 9t 1 1 49 1.51 ~ 1 53 371t44fil]9 1 42 •0.51 t~4~1 ~.1 S A~0 33l.5~ 94.51 MKII 9 ~KIT 9 HSll lA 2594 
45 KQ t968 91 a.47 e.4Q ~.st 37~ 9~6:42.43 .e.s~ ~~~71 a.e d e.e 355.~6 101.2t ~Kit 9 "~II 9 ~ste ae 469 
46 Kll 1872 91 1 1 45 .,~47 I!J 1 48 36118181!54,25 •0.1 49 19121 1 1 1 5 0~CII 374.~4 116.13 MI<JJ 0 MKil 9 HIU 11 411 N 
47 1<12 t7t0 9t 1 1 48 0~42 1!1 1 44 3611336121 1 18 •8 1 48 14371 8 1 1 6 ~~~ 387.53 85~29 MKI! 9 MKII 9 HS10 9 716 0\ 
48 Kt4 1714 11 8.40 1~42 8.44 3511114156.75 •8~43 12061 0 1 0 5 a.a 413.27 125~20 MKII 9 MKll 0 Hill I 2684. N 
STATIQ~IS~AC ~OL CODEaGU TVPE1GEOSTORE LAT158 1.9~ LONGI 5 12~9!5 ELEVa 7!5 fl4 PN CORAl Boll 8 
SHOT N.D S0 D PNDC PSDC PGDt OAY H+M SECS CL~ER H+M· SECS CONF T.T · DIST T•D/6 E.SI:::r G N.SEI G v.sn G NOLS 
.. M s s s s s· I< I' s 
I G7 •5 •s •• 1112 •• a2 •.•2 2QUIIIIII8159~lH liJ~PI 2 IP.I91 2 0 44 I 3~13 17.57 112.2• HI< I II 7 fiiKIII 7 Ml< II I~ Ill 
2 G9 11110 92 • 0 1113 •.IJ •.1!13 29 1308:21.83 lB.IA 241118136 0 69 t •• 76 2'i.82 36 •• 1!1 toll< II I 7 l"kiii 7 MICII til 82 
3 GtGI 110 91 • 0 1113 ·~0] • 0 1113 29 1436tl4 0 6l IA.tlll 15371311J 0 IIIM I 5~27 . 3111 0 65 29.8. HIC II I 7 fill< I II 7 MKII U 121 
• Gil •s Je •.At -.~1 •.01 29 17Mfltl9 0 96 ;q.llll 18111713~.·8 I 8.42 5A.Il 38~41 HK rr r 1 MIC I II 7 IIIKU 10 186 
5 Gt2 63 4!5 • 0 1111 •.At • 0 AI 29 \82lt22.•6 IB~I~ 10~2142 0 83 I 9.47 56.50 •t.911 MIC I II 7 I'IKJU 7 MICJl 10 IJill 
6 Gil 118 9t • 0 1113 ·~A] • 0 1112 3R 81r15:46.96 IM. U 91!171 7.46 I 10~4111 61.94 67.311 MIC III 7 MK I JJ 7 MKII I ill 187 
7 G14 151 91 • 0 1112 • 0 1!12 • 0 A2 ]A 94~155.52 ~~~~~~~ 1~44116.83 l 11.21 67.57 76.88 MK I II 7 I'IKJII 7 MI(JI 1111 lt19 
8 Gt5 40 38 • 0 1111 • 0 1111 • 0 1111 39 16221 5oPI •1.22 1722123.58 2. 18~81 118.21 24.48 HSUY 9 Mkiii 9 MI<JI U 239 
9 Gl6 97 91 •.1113 •• eJ •,1113 43 11'1121:14.~· •0.26 1121134.20 2 2a.4' 127.30 35.AI .. SillY 9 I"K II I 9 Ml( I I 10 2J:! 
U Gt7 94 76 •.1112 •.02 •.02 39 1419125.42 ·111~22 1519147.29 2· 22 • 119 ll9 • AJ 48.37 HStAV 9 MKI II 9 HICII II 238 
11 GIS ~8 9A • 0 1113 •.03 • 0 1113 43 1233:54.78 •H~26 1334117 0 42 3 22~91 14!5.73 78.81 HSUY 9 ICKIIJ 9 MICII Ul 213 
12 Gtg 7111 ~5 • 0 At • 0 01 •,AI 39 i2261t0.60 -~.22 1326134.20 2 23.82 157,56 36.64 HSUV 9 ICKIII 9 MKII 18 217 
13 G211l 96 91 • 0 1113 •.~3 • 0 0] 43 14411 a.~2 -~.26 t54ti32.9H 3 25_.14 t66.l4 35 .• 48 HS!AV 9 MIC II I 9 ICKII 10 274 
14 G2l t43 9t •.1112 -.~2 -.~2 3911~1·153.81 •0.22 1tl512P.,l2 3 26.53 1711,58 113.35 ~511'111 9 .,.K t II 9 ,..KIJ 10 269 
15 G22 t•e 9t -,1112 -~~' -.1112 431170514111.99 •A 1 27 18~61 A0 111 5 B~fl l8Q.2A 72~25 ~SlAV 9 .,.K I II 9 f'II(JI Ul lU 
tfi G23 t5J 91 • 0 H2 • 0 1112 • 0 01 43118441\9.73 •0.27 1944149,22 3 29~76 20111.83 !52.93 io!SIAII 9 lo!K I II 9 MK I I H1 2~6 
11 G24 1ft• 91 •,AI •.1111 •.Bt •&rtJ45sS2.4l •111.29 t•461 A.e !5 e~e 2U.IIll 87.81 MKJ II 9 .,.ICtii 9 HSU g 356 
18 G25 172 91 •oAt • 0 Al • 0 01 46rt,27r36~95 -~.29 1~281 A.A 5 111.111 223,52 73.91 .,.KJIJ 9 MIC I 1I Q HSU 9 l5S 
19 G26 218 91 • 1 111111 0 0 HIII 111 0 ~111 4611128124.~4 •0.29 lt28:5R 0 61 3 34~116 23~.76 62.71 I'IK I II 9 "'K I II 9 HSllll 9 394 
2id G~7 275 91 R.A2 ~.02 P 0 1112 461 905:lt.91 •A.29 l1110tl A.A 5 .J.Y ,.44.114 72.29 I".K II I 9 "'k r II 9 HSU 9 2166 
'l G28 364 9t H 0 ~4 A0 P.4 A0 1115 46s 731133.4~ •A.29 8321 lii.IIJ 5 111~8 251l1 0 3t 74.85 MK !I l 9 Jo!K II I 9 HSICII 9 134 
22 H9 124 91 • 1 03 • 0 02 •.~2 3~12205145 0 76 li.IA 23071 6 0 12 t u,.26 62.41 uh.26 HICIJ J 7 I'll< I II 7 .. I< Jl 8 21U 
23 HICII 55 55 • 0 1112 •·A' •0 P2 3i/112P3914EI.5l II!I.UJ 21411 R0 61 l SCII.C!It!l 62.48 69~fd2 HK It I 7 .,K III 7 HI< II 8 :;: tt 
24 HIt 149 91 • 0 lll2 .~A2 • 0 1112 JIIJII9tla32.66 re. u ?B42153.24 I ~~~·a 64.11 !53.44 HIC II I 7 .. 1( Ill 7 HKII 8 197 
25 H12 1,0 91 •.I'll •.03 • 0 P2 3Pil74AI5t.RI 1@.10 t8421t2 0 68 1 tG!I.77 u.99 72~74 Ml< II I 1 HI< II I 7 HI< II 8 174 
26 H13 74 55 • 0 12 ·~1'12 •.At 3Ait6lll8145.2l I~.IIIJ 17101 6 0 6t 2 11 ~ 38 67.!52 66.56 M~l JI 7 HICJII 7 MICU 8 94 
27 Ht4 75 60 •• 1112 -~02 •.1112· 3111rl446s57.53 10.llll 1~48119.56 2 It". CIJ 7111.96 79 .• 46 I'll( JI J 7 IMKIII 7 HlfiJ 8 ll!l 
211 Ht5 73 73 • 0 013 • 0 03 • 0 AJ lAII3t3145.4CII 18.18 14151 8 1 86 I 12~56 75.09 68.1tl2 I'IICIII 7 Jo!kiii .., MKJI 8 165 
29 Hl6 t36 91 •.~2 •·"' • 0 02 31111t'.l!l61,7 0 ~9 tP.IH 1307149 0 92 I 12.73 77.17 !5111 0 FI!5 MIC !I I 7 MIC I II 7 "'"II 8 138 
30 Jt 63 4!5 •.AI· -~Mt • 0 01 34: 7391t7.77 •l.tR 84111145.95" 1 29.Je '01.21 ~~~~~ll ICkiiJ 9 I'!KIU 0 HICJI 9 Ill 
31 J2 118 9t •,1113 -.~J ·.1112 471 74714 •• 55 •0.29 8•8113.65 3 ":.39 198.66 77 .J.7 I'!ICIJI 9 MK I II 9 HS10 9 Ill 
32 J3 t5t 91 -.~2 -.02 •.1112 47111113314111.41 •R.29 lll4r 111.1 5 e.0 211.83 73~75 I"I<IJI 9 ~K I II 9 HSl0 9 e 
3l J4 t34 91 •.1112 -.0:? •.1112 471t319138.~6 -r..29 14281 8.86 J 3t~09 215.32 7J.Mi MK It I 9 MICIII 9 HS1lll 9 e 
34 J5 t20 91 • 1 03 • 0 1113 • 0 A2 471t!'i=.i6127 .• 28 •PI.29 17A71 IIJ.0 8 !5 .fll.l 223.97 64.32 HK II I 9 l'!k II I 9 HStP 9 C!l 
35 J7 9P 7fi •• a3 •• 02 •.A2 4RI 7411•9.3• •A.29 tt421 a.e !5 0,1 259.8fl 92.35. t<IICIII 9 I"KUI 9 1451111 9 8 
36 J8 132 91 • 0 02 •.12 •.PI2 481t~3PI132.JR •0 1 2' 11311 A~~ 5 1!1~111 ~8'..22 79.t3 MK II I 9 Htct:I 9 HSU 9 Ill 
37 I3 55 55 •• e2 •• ~2 -.02 32119A5135~0l llll.t8 20061~6 0 33 I It .22 58.92 56.6111 MK Ill 9 ~ICII: 9 MKII 9 0 
38 ICl 1824 91 0.43 0.45 0.47 441 90611!5 0 17 •0.27 18A61!55 1 3~ J .0.48 276~1115 6~.91 MK!I I 9 MIC.!I I 9 HSU 9 Ill 
39 1<2 19~0 91 111.47 1.49 111.51 4511734154.14 ·0~29 183513!5.42 3 41~5; 2a8.•~ 111~92 MK lll 9 MKII ~ 9 HSti 9 454 
40 K3 2052 9t 111.49 0~52 1!1.!54 441tl3&139.e5 •0~28 1331122.2~ 3 ·3~4!' 3!~:1,83 R8 0 91 MICJU 9 filk I II 9 HSU 9 829 
4t IC4 2011 91 '-•51 1.s2 "·54 4511309154.85 •111.29 1411111 e.~ 5 111 1 8 3158.:!6 tlll5.9. folK J II 9 MK I II Q HStlll 9 1478 
42 1<!5 2~tt8 9t a.5~ a.53 ~.ss 41-lt7J~••t.83 •0.28 ~~~i:27.60 3 ·1.§~1115 321.~!5 95.1t I'!K I II 9 IMIC II I 9 HSUI 9 241119 
43 K6 2P76 91 11,50 111.~2 111.s• 451 a2~.~R.~~ -a.2a 9221t5,22 3 47~50 332.~7 8J~I3 "'I< I JI 9 f41CIII 9 !otSll 9 54t 1\l 0\ 
44 K7 2RI6 91 11,49 0.5t 0.~3 371t446:39.4~ •1.61 15471:?6.22 • 48~41 34 •• 19 95 .• 18 MKIII g. JiiKIII 9 HK II 10 632 \>I 
45 K9 1~6' 91 A0 47 A.49 111.!51 371 9~6&•2.43 •t.6t 1111071 0 1 111 !5 0.111 366.27 UJt.li6 MKIII 9 MKIIJ 9 HKJI U !54!5 
•6 KU t872 9! 0 0 45 111,47 e.~~ 3611&10154.25 •1.61 19111 a.e 5 0~0 384.85 116 .• 78 14KIII 9 I"KIII 9 MKII 18 629 
1.1 K 12 17tB 91 a.40 e~42 0.44 361t336121.t8 •1~61 1437114.14 2 !54.57 398.14 85 .• 93 MKIU 9 MKIII 9 MKU 9 1278 
STATJONIKNOCKAN CODEIGS3 TYPE1GEOSTORE LATI58 2 0 48 LONr.l 5 3~89 ELEV125B M PN CORRI a.wl S 
S"OT w.o s.o PNDC PSOC PGnC DAY H+M SECS Cl~ER H+H SECS CONF T.T ~~~T T•D/6 E.SEI G N.SEl G V.SEI G NOLS 
111 M 5 5 5 S S KM 5 
1 G7 45 45 •.~2 ·~H2 • 0 A2 29110~~159.30 •B.IA tl~~· ~.~7 4 4~47 26 0 5~ 63 0 62 MKIJI 9 ~Kill 9 HS18 9 184 
2 GR IA2 91 • 0 A3 •.A] • 0 P.3 29111~3143.52 -~.~~ i24614A 0 82 1 5 0 4~ 3A,€J 4~.53 MKIII 9 ~Kill 9 HSI8 9 178 
3 GQ lAB 91 • 0 ~3 •.A3 • 0 03 29113~~~21,8~ •B.IA l4A8127.94 1 6~21 35.77 27~69 MKIIJ ' ~Kilt 9 "SIB 9 171 
4 GU lUI 91 •.1113 •.In • 0 ~3 2911436114.63 •9~1111 153.6121.24 l 6~71 39.61 2l .• ll HKIII 9 ~Kill 9 HSIIIJ 9 176 
5 Gil ~8 30 • 0 Al • 0 01 •.At 29117P.61l9.96 •P.1A 18~6129 0 71 l 9.85 59.A6 29.78 MKIII 9 ~Kill 9 HS10 9 178 
6 Gt2 63 lS •oAI •• ~1 •.Pl '911821122.46 •A 0 10 1921133.25 l 18 0 89 65.46 33.27 MKIII 9 ~Ktll Q HS10 9 168 
7 GlJ 118 91 • 0 93 •.03 •.A2 J~l 8~5146 0 96 •B.IA 9P.5158 0 71 · I 11~85 7R.B9 58.67 MKIII 9 MKIII 9 ~51A 9 198 
F ~14 1~1 91 •• A2 •.A'- •• 02 3AI 94,155.52 .a.sA tA431 a.a6 1 l2~fi4 7fi.5t fi8.t7 ~Kill 9 ~Kill 9 HSte 9 185 
~ G15 40 3A •oAl •.01 • 0 Al 3911622: 5.~H •0.27 1722124.96 3 20~23 127.16 25.92 MKIII10 ~KIIIIA HSIA 9 244 
18 Gt6 97 91 • 0 AJ •• aJ • 0 A3 431tA2lrt4.P.4 •1.39 1121135.48 2 21.83 1~fi.22 36.35 ~Kr1110 ~KtiiiA HSI~ 9 2JH 
11 G\7 Q4 76 •• ~2 •• ~2 • 0 P2 3Qil419:25.42 •A 1 27 1519148 0 46 '23~31 147 1 97 t9.A1 ~KJIIIB ~KtiiiP HSIB 9 256 
12 Gl8 QA 9A • 0 03 •.03 • 0 03 43112Jl:54 0 i8 •~ 0 3Q 1334118 0 5~ ~ 24.11 15~.65 RM.i6 ~KIII10 ~KIIIIA HSIR ~ 268 
13 Gl9 70 4~ • 0 01 • 0 01 • 1 AI 3911?26:1P. 0 60 •3 0 27 132biJ5 0 8W 3 25.47 166 0 49 38.08 MKIIII0 ~KIIII0 HS10 9 JP.6 
14 G2B o~ ~~ • 0 03 • 0 03 ~.~3 43114411 R.~2 •H.39 1541134 0 00 2 26.~7 17~ 0 26 36.84 ~KIIII~ ~KJII10 HSl~ 9 279 
15 G'-1 143 91 •.02 •.A~ • 0 M2 3QIIA14153o8l •H.27 1115121.58 2 27.96 187.50 84~79 HKI1110 ~kiiiiB HSIB 9 358 
16 G2~ ~40 '1 • 1 ~2 •.0~ •.H2 4Jil7~5140.99 •111.39 IBA6110 0 81 3 29~48 198.12 73.62 ~KIIII0 ~KIIJ1A HS\0 9 315 
17 G23 153 91 • 0 02 ·~R2 ·•.AI 4311R44119.73 •H.J9 194415A 0 2l l 30~87 209 0 75 54.30 HKIIIIA ~kllll0 HSll 9 335 
18 G24 164 91 •.01 •.AI • 0 01 4611345152.43 •9 0 44 14461 9 0 8 5 ~~A 222.91 89.14 ~KIJII0 ~kJJIIR HS18 9 531 
19 G?5 172 91 •.~1 •.0t • 0 AI 4~11227:36.95 •1.4• 13281IP 0 23 3 33~72 232.43 75.25 ~KIIII0 ~KJII10 HSlA ~ 390 
20 G26 218 91 • 0 111111 11! 0 111111 ~ 0 11111! 4611A~RI24 0 !ll4 •H.44 112815.9 1 17 3 35.57 :i'42.fi6 fi4.P4 fi4KIU10 ~KUllA HS\A ') 411Jtl 
21 G27 275 91 0 1 A2 0.02 A1 1112 461 9A5:31.91 •0.44 18061 8 0 54 3 37.1117 252.94 73.63 ~KIIIIB ~KIIIlA HS1111 9 41~ 
22 G28 364 91 AoA4 ~.A4 A0 A5 461 731133 0 42 •A 0 44 832111 0 40 3 38~42 259.?? 76.18 HKII110 HKill11 HS1A Q 413 
?J H9 124 91 • 1 A3 ••A' • 1 02 311112205145 0 76 •A.lA 2311J~I57 1 A2 2 11~36 69.08 57.17 MKIII 9 ~Kill 9 ~SII 9 212 
24 H10 55 55 • 0 A2 •• ~2 • 0 1112 3~12039:48~51 •A.ll 21~9159 0 58 2 11~17 69.69 60.11Jl MKIII 9 Hklll 9 HSIA 9 Ill 
25 H\1 149 91 •,A2 •.A2 • 1 11!2 JP1t911132 1 66 •H.tiiJ 2811144 0 33 2 11.77 71.83 44.53 MKIII 9 MKIII 9 ~SIP 9 14 
26 H12 120 91 •,1113 • 0 1113 • 0 1112 JPI1740151.R1 •A.l0 18411 3.9~ 2 12~19 73 0 14 63.91 HKIII 9 MKIII 9 HSIP 9 186 
27 Hll 74 5~ • 0 12 •• n~ • 1 1111 l~llfi~RI4~ 0 2l -~.lA 17PRI57.77 2 1'~66 7fi.AI 57~78 "kill 9 ~kill Q HSII 9 109 
2ft Hl4 7e 6H •,~2 •.~2 •.~2 3"114461~7.~~ •W.IH 1547111.72 2 IJ.29 7Q.ft7 7P.71 ~kill 9 ~ktJI Q HS18 9 127 
29 HIS 73 73 • 0 13 •• ~l • 0 Al lM1231l145 0 4~ ·~.~~ 1413159 0 3~ 3 14.A9 8~.99 59 0 3A ~Kill 9 ~KTJI 9 ~SIA 9 lll 
]A Hl6 1jft 91 • 1 A2 ••~' • 1 A2 J~I1'A~I,7 0 "9 •1 0 1~ IJ~6141 1 ll 3 14 0 3' Rft.ll 41,]4 H~ltl 9 ~Kilt 9 HSII 9 l41 
ll Jl ftl 4~ • 1 AI •.~t •,nt 341 7~0111 1 77 ·~.l' R1914A 0 ?' l ]~.~7 ''"·'l ~2.~Q MkiTT 0 ~KI1T 0 ~~I' V m 
l' J' ltR Vl •,RJ •• ~~ •,~2 471 7411J4.5~ •U.4ft Ul "·A 8 ~~p '~1.~1 7R.ftft Mkllll~ ~KIIIIA H8l~ 0 A 
l1 J] l~l Ol •·"' ··~' • 0 H2 4111A]JI4~ 0 48 ·~ 0 4ft ~I A.~ 8. 0,111 2lHo3~ 7~.n~ Mklllt0 "KillliiJ HSIA 9 I 
l4 13 55 5~ • 0 A2 • 0 0? • 0 02 32119~51]5 0 01 •A.ll 2805145 0 47 I 10 0 57. 64.24 45.61 MKIII 9 ~Kill 9 HSt8 9 I 
35 Kl 1824 91 e.•3 0 0 45 P 0 47 441 9P61l5 0 17 •B.41 1006156.48 3 ~1.72 284.95 62~25 MKIIItA ~KtiiiA HS1P. 9 448 
36 K2 19~A 91 9 0 47 8~49 0.~1 45117341~4.14 •A 0 4l 1~35136 0 41 3 42~70 297.J0 10~.26 MMIIItK ~KIIIIA HS1' 0 504 
37 K~ ~n~~ Ot 0 0 40 A.~? 0 0 ~4 4411'3~1]9 0 ~~ •P 1 4l 14~l12l.~H. 3 44~ft6 ~A0.72 9A.2ft MKIIII~ MKJIIlH HRt0 9 BIB 
38 K4 2A70 91 ~.~~ '•5~ M 0 ~4 4~1!l~':54.~5 ·~ 0 43 I41VI19 1 3~ 3 4~.92 lt7ol~ 107.18 MKIIIIH MMYIIIB H510 9 2980 
39 K5 2H88 91 P. 1 50 P. 0 53 ~.55 441l7J6J41 0 83 •9.41 t835128.a6 3 46.64 33A.24 96.4~ fi4Kit~~A ~KIIII~ H!tR 9 461 
40 K6 2A76 91 0 0 50 0,5, P 0 54 4~1 R21128.A~ -~.4~ 922115 1 85 J 4~.27 341 0 36 ~~.47 MKIIll0 ~KIII1~ HSt0 9 576 
41 K7 2016 91 A0 49 0.51 A0 53 3711446:39.42 •Be2t 1547128 0 75 4 49.54 35J.A7 98.06 MKIIJIR fi4KJIIl9 HS10 9 ~83 ~ 
42 K9 1968 91 0 0 47 0 0 49 A 0 ~1 371 906142.43 •A.2P. 1BA71 A0 8 5 A~l 375.14 IA4.75 MKJII10 MKIIIlP HSIP. 9 2448 ~ 
4J KJI 1872 91 A0 45 0 0 47 9 0 48 l61tR10154 0 25 •0 0 18 19111 8 0 ~ 5 0~0 393 0 72 119~69 MKIIIII MKIII19 HSJA v 1638 ~ 
44 K12 1710 9t 0 1 40 ~~~2 A0 44 3611336121 0 18 •0.18 1431116 0 89 3 55~89 497.01 88.84 M~iii10 HKIIIIB ~51~· 9 7~4 
45 K14 17A4 91 ~ 0 40 0,4? 0 0 44 35111~4156.75 •0 1 14 1~061 8 0 0 5 H~t 43~.75 128.73 MKIII 9 MKIII Q ~~~~ 9 76A. 
46 L9 1464 91 0 1 34 0.35 0 0 37 2711R2RI 8.86 •A.1A 1921152,11 4 43.35 39!.66 59.70 MKIII 9· MKIII ~ 111KIII 9 I 
47 L10 1416 ~~ 1 1 32 ~~34 8 1 3~ 2711018124 1 ~7 •1.10 1111118 0 01 4 46.83 318.06 76.98 MKIII 9 MKIII 9 MKIII 9 B 
STAj!QNIL 1 AIL31of CODEIG54 TYPEIGEOSTORE LATI58 2,30 LONG I 4 !'2,711! ELEV12111A ,_ PN COARI 1 1 1!12 5 
S~OT N,D S,D P~OC PS~C PGDC DAY H+M SECS CL,ER H•M ~EC!': t::lNF T0 T DI~T T•D/fi F. .sEI G N,SEI G V • SEI G NOLS 
M 
"' 
5 s s !J s KM s 
1 G7 45 45 •,02 •• ~R •,02 2911~08:~~.3~ •0,67 11~91 4,82 2 6.19 37,39 fi4.~6 MICII 9 MKII 9 HSSI!I g 102 
2 G8 1~2 01 -.~3 ·-03 -.~J 2911148143,52 -~.68 1'-48149,92 I 7~ iJ8 41,57 49,77 MIC II 9 MICII 9 HSU 9 86 
l G9 IVS 91 • 0 AJ •,03 • 1 PJ 2911lli!RI21,8l •0.68 1408129,00 2 7.85 46,72 28,94 MKl! 9 MKII 9 HS1111 9 9111 
4 GUI 11111 91 ~,03 • 0 1113 •,Al 2911436114,63 •0,68 153612'-,34 2 A~39 5fll,56 22,311 MKI! 9 HKJI 9 tt s 1111 9 94 
e c.u 48 Jill • 1 1111 •,At •,PI 291171116:19,96 •9,68 t8P61l0 0 78 2 11.5111 70,1114 30,9!5 MKII 9 t4KJI 9 HS 1111 9 11116 
6 f.l2 6J 45 • 1 1111 .,P.I •,1111 2011821122,46 •A,68 1921134 1 32 I 12.54 76,44 ]4~52 MIC II 9 .. ICII 9 HSUI 9 111 
7 G~3 118 91 •,1113 •,1113 •,1112 31111 81115:46,96 -~~7111 9~5159,80 :.! t3p54 81,88 59,91 MIC II 9 MKII 9 HSU 9 112 
8 G14 \51 91 •,1112 -.1112 •."l JPI 94'-155,52 •0~7111 1111431 0 0 10 2 14.28 8?,51 69~41 HICII 9 MKII Q HSUI 9 87 
9 {015 40 Jill • 1 1111 •,1111 •,AI l9r7fi22a s.~~ -~.~8 t722r26,32 1 21.90 138,16 27~45 MIC II 9 .-KII 9 1151111 9 240 
llll Gl6 97 91 • 1 1113 •,1113 • 1 1113 J~IIM21:t4.~4 •0.21 I 12 S I 37 0 I 9 1 01!3 .• 315 l47,2oll 3,,37 M.KI J 9 "'KII 9 HSU'I 9 253 
11 G17 94 76 •,1112 •,1112 •,1112 ]9114~9125 1 42 •III~5R 15191~9 0 85 3 25.1111 SSR,98 51.34. ~IC II 9 JoiKII 9 11SU 9 255 
12 Gta 98 ~111 • 1 AJ ·~83 •.P3 4311233:54,78 •0,21 :33412111,15 :! 25.52 15~.6(1 82.18 MKII 0 .-I(J l 9 HS1111 9 281 
13 Gt9 70 45 •,AI -~~~ •.~t 3911226110,68 •111,58 13,6136.~• !· 26,8:!' 177,50 39. 611! loll< II 9 .-KII g HSIA 0 31!13 
14 G21!1 9&o 9~ •,03 •,03 •,1113 43114411 8,1!12 •0,22 1541135,20 2 27.49 186,28 38,1!5 t41C II 0 "'ICII 9 HSl0 9 273 
15 G't 143 ~~ •,1112 •,02 .,~2 391111114:53,81 •1!1,57 1115121,81!1 J 28.56 19A,5l Rli,JJ P'KJI 9 HKII 9" HSU 9 355 
16 G22 140 91 •,A2 •,02 •,1112 431t705:4H 0 99 •111~22 t8H51 0 1 0 5 lcJ~0 21119,13 75,63 ~I< II 9 "ICII 0 11510 9 239 
17 G2J 153 91 •,02 -.02 ··"' 4311844:19,73 •0,2~ 1944151,78 J 32.27 22A,77 56.31!1 I'IKII 9 ,.,cr I 9 HSU 9 311 
:A G24 164 91 • 0 01 •,Ill! • 1 1111 4611345152~43 •0.56 1446126,24 3 34~37 2JJ,92 9111~86 JoiKil 9 IMI( II 9 HSUI 9 258 
19 G25 172 91 •,1111 -~~1 •,P.I 4611227136,95 •111,56 1328:12,1118 2 35,69 243,44 76,96 HKII 9 "'K II 9 HSllll 9 412 
21il G26 218 91 • 0 A0 0,0111 111,00 o'I611A2A:24,"4 •0,5ft tt,91 111,9111 ] 37.42 253,68 65,76 I'II(JI 9 ~KII 9 1'1510 9 47111 
21 G27 275 91 lll,(lf2 P.M2 111 1 1112 461 9~5r31,91 •111,51i 11111116&1111,1112 3 38,67 263,96 75,34 HKII 9 I'IKII 9 HSlGI 9 ]1114 
22 G28 3~4 91 A.A4 0,04 111 0 ~5 461 731133,42 •0.56 832113,44 J 411J,58 27111,23 77,90 MKII 9 MKII. 9 HSU1 9 425 
23 H9 124 91 •,A3 •• ~2 •,1112 3012205145,76 •1!1,71 23051~7.68 2· 12.63 77,20 57,92 f41Cll 9 MKII 9 HSIA g Ill 
24 Ht0 5~ 55 • 1 A2 -~02 • 1 1112 3012039148,51 •0,71 21401 0,39 4 12 .• 59 78,42 6B,87 MKII 9 I'!KII 9 HSllll 9 Ill 
25 Htl 149 91 •,P2 •,02 •,1112 ]011911132,66 •0~71 211111145,16 2 t 3,21 81,12 oll5,47 MKII 9 HICII 9 HSU 9 111 
26 Hl2 121!1 91 •,1113 ., .. 3 •,A2 JP.rl740151,81 •0,71 18411 4,80 2 1J,7GI 1!2,94 64,92 MKU 9 MKIJ 9 HSU 9 I 
27 HIJ 74 55 •,P2 • 1 1!12 • 1 llll li116A8145,21 •0,7111 1708158 1 80 4 14.29 86,21 58,88 ,.KII 9 fiiKII 9 HSU 9 Ill 
28 Hl4 75 6111 • 0 R2 •• ~2 • 1 A2 3~11446157,53 •1!1,70 1547111.83 3 15 .• 0111 9A,I7 71,86 I'IICII 9 "'Kli 9 HSIIII 9 0 
29 HIS 73 73 • 1 P3 •.1113 •,RJ JArtlt3a45,4A •1!1,7111 14141 0.•2 3 15~72 94,78 6111~50 ""II 9 MK!I 9 HS1!1l 9 !ll 
3111 H16 136 91 •,A2 ··'' • 0 1112 JAI12M6:27.~9 •0,70 13GI6142.23 J 15,84 96,97 42.55 HKII 9 li'KII 9 1-1510 9 e 
31 J I 6J 45 •,1111 •,91 •,AI ]41 7]9:17.77 •5,59 8J414oll. 44 3 32.26 '-21,19 49,1115 MICII 0 MKil 9 HS1R 9 Ill 
32 IJ 55 55 •,32 -.~2 •,1112 l2119M5135 0 1111 •5,59 21111110139,44 2 1111 .• 142 6111,98 39~!'i8 til< II 9 "'KII 9 HS1P 9 Ill 
33 Kl 1824 91 0 1 43 0,45 9 1 47 441 906115~17 •0,23 10A6158,~3 3 43~1119 295,97 64,27 MKII 7 I'll< II 7 HSI0 8 141113 
34 IC2 195~ 91 0,47 111,49 9,51 4511734154.14 •0,"56 1835137.86 3 44,28 30A,31 104.97 IIIKII 9 t4KII 9 HS10 9 522 
35 K3 21!152 91 0,49 G1,52 P 1 54 4411330139.05 •0,23 1431125,08 3 46 .• 21'i 32111.74 92,28 HKJI 9 ,.KII 9 HSI0 9 541 
36 K4 21l170 91 111,se o.52 0,54 45113~9154 0 85 •P 8 5fi 1410141 1 18 3 4b,89 l2A,I7 IAR,98 HIC!I 9 ~K II 9 HSU 9 526 
37 IC5 ~P88 9t 111 0 59 0,53 111,55 44117JI'i:4t,93 •0,23 0 r e .e 5 n.P 341,25 98.47 HICII 9 MI<TI 9 HS10 9 719 
38 1(6 2976 91 0,50 ~.52 111,54 451 821126.00 •0.56 9221 1!1,1 5 0~0 352,37 86,17 MKIJ r. "'"II 9 HS1A 9 594 
39 K7 ?016 9t 0,49 8,51 111,53 3711446:39,42 •0.54 01 l,lll 5 ~·.111· 364,1118 Q9.56 Jo4KJJ 9 "'"'II 9 HSIIII U 20~8 
40 1(9 1968 91 111,47 0~49 A0 51 371 906142 0 43 •0,54 lH07C R,lll 5 o,.o J8A,l5 11116,25 MIC II g MKII 9 11510 11• fll)l' N 
41 Kit 1012 9t A.45 e,47 1!1,48 3611810154~25 ·0~!53 1911249,18 4 55,46 404,72 121,17 HKU 9 li'I(Jt 9 HS1A U 823 0'1 
42 Kl2 1110 91 111 1 40 a,.42 111,44 3611336121.18 •0,!53 1437117 1 66 4 57,0~ 418,02 90,.32 HKII 9 MKU 9 HUB 1B 737 
V1 
43 Kl4 1714 91 0 1 40 111 1 42 8 1 44 3511164156.75 •8~52 1206156,62 4 68~39 443.75 131,19 HKt! g IIIKU g HSIH 11 3236 
STjTJONIGLENCASS t:ODF.1GS!I TYPE1GEOSTORE LATI58 t,f.!P. L JI'G l 4 38~1UII ELEV~ 18111 Ill 
SHOT W,D S,D PNDC F!JC PGDC DAY H+"' SECS t:L~ER 11+M SECS CONF T,T DIST Y.D/6 
M .. s s s s 5 KM s 
l G7 45 45 •,02 -~92 •,02 291liA8159~JI •0~16 1111191 7 1 71 I 8~57 !H.75 67~76 
2 GU 48 3J • 1 1111 • 0 11 -.~1 '-9117~6119.96 ·0~16 1806133,67 I 13.87 84,46 ]J. 1'8-
3 Gl2 63 45 •,Rl •,lilt • 1 11ll 2911821122.46 •0.16 1921137,18 I 141'88 9511,87 37.44 
~ f015 40 30 •,At -~01 •,II 39116221 5.00 -e~70 1722121',59 2 24.29 152,!59 29.73 
:i Gt7 94 76 • 0 A2 • 1 1112 • 1 A2 3911410125,42 •A,7A 1519151,50 2 2.6_.78 173,44 53.,63 
6 Gl9 711l 45 • 1 01 •.lilt •,~1 391122611A,6A •9.71 ll261lR 1 43 2 28,53 .~1.97 41~9111 
7 G2t 143 91 •,02 -.02 -.~2 3911~14153~81 •A.7A 1115124,63 1 31.5~ 0'12.99 .. 8.61 
8 G24 164 91 •,AI r,01 • 1 ~1 4611345152,43 •H,08 14461~8 1 55 ~ 36.20 24A 0 4l 93.79 
9 G25 172 01 • 1 1111 ·~01 •,At 46112l71l~.95 •H.IIl8 1326214 0 33 2 37~46 257.93 79 .• 86 
10 G26 21& Yt • 1 00 lll.lllA 0 1 PIIIl 4611028124.~4 •lll.3f. 11291 3,12 2 39~16 2"i8,16 68,65 
tl G27 275 91 8 1 A2 111 1 02 ~,A2 461 9A5131.91 •"•08 111llll6111,3l 2 39.98 27A,44 78,24 
12 G2t· ~64 ~~ 0 0 A4 111 1 96 ~.~5 461 731133,42 -e.ea 832114,44 2 41,10 284,71 8M,79 
13 H9 124 91 -.~3 -~~' •,02 3AI22Q5145,76 •A 1 48 23A5159,74 1 14~46 88.48 601.~3 
14 1411J 5S 55 •,A2 •• ~2 •.02 3012~39148,51 •0.48 21401 2,52 2 "14.49 91i1,34 63,09 
15 Hll 149 9t • 1 1i12 •,Iii?. •,A2 3PI19111l2,66 -e~4R 2011147,44 I 15_.26 93,63 47,79 
16 Jl 63 45 -.~1 ·~01 •,At 341 739117.77 •0.57 839151,34 1 34.14 235.57 56.46 
17 J2 118 91 • 0 A3 •.~3 • 1 P.2 471 747144.55 •0.~8 84811f.l,35 2 33.88 23?..12 83.16 
18 JJ 151 91 • 1 1112 •,Iii, • 1 A2 471llliJl140,411l -~.A8 1134114 1 67 3 34~35 233,69 79,27 
19 I3 55 55 • 1 1112 -~0?. • 1 A2 32t1905135,M1 •H 1 52 ?.1111115144,48 1 9.99 6A.22 44.53 
20 K2 1Q50 91 A1 47 0,49 lil 1 !51 4511734154,14 •0.07 183514111.3~ 2 46,23 322.80 111'7~87 
21 i<3 2~52 91 111 0 49 0 1 52 0,54 44r13Jea39.~5 •0,04 1431127,1111 2 48.00 335.23 94,88 
22 K4 2A70 91 0 0 59 0~5, 0,54 451l3H9154.85 •H,A7 1409143,4!5 2 48~67 342.66 111.89 
2J K5 2~88 91 0,50 0~53 0,55 4411736:41_.83 •0,04 1837131,87 2 5e.a8 3~5,74 101,08 
24 1(6 2~76 91 0,5111 0~52 lil,54 451 821:28,~1i1 •0,07 922119,29 2 51~36 366.86 89,H7 
25 K7 2016 91 0,49 0~51 0,53 3711446139,42 •8,68 1547131,71 3 52~97 378,58 11111~84 
26.K9 1968 91 lll,47 0,49 0,51 371 986142.43 ·0~68 1007137,24 2 55~49 491i1,65 108~52 
27 Kt4 1704 os a.•~ e,42 e,44 3511184156,75 •8~61 1206158,13 3 61~99 458,25 132,51 
PN CORAl 1,1112 S 
E,SEt G III,SEI G V 1 SEI G 
folK II 9 MKU 9 HS!IIl U 
MKII 9 MKII 9 HSUI Ill 
I'K It 9 I'KII 9 HSIH 10 
Mk II 9 14KII 9 HS Jill 9 
t41C II 9 NKII 0 HS till 9 
MKU 0 ,..KII 9 H!IIA 9 
MK II I Ill ,..KII lA HSIIII U 
MKJI 9 I'K II 9 HSIPI 9 
NKli 9 MKII 9 HSUI 9 
folK II 9 "'KII 9 HS11! 9 
t'Kit 9 fo!kii 9 HSIA 9 
,.KII 9 Hkii 9 HS1111 9 
"'K II 9 HKTI 9 HS1~ lit' 
HKII 9 ~k II 9 HS10 10 
P'k II 9 "-KII 9 HS till Ill' 
folK II 9 "'"II 9 HSU g 
HKII 9 "KTI 9 HSU'I 9 
Hkli 9 '"KII 9 HSUJ 9 
folK II 9 ,.."II g HSU! 9 
"'KII 9 I'K tl 9 HS 1(11 9 
1'4KII 9 roKII 9 HSU 9 
MKII 0 MKU 0 HS10 9 
HKII 9 t'Ktl 9 HSU 9 
HICU 9 tAKU 9 HSIA 9 
HKII U HKU U H Still till 
HKI! 10 Hkii Ul t1510 till 
HKJ I Ul MKII U1 HUB UJ 
NOLS 
196 
164 
21116 
239 
!92 
2U 
374 
376 
443 
448 
5lliJ 
393 
197 
88 
2!110 
II 
Ill 
Ill 
~ 
!561 
!584 
613 
6J!5 
646 
691 
678 
828 
N 
0\ 
0\ 
ST.6TION1LAIRG CODE1GS6 TYPE1GEOSTORE LATa!tB 11,4a t.ONGI 4 22,~fl ELEVIIB~ "" PN COARI B1 fl2 S 
SHOT W,D S,D PNOC PSDC PGDC [lAY H+M SEtS CL~ER H+M SECS CONF T,T DIST T•l'/6 E,SEl 1'. N,SE'l G V,St:i G 
M H s s s 9 s IC'M 9 
1 Gt!! d~ 3~ • 1 ~1 •,01 • 1 A1 39116221 5,~~ •8,67 172213A,5A 2 26~17 167,73 32~28 pciCII 9 MICU 9 HSll! 9 
2 Gl6 97 91 • 1 P3 • 1 M3 •,AJ 4311fil211i4,04 111,18 1121141,55 2 27.33 176,91 dl~71 MKI! 9 ... Ktl 9 HSUI 9 
3 Gi7 94 76 ~.~~~2 •,02 •,1112 39tt419r25,42 •0,67 1519153,24 3 28~49 188,63 5b,l9 MKII 9 MKII 9 HS10 g 
4 GIB 98 9~ •,AJ •,03 •,AJ 4311233154,78 .A.I7 1334124,65 2 29~73 195,35 87,51 I'IKII 9 IIICII 9 HSHI 9 
5 Gl9 7A 45 •,AI •,01 •,1111 391122~110,69 -a,67 IJ2614a,38 4 30,45 2~7,16 44,46 ~KII 9 MKII 9 H&U 9 
6 Gl'GII 96 ~~ •,~3 •,~3 • 1 A3 43114411 8,B2 a·. 17 1 !54114111. 11 J 31,98 215,97 44,18 I'IKI! 9 I'KII 9 hSUI 9 
7 G21 143 91 •,A2 -:02 •,A2 3911814153,~1 -a,6e 1115126,29 J 33,14 ~28,20 91,18 ~K ll 9 MKII 9 HSIA 9 
8 G22 140 91 • 1 02 •,fil2 • 1 A2 43117"-1514~.99 a,IS 1811161 Ui,l2 4 34,98 238,113 RA,94 t41C II 9 folK II 9 HSUI 9 
9 G2l 1~3 91 •,A2 •,02 •.~1 4311844119,73 "·15 1944156,1116 4 l6,1ll '5FI,46 1\1,62 P'KII 9 "KII 9 HSIA 9 
lA G24 164 91 •,IH •,lilt •,AI 4611345152,43 •A,PI 14461'3~.79 3 38 .• 37 263,1\3 Qft,l6 t4ICII 9 "'K II 9 HSIIII 9 
11 G'5 172 91 •,AI •,1111 •,AI 41\11227:36,95 ·1~01 1328116,44 4 39,5~ 273,16 82~47 HKU 5I MKJI 9 HSU q 
!2 G26 218 91 •,filA A,Afil 8,1111 46111~8:24.~4 •0,01 t 1291 4,96 4 40~93 283,4111 71,26 I'IICH 5I pcKII 9 HSIA 0 
tJ G27 275 91 ~ 1 02 3,1112 A,~2 461 9~5131,91 •H,Il ill6114.16 4 42.21\ ?93,68 8111~85 IIKJI 9 IIKTt 9 HS 111' 5I 
14 G28 364 91 111,~4 0~~· 111.1115 461 7JI-13J.•2 111,1111 832116.96 4 43.53 299,94 83.42 114KII 8 "~II '! HSU 8 
15 J1 6J 45 •,0! ·~01 •,AI 341 7]9117,77 •P~4~ 839153,71/1 2 36~39 25PI 0 57 59. 11!7 HICII 9 MXII 9 '4fiU .9 
16 J2 liB 9t •,03 •,1113 -.~2 471 747144.55 111,1'9 84812!11,41! 4 35.84 246,51 85,73· MICU g "KII it HSU 5I 
17 Jl t5l 91 -.~2 -.~? -.~2 47111'133141'1.4111 0,19 1134116,71 4 Jfi,22 247.21 ill~69 t4K II 9 t4KII 9 HSU 9 
18 J4 134 91 • 1 ~2 •,~2 •,R2 4711319138~1116 1'~1119 t4201l4,J'f\ 3 36.21 2511,64 8k1,92 HKII 9 t4KII g HSU 9 
J9 J5 12111 91 •,fill •.~J •,A2 471Hi0flt27.28 A~G!9 tni I ·.~4 " J7 .• 57 262,fi2 71,14 I'IKII 9 "KII 9 HSU 9 
2111 J7 9~ 76 • 1 A3 •.~~ • 1 GI2 481 741 i;49.34 ~~II 842130.91 4 41.41\ 29111,9,, 97,93 HKII 9 P'KIJ 9 tiS II 9 
21 J8 132 91 • 0 A2 •.~l • 0 02 4811P3"13:l,3f. 111,11 PI III,P 5 111.111 3"0,51 114,['17 HKII 9 ,.K II 9 HSllll 9 
22 13 55 55 • 0 fil2 •~1112 • 0 1112 321t911151J5,fllt •P,39 2flll5145,2111 l 1111~58 64.63 45,39 HKII 9 ,.KII g HSIIII 5I 
23 Kt 1824 91 0,43 111.45 111,47 441 91i16115,17 0,12 ljiJiil71 2,56 4 47~27 325,68 69,~7 HKII 9 ,.KU 9 tiS I" 9 
20: K2 195~ 91 A,47 111,49 Pl,5l 4511734r54,14 lll,A5 1835142 1 4111 4 48~21 338,04 110,53 Mklf 9 ll'KII 5I HSU 9 
:1'5 1<3 2052 9t 11 1 40 111,5, 0,:54 441l3J111139, :115 ~~II 1431129.10 • 49~84 351,47 97,57 t4KII g "KII 9 HSU 9 
26 :,.: 2a11 Sit a.~~~~ 111,~?. ~.54 451131119154,85 8.16 14UI14!5,54 4 5111,63 357,91 114,56 MICif g MK! I 9 HSll 9 
27 K5 2~~8 9t 111,50 111~53 0.~5 4411736141,83 e.10 1837133.88 4 51,95 371.1110 1~3.76 MKII 0 t4KJI 9 HS10 9 
28 1(6 2076 9t 111.50 1.52 ~.~4 451 821128,,0611 ,,., 87 922121,94 4 53~87 381,11 91,76 MKJI 5I 114KII 9 HStlll 5I 
29 K7 2PIO 9t 111 1 49 111,51 P.,53 1711446139.42 •111,6111 1547133,70 3 ~4.88 393,85 1P4.46 MK II liJ "K II 1111 HSU 1111 
Jl' 1(9 1968 91 111,47 111,49 P1,51 37, 9f6142,43 ·111~68 1AIIJ7139 1 R8 3 57~25 415.92 111~15 t4K II tfll t4KJI Ul Hltlll II 
31 K I 1 t&72 rt G,45 ~~47 e.•s J61t81P154.25 •1,57 sa 111.0 5 a,a 434,51 126,tA HKJI 10 I'KU 1~ ~su u 
32 Kt2 t7ta 9t a,40 o.•2 1.<4 3611336121~18 •111,5( ~437122.12 3 61,41 44) 1 79 95,25 MICU 19 MKU 1111 HSUI ia 
3J IC 14 1794 91 a.•e e,42 e.•• 3&11104156.75 •&.511 12a11 a.7& J 64~53 473.52 135~17 MKU U I'IKU 18 HSU llll 
NOLS 
II! 
Ill 
Ill 
A 
Ill 
Ill 
a 
Ill 
0 
Ill 
" I 
" • 8 
N 
0\ 
-.J 
STATJO~IAOGART CDnEIGS7 TYPEtCEOSTORE LATI58 8 1 45 LO~Ci 4 7~58 ELEVI~I~ P~ CORAl e.~~ 
SHOT w.o S 1 D P~DC PS~C PCOC OAV H+~ SECS CL.ER H+" ~EC~ CDNF T1 T DI~T T•0/6 E1 SEI G N.SEI G V1 SEJ G NOLS 
M ~I S S S S 5 KP' S 
I Gl8 110 91 • 1 83 -.~1 • 1 03 2911436<.4.61 •0.05 153613~.37 I 15~79 94.~3 30.48 HKII 9 MKII 9 HSIA 8 178 
2 Gil 48 3R •.AI • 1 BI • 1 AI 2911796119.96 •8.R5 1806138 0 76 I 18.85 114.47 38.99 HKII 9 MKJI 9 HS10 8 161 
3 Gl2 ~3 45 •.II •.AI • 1 Al 2911821122.46 •A~05 192114~ 0 28 l 19~87 l2R.87 42;56 HKII 9 HKIJ 9 HSIB 8 208 
4 Gil 118 91 ~.A3 ·~ft3 • 1 02 3Rt 8A5146 0 96 •0.05 9061 7 0 72 I 28~81 i26 1 35 67.97 HKII 9 MKII 9 ~SIB 8 159 
3 Gl4 151 91 • 1 R2 • 1 92 ·.~2 301 942:55.52 •0 1 05 1043117 1 02 2 21.55 131.99 77.47 MKII 9 MKIJ 9 HSIB 8 167 
6 o15 4~ 3R • 1 11 •• ~1 •.~1 39116221 5 1 60 •0.20 1722132 1 41 4 27.61 18'-.60 3~.23 MKIJ 9 ~KJI 9 HS10 8 314 
7 Gl6 97 91 • 1 A3 •.1·3 • 1 A3 4311A21114~04 •0.25 112114~ 0 98 2 29.19 191.78 45.75 HKJJ 8 HKII 8 H510 8 332 
8 G17 94 76 • 1 P2 -~M2 · 1 h2 3911419125~42 •0.20 1519155 1 84 4 30~62 21·3.50 59.14 HKII 9 HKTI 9 HSIA 8 JJ7 
9 Gt8 ~8 9P • 1 P3 •.Al •.n3 43:1233154 0 78 •0 0 25 1334125 0 94 4 31.41 '1~.22 P,Q.57 HKIJ 9 P'KJI Q ~51A 9 343 
10 Gt9 70 45 • 1 AI •.0! • 1 AI 3911226atA.60 -~.2P :J2614?. 1 ~~ 4 32.40 22?.03 47.41 HKII 9 HKII 9 ~SIB 8 383 
11 ~'8 96.91 •.03 -.~3 • 1 03 431144&: 8.~2 •R~2~ 15411~1.32 4 3J.55 2J,o84 46.24 MKII 9 HKtl 9 HSIP 9 2271 
12 &21 143 91 • 1 A2 •.02 • 1 ~2 3911014:53.81 •M.2~ 1115126,25 4 34~6: ~4, 0 07 94.12 MKJI 9 ~Kil 9 HS10 8 385 
IJ G22 14~ 91 -.A2 -.12 M.~2 43117~5··~.99 -~.25 18A6117.6J l 3&.86 253.78 83.02 MKII 9 ~KII 9 HSIA 9 788 
14 G23 1~3 ~a • 0 02 •.A2 • 1 91 4311844119 1 73 •H.25 1944157 0 63 4 38.15 265,33 63.70 MKII 9 ~KII 9 HSIB 9 I 
15 Hll 149 91 • 0 A2 -~~~ •.~2 3AII911t32 1 66 •P.BS '-0111~~.48 I 19 0 87 I2A.92 52.76 HKtl 9 MKII 9 HSIA 8 0 
16 H12 121 91 •,R3 -~~3 • 1 A2 301174P151.8t •0.05 1841112.29 1 2Bp~J 124.04 72~43 MKII 9 HKII 9 HS1B 8 8 
17 Hl3 74 55 • 1 12 •.0~ •.~1 3Pil6~BI45.2l •0.05 17191 6 0 51 2 21.35 128.33 ~6.55 HKII 9 MKII 9 HSIA 8 0 
!8 H14 75 60 e 0 A2 •• 02 -.~2 3~11446157 0 53 •0~15 1547119 0 86 2 22~38 13J 0 P7 79.66 HKII 9 MKII 9 HS10 8 A 
19 Hl5 73 73 • 1 13 •.03 • 1 A3 3~11313:45 0 4P •P 0 A5 1414: R.t9 t 2~~84 13A.51 ~8~43 MKJI 9 ~KII 9 HSI~ 8 0 
20 Hl6 t36 91 • 1 R2 •• ~2 • 1 P2 JPII2P61~7.u9 -~~95 13A615P 0 44 1 23.40 I4P 0 Q~ 50.53 MKJ! 9 MKII 9 HStA 8 B ~1 Jl 63 45 • 1 Bl •.01 • 1 81 341 739:17.17 •P 0 A4 839155.83 2 38.1P 265.44 61.97 HKI! 9 MKJJ ~ HSIA 8 I 
22 J? 118 9! • 1 H3 •• ~l • 1 P2 471 747144 1 55 •P 0 0 848122 0 91 2 38~35 261 0 18 ~B~P8 HKII 10 ~KIJ 1~ HSJR 1P B 
2l J4 134 91 -.~2 •.H2 -.~2 4711319138 0 0~ •0 0 0 l42PI16 0 58 2 38.52 27P.P5 83.07 MKII 10 HKJI 10 HSIA 9 I 
24 J5 120 91 • 1 A3 •• MJ • 1 A2 47116~6127~28 •B.B 18061 0.P 5 A~0 27~.44 73.19 HKJI II MKJJ 1A HStP 9 0 
25 J7 9~ 76 • 0 03 •• M2 • 1 A2 481 741149 1 34 •0 1 1 8421 0 0 0 5 1~0 301.92 99.66 HKII 10 HKII 10 HSIB 9 I 
26 J8 132 91 • 0 P2 •• ~2 ••'2 481t0JI132.38 •1.1 11311 1.0 5· 1~0 319.54 85.64 MKII 10 MKJI 10 HSIA 9 I 
27 13 55 55 • 1 82 •.12 • 1 A2 3211905:35 1 01 •0 0 A5 2B05i46 1 32 I 11.36 6Qo51 46.55 MKII 9 P'KJI 9 HSIA 8 0 
28 K2 195P 91 P 0 47 A.49 R 0 Sl 4511734154 0 14 -~.28 18351 0 0 1 5 0 0 A 352.90 112.68 ~KII lA P'KII IB ~Sl0 9 0 
29 KJ 2R52 91 8 0 49 0 1 52 ~.54 441\3J0:39 0 A5 •0.26 1431129 0 6~ 3 50~81 365.33 99.68 HKII lA ~KII 10 HS10 9 i 
33 K4 2R10 91 8 1 51 0 1 5~ 0 1 54 45113~9:54 0 85 •0.28 14101 P 1 0 5 0.0 372.76 116.71 MKII I~ MKII 10 HSI0 9 0 
31 K5 2Ra8 11 a.se a.5J a.55 4411736141.~3 •0.26 18371 .f.A 5 0.0 385.85 tA5.88 ~KII tA MKII sa ~s10 9 a 
32 K6 ,076 91 8 1 5~ 0 0 5? A0 54 451 821128 0 00 •0~27 922123.27 3 55.54 396.97 93.89 ~KII lB MKII 10 HS18 9 0 
33 K7 2P16 91 0 1 49 8.51 R1 53 3711446139.42 •1.11 1547136.06 3 56~74 488.69 107~44 HKII 9 ~KII 9 hS10 8 0 
34 K14 17A4 91 8 1 41 8 1 42 8 0 44 3511104156~75 •1.06 01 0 0 0 5 B~B 488.36 138~08 MKII lP ~KII II ~St0 9 I 
35 LIB 1416 91 1.32 3 1 34 1 1 35 2711810124 1 07 •1 0 0fi 1111116 1 48 4 52.39 364.24 84.72 MKII 9 MKII 9 HSI6 8 I 
36 Lll 1365 91 1 1 31 8~32 P 1 34 2611235138~74 •8~86 aa 8 1 8 5 1~8 374.48 93~18 MKII 9 MKII 9 Hill 8 I 
N 
0\ 
(X) 
STA TIONI BACK IES CODEIGSB TYPE1GI:'O'STOPE LAT158 111,17 LONGI :S 58~75 ElEVI26111 M P~ CORRI 111,11ll S 
SHOT W,D S,D PNDC PSDC PGDC DAY H•M SECS CL,ER .... M SECS CONF T~T DIST T•D/6 E,SEI G N,SEI G V,SEI G NOLS 
M 14 s ! s s s I(M s 
l G7 45 45 .,a2 •• ~2 •,1112 291liiiARI59,JI!I •I,JJ 111119114,17 :l 15,111 91!1,35 74,· .. ] MKIJ 9 1'4KJ1 9 lo!SH~ 9 182 
2 GR 11112 91 •,IIIJ •,IIIJ •,1113 291114RI4l,52 •I!I,JJ 1248159,14 4 15,95 94,!.'18 !18,95 MK II 9 I"KII r. HSIIII 9 23J 
3 GO 1111111 9t •,lilll •,Ill:! ,.,lll3 2911]08121,8] •0,33 141118138,?111 1 tt-',7111 99,.73 :::!5,12 MKII ~ kKIJ 0 HSl~ 0 181 
4 Gt~ 110 9l • 1 fiiJ •,A] •,1113 79tl4lfi114,~3 •8,33 t5J~•,!,5'- ' 17~22 U13,56 Jl.56 I'll< II 9 I'IIC·I l 9 HSIP 9 19111 
5 Gil 48 Jill .,sat .,r!lt • 1 Al 29117~~~~9.96 •111,34 l!':ill613'i,91 1 2.,,,?9 123,1119 4111,14 f'IICil 9 kKil 9 HSU 9 195 
6 GU 6] '~ •,Iiiii •.1111 •,1111 29118211~2.46 •111,34 192114],40 1 21~28 129,50 43,7111 loiKJJ 9 .-KJI g HSIPI g 105 
7GIJ 118 91 •,03 •,03 •,1112 31111 805146,96 •0,36 9061 8,74 l 22 .• 14 IJ.t,98 69,11'1 MKII 9 MKII g H510 9 195 
B GU t!it ~1 •,1!1.2 •,Ill, •,1112 ]1111 94,155,52 •0,36 la43118,16 1 23.111111 14111,62 78,68 I'IICIJ g MKII 9 t181fll g 138 
~ G15 40 3111 -,1111 •• at •,fill 3911622: 5,0111 •0,1!11 1722133,7a l 28,71 191,23 ]~~86 MICIJ 9 MK!I 9 HS 11!1 9 350 
U G'C 07 91 .,PI3 •,1113 •,P-3 43a111121114,1!14 -a.a8 11211 a,e 5 a~a 2al!l,42 47,36 MKll 8 IlK II 8 HSU 8 2U 
11 r •"' 94 76 •,02 •,PI, • 0 1!12 3911419125.42 •111 ... 1 15191 11,111 !5 111,8 21=',13 611!,76 141<.II g 1'41<!1 9 tlS t0 9 259 
12 GtB 98 9111 •,1113 -.~l •,1113 4311233 54,78 •0,1118 13341 0,e 5 ~~~~~ 218,85 91 ~ 18 MKII 8 1'\Kll 8 HSllll 8 2J3 
13 Gt!l 7~ 45 •,P1 •,lilt •,AI 3911226 1111.~0 •111,01 13261 111 0 1 !5 111,111 23r·, 'i6 49,1113 I'IKII u .-K II u tlS10 10 396 
u r;,e 96 91 • 0 1113 -~a3 •,PIJ 4311441 8,~2 •111.~8 15.t11 111,1 5 1'1~0 239.47 47,85 '""'II 9 liCK II 9 HS 1111 9 297 
15 G21 143 91 •,PI2 •,P~ •,1'12 39aiP14 53,81 •111,01 11151 111.111 !5 21,0 251,7111 9:;,75 ,.K II 1 Ill MKII 111' HS1~ Iii Ill 
16 G~2 \40 9: • 0 1112 -~~2 •,PI2 43117~5 40,99 -~.1119 18061 ~.Ill ~ 0,111 262,33 84,62 I'll< II 9 I'IK II 9 HSIA 9 241 
17 G23 153 91 •,PI2 ~.0'. •.~1 431\844 t9,7J •PI,09 19441 1!1,111 5 .... Ill 273.96 65.31!1 IOIC 1 I 9 IOK!l 9 HS15! 9 274 
18 !;:;_14 ,,.., 91 -.~1 .,1111 •,1111 46a13~S 52,43 •0,14 
"' fll,lll '5 1'1·,0 287,13 1111111,15 141< II 10 IOICII 1111 HS 11'1 I~ 111188 
19 G2!5 11:i 9 '1 
•,1111 .,t!ll ··"' 4611227.36,95 ·111~14 1111 8,111 5 ..... 2915,65 Rl'i~25 Mit II u IIIKII 1111 HS1111 1111 1818 20 G26 2t8 91 .,111111 a.~lll ~.~~ 4611111281:<'4,1'14 •0,14 al Ill, i 5 Pl,CII Jlo1fi,89 75,1115 MICII 10 I"Kil Ul H S till 1111 8 
21 G27 275 91 0 1 1112 @~P2 ~,02 461 905131,91 -e~t• 1111 111,111 5 lll~lrl 317.17 84,63 MKll 1111 t'ICil 10 HSICII lit 3613 
22 G28 J64 91 0,1114 111,1114 P,111!5 4tH 731133,42 •111,14 al 111,0 5 Ill·, PI 323,43 R7.19 MKII 10 I"KII 1111 HSIIII li1J 252 
23 H9 124 91 •,1113 •.1111 -.~2 3P.t22~5145,76 •0,37 2311161 5,38 I 19,99 121,92 65,71 MICll 9 .-KII 9 HSIPI 9 Ill 
?.4 Ht0 55 55 •,P2 e,A:<' •,1112 J~l211139148,51 •111,37 2140t 8,~9 2 2t'1~15 124,83 68,94 MKit 9 I"KII II HS1111 9 Ill 
25 Htt 149 91 .,n2 .,02 •,CII2 311111911:32,66 -~.37 '11111153,44 2 21~15 129,1115 53,81'1 MICtt 9 MICU 9 HS\111 II il 
26 1112 120 91 •,1113 •,1113 •,1112 311111741'1151,81 ·0~37 1841113,35 2 21~91 13?,32 73,49 "'"II 9 MKli 9 HSU 9 8 
27 H13 74 55 •,1112 .,1112 •,Pil 31111161'18145,21 •111,36 17091 7,42 2 22~57 tJI'i,71 67,64 MKII 9 "'"II 9 HS H'l 9 a 
28 Ht4 75 6111 •,02 .,1112 •,1112 311111446157,53 •111,36 154712A,.t5 I 23,211 141.53 110.76 Ml< II 9 HKil 9 HSI11' 9 VI 
29 Ht5 73 73 •,1113 ··"'' •.PI3 311111313145,48 •0,36 14141 9.19 1 24~15 147.116 69~59 .. I< II 9 HI< II 9 HSU 9 e 
Jlt' Ht6 136 91 •,lll2 .,02 •,1112 3MII2~6127,A9 •0,3~ 131116151.12 1 24,39 149,50 !51.65 MIC !I 9 MKil 9 HS 1111 9 8 
31 Jt 63 45 •,VII 
··"' •,1111 J41 739117.77 •0,15 839157.1116 3 39·.·· 274.1113 
63,29 MKII 9 MICII 9 HSU 9 II 
32 J, 11~ 91 • 0 1113 •,1113 •,1!12 471 747r44.5!i •1!1,15 
"' "·18 5 R,ld 269,61 89,34 HI< II HI ~K II 111 HS\11' 18 Ill 33 JJ 151 91 -.~2 -~ .. , •,11'2 4711P33140.40 •0,15 Rl 111,0 5 0~0 260.~7 85.18 MI<II 10 .-K II 10 HS1111 1111 IIJ 
34 J4 134 91 •,1112 e,lll~ •.1112 47113\9138.~6 -~.15 AI Ill ,Ill !5 111,111 777.66 114,19 HI< II 18 MKII 1111 HSIGII 1111 e 
35 J7 90 76 •,1113 .,11'2 •,1112 •e1 741149.34 •111,07 81 Pl,fll 5 
"·" 
3111A,IA IPI0,62 MI<Jl till MKtl 10 t1S1A Ul 1!1 
36 J8 132 91 ··"2 ··"'' •,1112 4AIIIII3111:J?..JR •GII,I7 AI Ill, Cll 5 111,0 325,13 86,50 Ml<ll 1111 t'KII 1111 HSIIII 1111 Ill 
37 13 55 !i5 •,02 ··"~ •,1!12 321191115135,~1 •0,45 2005:46.69 2 12,13 74,05 46,9111 MKil 9 "'ICII 9 HStlll 9 a 
38 Kl 1~2• 91 R,4J a.•~ 111,47 441 906115.17 •0,12 ~I 111,0 5 111,0 34Q,18 73.2~ Ml< Jl 9 MICII 9 HStE! 9 203 
39 1<2 19~111 91 8,47 1!1,49 e.st 4511734154,14 •0,13 18]5144,47 4 5111,46 361,54 114.27 HKII 1111 MK ll 11!1 HS1Ii'l lA 53!5 
4111 K3 211152 91 111,49 0,52 111,54 44113301J9.~5 •0,12 1431132,44 3 !53~51 373.96 101.26 MICII 19 14Kil u HSIPI 1B 6015 
41 1<4 71117GII 91 0,5111 0,52 111,54 4~1130~:54.85 -~.13 F.l e,a 5 
"·" 
381.411 118.29 141< II 10 MI<Il 18 HSllll 1111 !S58 
42 K5 21!188 91 111,5~ a,53 1!1,55 ••• ,7~6141.83 ·111~12 ll! I V ,A 5 (II. II 394,48 11117,46 MKil I 0 14K II· 1111 HSllll 1111 6J6 . ' 
43 1(6 21o176 91 111,51'1 111~52 5!,54 451 821:28~~~~~ -~.13 ., I 111,8 5 A,111 .tA5,6111 95,47 14K II 10 H~li tr. HSU 18 593 
44 1<7 2016 91 8,49 8~51 111,53 371'14 46139.42 11,05 1547137.5111 3 !58,03 417,33 11119.~2 HICII 10 14K II 1GI t1S1P. 10 767 
45 ICQ 1968 91 GII,J7 111,40 R,!51 371 906142,43 0,85 8 I 111 1 il 5 lli,'8'' 43~.·1t 115.71 MK II I Iii MK!I UJ HS1111 1111 3fst 
46 Ktl t 872 91 111,45 0,47 0,48 361l81GIII54,2~ 1!1,07 1111 III,Gil 5 a."· 457,97 1JA.6!5 141CII 1111 liCK II lf/J HSllll 10 ll78 N 
"' 47 1<12 !7!111 91 0,4~ 0,42 111,44 3ftll3ll'ir21,18 111.1117 Ill I Ill. Sll 5 ~~~·.ra · 471,26 99,70 MKII tta 14KII lA 14 s liiJ 1111 47111 \0 48 Kl4 17GII4 91 ~,4111 0,42 111,44 ·3511104156,75 0,1" ·aa Gll 1 111 5 ... Ill 496.99 139,68 MKil' 1rll "Kif 1fl H8 U Sill 2253 
49 L9 1464 91 0,34 e.Js ~.37 271!821111 8,86 -m~46 19la159,48 3 6t .• 111a 359,&3 68,37 MICII 9 I"Kil 9 HS\111 9 II 
50 L 1liJ 1416 9\ 8,32 8,34 111,35 271111118&24,~7 .a,5A 1111116,74 ·3 !53,17 371,58 85,58 111<11 9 MKII ~ HS 1111 9 0 
51 Lll 1365 91 111,31 0,32 111,34 261123~:3a,74 -a.56 t336t25,l4 3 54.96 381.69 93,80 HKU 9 Ml<ti 9 ... s lliJ 9 A 
STATtONICAPEWQAT CODEIGS9 TYPE I GEOSTORE LAT:58 37,45 LONGa 4 69,77 ELEVI14&1 M 
SHOT W,O S,O P~nc PSOC PGDC DAY M+M SECS CL~fR H+M SfCS CONF T,T L,1ST i•l)/6 
M 
"" 
s s s s 5 Kflo s 
1 G15 40 3il •,01 -~P.~ • 0 A1 39116221 5,&1A •1.67 i72212~ 1 64 4 23.31 14fl.~!ll 2P..t5 
2 G16 97 91 • 1 ill -~03 •,Al 4311021114,111~ •1.77 1121136.66 4 24.39 155.12 3·8.12 
3 Gt7 ~~ 76 • 1 A2 -~A2 • 0 A2 3911419:25,42 •1.67 1519150 0 08 4 26,33 161'1,36 !H ~·a 
4 GlB 98 9A ~.A3 •.~J • 1 P3 4311233154.78 •1.77 1334119,90 4 26,89 17!,69 81.63 
e; G!9 _70 45 •,At •.At • 1 P.I 391122611A,6A •1.67 132~136 1 ~4 2 27~fil 183,30 39.48 
6~a 9' 91 • 1 Al • 1 ~3 • 1 ill 43114411 8,02 •1.77 1541134,78 4 28 1 53 19GI,77 l8,fi!S 
7 G"!2 140 91 •.82 -.~'- •,02 43117&5140,99 •1.77 e1 P,a 5 111~0 212,18 74,58 
8 G23 153 9t •,1112 •.02 -.~1 4311844119~73 ·1~77 194415A 1 7B 3 32.,. 22~.22 55.16 
9 G24 164 91 • 0 Al • 1 0! • 0 '1 4611345152.43 •1.77 1446125,16 4 :U.5A 235,46 89~90 
till G25 172 91 •,AI -.lilt •• 1111 4~11227136,95 •1.77 12271 A,B 5 l!l.l'l 244,57 ;"!",94 
11 G26 218 9t •• ~~~~ 0.~~ "'·"'a 461tA2r:24·"' •1.77. 112~1s~.66 4 l1.39 254.27 ~4.6'5 
12 G27 275 ~I A1 l'l2 111,1112 A,i12 461 905131 0 91 •1~77 IBA61 ~.a 5 0~0 264,16 74.17 
ll G28 364 91 ~.1114 ~~~· r.~~ 461 731133.42 •1~7.1 832111,5111 3 39~85 ~7i-1 0 6A 76.75 
~~ J1 61 45 • 0 AI •.A1 • 1 ~1 341 739:17.77 •1.67 II "',Ill !5 · III~A ::1.128 0 85 54.24 
15 J2 1t8 Jt • 1 A3 ·~03 • 1 fl2 471 747144,55 -1~81 84fiii7,A8 3 34~3· 235,36 81.97 
t6 JJ 151 91 • 1 02 • 0 1112 • 1 A2 4711All14i 0 4A •1,82 1111 e.a 5 ~~~ 246,:H 79.63 
17 J5 1'0 91 •• ~J -.~3 •,1112 47116~6127.28 •1 0 83 1!11 fl,£11 5 111.1<1 279,20 71.98 
\8 I3 5~ 55 -.~2 •.0::1.1 •• Q2 3211905135.~1 •1.67 1!11 Ill,,.. !I 1!1.1!1 21,79 36,97 
19 Kl t824 91 a.•J 0.•5 ~.47 441 906115.17 •1.77 191115156,48 3 43~1118 295.26 62,fil 
?.Iii IC2 t950 9t 111 1 47 111~49 A0 51 4511734154.14 -1~77 1835136.78 3 44~41 3~6.92 1l'l3,52 
21 K3 2A52 9t 0,49 a.5'- A.s• 441133111:39 0 05 •1.77 1431123 0 34 3 46,06 318,97 9G!I,44 
22 K4 21111111 91 •.sa A.52 l'l,54 4511309154~85 •1.77 1411139.66 J 46.58 326,14 la7~44 
2l K5 2Afl8 91 e.se ra.s3 e.ss 4411736141,83 •1,77 11 1,1 !5 1_,0 339.~4 96,5tll 
24 K6 2076 91 a,50 0~52 111,54 451 821128.ea ·1~77 II fl,a 5 e.a 349,72 84~52 
25 K7 2016 9t a,49 ~~51 0,sJ 3711446139,42 •1.67 rat a,a !5 a~a 36111.!56 97.84 
PN COARI 11 1 82 8 
E • SF.I .. NISEI 
11SUI 9 HSU 
MSU 9 MSIM 
HS 1111 9 ·MSHI 
HS1P 9 .MS1M 
HSUI 9 hSl0 
HSIB 9 HSU 
HSIIII 9 HSU 
HS10 9 HSU 
MSU!I 9· HSIIII 
HSIA 9 MSI0 
HSIIII 9 HSU 
H$1:4 9 MSl0 
H·S~A 9 HSIPI 
1'45 llll 9 HSU 
1-4511!1 9 MSUI 
I-4S1G!I 9 t1S10 
HSI~ 9 HSll!l 
HSIA 9 t-1510 
HSUI 9 .. 511!1 
HSIA 9 !o!Stl!l 
HSUI 9 HS till 
Hstra 9 HSlH 
HSII 9 MSU 
HS1a 9 Hsta 
HSU 9 HSU 
G V,SEI G 
9 MKII 9 
9 IlliCIT 9 
9 MKII 9 
9 folK II 9 
9 MKII 9 
9 MICII 9 
9 HICIJ 9 
9 HKll 9 
9 HKII 9 
9 HICII 9 
9 HICJI 9 
9 MKII g 
9 MICII 9 
9 Mil II 9 
0 MKIJ 0 
9 HICII 9 
9 I'IKII 9 
9 HICJI 9 
9 HKII 9 
9 HKII 9 
9 HICJI 9 
g HKJI 9 
9 MKII 9 
g MKII 9 
g MKII 9 
NOLS 
219 
253 
214 
829 
253 
243 
2!!18 
390 
431 
446 
449 
452 
324 
e 
Ill 
Ill 
a 
II 
1!1 
457 
523 
l5l6 
!566 
2840 
618 
N 
-.J 
0 
SUTtON I BUTT CODEIDU6 TYPEaDURH U LU:58 28 1 34 LONG& 6 13~23 F!EVI 6111 N 
SHOT W,D 5 1 0 PNDC ~SOC PGDC 0/.Y H+"' SE.CS CL.ER .HI' SECS Cll"'F T0 T OIST T•D/6 
M M s ~ s s s Kill s 
l G7 45 45 -.a2 .,e2 •• e2 29tlA~8&59,J~ •0,77 IAA81l~.12 • 11~59 67,16 ft9. 72 
2 GB 1~2 91 • 1 A3 • 0 03 • 0 03 2911148143,52 •A 1 82 12<i1Bi53 1 9B 4 11.28 64.31 53.42 
3 G9 180 91 • 1 A3 ·~93 • 0 01 291l3A8&21.8J •0,83 I4A71JI 0 88 4 10~88 61.72 31.29 
4 Gta 110 91 •.AJ •• aJ -.~J 291143611~ 0 63 •1.83 1535124.12 • 10.3~ 6A,07 23.81 
5 Gil 48 3H -.at •• et -.et 29117~6119.96 •A.92 1805128 0 1111 3 8~96 53 0 fl0 2~.~1 
t:il2 63 45 • 0 Al • 0 11 • 0 1111 29118211'-2~46 •A,98 l92RIJA 1 41 2 8.93 53.20 30.35 
7Gl3 118 91 .,ol •• 0~ •,1'12 301 805146.96 •1.21 91114154,86 3 !f. II !5'?.59 54~52 
8 Gt4 151 91 • 1 02 •.A2 •,A2 3~1 942155,52 •1.21 lR421 3~08 2 8~6Q 53,06 ,3.15 
9 Gl6 97 91 a 1 A3 -~~3 • 0 ~3 4311A2lll4or.4 •7.70 11?012A.I7 2 I 3.83 85,06· ~111.5'-
Ul Gt8 98 9A • 1 03 •• ~J • 0 A3 43112~3154.78 •7.84 13331 3.2~ J 16~26 1AIIl.2111 63.64 
11 G2111 96 ~~ •• a3 -.03 •• A3 431t<il411 8.~2 •7.8A 1540119,12 4 18.94 ltR,43 19.92 
12 G22 140 91 • 1 02 ·~lll2 ·~A2 431t7r.514B.99 •7 0 88 I8A4155.38 ~ 22.':11 D9.JI 56.33 
ll G23 Ill 91 •.~2 •• 02 ·.~1 ~311844~19.73 •7.91 l94li36 0 A0 3 24.18 151'l1,21 3to. 85. 
14 ·G24 164 91 • 0 Al •,01 • 0 ~1 •611345152 0 43 •9.58 l4<il51 R.56 3 ,!5~71 16,.31 69.91 
15 G25 172 91 •,1111 -.~1 •,filii 4611227:36.95 •9.56 1326154.14 4 25.7!5 171,37 55,95 
16 G26 218 91 • 0 111~ A0 Bfill fiii 0 IIIM 4fillA28124 1 94 •9 1 49 1127142.97 4 28.42 l8t.AJ 44,72 
17 G27 275 91 A,M2 0~111'- 0 0 1112 461 095131.91 ·9~44 l~lilll5~.12 4 29.65 19fill,91 54,29 
18 G28 3~4 91 fill 0 04 0.04 111 0 05 461 731133.42 •9,44 R3111155 1 l9 4 31.21 197.35 56~87 
19 H9 124 91 • 0 03 •• ~2 • 0 A2 3012~"5145.76 •1.4~ 2311151 ~.s~ 3 16.59 98.95 69,79 
20 Hlfill 55 55 -.92 ··"'- •,1112 3012~39148.51 •1.41 21391 2,09 3 14.99 93,9fi fi2.76 
21 Hll 149 91 • 1 1112 •.A2 • 0 P2 3~11911132.66 •1,41 201~145.71 3 14,46 89.16 46.11 
22 t412 t2A 91 -.el •• 1/JJ • 1 92 301l7411115i.fll •1 0 41 t84AI 4 1 18 3 13~78 83,35 64.29 
23 HIJ 74 55 -.~2 -.~2 -.~1 311111698145.21 •1.37 17fill71 e.&~ 5 I!J.fill 78.27 56,89 
24 HU 75 6111 • 1 fill2 a 0 A2 • 1 fill2 3Atl4<i16:57.53 •1,33 15461 8,41 5 12.21 73.83 68.5111 
25 HIS 73 73 •,fiiiJ -.~3 -.13 3111t1Jl3145,4fill •l.Jfill 1412155.32 3 lt~22 67.?7 55.31 
26 Hl6 136 91 •,fill2 ··"' •,fill2 30112~6:27.09 •1.~8 13fill5136.6fill 3 H1~79 65.22 36.~8 
27 Jt 63 45 •,filii • 0 01 • 0 Al 341 739117.77 •2.11 838139a9l 3 24.24 156.70 41.79 
28 K1 1824 91 0 0 43 A~45 ~.47 441 9~6115.17 •8.28 19051 9 0 0 !I I!J~f/J 2?2,12 •3.91 
29 K2 1950 91 e.47 "·49 ~.ss 4511734154.14 •9 0 00 1834120~16 4 35.A2 233,72 84.99 
lllJ K3 2052 91 0,49 0.52 fill,54 4411330139 0 05 •8,33 14301 A1 A 5 IIJ,IIl 245 0 8fill 71,69 
31 K4 2870 91 a,se 8~52 e.s4 4511309154,85 .8.86 14A912J.se 4 37~51 253.01rJ 88.16 
32 K!l 2~~8 91 a.se 0,53 e.ss 4411736141,83 ·8.46 1836113.~0 4 :!9.63 265,56 77.63 
33 K6 2076 91 1,50 ~~52 0,54 451 821128,0111 •8~75 9211 11.23 4 40~98.276,67 65.36 
34 K12 1711 91 0.41 1,42 '·44 3611336121.18 •B.~ 14361 5,41 3 44~23 340,79 77,98 
PN CORRI 0 0 1111 s 
E,SEI G N~SE I 
MKII 6 I'!KII 
MKII 6 MI<U 
HI< II 6 I'!KII 
14Ktl 6 I'!KII 
MICII 6 I'!Kyt 
HKII 6 MKIJ 
HKII 6 MICII 
I'!KII 6 MI<!I 
MKII 6 HKII 
MICII 6 14KII 
HKII 6 I\IK II 
Mk II 6 l'll.fl 
I'IKtl & I\IKII 
HI( II 6 MI(JI 
I'!ICII 6 I\IICII 
1'41CII 6 MK II 
I'KII 6 I'll': II 
HICII 6 I'!KII 
MKII 6 Ml( II 
MKII 6 I'K ti 
HKII 6 P'ICII 
MI<II 6 Ml( II 
I'!KII 6 HKII 
I'!KJI 6 MICII 
1'4K II 6 Mk!I 
HKII I! HKII 
MKJI 8 MKII 
1'4ICII 6 HKII 
HKII 8 1'41C%I 
Ml(lt 8 HKII 
I'll< II 8 HICII 
HKII 8 HK!I 
MKII 8 MIC!I 
~ICU 8 MKU 
G V 0 SEJ 
6 HI! II 
l!i MKII 
6 HICTI 
6 HICli 
6 MICJI 
6 MICIJ 
6 fiiKII 
6 MKII 
6 HI< II 
6 14KII 
6 MICII 
6 MICyt 
6 filM II 
6 Ml<ll 
6 MICII 
6 MICII 
6 HICII 
6 HKII 
6 HI< I! 
6 MICII 
6 MICil 
6 HKII 
6 MI<II 
6 MKII 
6 14KII 
6 MI<IJ 
" 
1'41Ctl 
6 MKII 
8 14KII 
8 HK II 
8 MICII 
8 MI<Il 
8 fi4KU 
8 MICU 
G 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
~ 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
8 
6 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
1\.) 
-.J 
~ 
STAT!OfiiiUIG CODEIOU7 TYPf1DUR~ II LATi58 12 1 12 LO~!GI 7 8~69 ELEVi 5111 IC 
SHOT W,O S,D P~DC PSDt PGOC DAY H+t4 SECS CL.ER H+H SEC"!! CONF T1 T OIST T•0/6 
1'4 o-4 s 5 s s s KM s 
l G7 45 45 • 1 1112 -~~' •,1112 2QI1P.Afo~9 1 3A •0,38 111109114,13 ! 15~21 91,-1:.- 74~16 
2 G8 11112 91 • 1 A3 •,Al •,Al 2911148143.~2 -·~3~ 1249157,87 I 14,51 87.24 57.7111 
3 G9 lAO 91 •,1113 •.~l • 1 ~3 2911308121 1 83 •A~3~ l488135 1 A7 t 13~6'- 82.37 35~ lB 
4 GIB 110 91 •,A] ·~A] • 1 P.3 2911436114 1 6] •A 1 ]8 1536127,17 I 12,92 78.79 27,3R 
5 Gil 48 l~ • 1 1111 • 1 01 •,~1 29117A61t9 1 Q6 •III 1 3R 1886129,50 6 Q~92 6111.47 29.66 
6r.l2 63 45 •.fit •,01 • 1 1111 2911821122.46 •H.4B 19?1131,80 I 8.94 54.65 31~17 
7 .013 118 91 •.03 •• ~J •,1112 31111 8~5146.96 •H~4H 81115154,78 1 8,~2 4Q.47 54.R111 
8 Gu· 151 91 -.~2 -~0~ ·.ill2 3~1 942155,52 ·~.40 1H431 2 1 41 I 7.29 44.46 62,53 
9 G?J 153 91 • 1 fl2 •.~2 • 1 H1 4311A44119 1 73 5.4'5 1942140.Q1 2 15.73 91.15 41.37 
10 G?4 1f'i4 91 •,1111 ··"' ., .. 1 ·1611345152.43 5~45 1444115.96 2 I8 1 111A 11119 1 115 ;~.19 
II G'S 172 91 •,1111 •. ,c•1 •.1111 461112>7136.95 5.45 13261 t.91 2 19.51 119.22 fi2. 21 
12 Gll'6 218 ~. -.0~ 111.0~ 111.1110 41!illlll28124."'4 5~·~ 1126&51,03 2 21 .• 54 129,24 '51.11'3 
J3 G27 275 91 A0 H2 0~02 111.1112 461 Qlil5131,91 5,.t!i IIIIA41 111,63 2 23,27 1.'!Q.43 68~!'9 
14 G28 354 91 ~,A4 A~P4 111.~5 4til 731133.42 5 1 45 83AI 3 1 Hl ~ 24,83 1"45,81 63.17 
15 H9 124 9t •,03 -~02 •.P.2 3~12205145.76 •111~5111 22061 111.38 I 15.12 94,28 6'1,97 
16 HU 55 55 • 1 1112 •,02 •,P2 3012039148 0 51 •B,SA 21461 3,1110 J 14.99 R7.96 62,67 
17 H11 149 9t •,02 -~1112 •.1112 lA11q1tl32,66 •8,58 20l2146,0H 2 13~84 8A,Q~ 45,66 
18 H12 1'-0 91 •,A3 • 0 03 •.P.2 3~11740151,81 •1,5111 18411 3,67 2 12~36 73,64 fi3~5A 
19 HIJ 74 55 • 1 1112 •• 02 • 1 A1 3~1l6P8145.21 •111 0 5P. 1709156 1 1117 2 11_,36 6fi.t2 55.73 
20 Ht4 75 6P. ·.1112 -~02 -.~2 3P.II446:57.~J •0 0 5111 15471 7.A7 2 10,1114 SR 1 6fl 6~.81 
21 HIS 73 73 •,03 .,Ml • 0 03 3311313145.4111 •0,55 1414153,~6 3 8~21 48,57 5:(. 95 
22· Ht6 136 91 • 1 02 .,~2 •,P2 3~st?~6127.09 •0.55 1306:33.~5 J 7,41 44.72 33,99 
2:.S Jl 63 45 ·.~1 •,lilt •,01 )41 739:17,77 •1.23 11391 3"3 0 IUI 2 16~46 101.97 33.53 
24 Kl 1824 91 0,43 e.•s 111,47 441 911)6115.17 a.e Ulll5148,16 3 32.99 171.19 43.70 
:!5 K2 1950 91 0 1 47 0.•9 0.51 4511734&54,14 •1.0 18351 "'·' 2 1!1·." 183,29 84,69 26 K3 211152 91 0 1 49 0 1 5?. 111.s4 441133111139,1115 -e.e 1429.1 P,lll 5 8~0 195,63 71.65 
27 K4 2010 91 e,se e~s2 111.s• 451131119154.85 e,e 141119151 1 89 3 57,04 20'-.99 118,68 
28 KS 2088 91 0,50 0.53 0 1 55 4411736141.83 -~.e l835140.6lil 3 58.77 215,90 77~81 
29 K6 2P.76 9t A,5e 0.s2 A.s• 451 82tl28.el!l -a~e 921lll 0,0 5 0~0 227.06 65.84 
Jill Kll 1872 91 111 1 45 0.•1 m.•8 3611811154.25 -~~· 1911132.57 2 38~32 278,82 100.72 
31 Kl2 1710 91 111.41 0.42 0,44 3611336&21.18 •8 1 0 14371 1,115 2 39,87 292.29 69.89 
32 Kt4 t7A4 9t a.•e "~•2 "·•• 351111114156.75 111,111 121116139.71 2 42.96 317.96 11!19,74 
Pili CORAl 111 1 1111 S 
E_.SEI G N,SEI 
HI< II 7 MKII 
MI<II 1 .,KII 
Ml<lt 6 MKII 
Ml< II 6 Ht<II 
HKII 6 1'4Kil 
HK·I I 6 MI<IJ 
HKII 6 MKJI 
MKU 6 MI<II 
HKII 6 Mt<IJ 
MKII 6 1'4KII 
HKit 6 MKII 
MKH 6 MICII 
14Kil 6 114KII 
MKlt 6 MKII 
MKli 6 MKil 
MKJI 6 I"K II 
MKII 6 .. KII 
M.KI I 6 Ht< II 
1'11<II 6 1'41tii 
1'1KII 6 I'IK II 
MKII 6 "-KII 
MICIJ 6 "'KII 
t'IKII 7 I'KII 
MKII 6 MKII 
l'lKII 8 MICII 
MKII 6 I'!KII 
MKII 8 "'KII 
I'IKII 8 .. KII 
MKII 8 tote II 
MKII 8 IIIKil 
MKII 8 1111<!1 
HKU 7 MKII 
G V1 5EI 
7 MKII 
6 HKII 
6 MKII 
6 MKII 
6 MICII 
6 MKII 
6 MK It 
6 HKII 
6 HK II 
6 Mil I I 
6 MK II 
6 HKII 
6 MKII 
6 MKll 
6 MKII 
6 MKII 
6 1'1KII 
6 HKII 
6 1'1KII 
6 MICJI 
6 MKII 
6 MKJt 
7 HKII 
6 14KII 
8 MKII 
6 MICII 
8 HKII 
8 MKIJ 
8 MICII 
8 MKII 
8 MKII 
7 MKII 
G 
7 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
0 
6 
6 
7 
6 
8 
6 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
7 
I\) 
-J 
I\) 
STATION,LINS"ADE CDDEIDU8 TYPE I DURH II' LATa 58 8,51 · LONGI 6 51~84 
S~OT ~.D &1 0 PNDC PSDC ~~DC nAY H+l'l SECS CL~ER H+M SECS CONF T0 T 
M M 5 s s S· s 
G7 45 45 • 1 0o ·~A2 • 1 02 291H'~0AI59·,311l 2.83 i01119115.73 1 13~6111 
2 Gl' 1~2 91 • 1 1113 •.~~ •,A] 2911\41'•43.52 2.54 1249158,95 I 12,89 
3 G~ 11110 91 • 1 1113 •,AJ • 1 ~3 :<1911JM8 21,83 2,27 141118136,28 1 12 .• t 8 
4 GUI 11111 9t •,1113 •.H3 .,v3 -~911436 14,63 2,1Q 1!;36:28,15 I 11.33 
5 GU 48 3FI • 1 1111 -~lilt ··"'1 29ztn"i t9,96 1.75 t81117~311',.Jiil I 8.29 
6 Gt2 :i! 45 ··"' •,1111 •,1111 2911R2t 22,46 1.59 19~1131,33 I 7~28 
6 Gt3 118 9t • 1 03 • 1 F3 • 1 A2 ]PI 8R5 46 1 96 •A~JQ 8111515'3,135 1 h.~" 
8 G!4 15\ 91 • 0 1112 • 0 ~? • 0 P2 31111 Q42 55,52 -~.73 1~431 ~.51 I s·.72 
9 H9 1~4 91 •• ~3 -~"2 •,1112 3~122~5 45,76 •2.6111 221115156,71 l 13~5!5 
111 Hl8 55 55 •,1112 -.~2 •,1112 311112039 48.51 •2,4111 20391 0,8 5 8,0 
l1 Hll 149 91 •ofll2 •,82 •,1112 ]11111911 32~66 •2.17 1911142.1115 1 11.56 
12 H12 120 91 •.1113 .,0l •,1112 3011740 51,81 •1~95 17411 0,e6 1 1fil 11 8111 
13 H1J 74 55 •,02 -.02 -.~1 3011611l8 45,21 •1,7H 160815~ 1 24 1 9,73 
14 Ht4 ·75 6R • 1 1112 •,02 • 1 A2 311111446 !57,53 •1.51 14461 4,44 1 8·.•2 
15 H15 7l ll •• al •,l!ll •,B3 3011313145 0 41!1 •1 1 26 1313150 1 66 1 6~62 
16 H16 1l6 91 •• e2 •• 02 •• 1112 301l206127.11l9 •1.1!18 121116131.79 1 5.78 
ELEYI 3~ M 
D!ST T•D/6 
1(1'1 5 
81,59 75.73 
17,37 58.95 
72,41 36,17 
fo8,7f. 28.28 
5PI,P8 JPI,P-8 
44,13 31.40 
38,85 52.95 
33,73 6111,•11 
83,54 !57,08 
77,23 58~98 
7~.29 42,211J 
62,94 6 ... 35 
55,45 52.75 
48.114 64,1!13 
37,94 50~415 
l4.ll 31.69 
PN CORAl 1!1 1 111 9 
E,SEr G N,SEI 
MKII 6 P4KII 
"Kil 6 ,..KII 
MKII 6 ~'K II 
.. KII 6 I'KII 
loll( II 6 "'ICII 
r~,< II 6 11'-KJI 
"'ICII 6 I'ICII 
MK!I 6 lMKII 
I'll< II 6 · I'K I I 
I'IKIJ 6 ~'KII 
HKII 6 I'IICJI 
MKU fi "'KII 
MKII 6 MKII 
MKII 6 MKU 
MICII 6 MKII 
MICU 6 MK!l 
G y I SEt 
6 I'll( II 
6 MKII 
6 P'!K II 
7 MKIJ 
6 lo!ICII 
6 MKII 
6 MICII 
8 MKII 
6 P'!KII 
fi IIIK II 
6 HICII 
6 MKII 
6 I'IKII 
6 .. KII 
6" HKII 
15 MKII 
G 
6 
6 
6 
7 
6 
6 
7 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
1\) 
-J 
VI 
STATIONILEMREWAY CDDE1Dll9 TYPf 1 DUAH II L.Ua58 14;,e LONGI 6 ::1!6 0 33 ElEYI 5~ M PN COARI 11 0 1!11 S 
SHOT W1 D 5 1 0 PNOC PSDC PCDC OAV H+H SECS CL.ER H+l'l ~f~S CONF r.T OIST T•0/6 EoSEI G N1 SEI G Ye&EI li 
M M s s s s s ICM $ 
l G8 102 91 • 1 Al •.~3 ·.~J 2911148143.52 1.0111 1249153.08 l 8.!56 !59.87 53 0 AIIJ IMKII 7 114KII 7 HKII 7 
2 G9 1~~ 91 • 1 P3 -~e3 • 1 P3 29113~l8:2t.RJ 1.0 llllil 14A813111 1 6l l 7.78 45.75 3111.4!5 I'KII 7 MK!J 7 HK!I 7 
· J GSA 110 91 •.03 -~93 •.lil3 2911436114.63 I•'"' 1536122 0 71 1 7.1118 41.95 22.62 MICJI 7 MKII 7 HKII 7 
4 Gil 48 Jill •.01 •.lilt -.1111 291l711tl\ l9.91'i 1.0111 1807124 0 71 l 3.75 22.!52 24.71 HKU 7 f'KII 7 MKtt 1 
5 G12 63 45 ~.01 ·~Ml • 0 1111 2911~21 22.46 1~111"' 1q~1126.l4 l 2~~9 lfl.'-1 26~16 lloll(l:J 7 f'K II 7 HKII 7 
6 Gil 11& 91 •.AJ •• e3 -.~2 3AI 8'-'5 41;.96. 1.01'1 8111!5149.77 l 1.81 1 Ill. 71 49.75 IMKII 7 IMKJI 7 MKII 1 
7 Gt4 151 9~ • 0 ~2 •.M2 • 0 112 3~1 942 55.52 1.111111042157,40 I A.88 5.31 57.41il MKII 7 lfKII 7 ~IKti 7 
8 Gl!l 40 Jill •.lilt -~1111 •• et 3911622 5.11lil •111.0 1722114.26 2 o·.2e 46.1'15 12.6ll MKJ! 6 IMKII 6 MK II & 
9 GU 97 91 • 1 1113 •• ~3 • 0 1113 4311A2l t4.G!4 -e.e 1121124.61 2 10 .• !57 55.PJ2 23.21 MKII 6 MKII e MICU 6 
1111 Gl7 94 76 • 0 1i12 • 0 1i12 • 0 1112 3911419 25.42 -e.e 1519138.35 2 12.93 61;.77 36.55 14KII 6 MKII 6 J14KII 6 
11 Gt8 QR 9111 • 0 1i13 •.1113 • 0 1113 4JI12J3 54.78 •111.111 13341 8,64 2 1 J ~ 86 73.46 67.02 MKI! 6 "'ICII 6 HKII 6 
12 Gt 9 7111 45 •• 1111 -.~1 •.1111 3911?.26 t~.6"' -~.e tJ:i'oa "'·" 5 e.e 85.29 24.82 MKII 6 MI(JI 6 MKII 6 
t3 G2e 96 91 • 0 1113 -~03 • 0 ~3 4]1:•1•1 8 0 ;112 •!11 0 M 1541124.59 2 16.!57 94.98 2J.7S MKIT 6 I'ICII 6 HICII 6 
&4 G:i'1 143 91 •.1112 •• 1112 ··"'2 391111114 ~3.81 •111.9 1ll51 1.'1.9 5 9.0 Ufi.31 7t.53 MK[I 6 MICJI 6 "'KII 6 
15 G:?2 14111 91 -.~2 -.~2 •.lil2 431170514~.99 •0.111 t8A61 1.25 3 20~2fi llfi.94 68.48 folK II 6 1410.~1 6 I'IICJI 6 
16 G23 153 91 •.92 •.1112 •• 1111 4311R44at9.73 •IIJftlll 1944142.24 3 22~51 l2R.!58 41.16 f4KII 6 IMKII i· HICII 6 
17 G24 1~4 91 • 0 1111 •.At • 0 Al 461lJ45:!'i2.43 1.45 1446116.86 3 22.98 141.75 77. !5111 IlliCit 8 t!IC II ~ I'IIC II · 8 
18 G25 172 91 •.1111 -~~~~ •.1111 4611227136.9!5 1.45 t3281 e.e 5 111.e 1!51.27 63.61 f41CII , MKII a MKII 8 
19 G27 275 91 lll 0 P2 A."~ !11 0 1112 461 91115131.91 1.4!5 11!1A61 III.·A 5 111.111 171.8.t 61.99 14KII 8 MK!I 8 MKII 8 
2ta G'8 364 91 111.1114 ~~~.~4 ~~~.~s 4161 731133.42 1.4!5 8321 111.71 5 111.111 178.06 l'i41.!;5 MKII 8 "'KII B HKIJ 8 
't HQ 124 91 • 0 Pl •.02 •.~2 31'11:!20!::415.76 e.941 ~C:IIIj::Ht.fl!ll.l .. "·JiiJ 57.1~ !56.22 MICIJ 6 f'ICII 6 I'IICII 6 c. 
22 H10 !55 55 • 0 1112 •.P2 • 0 1112 3AI:i'0J9i·'8.51 0.94 20391 III 0 A !5 0.G!I 5111 0 'J' 57.9!5 MKII 6 Ill( II 6 HICli 6 
23 Hll 149 91 ··"2 •• 02 ··"'2 301191' 132.fill 111.94 1911141.21!1 l 7.6111 44.46 41 • ,.1 "'KII 6 MICII 6 HICII 6 
24 Hl2 12i 91 • 0 A3 • 0 ~3 • 0 1112 3Aat74ill:51.81 e·.94 I741H59,3J l 6~!i8 37.31 58.97 IMKII 6 MIC II 6 MICII 6 
25 Hl3 74 55 • 0 1112 • 0 02 • 0 1111 3AI16AAI45 0 21 111.96 1-708151.44 1 !5.27 JGII 0 4111 51.24 "'IC II 7 MKII 7 "'ICII 7 
26 Ht4 75 60 ··"'2 -~02 -.~2 311111446157.53 !11.96 15471 2.90 l 4.41 24.1112 62.49 MKII 7 MKII 7 MICJI 7 
27 ot·. 5 i3 73 •ollll •~Ill) • 0 1113 311113131415.40 ~.98 l4l3149.ll l 2.75 15.70 49.~0 HKII 7 IMKII 7 MKII 7 
28 ~16 136 91 -.1112 -.~2 •.1112 311111 '-A6127 0 019 111.98 1311!61311!.31 1 2~24 13.42 ]11 0 31 MKit 7 "'ICJI 7 HkiJ 7 
29 Jl 6] 45 •.~1 •.~1 a 0 ~1 341 739117.77 ~.e 84!513~.23 I 14.4fi ~~~.33 39".33 folK II 8 MKII 8 .. kii 8 
Jill J~ 11~ 91 -.1113 -~!i!IJ -.!112 471 747144.55 1.41 8481 6.69 3 20.73 129.75'1 67.58 HKII 7 IIKJI 7 MKII 7 
31 J3 1!51 91 •.1112 -.~'- •.1112 41 r 19 Jll 4 0 ~ 4111 0.0 11341 3.79 2 23 .• 39 138.44 !J.47 J141CIJ 7 I'IIC II 7 HKII 7 
32 J4 134 91 • 0 02 ·~02 • 0 02 4711 :'! 1·):~8.!116 e.li! 14191 "'·e 5 A~IIJ u;~.n 64~79 14KIJ 7 HI( II 7 MICII 7 
33 J5 121il 9• •elil3 • 0 03 •.P2 4711606:27.28 •0.0 1711161 P 0 lil 5 -0.111 174.21 !56.31 MKII 7 MICII 7 MKII . 7 
34 13 55 55 • 0 A2 •• ~:i' -.~2 32rt905135.~1 •G!.e 2J95156.ee 1 2111 .• 9!; 122.15 55.37 MKII 6 MK II 6 MKII 6 
ll Kt td:'.4 Qt 0 0 43 111~4!'1 P 0 47 441 906115.17 1.57 101116: "·111 5 "·1!1 :i'0J 0 81 5iJ.1l MICII 6 "'"II 6 HKII 6 3b K2 1950 9k e.47 0.49 0.51 4511734154.14 1.45 1839128.52 2 32.93 216.18 91.62 ~KII 8 ~KII 8 MKII 8 
37 K3 2~!;2 91 ~ 0 49 111~52 P.54 A 411 3Jlt I 39 o 05 1.47 14311 111.111 5 "·" 22R 0 62 78.~2 MKII 8 !'!<II 8 MKII 8 38 K4 211110 9t a.s0 "~52 e.54 4511309154.85. 1~45 14191 .A.III 5 ~~" 236.515 95.64 f4KII 8 MKII 8 HICII 8 
39 K5 2088 91 "'·51!1 0.53 111.55 4411736141.83 1.47 1837a A.e 5 e.e 249.16 84.83 MKII 8 14KII 8 MICU 8 
4e K6 211176 91 0 0 50 111~52 A0 54 451 821128.0111 1~45 9221 s.e7 3 :U,62 26111.27 72.83 MKII 8 '""II 8 "'"II p 
41 L9 1464 91 111 0 34 0,35 lil 0 37 :Z7al&201 8.86 •lll.e 19201 8,111 5 lil.lil 248.74 !Siil 0 32 MICU 7 folK II 7 MKU 7 
42 Lte t416 9t e.32 e,34 ~.35 2711AIIIIa24~ra7 -e~e tetll a.e 5 111~111 261,99 67.73 MKJI 7 filKII 7 MKU 7 1\) 
-.J 
~ 
STATIONIHUSINISH CODE1DUU TYPf1DUR~ II i..ATI!57 59,31 LONGI 7 4~78 ElEYI R M PN COR~I ~.a 8 
SHOT W,O S,D PNDC ~SOC PGDC DAY H+M SECS CL,ER loi+M SECS tr.NF T,T DIST ~·D/6 E ,S£1 G N,SEI 
" 
M s s s s s I(M S· 
I GIS 48 3~ •,Pit -~~~ •,AI 39116221 5~09 •A~I7 17221 ft,,J I 1~2PI 8,95 6~17 MKII 15 MI<U 
2 Gl6 q7 91 •,A3 .,~3 • 1 ~3 4311921114 1 94 •A,61 1121116,32 I 2',89 .17. 26 16,31 MI<Jl 6 "KII 
J Gt7 94 76 • 1 A2 ·~02 •,1!12 ]qll419125~42 -~.15 151913!11,24 3 4~~7 28,81 3fi,G!7 HI': II 5 loll( II 
4 GU 98 90 •,03 •,03 •,AJ 4311233154,78 •1,64 13341 q,J9 I 1':~25 15,64 6.,,08 MK II 6 MKU 
6 Gl9 70 45 •,llll -.21~ •,01 3911226:1~,6A •B,IS IJ26118,BA I 7,55 47,34 18.34 .. I< II 6 "'KII 
6 G2B 96 91 • 1 AJ •,111:!1 •,Ill ~3114411 a~~~ ·0~67 1546116,38 2 9~111] 56,23 11;,72 MI<JI 6 IMK II 
7 G21 143 91 -.~~ •,02 •,02 391111114153,81 •0,15 11151 4,43 2 19,77 68,44 65,97 ~o~·<' r 6 "'KII 
6 G22 140 91 •,9£ ··"' •,02 43117~5:4~,99 •A,68 1805153,16 2 12,85 79,1118 53,49 MKJJ e .. Kit 
9 G2J 153 91 • 1 !112 •,02 •,AI 4311844119,73 ·9~67 1944134,07 3 1!1,81 9P,71 34,18 MICI! 6 "KII 
I~ G24 ~~· 91 •,1111 .,!Ill •,1!11 4611345152,43 •1,17 14461 8,54 3 17~28 U3,92 68~58 MKIJ 6 MICU 
II G25 172 91 •,fll -~Pit •,1111 4611227136,95 •1,16 1327154,61 J 18,8~ 113,44 !'i4·, 7111 IMK II 6 "K II 
1·2 G?l5 218 91 •,AM III,I!IP 0 1 111111 46Jl~~8124,04 •1,16 112814l,RI 3 :1'~.93 123,70 43,5111 MICII 6 JOI<U 
13 G27 275 91 3,1112 :11,1112 111,1!12 461 905J31,91 •1,1~ 19~515~,1116 J 22~39 133,98 53,09 MICII 6 II'ICfi 
14 G28 364 91 9,~4 9,P.4 ~.1115 461 7~1133,42 •1,15 831156,.3 3 24,16 I4A 1 19 55,64 MKU 6 1'4KII 
15 J2 118 91 •,03 -.~l •,P2 471 7471d4,55 •1,31 847158,911' 3 15,65 94.20 5R,95 MKII 6 I'll<! I 
16 JJ 151 91 • 1 P2 •,1112 • 1 1!12 47ell!ll3143,4fl •1,31 Ill I 1!1 1 111 5 H,l!l 11!17 ,79 57,015 foil I( 11' 6 JIIKII 
11 J4 134 91 • 1 1112 •.~~ • 1 1112 471131Q:J8,06 •1.32 1419157,52 2 20,78 135,fl9 59,39 HI< II 6 MICII 
18 J5 120 91 •,1113 -~~~ •,1!12 4711606:27,28 •1,32 17A715~,89 2 24~93 1";3,111111 51,415 MKII 6 MI<II 
19 J7 ~"' 76 •,1113 •• ~2 •,1112 481 741149,34 •1,44 ~· P,r 5 0,11' 21!18.17 82,61!1 HICII 6 IMIC II 
20 .ffl 13:1' 91 •,lll2 .,1112 •,1112 4~~~~~9132,38 •1,4~ .a. 111,0 & "·" 
23B.o9 71-,.,73 MICII 6 .. ICJI 
21 Kl 18'4 91 1!1,43 11',45 111,47 441 9P.~:15,17 •0,82 101116142,87 3 27,72 165.97 42,01 MKII 6 IlK II 
'2 K2 IQ51!1 91 111,47 B~4q 11!,51 4511734154,14 •1,09 18351,1,27 3 28~~2 178,38 82,78 MKII 8 f'IKII 
23 I(] 2111~2 91 111,49 111,52 1!1,54 44a!J38aJ9,05 •0,85 14311 R,24 3 3"·"' 190,82 70~U MKU 8 MKII 
24 1(4 2071 91 0,5~ A1 52 111,54 4511]99154,85 •1,06 141H:24,36 3 30,.57 198,26 86,83 MKII 8 MI<II 
~5 K5 2~88 91 111,51 0,53 P.,55 4411736141,83 •1!1.88 1837113,1113 3 32,88 211,48 7b,l8 MKII 8 MKJI 
26 ."6 2i!76 91 r~~,51i1 e·,s2 e,54 451 821128,00 •1,00 9:1'21 1,18 2 34~111 222,48 64,08 MKII 8 MKII 
27 '<II 1872.91 11!,45 r,,47 A,48 3611811!1154.25 •3,.38 19111 e,e 5 8~8 275,12 96~72 MKII 8 MK!I 
28 K12 1718 91 1!1,40 111,42 1!1~44 3611336121,18 •3,38 1436159,86 3 42,1116 :.·88,28 65,86 MKII 8 MKU 
G V,SF.J G 
5 MKII 5 
6 r.tiC II 6 
5 14KII 5 
6 MIC:&;i 6 
6 Mkll 6 
6 MI<IJ 6 
6 HI< II 6 
6 MICIJ e 
6 MIC II 6 
6 HI< II 6 
6 MIC I I. 6 
6 f'IICII 6 
6 f'IICII 6 
6 HKII 6 
6 MICJI 6 
6 · MK rr 6 
6 HICII 8 
6 MICII 6 
6 MKII 15 
6 MICJI 6 
6 Ilk !I 6 
8 HICII 8 
8 HI< II 8 
8 HI< II 8 
8 14KU 8 
8 MKU 8 
8 MKU 8 
8 MKII 8 
IIIOL5 
1147 
464 
794 
6A7 
2322 
3J6 
1884 
1207 
1259 
1752 
2147 
1259 
1382 
1242 
" • 
" • 0 
e 
1538 
4158111 
2079 
1846 
1459 
1812 
U4 
151118 
N 
-J 
\11 

SUTIONrN,UIST CODEIDU12 TYPE 1 DURI1 I II LATt57 38 1 81! LOIIIGi 7 21~1!16 ELEVI 2111 M PN CORAl 1!! 1 8 S 
SHOT ~.D S,D PIIIDC PSDC PGDC DAY ~+M 9ECS CL.ER htM SECS CONF T0 T DIST T•n/6 E,SEI G N.SEI G V,SEI G 
M M S· s s s 3 K" s 
1 G7 45 4~ -.~2 •• 1!12 -.~2 2911~08 59 0 3611 w~.l!l ·11091 e.a !5 "~" 116.416 78.71 Mkl II •i folK II% 6 14K: II 6 2 GB 1t112 91 • 0 1113 •_.03 • 0 03 291114A 43,52 •tll,lll 12481 0,111 !5 III.P. 112.59 6:..'~28 MIC II I 6 I'!K II I e MKIII 6 
3 G9 11'1~ 91 • 0 P3 •• ~3 • 0 1113 29113~8 21.83 •0.0 14081 0 0 P !5 0,P 187,66 39.77 HKIII 6 "KI II 6 MKIJ I 6 
4 GIG! 110 91 •.1113 •• a3 •• ~3 2911436 14,63 •1!1,111 15361 9,111 !I 0~0 U3 0 98 31~96 MKIU 6 "K III 6 MK I II 6 
5 Gtl 48 JPI e 0 111l • 0 1111 •,till 291171116 19.96 •1!1.0 1U61 fl 1 111 5 1!1~111 86 .1!11 34~29 MIC I II 6 Mk II I 6 "'"I II 6 
6 Gl2 63 45 .... 1 •.1111 ··"'' '911A21 22.416 •0,0 19211 "·' 5 cf.e 8111.26 35.841 MIC!"ii 6 ""II I 6 MICIU 6 7 G13 118 91 -.1113 -~03 •,1112 301 805 46.96 •0.0 ~FI51 1!1 0 0 !5 e.r. 75.78 59.59 MKIJI 8 .. Kill ft MICIJ ( 6 
8 Gl4 151 91 •• 02 •• P-2 •.1!12 3~1 942 55.52 •0.P. 10431 Pl,8 5 0.111 71.6114 67.:S6 f4Klti 6 t'K II I 6 1'4KII I 6 
9 GIS 4~ l~ •.1111 n 0 01 • 1 1!11 3911622 5.1110 1!1.35 1722111.56 1 6.21 37.rll4 11.52 Mk IJ I 6 MK tl I 6 Mk I Il 6 
Ul Gll5 97 91 •.P-3 •.1113 •,I'll 431U21 14,04 111.69 1121121,14 I 6•5P 4A 1 18 21.34 MKIII 8 MK I II 8 I'IICIII 8 
tl Gl7 94 76 ··"'2 •.1112 -.~2 :.g. 1419125.42 e.35 1419132.54 1 6.71 41'!.4!5 32.51 114kJ II 6 MKIII 6 HIC II I 6 
12 G18 98 90 • 1 1113 ·~~J •.~3 4311233154,78 0.61'1 13341 2,98 I 7.60 44,74 62~84 MK II I 8 MICI II 8 MIC II I 8 
13 Gl9 7~ 45 • 1 P1 •• ~1 • 1 A1 391122f51l11'.611l "'·35 13'-6118,63 I 7.68 4CJ.JJ 19.17 MKIII 6 I'!ICIII 6 f'IIC I II 6 
14 G29 96 91 ··"'3 -~03 ··"'3 413114411 8.111&~ 0.61 1541117.48 I 8.85 56.62 tfi~A7 HK II I 8 .. k I II 8 Mk I tl II 
,5 G21 143 91 •.02 e 0 A2 • 0 1112 391 \lt'I.415J.81 H.JS 11151 4 1 4~ 1 U1.24 6!'.1'it ti!5.09" Mk II I 6 loii(Jit 6 MIC It I 6 
16 G22 140 91 •ot112 ••9'- • 0 1'12 431171!15:40.99 1!1.61 :.8~5153.43 I 11.83 74,56 54.l'IJ MK II I 8 ~~~ TI I 8 MICI II 8 
t7 G23 153 91 .,q2 •.02 • 1 Al 43 t844zt9.73 0.62 1944134.10 . l 13.75 1!4.!54 34.44 MK li I 8 IIIICIII ! Ml( II I 8 
l8 G24 164 91 -.~1 -~~~ ··"'' 46 1345152.43 0.78 14461 CJ.l4 2 15.93 96.78 l'i9.34 Mk I II 6 MICIII 6 f'li<III. 6 
19 .G2!5 172 91 •.01 .,01 •• I'll 46 1227t36.Q5 0.79 1327155.1113 3 17.29 105,419 55.32 MK II I 6 toll: II I f ""II I 6 
20 G26 218 91 -.~~ ~~~"' '"·"'"' 46 1028124.1114 Gl 1 76 U2lll44,~8 2 19~28 11!;.19 44.00 Mil. II I 6 1111\ t II l'i MK I II 6 21 G27 275 91 0.~2 0.~, "'·~2 46 91'15:31.91 ltl,76 IAP5153 0 2C! 2 2DJ~53 124.85 53.48 "'"I II 6 MKI II 6 HIC II I 6 
22 Gl»8 364 91 ~.~4 ~.04 "'·"5 46 7-'1:33,42 r~~·.76 Bj<:!:>6 1 ~f! 2 ~1~98 13".26 55.89 HI( II I 6 MK II I 6 "K I II 6 
2J H9 124 91 • 1 03 -~~' • 1 1112 3!11 22~5:15,76 0,26 :..JObl 0 0 37 2 14~35 87.61 6~.62 MK I II 5 "''011 5 MK II I 5 
24 HU !49 9t ··"'2 -.~, •.DJ2 3~ 19l11J2,6o P-.20 211111145.87 2 13.141 76,90 45.68 MK II I 5 .. KIII 5 MICIJI !I 
?5 H12 12"' 91 •,P.J •• 03 -.P.2 3~ t74!1l151.BI 0,19 18.1111 4.37 2 12~ 37 72.37 1§4.QI6 ~K II I 5 folK Ill 5 t'K II I 5 
26 Hl4 75 oR •,02 •• 02 .,1112 l"' 1446:57.53 0.11 15471 8.5J 3 1111~83 63,1112 68.2111 1'4K II I !5 I'!K I II 5 MK I II 5 
'1 ~15 73 73 • 0 A3 ·~03 • 0 tlll Jill 131:J:•~.·0 1!1.16 1413155.59 2 10~"'3 59.55 55.48 MKIII 5 MkiU 5 MKIII 5 
28 .. 11; 136 91 • 0 1112 •• 1112 • 0 1'!2 30! 12tl!l'i:27.~9 0·.16 IJGI61311.96 I 9.71 58,38 36.911 MK I II 5 "'"I II 5 1'4K II I 5 
?9 .. : 63 45 • 1 AI •• ~1 • 0 AI 34 739 17.77 fll.lill 839:3111.24 1 12 .• 44 76,91 3".1'12 14K II I 7 MK I II 7 11K I II 7 
Je J, 118 91 •.1'13 -~~3 ··"''- 471 747 414.55 0~8· 8471!56.315 1 Ul.91 6!'S. 49 !'16.31 MK II J 6 MKI II 6 HKIJI 6 
Jl J3 t 5.1 91 •,02 ··~'~'- •.1112 471111133 40.4!11 0~83 1133152.42 2 11.19 7oli.IIIJ 52.9!11 MK II I 6 MI<III l'i MK I II 6 
32 J4 134 9! • 0 1112 •,A2 • 1 02 d7l:.Jl9 38.~?-6 e.u t4t9152.99 2 :4.09 9.11.79 !•.78 1'41<III 6 I'IICI II 6 Mk I II 6 
33 J5 12~ 91 •• 1113 -.~J .,1112 47116!'-t '-"·'-8 0,87 17!1JI'il415.24 3 18.99 llt.66 46.76 MK I It 6 "I< JI I 6 MK I II 6 
J./1 J7 91!1 ~6 • 1 1113 .,1112 • 1 R2 481 741 49.3~ .a.89 84211fi,24 J 26."'1 1f.'7 0 82 711.20 HK Il.i 6 MK I II 6 HK I II. 6 
35 J8 132 ~~ • 0 1'!2 .~A~ •.r.2 481l(IJ3111 32.38 ra.v~! : 1J11 3,79 J 3111.4~ 19C..'-4 66.51 HKII I 6 MKJU 6 Mk I II 6 
36 13 55 55 •,1112 -.~'- -.~2 321t9~5 35.~1 -ra.e 2PIII51. 1'! 0 1! 6 I!I.P 191'1.28 66.72 Hli l II 5 MKIII 5 MIC II I 5 
37 IC1 iti'4 ~1 111 0 ./IJ ~~~~.115 ~,47 441. Q~6 15. t7 0,66 !IIIOI6r41,98 2 26!015 155.3t'l 411.71 HK I II 8 "'"II I 8 1'4KJU 8 
38 IC2 195~ 91 9,47 0.49 ~.51 4511734 54.14 9,73 1835"122.12 2 27.2!'1 167.68 82~82 ~K II I R I'K I II 8 HK II I 8 
39 KJ 211152 91 111,49 111.5'- "'·54 4411331'1 39.35 111.66 14311 8.91 t 29,2fll 179 0 R2 69.68 HK II I 8 t~K I II 8 11KIII 8 
4fcl K4 21'171'! 91 111.5111 ~.5, ~'~.54 45113019154.85 0~72 14111112!5.44 2 2CI.87 t87.Hi 86.76 MK I II 8 '"Kill 8 MIC II I 8 
41 K5 2088 9t 111.51'1 !11,53 111.55 4411736:41.83 0.63 18371!3,82 2 31.36 20A 0 28 75.84 MKI II 8 "I< II I 8 "'I< I ti 8 
42 K6 2076 91 ~.5111 0~5" "'·54 451 821:2B.G'IIIl 111.72 9221 l 0 5A 2 32.78 21A.93 63.88 MKII I 8 14K II I 8 MK II I 8 
43 1(7 '-A16 91 111 0 419 ~.~1 0,53 3711446139.4:» 111.24 15417:13.75 t 34.09 223.16 76.85 MK I Jl 8 MICJII 8 MIClU 8 ~ 
44 Kit 11172 91 111.45 0,47 111.48 361181111154.25 0.19 191lll3 0 6Y 2 39~2!5 263.96 98.43 HK II l R "'i<I II 8 MK I II 8 -J 
45 K12 1711'1 91 0,40 111~42 111.44 ~151133fi:'-1.18 0~18 1436J 1.69 I 4111.33 276 0 38 67~42 HI(IJI 7 MKil I 7 Mk I II 7 -J 
46 Kl4 1704 91 111,40 8,42 0o44 3~11 Ul4156,75 fcl.l2 1216141!1,23 I 43~36 301,92 11117~19 MKIII 7 MK I II 1 1111: I II 7 
47 L9 1464 91 611,34 0,35 111,37 2711820: 8.86 •9.0 01 0,e 5 121.111 254,52 !51,28 MKII I 6 MI<UI 6 f'liC II I 6 
48 L 10 1416 ~· 0,32 111.34 111,35 27t1At0:2oll,a7 •0.0 
"' 111.0 5 0,8 2611,04 68~74 MKII I 6 141<III 6 HIC II I 6 49 Lll 1365 91 e,31 111,32 611,34 261123513111,74 •0.0 I'll t~~.e !5 fll,l!l 278.66 77.18 MKIII 6 MKIII 6 MK II I 6 
STATIONIL 1 TORRID CODE&nUtJ TYP£aOURH III LATI57 33,69 LQNGJ 5 ~6.30 ELF.VII3~ M PN CORRI 1 1 01 S 
SHOT w.n 5 1 0 PNDC PSDC PGDC DAY H+M SECS CL.ER H+M SECS CONF T,T DIST T•D/6 EeSEI G ~.S£1 G V,SEI G 
M "M S S S S S IC ~ S 
I G7 ~5 ~~ • 1 02 • 1 02 • 1 A2 29 tAARI59.JI •~.00 11091 7 1 93 l &,72 51 1 59 67.81 ~ICII 7 ~KII 7 MKII 7 
2 GR 112 91 • 0 R3 -~-3 •.~J 29 11~8143 1 52 •A.P.9 124815? 0 19 I . 8.76 5A.82 5t.9A ~KII 7 ~KII 7 M~II 7 
J G9 IPS 91 •.03 •.B~ • 0 03 29 1308:21 1 83 •H.l8 l4~~~3~o34 I ~.61 49 0 59 38.00 ~KII 7 ~KII 7 MKII 7 
4 GtH ItA 91 •,A3 • 1 93 • 1 ft] ~9 t4J6JI4.63 •8 1 18 1536123 1 A~ I 8~51 48 1 95 22.69 ~K:i 7 MKil 7 ~KII 7 5 Gil 48 30 • 1 Al -~At • 1 AI 29 1706:191 96 •8 1 lH 1886128 0 50 l 8.64 51 1 59 ~A.46 M~ll 7 MKII 7 HKTI 7 
6 Gt2 63 45 • 1 AI ·~Hl • 0 AI 29 1821:~2 1 46 •A 1 1R 1921131 1 46 l 9~1A 5J 0 96 31.35 MKII 7 MKII 1 MKiT 7 
7 Gl3 118 91 • 1 A3 • 1 03.• 1 12 3A 8A5146 1 96 •A.ll 905156 0 50 1 Y~65 57 0 09 56 1 37 MKII 1 MKII 7 MKIT 7 
8 Gl4 151 91 • 1 A2 .,~2 • 0 A2 3M 942155 1 52 •0.11 10431 5,56 t 10~15 60 0 27 65 0 46 MKJI 7 MKII 7 HKII 7 
9 Gl5 40 lA • 0 AI •.~1 • 1 AI 39 16221 5 1 AB •5 1 59 17221 A1 0 5 ~.A 97 1 15 15.60 ~Kit 5 MKII 5 HKII 5 
18 Gt6 97 91 •.~3 •• ~3 • 1 ~3 43 tt21.1l4 0 M4 •5 0 6~ 11211 A1 H 5 M~0 IY7 1 3t 26 1 32 MKII 5 MKII 5 MMll 5 11 Gl7 94 76 •oA2 •• ~2 ·~A2 39 1419125.42 •5 0 6~ 81 0 0 A 5 0.0 117 1 10 39.34 MKII 5 ~KII ~ HKII 5 
12 Gt8 98 90 -.~3 • 1 03 • 1 03 ·43 1233154,78 •5.61 13341 9,61 4 2~~44 1'4.~6 69~85 ~KII 5 ~KII 5 MKII 5 
13 Gl9 70 45 ••"• • 0 Al -.~t 391t22611H,6B •5.61 13,6126,41 2 ~1.42 134 0 20 27.36 ~~II 5 MKII 5 Mkll 5 
14 G20 Q6 91 •.~3 • 1 A3 -.~3 4311441: 8.92 •5~55 1541124 1 72 3 ·22.25 143 1 13 '-6.32 MKII 5 ~KII 5 MKII 5 
15 G't 143 91 ~.~2 •.A2 • 1 A2 3911014153~81 •5.61 1115112.17 1 23.97 154,56 7J.Q6 ~KII 6 MKJI 6 H~II 6 
16 G?2 140 91 • 1 A2 •• ~, •,f2 43117~5140 0 99 •5,55 18061 0 0 69 J 25.25 164 1 8~ 62.91 ~KII 6 ~KII 6 MKti 6 
t7 G23 1~3 9t • 1 A2 • 1 02 •.•1 431~8441~9.73 •5,62 1944140 0 86 3 26~75 175 0 91 43 1 43 HKII 6 ~KII 6 MKII 6 
18 G24 164 91 •.~1 -~01 • 0 Al 4611J45J52 1 43 ~5.64 1446115 1 40 2 28.61 18P.,87 78.27 ~KII 6 ~KII 6 ~KII 6 
19 G25 172 91 •oAl •.At •.P1 46tl,27:36.9S •5.67 1328: '-•A 5 0.0 198.~8 64.29 ~KII ~ ~~II 6 Hkii 6 
20 G26 218 91 •o00 0.0~ AeAI 46sr328124,04 •5.65 1128150 1 35 J 31~96 208,13 53.~8 ~KII 6 ~KTi 6 Mkll 6 
21 G27 275 91 AoA2 e,A2 0 1 P2 461 9M5131 1 91 •5~67 10061 A,~ 5 0 1 A 2IA 0 13 62.60 MKII 7 MKll 7 MKII 7 
22 G28 3G4 91 0.14 A0 A4 0 1 ~5 469 731133,42 •5,65 8321 11 81 3 34 0 04 223.87 65 0 08 MKIT 7 ~kll 7 MKII 7 
23 HO 124 91 • 1 13 •• ~2 • 1 P2 JAS22A5145 1 76 •0 1 13 23A5147 0 l8 1 1~55 ~.~2 47 0 P2 MKII 7 ~KII 7 HKII 7 
24 HIP 55 55 •oA2 ••A' •.A2 3Au2AJ9:48,51 •0.13 213915n.8' I 2~47 14 0 62 5A~82 HKII 7 MKII 7 MKII 7 
25 Hit 149 91 •.0~ • 1 A2 • 1 P2 J~Rl~tt:J2~66 •0.12 ~~!IIJ6 0 45 l J~9t 21.73 J6,16 MKII 7 MKII 7 HKJJ 7 
26 H12 120 91 •o03 • 1 Al • 0 02 3~817<~~51.81 •B,l2 1840156 0 93 1 5.24 2~.97 56.~2 ~KIT 7 ~Kil 7 MKJI 7 
27 H1J 74 55 • 0 A2 ·~A2 • 0 Al 3AU16~P.:4~ 1 2l •A 1 12 1788:51 1 54 1 6~45 36 0 51 51.18 MKII 7 ~KJI 7 HKII 7 
28 HU 75 60 •ofll2 -~02 •,P2 3"11446157 1 53 •fll.l2 15471 5 0 1"0 1 7.1i9 44 0 03 64.75 MKII 7 MKII 7 tcKU 7 
29 H15 73 73 •,AJ ~.fill •aA3 3PBI313145 0 4~ •0.11 14IJ154 1 66 1 9.37 54 0 03 54.29 MKIJ 5 MK!I 5 MKII 5 
JB Hl6 136 91 • 0 A2 •.02 • 1 A2 3Ail206127 1 P9 •A.ll 1206136 1 Ql 1 9~93 57.88 J6~6J MKIJ 6 MKII 6 MKIT 6 ~~ Jl 63 45 •oAl .,et • 1 01 J4C 739117.77 •5.55 839138.94 3 26.72 171 1 01 4H.72 MKJ! 6 MKII 6 tcKII 6 
J;: J~ 118 91 • 1 AJ •• nJ •.11!2 471 747144 0 5!5 •5.69 8481 3 1 66 2 24.89 15!:1 0 18 65.39 HKII 6 MKII 6 HKU 6 
33 J3 151 91 •.~2 •• ~~ • 1 P2 4711P3314~.40 •5.69 1133159 0 72 I 25~A1 ,54.18 ~0.41 MKII 6 ~KII 6 MKII 6 
34 J4 134 91 •.0~ -.~2 •.A2 47t1Jl9138 0 M6 •5 1 70 1419157 1 35 2 24.99 16~.19 ~9.~6 MKII 6 MKII 6 M~II 6 
35 J5 1~0 91 •.~3 -~03 •.0~ 47:1606:27.28 •5 1 7A 1706147 1 75 2 26~17 16~.9~ 49.23 MKII 6 MKII 6 MKII 6 
36 J7 00 76 • 0 03 •• ~2 • 1 02 48; 7A!:49.J4 •5.7P 8411 ~.3 5 ~.~ 19~.~~ 76.64 HKII 5 MKII 5 HKII 5 
37 J8 1:,2 91 • 1 A2 .~A1 • 1 02 48ttP3AI3~.38 •5 0 70 11311 ~.~ 5 P.~P 22P.09 6J.36 M~II 7 ~KII 7 MKII 7 
38 IJ 55 55 •.1112 •• ~l • 1 02 32rl9~5135.~1 -~.~3 200515~.8~ 2 2t.2S 131.P2 51.42 MKII 7 ~KII 7 MKII 7 
39 ~~ !824 91 0 1 43 Ill.'-~ ~.47 44t 9~6115.17 ·5~63 IA06147 0 P0 3 37.46 24Q.J1 51.~9 MKII 1 MKII 7 HKII 7 
40 K2 19~0 91 B0 47 0 0 r9 ~.~1 4511734154.14 •5,65 1835127 0 PJ 2 38.54 2~1.76 92~12 M~II 7 ~KII 7 M~II 7 
41 K3 2052 91 P. 0 49 0 1 52 0 1 54 44t1J30139.M5 .5.6~ 1431113 1 67 2 4111~26 274,03 79~~A MKII 7 ~Kti 7 MKII 7 
42 K4 2079 91 0 1 5~ 0 1 52 0 0 54 45tl3R9:54 1 85 •5 1 65 14lB13A 1 12 2 40~92 281.43 96,10 MKII 7 MKII 7 HKII 7 
4J K5 2~88 91 e.50 A.5~ 0 0 ~5 4411736141 0 83 ·5.65 01 0,0 5 ~~A 294.59 85.28 MKII 7 MKII 7 MKII 7 
44 K6 2A76 91 0 1 50 0 1 5' ~.54 451 821128 1 00 •5.65 9221 ~.61 3 44~26 305.37 73~24 MKII 7 ~Kll 7 MK!I 7 
45 K7 2016 91 0 1 49 0~51 A1 53 3711446139.42 ·5~54 1447119,1~ J 45.22 317.55 86~80 HKII 7 MKII 7 MKII 7 
46 K9 1968 91 tllo47 A~4!» 111 0 51 371 906:42 1 43 •5~53 llll CII 0 PI 5 0~0 339 0 52 93~4·9 ~KII 7 MKII 7 MKIT 7 N 
47 Ktl ,872 91 A0 45 P 1 47 A1 48 3611810:54.25 •5.51 01 IIJ 0 0 5 III,P 3!l8.43 108~48 HI<II 7 · MKII 7 MKII 7 -.J 
48 Kl2 t7tP 91 0 0 40 0 0 42 A0 44 36:tJJ6:21.18 •5.50 14371 7 1 19 3 51.51 37~.99 77.51 MKII 7 ~KII 7 HKII 7 CO 
49 KU 171114 91 0.~111. 8 1 42 0 0 44 3511li14:56 1 75 •5.50 01 ~.121 5 111~0 396 1 59 117~35 t1KII 7 MKII 7 ~KII 7 
53 L9 t4,fi.4 91 0 1 34 8,35 M0 37 271.1820: 8 1 86 •0 0 05 1920153 0 78 ~ 44_.97 313,63 61.08 ~KII 7 MKII 7 MKII 7 
51 LIB ~~~6 ~t 1,32 e~34 ~.35 2711010:24.~7 •1.05 1011111.04 3 47.02 326.91 78.50 MKIJ 7 ~KII 7 MKII 7 
----- .•.• - ... -5.2 -1.11 •. t-3.65 .• 9.1. a. •. :Sl--8 1 32--1..34. -26112-35:30 ,l41. •lil •. li!IJ t3.361 1.811 9.6-. 4 ... 4.8.". 25. 3.37 • 7.0 - 86· •. 99 .... MK II .. 7 ... M.~ U- .• 7-~ .. HK 1! .. .,.7.. --: .. ... . . . . .......•. 
STAT!ONIL 0 CARRON COOErDUI4 TYPfanURH III LATt57 23.19 LONGI 5 25~61!1 ELEVI fiP H PN CORAl 1,1111 s 
SHOT W0 0 S,D PNnC PSDC PGOC DAY HtH SECS CL.E'R HtM SECS CONF ToT DtST T•0/6 E'. &E'I G N.SEI G V,SEI G 
~ 
"' 
s s s s s ICM s 
1 c;7 45 45 •.A2 -.e2 -.e2 29ttP.~a:59.3M -e~11 8'1~1lfl.63 I I 1.44 6B.tiJ 7P.6l MKII 6 141<11 6 HI< II 6· 
2 GA llll2 !II • 0 93 • 0 03 • 0 P3 ~01114~143.~~ •0.1! !2481!"15.11 t 11~70 fiQ.42 5.'1.'>18 H!<II fli "'Kli 6 r-K II 6 
3 G9 IP.0 91 • 0 A3 • 0 03 • 0 A3 ~9113PIA121 0 8J •K.I! l40fiiJ3.42 I tl.71 6G.98 33.38 HKII 6 "'It" II 6 MKII 6 
4 Glli'l 110 91 • 0 PI3 • 0 03 •.AJ ~911436114~6] •0.11 1536126.38 I 11.86 7A 0 58 26 .• 28 141< II 6 fill< II 6 MICU 6 
5 "&It 48 Jill •.01 .·.01 • ·'Ill 29117H6119.96 •A.It 1811161 Ill·" 5 111.1'1 77.77 32.81 fill< II 5 I'KII 5 foliC II 5 6 Gl2 6J 45 • 0 01 •.~t • 0 Al 29118211~2.46 •8.11 1921135.78 3 13~43 81.111111 35 0 1'5 MKII 5 P'KU 5 MICJI 5 
7 G13 118 511 •,1113 -~03 •.P.2 JPII 805146 0 96 •0~15 9161 1 1 AR 2 14 .• 27 ~4.62 tU.'I.91 i4.K I I 5 fiK II 5 "K!I 5 
8 Gl4 151 91 ·.1112 -.~2 •.1112 3~1 942155.52 •0.18 1~421llll 0 00 2 14.66 88.16 7111.13 MI<II 5 MKII 5 ~IK I I 5 
9 GIS 4~ 30 • 0 Al •• Pit • 0 Pil 3ors~221 s ... ~ -~~t8 17?.2124.58 2 19~76 124.81 25.62 MICII 5 I'!Ktl 5 MICU 5 
U Gl6 97 91 • 0 PIJ • 0 03 • 0 A3 ·431tlll21114.04 •1.4A 1120134~46 2 21.82 I 34.9111 35~ 12 l'lr.II 5 fiiC II !5 "ICII 5 
t1 Gt7 94 76 • 0 A2 • 0 PI2 • 0 A2 3911410125.42 0.11! 1520147.60 2 22 .• 18 1441.31 4Q.47 MI'IJ 5 I'K II 5 ""II 5 
12 Gl8 98 90 • 0 11!3 •.MJ • 0 P3 4311233154.78 •1,42 1333117.32 2 23~91'1 151.19 78.56 MKII 5 .IH<II 5 "'KII 5 
lJ Gt9 7~ 45 • 0 01 -~AI •• 1111 3911226:IA 0 6~ •1 0 0~ 1327134 0 25 2 24.65 16~.93 36.42 MKII fi 141< II !\ MKII 5 
14 G2111 96 91 • 0 1113 •.itl3 •,A3 431i44tr 8.~2 •1.4'- 15401 A.a s· !11,0 169.75 34,89 MKII !5 IlK II 5 folK IJ !5 
15 G21 143 91 • 0 02 •,A2 • 0 02 301,GII4153.8t 0 • ., AI 111 0 0 5 0.0 18111.89 83.96 MKU !5 MKII 5 fiiK II !5 
16 G22 140 91 •.P~ •.1112 • 0 1112 43117~5140.90 ·1~42 18041 ~.0 5 "·" 19111,93 71 ~39 14KII 5 "'KII 5 MKI! 5 17 G23 153 91 • 0 H2 •.~2 • 0 1111 4311844119 0 73 •1 0 44 t94JI4A 0 54 2 30 .• 25 201 ·'" 51.92 MKII 5 I'K It 5 MKU 5 
18 G~4 164 91 -.1111 •• et •• 1111 ·~11345152.43 •1.6ft 1446122.76 3 31~99 214.!59 811.54 MKII 6 I'!ICI! 6 HKII 6 
19 G~!5 172 9t 
-.1111 -~01 ··"' 4~ 1227:36.95 •1.7111 1328r r.~ 5 0.llt 223.64 72.52 fllkii 6 14KIJ IS Mkl"t 6 20 G26 218 91 • 0 ~M A~API 0 0 CIIA 46 lR28124 0 04 •1~7111 1128157 0 43 3 35 .• F9 233 0 !56 . IH .27 Mk!I 15 I'KII 6 II Kit 6 
'-1 G27 275 !II A0 R2 R,14:l' ~.1!!2 46 911151ll 0 9l •1,7P IH~61 5.~2 ) J5.7t ~~3.4:. 7111.78 14K II 7 "'Kll 7 MICIJ 7 
22 G28 364 91 0 0 1114 n.~4 111 0 1115 46 731133,42 •1.64 .8321 Cl •• fll'j 3 J7.28 24A 0 97 73~28 Ml< II 7 I'KII 7 HKII 7 
23 H9 ·' 124 01 •.AJ • 0 iil2 • 0 1112 !~ ,,~5145.76 ·0.21 2~~~151.77 J 6,22 311.56 51,64 14KII 8 MKII 8 HI< II 8 
24 li 10 55 55 •.1112 •.lll:l' •.1112 J~ 2~~nl48a51 -~.2~ 213915~ 0 40 2 7~ 11 42.~111 55.44 MICI! 8 14kii 8 MKII 8 
25 lilt 149 9t • 1 1112 • 0 1112 • 0 1112 30 1911:32.66 •0.21 21111114111.97 2 8~52 49.~8 40,78 HKII 8 "'ICli 8 MICII 8 
26 li!2 1'-0 91 •,1113 • 0 AJ • 0 02 ]A t74A!~1.81 •0.21 18411 I , 41 3 9·,8 t 57.26 61.14 IIIKIJ 8 "l<tl 8 MICtt 8 
27 Hl3 14 ss •,1112 •,1112 •.1111 3A 1608145,21 -~.2111 171118156 0 03 2 11.1112 64.81 55,81 HKII 5 MKII 5 114KII 5 
28 Ht4 75 bi' •• 1112 -.~2 -.~2 J!/1 1446:57.53 ·111,21/1 15471 9,60 J 12 .• 27 72.33 69.38 HICII 5 folK II !\ MKIJ 5 
:>9 HIS 73 73 • 0 1113 ·~BJ • 0 PI3 3~ 1ll3s45~4111 •0.2A 1413159.19 3 13~99 82.34 58.92 HKII !5 ,.K II !5 MKJI 5 
J;, Ht6 136 !It .,1112 ~~1112 •,1112 ll'! l2A6r'-7.1119 •111.20 131116141.40 3 t 4.st 86.19 41.26 MKII 5 P'KJI !5 MK II 5 
3& Jl 63 45 •ollll •.~t • 0 Al 341 730:17.77 •0.43 8391 "·QJ !5 "·11) t<J5.74 49.96 141( It 6 fi'Kit 6 MK II 6 
32 J'l 118 9·t •• (Ill ··"'3 -.11!2 471 747:44.55 
"·" 
834112.28 3 27.73 181.14 74.74 MKII 6 f'!KU 6 MKII 6 
JJ JJ t~1 9t • 0 A2 -~02 • 0 A2 4711~3314~.4111 •1.78 11341 6,46 ·, 27~84 172.31 67.14 MKII 6 MKJI 6 folK II li 
34 J4 134 91 •.1112 -.~2 •.02 471~319138.06 •1.76 14191 ],4j 3 27.115 172.49 65 .• 05 MIC rt 6 ~kll 6 MKII 6 
35 JS 12~ 9t .... 3 •• li!J •.1112 471161116121.28 ·1~86 01 "·1!1 5 Pl,0 174.69 54.54 MKJI 6 14K II 6 MKII 6 
36 J7 9~ 76 -.~3 -.~'1 M.~2 4Bt 741149.34 ~.1!1 Iiiii ~, Gl 5 ~~~~~ 197.99 82.34 fiK II !I MK!I 5 "ICII !5 
31 J8 t32 91 •.1112 -.~~ -.1112 481111!30132 0 38 0.0 01 "·" 5 0,0 
216,36 68.44 MKII !5 "'kii 5 "K II 5 
38 13 5~ 55 • 0 A2 • 0 ~2 • 0 02 l'll905rJS.AI -~.46 2A95157.35 2 22.8111 139.94 57.87 HkU !5 lllkii lit MKII 5 ., 
39 Kt 1824 91 0.43 Gl~4~ ~.47 4oCI 90~115.17 •t.!58 IAP.6154 0 62 3 4~~95 274,15 59.36 ;.~KII 7 filkti 7 HKII 7 
40 1<2 1950 91 111,47 ~.49 ~.51 4511734:54.14 •1.66 1839134,!51 2 42.1!13 286.54 1A~.24 !1KII 7 IIIKII 7 MK tr 7 
41 I(J 20!'\2 91 A0 49 ra.s'- 91.54 44rt3J0139.05 •1.52 t43tr2t.tli 2 43~63 298 0 70 R7.31 MK II 7 14KI! 7 IIIKII 1 
42 1(4 2~7~ 91 111.50 0.5~ ~.54 451131119:54.85 •1,60 t4t0:37~36 2 44~11 3H6.1!14 104.26 HKII 7 !Ill( II 7 HK ll 7 
43 K5 211188 91 A.!'l~ 0.53 0 0 55 4411736141.83 •1.55 1837126.1110 3 45.72 319.15 93.47 MKI! 7 "'ICII 7 MKII 7 N 
44 K6 211176 91 e.s0 0.52 e.s• 451 821128.00 0,lill 1111 "·Ill 5 0.A J2Q.79 82.96 HKII 7 I'IKJI 7 HKII 7 .....:I 
45 K7 21!116 91 e.49 e.st R.53 37:1446:39.42 •0.83 1547127.14 3 48 .• 55 342.02 95.59 MK II 7 ·PIK II 7 MKII 7 \.0 
46 K9 1968 91 0.47 0.49 "·51 371 91116142.43 •0,84 1~~11 a.e 5 a.e 363.fl7 102.24 MKII 7 HI< II 7 HKII 7 
41 Ktl t872 91 e,45 "·47 0 0 48 36:1810:54~25 •0.74 19t2r A.e 5 A.A 382.79 117~31 HICII 7 MICU 7 "'KU 7 
48 Kl2 1110 9t 0 0 40 A,42 III 0 4A 3611336:21.18 •0.74 14)1114,70 2 54~26 395.12 86.29 MKII 7 fill\ II 7 MICU 7 
49 Kt4 1704 91 0 1 40 0 0 42 0 1 44 3511104156,7~ •0,66 12961 0,8 !5 0~0 428,59 126 .• 19 HKH 7 I'IKU 7 HKII 7 
STATIONIST.KILD2 CODEIDU15 TYPE 1 DUAH II I LAT:57 48,65 LO'-'GI 8 33.75 ELEVI 12 M PN CORAl lli,B S 
SHOT W0 0 SoD PNOC PSOC PGDC OAY IHM SECS CL~ER H+M SECS CONF T,T DJST T•0/6 V,SEI G NOLS 
" "' 
s s s s s KM s 
I G7 45 45 • 0 02 •.B2 •,12 291li0AI59oJIII 
'·' 
11 e,e !5 1~111 182,36 89.69 MKU 8 I 
2 G8 11112 91 •,1113 •.1113 •,1113 291114e&4J.s2 ~~~~~ . II 1,111 5 ~~~ 178,18 73,22 MKJI 8 0 
3 G9 IIIIa 9! • 1 1113 -~~3 • 0 1113 2911311181,1.83 0,111 I I lll,l 5 0~1 17J,lll3 5(ol.67 MKU 8 Ill 
4 GU 11111 9t •,1113 -.~~~~ -.~3 2911436114.63 GI~B II 0 0 111 5 0,11! 169,2111 42,83 ~I( '!'r 8 Ill 
5 Gtl 4A 3111 .,1111 .,.et •,1111 2911706119,96 0,111 1111 111.0 5 111~0 u-;. 75 44.~2 MKlt 8 e 
6 Gl2 63 45 •,~1 •,At •,1111 291!821122.46 0,111 1111 1,111 5 lll.P. 143,38 41'5,38 !o~KII 6 Ill 
7 GU 118 9t -.~3 -~1113 -.~2 3MI 805146,96 111,1 fl I 111 0 111 !I 11l.P 1311,1111 "19,98 MKlt 6 Ill 
8 G14 1!11 91 •,1112 -.~2 •,1112 31111 942155,52 0,111 Iii I '·til !I 111,111 13,,44 77,!59 MKll 8 664 9 Gt5 411 3111 •,1111 .,lilt •,1111 39116'-21 5~111111 •0.1111 0118,25 1 tl~26 82,G'I8 18.~7 P'KII 
" 
0 
1111 Gl6 97 91 .,1113 •,93 •,1113 4311~21114~04 •9,12 111117.22 1 12,2111 74,1114 17,36 MICII 7 1341 
tl G1 7 94 7fi •,02 -~1112 •,1112 391141(),25,42 e~es 11135,70 1 1111.27 6'.,37 35,83 MKII 15 liiiU 
12 G!IJ q9 9~ •,1113 -.~3 -.~~~3 4311233154,78 •9,08 111155 0 A8 I 9,38 !56,65 5!1,14 I'IKII 7 19~5 
13 Gl9 10 45 -.~t .,at .,1111 3911'-2611111,61 "·"1 IIJ1l7,72 I. 7 ~II 4!'i,lll3 l8,lt MKII 6 511 
14 G~0 96 91 •,1113 •,03 •,1113 431!44tl 8,~2 •9~MR 1111 !5,37 1 6,43 38,16 5,3111 MKII 7 tt 16 
15 G'1 t43 9t • 0 1112 ·~lll2 •,A2 39:111114153,81 ... 01 0158,55 1 4,73 28.45 !58.56 I'IKII 6 671 
16 G'-2 140 91 -.02 -.~2 -,1112 43117~514M,99 •9,08 IIJI JS • 68 I 3,77 22.78 35,71 1'4KII 6 Ill !'it 
17 "3 J!'i3 91 •,1112 -,111:?. .,1111 4311844119,73 ·9,88 111114,28 I 3~63 2fill,92 14,14 MICII 6 12!7 
18 G:14 164 91 • 0 1U •,Itt •,li!1 4611345152,43 •9.14 111148 0 PIA 1 4.71 26,86 47.77 MICII 7 397 
l9 G25 I 72 91 • 1 A1 •.14t •,01 4611227136.95 •9,14 0133,34 t 5,53 33.36 33.37 MKJI 7 !582 
20 G26 211' 91 •,IliA A,llllll 111,110 .461111128124,M4 •9,14 IU 2~ •5111 2 7,6111 41.93 21,89 MKlt ., 1llil9 
:11 G27 275 91 lll,lll2 e • .,, 0,A2 461 91115131.91 •9.14 0131,86 2 9,11 5111.95 31.26 MKIJ 7 121~ 
:?.~ G:ti'S 3~4 91 111.1114 o.~4 11,115 461 7JII3J •.. 42 •9,14 "t34 0 3M 2 U1~02 56 0 A3 33,62 MKII 7 1706 
23 H9 1:14 91 •,1113 -~A2 •,M2 31111221<15:45.'16 111.0 q I "'I" 5 A_.B !61,17 72.62 1'41'. II 8 liJ 
'-4 HIM 55 55 -.q2 -.~2 •,1112 3itl1.21!139148.51 
"'·" 
HI 111,0 5 l! .Ill 155.85 74.49 HICit 8 e 
25 1111 149 9f •,lll2 •• ~2 •,112 31111 t 911 132.66 ~.r. J; Gll.l!l 5 511~111 149,55 57.!59 HKII 8 e 
25 H12 12111 91 -.lll3 -.~J •,112 Jll"ll74111151.81 0,0 1111 Gl,lll !I IIJ~I1' 144,1119 75.82 MKII 8 0 
27 Hll 74 55 • 0 A2 •,P, •,filii ~liltll'ir.f:45.21 I!J,IIJ 01 111.0 !5 IIJ.0 13A 0 PI9 68.22 MKti 8 8 
28 H!4 75 filii •,112 •,02 •,lll2 311111446157,53 11.111 Ill lil,fl 5 0~11J 132,13 79,55 HKII 8 0 
29 .!1;; 73 73 •,lll3 -.1113 •,1113 3.111 t 13 t 3145.40 1/1~111 01 A0 lll 5 111,111 125.59 66.33 HKU 8 I!J 
30 Hlfi 136 91 •.112 •.112 •,11'2 3011206 1?7.09 lllo0 01 0,8 5 0.111 123,t113 47.59 MKII 8 0 
31 Jt 63 45 • 0 Pl •,lilt •,01 341 739:17,77 "~" 81 lll,fl 5 ~.~ 3,26 18~31 ~KIJ 7 Ill 32 J2 lt8 91 •olll3 •.1113 • 1 112 471 747144.55 •0,47 1114fl,89 1 4.81 3111,33 49.13 MIC II 7 0 
33 J3 t5t 91 •.A2 •.~2 •.1112 471IA3314111,41!J •111,4'1 0149.76 2 9",83 63.ll 5~.45 foliC II 7 8 
34 J4 134 91 -.~~ •.02 •.02 471t31Q:J8.~6"•0,47 GJ152,RI4 2 15.21 103,52 54,84 MKII 7 Ill 
3~ J5 12111 9t -.~J -.1113 -.~2 4711606127.~8 -~.47 11147.52 I 20~71 t?l.J8 47,87 HI< II 7 0 
36 J7 Qlil 76 .,1113 ··"' .,lll2 481 741149.34 •111.52 01 "'·" 5 e_.e 1914.44 8111.~6 Hl<JI 7 "' 37 J8 132 91 •,02 -~02 -.~2 481tl:IIJAI32,38 A,ill 01 Ill, 0 5 111_.0 ~24,4:? 69.iJ HKI I 7 A 
38 I3 55 55 •,Ill:? ··~' •,02 3211CHI5135,r:l 0~111 1111 11!.0 !'i l"." 245,9' 76.00 MKII 8 Ill 
39 1<1 1824 91 0,4J ~.45 0,47 441 q~61t5,17 ·9.e7 0121,35 1 t5,25 8111,85 19,57 HICII 7 75~ 
4o) Kl t950 91 0,41 111,49 111,51 4511734154~14 ·9.12 01 2,1U~ I 16,.9A 93,22 80,56 ('!ICIJ 7 12!'i3 
41 K:S 2P.~2 91 0,4~ ~.5~ A,54 44:1330139,M5 •9,A9 111148.97 I t9.AI tli15~ 39 47,52 l'lKII 7 1418 
42 k4 211170 91 0,50 0~52 0.54 451l3~QI54,85 •9,12 Ell 5. 4111 2 19,67 112,75 154.52 I'IKII 7 1345 
43 k5 2~88 9t 111 1 5111 ~.53 111,55 4411736:4!,83 ·9_.09 li1153. 96 2 21~22 12!i,98 53,72 1'41CIJ 7 1444 
44 1(6 ?A76 91 A,5A 111 0 52 A0 54 451 821128.11111 •9.1! 111141,64 2 22.74 1315,62 41.67 !o4KIJ 7 31113 
45 K7 2016 9t 111,49 A~5t P,53 3711446139,42 •3,66 0159,93 3 24,17 148,82 6~.58 MI<II 7 30!) 
46 K9 !968 9t 0,47 0.49 "',51 371 Q06:42,43 •3,80 a, a.e 5 lil~lil 1711.1,77 67~1119 MI<U 7 J 1\) 
47 Ktl 1872 91 0.45 0,47 111,48 361l810:5~i25 •4~77 Rl 1!1,111 5 ra~e 189,68 81.09 l'lKU 7 l8Q6 CX> 
48 K12 1710 91 0,40 A0 42 A,44 3611336121.18 •4,77 111146,86 2 JIIJ.45 21112,25 50.12 HKii 6 727 0 
49 Kl4 17fl4 91 0,40 0,42 fl,44 35111,1i1415;6,75 •6,30 0123.88 2 33~43 227,89 R8~4l HKU 7 725 
STATION I MULL CODE1DU16 TYPE 1 DURH ll I LAT158 19,20 LDNGI 5 19~8111 ELEVI 50 M PN CORAl 0 1 Qit S 
SHOT W,D S,D PNDC PSOC PGDC DAY H+M SECS CL,Eii H+M SE'CS CONP T,T OIST T•D/6 E,SEI G N,SF.I G V,SF.I G 
"' " 
.S s s s s KM s 
1 G7 45 45 .,1112 -.~~~~ -.P.2 '911A0~159 0 ~1 •A,8 .,. 111,0 5 111,1!1 193.157 91 .sa "'K':I !I "'I!'III 5 IOKIII 5 
2 G8 102 91 •,1113 •• 1113 •,03 ,911148:43.52 •0.1 AI 8.111 5 8~3 102,96 75.68 '"K II I 5 MK II I 5 MIC IJ I 5 
3 G9 100 91 .,1113 -.~~~~ •,1113 291131118121.83 •a.a 14il715t,64 3 29.1'1 191,49 53.74 1'41CII I 5 "ICI II 5 MK I II 5 
4 Gl~ lt14 91 •.1!13 -.1113 •,1113 2011436114.63 •1.1 Bl 0,8 5 111.0 l9P 0 42 415.37 "'K I ti 5 MK I II 5 Mk I II 5 
5 Gil 48 Jill •,1111 •,lilt •.1111 '-911706119.96 -~~~.~ 01 "·" !5 0.0 l87.4i'l !11.19 MK II I 5 II'ICIII !5 Ml( rr r s 6 Gl2 bl 4.5 • 1 1111 • 0 1111 •.1111 2011821122~46 •0.8 01 i'l,fil 5 ll'.P 186~83 53.6111 I'I<III 6 1'41<U t 6 MIC tt I 6 
7 Gt3 118 91 •,IIIJ •.~3 • 0 1112 31!11 805146,96 ·lll~ll' 904115,93 3 :e~97 afl7,20 78. lCI MK II I 6 I'K fr. t 6 Ml{ 1I I 6 
8 GU 151 91 -.1112 -.~2 •,1112 l"l 942155.52 •0.0 
"" 0,C11 5 ·~· IR7.:U Rl'i,73 MK II I 6 .. ICIII " MICII I 6 9 Gl6 t~ JA -.~1 -.01 •• 1111 .3911622114.04 •0.32 1121143,53 2 29.'H 1911,20 46.75 ,.KUI 6 MIC ti I 0 MIC II I 6 
tiiJ Gt7 94 76 •• p~ •.02 •.12 39114191'-5~42 •0.18 1519155,45 3 30.21 20111.65 !58.68 .~:<III 6 MKIII 6 MKI II ti 
ll G18 98 90 • 0 AJ •.~3 • 1 03 4311233154.78 •111.3111 IJ34125 0 B8 3 30.6111 21115.1112 88.65 MK ll I 6 MKII I 6 "4k I II 6 
12 Gl9 70 45 • 1 1111 •• nl •,AI 3011,26110.60 •111.2111 13261 111,111 5 "·"' 
2;l!R 0 17 45 .• 09 fo'ICII I 6 I'K I Il 6 HK I II 6 
13 G2111 96 91 •.1113 .,e3 •,1113 43114411 8.92 -e.3r 1541139,~1 ] 31·.·~ 213,90 43.37 MK II I 6 f'KJ II 6 MK JI I 6 
14 G'-1 143 91 -.~2 -.~'- -.~2 ~911~14153,81 -~.2~ 1115125,77 3 32.16 219,72 0111.23 MKII I 6 I"K I IJ 6 Ml( I II 6 
15 G22 14GI 91 •,11'2 -.lll2 -.~2 4Jii7GI514GI 0 99 •A.30 18A6113 0 58 3 32,.89 225,70 78.32 HK I II 6 I" I<% II 6 HK II I 6 
16 G:i.'3 153 91 • 0 GI2 •,0'- •.~1 4311A44119.73 -e~:0 19441 "·~ 5 fl.lll 232.37 58.16 MK II I t NI(JJI f1 P'IK II I 6 
17 G24 164 91 .,01 •,01 •,01 4611345:52,43 •B,~J 1446127,19 J J5.99 241.111 92.30 MK II I 7 MKJI~ 7 14K IJ I 1 
18 G'-5 172 91 -.~1 ·~P.I •.1111 4611,27:36.95 •1.33 132811~.~1 3 J5.79 247.24 77,83 MK II I 1 MK II I "! MK I II 7 
19 G26 218 91 ··"" 0~0~ "·"~ •6rle28r24.~4 •0~33 11281 ~.a !5 ~.1!1 254n37 66·.u HICIII 7 Ml< I1 I 7 MK II l 7 
20 G" 275 91 A0 GI2 0.1112 111 0 fl2 461 01115131.91 -~.33 1e~61 9.37 J 37.79 261,oi01 7~.15 HKIIl 7 "Kill 7 MK I II 7 
21 G28 364 91 111.1114 ~.~~~~ 111,1115 46r 731rl3.~2 •P,3J 83211,.11 3 39.0 P2 ~64 0 62 77.19 II'K I 11 7 i"KIIT 7 i"K II I 7 
'2 H9 124 91 • 0 11'3 • 1 ~2 •.1112 JAI20'~5z45 0 76 •0.03 cl~~: R,~o 4 :!3.21 145.21 69.93 MICII I 6 Wk I II 6 Hk I II 6 
23 •• t ~ ~~ 55 -.~2 -.~2 -.02 J~I2~J9:46,!5l •~.r.2 2146112.31 4 23.82 14'1.56 73.25 MICII I 6 IIKIII 6 HK I II 6 
24 Hl1 t49 91 •.1112 •• ~2 -.1112 311'11~!~13~~~6 •0.02 211111157,19 3 24.55 151.86 57.95 MIC II I 6 HK II I 0 Ml( II I 6 
25 H12 120 91 •.A3 •.~3 • 1 GI2 3Hrl740s51,81 •0,02 1849117,15 3 25.36 156.84 77.93 MI<II I 6 l"k I II 6 HIC II I 6 
26 HIJ 74 5~ •• ~2 •• ~2 •,Al 3~116ij8145,21 •111.01 1709111,42 3 26.22 161.51 72.12 14KJII 6 "-K J II 6 Ml( II I 6 
27 Hl4 75 5~ •• 1112 •• n2 •,02 J~t1446a57.53 -0.01 1547124.20 ] 26~77 166,,1 85,22 HK II J 6 ~'~K r rr 6 MIC I II 6 
~8 Hl5 73 73 •,1113 •,A3 •,~3 311111313145,4~ •1.01 141~112,85 3 27,.46 173,98 74.39 HK I II 6 HK tJ I 6 HI< J II 6 
~0 H16 136 91 •,1112 -.~2 -.P-2 3111s12M6a27.~9 •III.RI 1306154,56 3 27.48 176.85 !'ll'i·.55 HK II J 6 MI<I II 6 MIC IJ I 6 
JP, J2 118 91 • 1 ~3 • 0 GI3 • 1 1112 471 747144.55 •0.39 848112.!57 3 28,.41 187.33 75.38 fOlK I II 5 MK I II 5 lolKII I 5 
31 Jl 151 91 •.!112 •• a: ··.1112 4721~3314111.40 ·0.37 113~1· 4,89 3 24.86 159.116 66.54 MIC II I 5 I'IICJ II 5 MK I I l ·5 
32 J4 134 91 •,1112 •• ~2 • 1 A2 l7:1319138 0 H6 -~~36 1419159,44 ] 21.74 129,18 59.23 to!KII l 5 "'I< I 11 5 MIC[JI 5 
33 J7 9A 76 • 1 ~3 -~~2 • 0 Ac 481 741149 0 34 •GI 0 0 8411 Gll,lll 5 0~111 !H,08 64 ·• !12 MIC II I 4 f'K I II 4 MK II I • 
34 Je 13~ 91 -.~2 •,02 •,92 4811~311~2.38·•0.0 113~1 CII,A 5 GI.H 95.1110 48~21 ~"II I 4 HKI IJ 4 MK II I 4 
J5 I3 ~5 55 -.~2 -.~? -.1112 3281905:35 0 01 •P 1 f.6 2A06113 0 R:i.' 3 38.s:- "?71!1.40 8111.1112 '1K JI I 6 MK II I 6 "'K II I 6 
36 Kl 1824 91 1!',43 e.•~ e,•7 441 906:15,17 •III.J2 101116155 0 84 2 4111.99 284.19 62.21 Ml< iII 6 "K II I 6 Mk I II 6 
l7 K? 195~ 91 111 1 47 0.49 A,51 4511734154.14 ·111~33 1835136,1117 1 42 0 26 294 1 62 1A2.91 Ml< I Jl 7 HKIII 7 MK II I 7 
38 K3 ~052 91 ~.•9 0~5l 111,54 441133AI39,a5 •1.32 1431122,45 t 43.72 304.46 89.47 MKII I 8 MK I II 8 ~K I II 8 
39 1(4 2A73 91 A1 5A 0 0 52 0,54 4511309154,85 •111.32 l4li138,88 2 44 0 35 311.59 106~31 MKII I 8 P'IKII I 8 MKIU 8 
40 K5 2088 91 1 05111 0.53 n.ss 4411736141.83 •1.32 1837127.16 2 45 .• 65 321,98 95.17 MK II I 8 lo41CIII 8 MIC I II 8 
41 K6 211176 91 1,5B 0,52 ~.54 451 821128,00 •1.32 922114,741 2 47.06 331.44 82,715 MKI II 8 MKIII 8 MKUI R 
N 
(X) 
_., 
STATIONILAXAY CODE11'4nt TYPEtUKAEA LATI!i8 6,50 LONGr 6 31~81!1 ELEVr 4111! 14 PN CORA I B,,l 8 
SHOT W,O S,D PNDC PSDt PGOC DAY ~till S(CS CL.EA H+H S£CS ·cONf' T • T DIST T•0/6 G NOLS 
"' 
H ·s s s s s Klol s. 
1 G7 415 415 •.82 •.02 •,1112 291111198159,3~ •9.~9 1PP91 9.r.0 t 10.~9 61,56 119,47 I !itrd 
2 G8 1~2 91 .,nJ •• e3 •,11!3 201\1~~143,52 •11!,09 \14815~.33 1 9,91'1 57,34 52 .• t~ 1 .S37 
J G9 111!0 91 •,11!3 -.~3 -.~3 '9113A8121,83 •0 0 99 13A813~ 0 A6 1 9.1'- 52,30 J0,47 1 500 
4 GUJ 110 91 • 0 1113 •.0~ • 0 11!3 2911436114,63 ·0~09 1436122,92 1 8~38 .sa·.75 22,67 I 6119 
5 Gil 48 391 • 0 Gil • 0 1111 •• ru 291171116119.96 •0.09 1706125,19 I 5.32 3111,37 24,93 I 512 
6G12 63 4~ • 0 1111 ·~lilt •,IIH 2011821122,46 •91.~9 1821126.76 1 ... 39. 24.74 26.49 l 331 
7 Gil 118 9 t •,1113 ··"3 •,1112 31111 8145:46.96 .•0,1119 8051591.51 I J,f\4 19,85 M!,l8 1 •52 
8GU 151 91 •.1112 -.~2 •.02 3~1 942155.52 •111,1119 9421~8.:53 I 2~9111 15,66 58~04 I !5~1 
9 Gt5 .. 0 3111 .,lilt •• lilt •,1111 3911622: s.ee -0.11 1622112.1110 I 7~ tl •3.11!8 12.07 I 89! 
10 Gl6 97 91 • 0 1113 •.~3·• 0 03 431111121114.1114 -~.12 1021122,57 I 8,6!5 50.81 2?.J9 l !5•7 
11 Gt7 94 76 • 1 A2 • 1 02 •,~2 3911419125.42 •111.11 1419135,95 I 1111~64 62.59 3!1,7 .. I 609 
12 G18 98 9111 •,AJ •.~3 •,~3 4311233154.78 •0,12 12341 6,48 I 11,82 61'.80 66,14 I 31\5 
13 Gt9 70 4!5 •,01 -.~1 -.~1 39112261191,60 •0.11 t:l126 I 23 0 57 I 13.08 8111,84 23,96 I 945 
14 G2i11 06 91 -.~J -.~3 -.~3 43114411 8,A2 •0,12 1441122,38 1 !4,48 89,33 ,2,79 1 1251/l 
15 G2t 143 91 •,1112 .,R2 •,02 30I!RI4:S3,81 •0,11 Ul!51B'I,14 I 16 .• 4. Ul\,!51 71l1,62 1 562 
16 G22 14~ 91 •,£'12 -.~2 •.P.~ 43117~5140,99 •0,12 1705159 1 0A I 18 .• 13 112,1114 59~54 I 12R2 
17 G?3 153 91 •,1112 •,M2 •,llll 43J!R44119.13 •0,1~ 1844130,90 1 20,29 123,63 4111,22 I 2P.6 
18 G24 16·1 91 • ·"'1 • ~ 1111 •• en· 4611345152,43 •0,12 1346114,62 I 22.31 136,60 75,rll9 I ei7 
19 G25 17? 9l •,01 •,01 •,AI 461t2271Ju.95 -0,12 '2281 111,28 I 23,45 146,18 fl\,10 I 69G 
2111 G26 218 91 • 0 A~ 8,0A R0 A0 4611~281'-4.~4 •0,12 1~28149,17 2 25~~5 156,37 49~98 I 7.41 
'-1 G?7 275 91 fill 0 1112 111,02 A,A2 41il 905131.91 -~.12 9£'15157,72 1 ~5.93 161'i,63 !59,56 I 211103 
22 G28 364 91 P. 0 04 0 0 A4 A0 A5 461 7JIJJJ,42 •0,12 ~3:?1 A0 59 1 27 .2~. 17:!?,97 62.13 I 7A0 
2J H9 124 91 •,1113 •.02 ·,£'12 3~122£'15145.76 •~ 0 H9 :!?2A5 e7,A~ 1 ll~:l3 68.12 57,02 I 567 
24 Hlrct 55 55 .,92 -.~2 •,02 1012111J91~8.51 •A,riiO 2039 58,73 I 1111',31 6?,01 58,76 I '6!54 
25 Hll 149 91 •,fill2 -.~:!? -.~2 l~11~a1132,fl6 •111,09 1911 42,35 I 9.78 55,51 41,82 I 435 
26 iil2 12~ 91 •,A3 •,1113 • 1 1112 3~1174@151,81 •111,09 1741 0,33 I a·. 61 48,36 5~.78 I 1059 
27 H13 74 55 • 1 A2 -~A2 •.~1 J~llfiA8145,21 •0,09 1608 52,79 1 7,67 41,40 52,£'12 I 76 
28 Hl4 75 6n .,1112 •• a2 -.~2 J~ 1446157,53 •0,A9 1446 4,02 1 6,511 34,82 63,24 l 375 
'-9 H15 73 73 -.~3 -.~~~~ -.~3 Jrct 1313145,40 •0,1119 1313 50,15 I 4,84 25,76 49',60 I 3U 
3B H16 136 9' • 0 02 e,A2 •,~2 3111 121116127,09 •0,09 1206 31,1,5 I 4~1!5 22,69 3111,78 I 323 
31 Jl 63 45 •.filii •• ~1 •,AI 34 739117,77 •111,10 839 38,2111 3 21f,53 12~.84 38,64 I 
" 32 J2 118 91 -.~3 -.~J •.P-2 .. , 747144,55 ·1'11~12 848 !5,62 2 21.19 120.03 65.93 I IJ 
J3 JJ 151 91 •,A2 ··~' •,lll2 47 1AJJ:4111,41'11 •P.I,12 l'-13.: ;..90 2 22.6'- •• 11,33 63~67 1 9 
34 J4 I J4 9! w 0 A2 •·"''- •,1112 47 1319138.~6 -~.1~ 1!~~ 2,83 2 24,EIQ 164,6' f\5,38 1 0 
35 J5 12~ 91 • 0 11!3 •.~J -.~2 A7 1fi~6:27,28 •B,l2 1606 55,90 3 '-8.74 179,49 !57,07 1 
" 36 J7 90 76 •,PJ •.~'. •.~2 48 741149.~..1 •1'1.12 741, "·" !'i lii,V! ::t2Q,8J (17,!53 1 " 37 Jl' 1]2 91 •,1112 •,02 -.~2 48 103111132,38 •~.12 10301 ~,0 5 "'·0 258,55 75,J5 1 A 
H 13 5!'i 55 •,lil2 •,A2 •,~2 32 19A5r3!'i,"ll -~.1111 1905155,'-7 2 2~.3fl 122,32 55 .• 311! 1 0 
39 K1 ~924 91 ~.43 0~45 ~.47 44 9i116:t5,t7 •0,12 906146,156 1 31,61 198,61 48~15 ll Jli 
40 K2 1950 91 1,47 lil~40 0.~1 ~5 1734154,14 •0,12 1735126,!7 I 32 .• 15 210,89 119,17 l0 813 
41 K3 2~52 91 0,49 ~.52 0,54 44 1330:39.~5 ·0~12 1331113.~~ I 34.~7 223,30 76,1!5 10 764 
42 K4 21117~ 91 111,5" ~.52 lill,!54 45 13~9:54,85 •0,12 1310129,33 1 34,61/1 2.3~.71 03,18 1111 534 
43 K5 2088 91 0,50 0,53 111,!55 44 1736141.83 -~.12 1737117,86 1 315,1!5 243,75 82.33 ll1l 930 1\) 
44 K6 211176 91 ~.50 9,52 0.54 451 821128.~0 •0,12 8221 5,86 l 37,98 254,89 70,36 10 69VI (X) 
45 K7 211116 91 ~.49 111,51 11!,53 3711446139,42 •0,11 1547118,33 2 39 .• 02 266.52 83,73 u· 969 1\) 
46 K9 1968 91 0,47 0,49 "·51 371 9~6:42,43 -~.11 91!171~3.48 3 41,16 288,57 91i1,41 te 1469 
47 Ktt 1872 0 I 111,45 0,47 0,48 3611810154,25 •111~11 1811137.90 2 43~715 31i17 0 B9 11115,32 10 1579 
48 Kl2 1110 9t A,4a 0,42 0,44 3611336:21~18 •0.11 13371 6,24 2 .. 5 .• 17 320,44 74.-48 1111 941 
49 K14 1704 91 0,40 0,42 111,44 3511104156,75 •0,11 lt061 GJ,Iil !5 i~" 346,16 114,33 I 23!U 
STATJ:ONtBLAIRAT COOE18LA TVPEtGS UT161 3.27 LONGUB 6',47 ELEVt!5U 14 PN COIIRI lf.ll S 
SHOT W,O 5 0 0 ~N~C PSOC PGOC D•Y H+M SECS CL.ER t4•H SECS CONF T0 T DJST T•D/6 
H M s s r :i s 1( .. s .. 
1 G7 d5 45 w,P.2 •,02 • 0 ~2 =''-'ll~fii8;59.JI e.78 Ufil9125.8e 3 25~;2 t5s.ee 8fi.IH 
2 GB 1~2 9t ·.PJ •• a:s -~~J 291ll..Sbl43.52 0~78 11491 U'! 0 49 3 26~ 10 158,53 70~72 
3 G!J !Alii 91 • 1 P3 -~03 •,03 29113GII8121.83 1.78 131118141:1.27 J 2fi~66 16 ... §8 49.54 
4 GU ~10 91 •,A3 • 1 1113 •,03 2911436114.63 0 .• 78 1436142.J9. 3 26.98 U~:'I.B7 42.72 5 .Gil 48 30 •,81 •,fill -.~1 2911711161i9.96 a.78 17(116149,55 3 28.flt 177.32 5111.29 
6 Gl2 63 45 •,P1 ·~fill •,fill 2911821122.46 0!078 1810152,48 3 29,.16 181.96 53.!57 
7 Gil 118 91 •,1113 -.~:'1 -.02 3AI 1!1115146.96 e.80 811117.111111 3 ?.9.24 186.47 78.84 
8 Gl4 151 91 •,P~ •,02 • 0 1112 3 ... 1 942155.52 111.88 943126.83 3 ,9~71 l9P 0 85 88.ll 
9 H9 1'4 91 •,IIIJ • 0 1112 •,02 :'111112205145. 76 111 0 82 22061U.62 3 24.84 l4l.84 7fil.22 
l0 HUI 55 55 •,fil2 -~0~ •,1112 301211!3914R 0 51 111.82 21114V.I14 ,41 3 25.11!8 • ..~~.11 74.82 
ll Hll t49 9t •.P2 -~fil'- •• a2 3Hil'H1132.66 a~ n • 911159. 1 g _3 25,.71 155.22 59~35 
12 Hl2 ,,. 9t •,fill -.~3 •• a2 3Ail74111151 0 81 8~88 1741119.31 3 26.7111 162.35 79.67 
13 HI] 74 55 • 1 A~ •,12 • 1 fill 3Ail6fil8t45.21 e.8e 161119114.39 3 28~38 169,84 7•.32 
14 l-il4 75 6fil •,fil2 ··"2 •,fil2 30114461!57.!53 111.80 1447127.29 3 28~86 177.33 87~88 
15 Hl5 73 73 •.P1 •• a:s •• a3 3811313145.411 1!1,.81 1314116.11 :s u,.8e 187.13 77~38 
l6 Hl6 136 91 -.1112 •• a2 .,a2 311111286127,1119 a.8e 1216158.21 3 3a.32 na.u !59~71 
STATIOiritDUNDEE CODE I DUN TVPE1LDWNET LAT:!56 32.85 LONGI 3 1!1,85 ELEV I Sfl H PN CORAl 1.11 S 
SHOT W0 0 S,D PNDC PSOC PGDC D•Y N+M SEC$ CL .• EA N+M SECS CONF' T,T DIST T•D/6 
14 M s s s s 5 ICM s 
1 G7 45 45 -.~2 •.02 •,1112 2911111~8159.3" 11~2111 191119133 0 7111 5 34.21 22111,93 96~32 
2 G8 11112 91 •,~3 • 0 0J • 0 A3 2911148143.52 9~20 1\49118,23 3 34.51 224.15 111.1118 
3 G9 100 91 •.AJ •• eJ •,fill 291131118121.83 111.211 ll"8156,95 2 34~9:? 227.58 59.96 
4 GU IIIII 91 •,fill -~03 •,Pl 2«U143'5114.6l 111.2111 1436140,81 2 34.98 23".tl !53.19 
5 Gtt 48 301 ··"' -.01 •,01 . 291171116119.96 "·2" 171116156,73 2 36 .• 57 244.54 614~92 6 G12 63 45 •.~1 • 0 1111 • 1 1111 2911821:22.46 0.214 181111159.78 2 37,12 249,41 64.23 
7 Gl3 118 91 •,1113 • 1 ~3 -~~2 3AI 81115146.96 e.34 811124.55 . 2 37~25 254.1116 89,64 
8 G14 151 91 -.~2 -.~2 .,02 3t.U 942:!»5·,52 &.35 94.\133.58 2 37.71 2•58.58 98,1:17 
9 H9 124 91 •,A3 •.~2 •,P-2 ]01221115:45.76 111.4:4 121116118.3( 3 3;!,1~ 21~ 1 P7 81,21 
1111 HU 55 !55 •,1112 -.~, •,1112 ]GII20l9148 0 !51 111.43 2wt40121.1f7 l 32~93 2115.33 8!5.1118 
ll Hll 149 91 •,02 .,1112 •,1112 '3AI1911132.66 1.48 19121 6.3'i 3 33~24 22:-J.4l 7H 0 311l 
12 Hl2 120 91 •.1113 -~03 .,1112 311111740:51.81 1.4111 1741126.87 3 34.66 23111,!54 90.63 N 
U HIJ 74 55 •,1112 •,11!2 •,1111 31U 16P18145.21 ~~~4fl 1609121,"4111 3 35.0 79 23R,III2 85,28 CX> 
14 Hl4 75 60 •.1112 •.02 ·.02 l9114461S7.53 8,35 1447134.76 l 36~88 245.!51 98,8111 Vol 
15 HIS 73 73 • 1 1113 •,fill •,AJ 311111313145.40 P.l7 1314123.63 J 37~86 255,26 BB,.:u 
16 HU 136 91 •• a2 -~1112 .,1112 311111206127.1119 e~37 12871 s.78 l 38.24 259,05 7A 0 63 
STAT!OllltE'SKB4 CODEIESB4 TYPF.aUICAEA LAT155 19.9111 LO;,jGI 3 9.58 ELFVtU9 ~ PN tD1RI 1 0 83 S 
SHOT w.o 5 0 0 PNDC PSDC PGDC CAY H+H S~CS CL.ER H+M SECS co .. ,'·'- D!ST T•J/6 
14 M s s 5 s E 1':1'1 s 
1 G7 45 45 •• ~2 •• 02 ··02 291tCII08:59.JGI v. .... 101!19146.55 2 47-24 3lGI.t9 114~34 
2 GR 112 91 • 0 CIIl r 0 ~] "oflll 2911148!4J.~2 1~91 '.&49131.32 2 471'79 3l2.46 98.94 
J GO ~~~ 91 •• Gil •• 03 ~.~J· (11911308121.83 B.ll 131!191 "'·14 1 48.30 334.59 77.f>l 
4 Gil liB 91 • 0 CII3 ·~03 • 0 A3 ~911436114.63 l~l'l !4371 3.38 l 48.74 336.16 7QI~'67 
5 Gtl 48 lfl •.lilt -~!Ill • .ru ::t91171116119.96 l'I~Ol l7G171 8,92 I 48~95 345 8 88 77,ti2 
6 C:l2 63 45 •,CIIl • 0 Al • 0 Qil 29111121122.46 B,GII !8~2111.71 I 49.24 l4!1.-23 8111,68 
7 Gtl 118 91 • 0 A3 ·~Gil • 0 CII2 31111 811!5146·0 96 B.Bt 806136.36 ~ 491'39 352,74 1CII5 0 76 
8 Gl4 151 91 •oP.I2 • 0 02 • 0 A2 lCIII 942155.52 8 0 01 94314115.72 3 5CII,19 J56 0 CII9 114.86 
9 H9 124 91 • 0 CIIJ • 0 ~2 • 0 A2 lr11122(-l5145.76 GI,AI 22A6129 0 58 2 43.81 30J,49 9t'i.l5 
II HU 55 ~~ •• u2 -~~~~2 ··"'2 3A12Pl9148.51 e.cn 211141HlJ.Jo 2 44~1!3 l09,65 111!111,13 
11 HU 149 91 • 0 P2 ·~02 •,CII2 31rUI911132 0 66 
'·"' 
1!1121!R.53 2 45.86 316.l5 85.39 
12 H12 1211! 91 • 0 A) •.03 • 0 CII2 3!1!1!74111151,81 1.111 1141138,31 ~ 46,49 )23.65 (15.76 
lJ Ht:S 74 55 • 0 02 •.0~ • 0 ill 3H116A8145 0 2l e.ila f6A91J3 0 50 2 48~28 331 0 01 1"!111.39 
14 H14 75 60 •.1112 -~~2 ··"'2 311111445157.53 e.a1 1447146.3:.0 2 48~79 338.29 113~92 
15 H!5 73 73 •,PJ ·~~3 •,PJ 3jjllll313145~40 II! & 1111 1314134.92 2 49~51 3•8.37 103.47 
1" HU !36 91 ~,A2 •• ~~ •.~2 l01!21116127 ... 9 
"·"' 
121117117.30 1 50.20 3~'-.18 ~5.81 
17 IC1 t 824 r. I 11!.43 1.45 111,417 441 9~6115.17 e.et ill "·· 
, 5 ~~~~~ 506A94 99.67 
lB IC2 1950 91 0 0 47 e~4Q a.51 4511734154~14 e.al 17341 4.24 3 78~19 518.14 14111~49 
19 IC3 211152 91 a.49 0-5? f.s4 4411330139.1115 8~11 1332158.76 3 71~78 52~.54 1271'15 
28 K4 2011 91 "'·50 0.52 a.s4 4511311!9154.85 a.et 13111 7.11 3 72.14 535.1118 144.93 
STA T!Dllll ESK89 ·CODE 1 ESBO TYPE1UUEA L_ATr55 22.11 LOIIIGI 3 8.ae E'LEV123l' M PN COARU 0 1113 S 
SHOT w.o 5 8 0 PNOC PSDC PGDC DAY H+H.SECS CL.ER H+H SEtS CONF T0 T DIST T•D/6 
~ 11 s s s s s " .. s 
I G7 45 4~ .,1112 ··Ill' .,1112 :;»91 I !liAR I !'.9 • ]Ill 
"·"'' 
u~vu&.26 2 46~95 ~27.19 ··~~84 
2 Gil U12 91 • •. ~J -.~3 •,1113 2911148143.52 8.1111 ll491li.AIIt 2 47.47 329.49 98.44 
3 GQ 11110 91 -.~3 •.1113 -.~3 2911308:21.8~ 
··"' 
1311191 9.RH I 47~96 lJI.fi7 77.12 
4 GUJ 1lfll 91 •,AJ •.03 • 0 11!3 :<'011436114.63 0.1111 14371 2.98 t 48~34 ~l3.?8 _7GI.19 
5 Gil 48 lA • 0 1111 • 0 01 
··"'' 
291l70fill9.96 "~"' 17CIJ7r 8.69 1 48.72 3•3.17. 77.16 6 Gt2 ~3 45 • 0 Al -~~~ -.~ .. :,UHIR21122.46 liJ,illt 1(1:1'2111.71 1 49,24 34fi.!l7 ~~~.23 
7Gll 118 91 •.1113 ··"'l •,1112 31111 B.:.!Sa46 0 9f' 111.1111 8CII6t3~ 0 36 l 49.39 l5".ll 1111~.32 
8 Gt4 151 91 -.~2 ~.~2 ··02 31111 942155.52 e.et 94]145.36 3 49.83 3~3.43 1\4.4~ 
9 HO 1,41 91 •,CII3 •.~2 • 0 1112 3Ar221i15r45. 76 e.e1 22f•612!1.28 2 4_3~ 0J! 30P 0 95 95~'93 
1111 HlB 55 55 •,02 -~1112 ~.02 31U2!L'30148~5l B.CIJ1 211148133 0 1118 2 44,48 317.13 99.71 N 
11 Ht 1 1419 91 -.1112 -~1112 -.~2 311111911132.66 0,(11 19121111.38 2 45.71' 313.85 84.98 (X) 
12 H12 120 91 • 1 1113 •.1113 • 0 02 3"&17401~1.81 0~01 17•!137.97 2 46~15 321.16 11115.35 ~ 
13 IH3 74 55 •,02 -~02 •,CII1 311111608145.21 
'·"' 
1609133 .u 2 47.88 328.54 99.98 
14 Ht4 75 ~~ •oB2 •.02 • 0 CII2 Jtlllt44fil57.53 ~!'fit 14471'i'·f110 2 48.46 335.84 113~51 
15 H1!5 73 73 •• a3 •• a3 •• eJ 31'1!1313145.4ii 
"··· 
1314134.611 2 49~19 345.93 183~~6 
I~ H16 t36 91 •• a2 •• 02 •• 1112 ~lllll21d&a27 .e9 e.e1 1207116.94 I 49.84 349.75 u.J9 
APPENDIX B 
STACKED RECORD SECTIONS AND TRAVEL-~IME PLO~S 
The following Appendix contains a number of stacked 
record sections not included in the text. The name of 
the station is on the bottom of each diagram. 
285 
The second part of the Appendix contains reduced 
travel-time plots of first arrivals for a number of stations. 
First arrival--travel-time data from the shots fired in the 
Moray Firth by Cambridge University are a1so presented. 
Each plot shows the name of the station and the shot 
numbers. The reduction velocity in each case in 6.0 km sec-1• 
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APPENDIX C 
Stacking program FPLOT 
The program takes events recorded on a 9-track 
digital magnetic tape produced on a CTL Modular 1 computer 
and forms a stacked record section, or "T -6 /6" plot. 
The program is written in FORTRAN IV, contains comments and 
is, hence, self explanatory. Access to the plotting 
subroutines held at Durham in the public file *PLOTSYS is 
required. A flow-diagram of the program is given in 
Figure 0.1. A second version allows 16-track tapes to be 
plotted. 
Input data 
File 1: 
File 2: 
File 3: 
File 4: 
Outp~t data 
File 6: 
File 9: 
Plotter size, Plot name, Axes dimensions, 
Delay-time option. 
Shot name, Data channel, Number of zero 
line sample (NOLS), Delay-time (optional), 
Range. 
Seismometer gains. 
Magnetic tape containing 8 tracks of 
time-series data. 
Allows operator to see progress of program. 
Data from plotting subroutines. This is 
ready for plot generation using *PLOTSEE 
(Tektronix oscilloscope) or *DURPLOT 
(Calcomp plotter). 
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Format of Modular 1 Magnetic Tapes 
Modular 1 digital tapes take the form of a contin·uous 
string of digits multiplexed in blocks of 8 or 16. In most 
cases in this study 8 tracks were used and a diagram showing 
their arrangement on tape is given in Figure 0.2. The 
Modular 1 tape-files contain additional header information 
and when used under MTS at NUMAC, .these tape-files are 
referred to as "1 plus the Modular 1 number", e.g. the first 
file on tape is referred to as " *2* n in MTS. 
For the first part of the processing in this thesis 
an automatic capture procedure was used to record events on 
to digital tape. The program used passes the signals 
through the store of the Modular 1 computer continuously 
and tests the most recently input value to see if it exceeds 
a previously set trigger level. If it does, the signals are 
copied to digital tape starting with the first value 
contained in store and continuing with the triggered event 
until a tape-file has been filled. The length of record in 
store at any one time is about 4 seconds worth, so that most 
tape-files start 4 seconds ahead of the trigger event on 
the file. Thus, many records do not have a long sample of 
noise preceding them. At a later stage in th~ processing 
automatic ·capture was abandoned in favour of "hand capturing" 
where transfer to a digital tape is started some 30 seconds 
before the event starts. This enables a sample of the noise 
immediately preceding the event to be obtained. 
A listing of the program and a sample running sequence 
follows: 
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,_ TH~<:. ~-rrr.['f.:• rr: r,.l.l.''l" l=()(.llT 
., 
'· 
'3 
'· 
r. 
r. 
r 
r. 
c 
Tltf- :1 r-'1rr..'" T~.K~·c:: FV~IIT~ t~rrf1~1'rn '1"1 'l Tl:.l\(1< TI'.PI= AS !:(r.UT 
nt.H fi-IM1'!flC:, ~~Hl l"'l_r"T<i TttF'~ r:r-1 P-C:: f.\lf(MD lUNCH '1!l 31lltiCH 
Jl I r 7 TF- r: A ~ -~ T- fl :: l ":A I~ P l 0 T 
,, 
7 
rr w= NS rm· rx (41 .r s~•J,P.noo:n 
lt' ... iGt-t·~? .J!PH 7.56) 
B ~<:::AL-"1\ ST!IT 
o !~:TfG~P ~-7. leN 
1f1 T~T~~FR *4 CfTf\2) 
ll . I.HJ=:? 
l 2 kr. ! "T;:: I 6, a I 
B q l=f'D~'IIT('TYI-"r !N PLIJT':'r:P. SJZf;-llJN OP 30PII) 
1 4 r i· 11 r• 1 ~ , 'J 1 tJ 
15 \Of. r; E ( 6, 8 I M 
1t, R FrRr~t.T(l)I' 9 T2) 
~ 1 I.'~' ! TF ( 1:-, ] 1 ) 
lR ll Fror:r.o~T(ITYPI= Hi ~.TATiml NAM1:'1 
J.C) r.:· 401!. ,!.01 <)TAT 
2) \o;PJTC(I,~'IJ SH.T 
21 10 rr,PMIITIAOI 
22 c 
7~ C THi: rtP~T ~rr:-T!nN ASKS I=~P. THe Ptni C)!7r: Ml~ Pt_I"'TS AXFS 
24 C: TriPIIT:L~"~!r.""H f11= TT~~ -~Xf<;(~I=C:SI:5U.I:: r)l= TT'·'~ ~XI.~ISr:CIINI: 
~15 C s:tr~T nr T!fJr: AXI';f~..,cc;l :L.F"JGTH ('11= OIST fllCIS(M'r.t):SCA•.~ IJF 
26 C: l"l~T tXJSfKMIT~I:STArT n1= DJST AXISI~~I: 
27 r. 
?.A 1.-:r:'fT!:'(f:.,~~~ 
2Q l:3 Fl'PI!t.T 1'~!0W TYn~ TN AXC:S INFnPMATJON t I 
30 P!-"~.!"(1 t30) 8,( ,Q,F.,I=,G 
31 k~JTF(~,;~I R,r.,D,E,F,n 
32 30 FrR~AT(((F5oltlXII 
33 c: 
~-4 C TF l':>K~~/P 1 !S IJS!:n SOU: DC'WN ~JIPWFC.S ON PLOT 
~I: c 
~6 IF l~olEolOoOI r.OTO 7 
37 C=loO 
3~ P=-Oel 
3q Z=0.3 
40 r.orn t-. 
''1 7 Q= ?.. 0 
4 2 P= -o.? 
4~ 1.=C.t-. 
44 ~ P~~/F 
4~ P=P/C: 
4, ~:li(C.=tr:o.l 
47 Jl= ~~.t.r:.o.r;) r,()TO 33 
48 WPJTEI~t?21 
~9 37 ~~~MtT('T!MF AXIS Tnn LnMG FO~ 11 IN Pl~TT~R 1 ) 
'50 3~ C:AI.L Ill TY~X (P.•4.01 
51 rtLl P~Y~P(Q+~.J,HI2,-QI2.,STAT,~Q.ry,~) 
5 ?. C I' l.l P t X ! ~ (1 • ,, , ! • .-, , '· 311 T- I);: !.. T A If:. ) ~ r tl ~ , ~~ , q ~ • 'l , I) , C: , IJ ) 
5 3 Cf, u. PAx I ~ r ' • n +9 , 1 • n , 1 ; 1• T- r, E L ~A /6 ~ :- r , - 1.3 , H , q o. n , n , c: , Q I 
54 ('I.LI P.\XJ~(l.,.Q+P,}.O,JltmiSTfiNC~ K"',!J ,t!,)Jliler· r,,F,Q) 
~5 U Ll Pt.'< I~ ( 1.1'\+r:, 1.')+1-1, ll:lfr! <iTA~·\. F r. 'l ,-11, P, 1~0. o,r,, I= ,Q) 
;...b c 
57 C CONTPOI ~AT~ TS P~tn FRO~ ? fJL~S-')N~ L!~~ ~F ~AC~ ~rP ~!CH P~~n~n 
58 c 
50 ~PJTEf6,~fl 
6f) 76 fr!H-~,'IT('TYPF l'lJ. !F [JFLIIY Tl!'o''::S tR!: T('l f:IE SIJIHPAC:'!'~O' I 
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6l F·C"Arr!,7"'1 rr.ur. 
f ?. ~..;~: r rr i,. , 7 r I J r L.~ r, 
,..:, 7"' Hc~·t-nx.r:n 
fl. ?1 R; 11r12,20,n•l"\=lCJ MJr:~,J,~·!':'LS,QT,nl:l"!'A 
, 5 2f'i rr. Q I' ~ T II' ?- ' 1 X d 1 ' nr ' ! 5 I r. o;. :? .1 X ' I= f. 2, 
b"· l~=llFlllr··'·o:-.u r.r:rn 11 
,.,7 ~OL!"=r:r.·L~+II'lTt''Hll 
t~P 77 1r 1.1. :o.11 r.'lrn n 
,.,a JF!Jef~.~~ ~~T~ 21 
10 lfiJ.ro.~J ~nrn 24 
11 lj;f.J.r!:'.71 r.;nrn 24 
72 F-rf.nr~.i..OJ L 
7 3 4(. F fliW 1'. T I :? P X, T 2 I 
74 r.n:r. 23 
7" 2! P!'"Arl!,~21 L 
7~ 22 Fr.~r.-t.~· 16X, 121 
77 r:nrc 23 
7A 24 PF~D(3,~61 l 
70 2~ FOR~ATI17X,I21 
80 r. 
81 r. IF r Tt TfP :-11 C:~I'~•NE I.S II r.!= T•J ~F. PUJT"!'!':iJ "''JL T T PL V BV 2 
n? r. 
F\3 !F(.JofOoll r.I')TQ 23 
~4 rrrJ.~~o?l ~'1Tn 23 
a5 IFIJ.F.Q.?I GGT\: 23 
R~ l=Z~2. 
li7 23 H'SAM=l 
89 N~l~=O 
89 r. 
qo r. T~IS 5FCTJC~ WT~DS TAP~ 1N T'1 N~XT FrlE YF nysTAMr~ IS 
91 C TOn l.l.J:'('.f: OF' ~Mt\l.l T'J FIT ~N PL!'JT ~~ IF OIMI~'':l 'l IS SPO::r.IFIED 
q2 r. 
en ! F I J • F Q • q 1 Gr'l T r) 3 6 
'?4 JF rr::LTA-r-oi.ToOoOI r;nrn ;!./-, 
q5 !F IE'+G-[:Et.T"•LT .. O.':ll r.OTn '3t-
q6 r,r,rn 13 
9 7 3 n r A u r ~! n 1 r • r: s F • , L F. N , ~ 1 
q~ GOTn !J 
9CI C 
100 t Fr~ r11r.~ Blrr.K ~V~RV ~AMPLE' IS ~~40 !~TC JIMIII 
101 C I'FPnJr.HJr. ('l" THE rfiTI'. Ci~A.'.r'\!~1. R!:QlJJr.r:o Sr:lEc:T::n Slii>~PlES 4P<~ 
l 0 2 C Tf: tr.: SF F H' f1 F P r 1.1 J p.: I II Tr; I S f,"" (J I 
103 c 
104 13 HM'f~ ,,..(l,qm=JIIJI''(I I.I-·1,256J 
105 50 j;OP~IT ll2RII2/,l28h?J 
lOti C 
107 C THf r-JPS'T '·1 Sf•'IPlf~ n~: A ~r-C1Pn ~P~ TAP&: 1-lEA[)~R ~1\J~~ MIO t\P~ rr.:11111:.:~ 
108 C 1'HF Ffr'ST ~l.•~olr: nF TH~ FJP:.T Cl!t\t.!Nrl IS J"' pnc;pfr:N 42 'lr.t TAP~: 
10~ C T~F. l/15"!' Sr',I~PLE r!F Tl-( tiGIITH C1-4l''-11·1f.l WHTOI fj •:XPi:':TFf.l TO 1\PP'."fl~ 
110 c /J~ THr IJ',~T ~, .. ,..nl.: r.F t: Rt:lCII: ArPt:"ARC\ ,,~ TH"= c:,osr SA'·'PLF. m~ rw· 1\JEXT 
111 C BLnrll'. PE'Nr.[=,t=(IC f:lll"'rl($ ~Tt·t!=P TH:\N TH:: qR~T,T~:- I=JP~T I)A,.,Pl.C:: OF TH~ 
112 C: FJF'ST CHAt:~'t:l AOPFtPS TN P.:l~fTti'J~I ~ i;T Cf:Tr:rn, 
11?. C: H'l~ IS '!'~IF "f.l\!''1"1 FC'E! ntF" C:O~PLFXITV 0F n~: FCILrW!Nr. SU.Tt::~.f;::'>IT~ 
114 c 
11~ 
llb 
117 
11'3 
119 
120 
t-Al~=~ RLJ<+1 
JF IJ.~F.~) GnTn 91 
IF (NRLK~~='Q.ll GnTn 25 
on tL Y=l,z~s.A 
rstt-:r~·rsA~·J=Jrro~r II 
N':'lSJI ~=NOS II"'+ 1 
121 
172 
l'-3 
124 
12'; 
1 2" 
127 
12~ 
l2q 
13() 
131 
132 
133 
134 
13&; r 
1'3, c 
l'H C 
138 
13') 
1411 
141 
142 c 
143 c 
144 r. 
1"-'; 
146 
147 
148 r. 
14q c 
150 c 
151 ,. 
152 
)53 
154 
15'i 
156 
157 
15R 
1~q 
160 
161 
lf. '-
163 
lh4 
165 
166 
J.67 
168 
169 
170 
171 
172 
END OF FILF. 
1 t. rn~:r JhJJ:: 
r-orn 13 
r.s r~ Q2 !=4?,?.4~,a 
r ~ r.r-· rw~s o~ 1 = J r .,, r •J- 11 
r;'.J ~11M= NI"!S M-•+1 
-:;:?. (O.:T H' IJ': 
(fJTn 13 
Cl 11=7 
IFI~'P.ll<.!:-0.~ I 1<=47 
41 ro 12 T=~.~~~.a 
! ~~. ... , I'.('SA 11 1 =JI I}( I+.J-1, 
~·n c;M~ =rJ'J sA 111 + 1 
12 CllNT J !':UF 
Gr.l Tt1 ] :? 
T ... TS SfC.Tl(lN ~f,LCIILAF5 T~f- r..c. '1HS':T CI\J EACH hF'(nRf) 
3 "=0 
nn 1" 1'=1 •1"0 
15 ~I= ~J. [ ~ l ~· I ~' , 
!'·=N/15/j 
(~LL PSY~Ril~~•R-CCrL~~-~1/~,I.l,P,AN~~,qn.n,~t 
C/11.1. PNI_IMBR I !oO+~- f!)t;L r/~-G 1/F, 1o 7,P,.J 1 qo. ~~ 1 J 1"' 1 ) 
et u. P ~ NU P 11 • ·o + P- r ~v= L T 4- r, 1 1 F , 1 • o t 
THE X hN~ Y VILU~S FnP TH~ PL~T ~RE N'1W FOFM~D 
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X VIILIJF~ ,\Rf- FnP,...J;!) FJ;:.111 l)f.~1. Y VALII;;S .~RE.I':AI.CIJLATfD IJqi\IG NOLS 
FI'Ul ='l. ~-"' (q-L l *Ofl r A/70. 
OiLT~=P-InF.LTA-r.)/~ 
!'11 J .. J=1,~10SAM 
I Sill(~ t =J SIIIV( J l-N 
J S A,_. ~ 1 I = J ~ A ~ I T t "* F ~; {Jl 
x=nr:.. Tt.+z•·r~ "'' 1 r 111000 
'f=-ll/r: t I J -1\!r•L <; ):!' S· 
IF IV.LE.O.Ot GOTn 17 
X=X4 .' .0 
Y=Y+loO 
T~ I'.EOoll r.~.l.l P':~'IIPil.tHIIf:LTi\,1.01 
i::' c=.r-o.ll Ct'.Li. P'?Nr.~J(l.O+OELTI\,Y) 
IF IY.r.E.H•t.Ol ~8i~ A~ 
u.u PE"Nm-•cx ,v t 
17 CCH-ITrf\'UE 
PA WPI!~I6,~0l AN(~ 
60 Ff"PI-'ATI'T!iF SHOT•,l)l',.\~,lX, 1HAS B':!:N Pl0T'!"Ef> 1 l 
GOTn 31 
lQ CALL Pt. TF~I['I 
STOP 
END 
,. 
,. 
~ 1 ~ T .• T r- ~·:.I . T <:: ' l ! G r -: r I !· ., ":: ,, p r v- r" ... il II "·- T r·. Is e 
~ ;.~r,,- 'ir. !rc 11 •·.-,T;- r· 
q; -1.'1/1[1•+ PI ~,r~y~ 5="T· -:...,_rl'lT "'=r;C:.t,( ],PI ?=Cil4-.l 
f yrru-ro:-r· '"'::r..y11.~ 
Ty;:"Ji: ]I! PL'l;-:-~;: ~ r z ~ -11! :.J r.: ., ', '·! 
l 1 
Type TN ~i",.TCf\~ ,. ~ ... ~ 
l • '. I I ~H 
1 :,. 0 ?.0 - 1•.0 7 0.0 
r-oc: PLrr pf.:;(RtPTTP~ f.t"!-J'~f.'.'!.,.!nN P.~r, !"J<; ;:- ,.. ~\-
T Y"~ 01 l c I!C::Lt.Y TT ~-l~ S /.C!r". .... (. "': CI!PTPI\GT~I"} 
(I 
Tf-11? ~ ~·rr f:7 HJ\S R~?l\; II 'lTT~D 
... H':" ~P':'T r,a H/'IS ar=N PL •)TTr:l) 
'!"1-1:: ~HrT (':C 1- .'l s [H. ::II• "L, ... -:-.,.n 
THr_:" rqor T r.l 0 HA'i p~!: PJ PL ·1T7 :- ~ 
... ~r. ~- H'l T r:.~J Ht..S fl.!:T!\1 PL~~T"'D 
Tf-1~ ~urT r.12 I--A~ p~ ~"' rl'""ITT:::-n 
T·W ~~1rT f·l ? H !I~ ~;:-rr-.; J:'l. , ... - ~ 11 
TH:' ~ P": T ~!4 HAS BF'[',,r r· '- a1 T T': D 
srnp 0 
~x~CrJTI'l~· Tr;'H1IN!\"!T!1 
H ~'"l!lr:.'J'!Lr- 1=-DLCT 
. 311. 
.... 1 .t. ~· ~· •• ,.. ;.· .,. t ~ ;... .... ;.,. . t .... J " ... : ' ~ ~ "i:: : • - ... 'ft ~ .,. ....... ..., -~ :"t' 'I' """ ..... ; !> ":!- ..... .r -:· ..... ~ a- 7' ' .... 1' - "' -:. 21" ~ ..:. ;.·'I' ~ P- :-- -t:: J. y "\• "l .. ~ r-' "":' -4 
r:r.tr!-'TrS f'JTP!JT F(t J,,p r,DMQ O~l A~'~P 1Q,_lQ77 1\T lB:P:l~ 
ntJTD!JT D!' C:T T w:ll F r.c Tf-1~ I e ~. ~·. rL ~TTt'D 
~DU~fLrl_!!!!l~IlC~-~U!~A!! 
1 H' ll .. E 1 s 1 I· =- r· u :· T;:: n 
218 rA~n R~r~pr~ U!cn_ 
lO~Q )-~~X ~LnlT~Q rn-~PDS 
Q~( v-~~x rLrTTF~ rn-nors 
1 4 • 5 ,,. n • I! r:~ ~ 1 ., • 1: <r r: "1 !"I ~w N 1 
•·S~'T r Pfl•T~ ='1trFH 
!Cr -PI '"''711 rn 1 PlJt\TH* 
rxrrtr" Irw T !=QI' Jt.rll Tr:£' 
t; sr ~ ~-
T OC (I P F- lEA S r:: 11 e 
:. .. 
INI>UT: Plot title, 
.t)TART dimensions · 
FROM.: File 1 
CALCuLATE: Scale 
factors 
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PLOT: Axes, 
title · 
·T0·: File 9 
INPUT: Shot data 
CALCULATE: Amp IN".PUT: Seismometer (name,_ channel, NOLS f 
!actors 16---t gains IQ------1 delay time (optional J, 
INPUT: Seismic data, 
demultiplex and fill 
array !SAM 
FROM: File 5 
OUTPUT: File 
pl.otted 
TO: .File 6 
YES 
FROM: Io' il e 3 range ) 
R'CI 
NO 
YES 
FROM: File 2 
CA~CULA~E: X,Y 
values using !SAM 
_")SI------t PLOT: X,Y values 
TO: File 9 
YES ----.,STOP 
NO 
Figure 0.1 Flow-diagram for program FPLOT. 
. I 
Track 
NWilber 
BLOCK 1 
Tape 
Header 
Digit 
Number 
1 
~ ~ 
0 
Information o 
·:1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
0 
0 
. 
1 
2 
.3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
1st 
sample 
2nd 
sample 
27th 
sample 
0 
0 
~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ 
5 
5 
5 
~ 
5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
2 50 
251 
252 
253 
254 
255 
256 
313 
BLOCK 2, 3 
an~ following 
Track 
•umber 
28th 
sample 
29th 
8 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
sample 
7 
8 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
30th 
sample 
60th 
sample 
Di it ___ g __ 
Number 
1 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
[2 
2 
~ 2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
250 
251 
252 
253 
254 
255 
256 
Figure C.2 Format of Modular 1 magnetic tape files. 
Program ·PLUSMIN 
This· pr·ogr·am is wri tte·n in FORTRAN IV and contains 
comment cards. Refractions from a single layer recorded 
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at two ends of a line are used to form the minus-time curves. 
Offset of one of the stations from the end of the line is 
taken into account by calculating a theoretical minus-time 
curve for a single velocity refractor. The velocity of 
the theoretical refractor and the reduction velocity can 
be varied to maximise the fit between observed and calculated 
curves. 
H PU;SMIN 
1 
2 
'3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
R 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
lq 
2"0 
21 
22 
23 
24 
21j 
26 
27 
211 
2CI 
30 
·n. 
'J'-
3'3 
3" 
~5 
3" 
37 
3~ 
3q 
40 
41. 
42 
"'~ 44 
4~ 
46 
47 
4R 
4q 
~0 
51 
52 
53. 
54 
5!i 
56 
'57 
!iB 
59 
60 
61 
62 
~~ 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
6q 
70 
71 
72 
n 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
END 01= FILE 
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11-" p:rr.·H" Tftl';:~ T;;::v·-1-~:·-,"(, 1- .. 1 c-r:-c l• Ll:t~ "~ ~H;Jl~ "!"("'<:>':)ciJ 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
"T /1 PI-TP. OF '>TIITT(P,c; ,..,. ni>P'1<;J 1; P.r:S t:F Tt-: St-r'!' LP !:'e C•!E STATH!'I •t[!'•. 
1\rT Ill' !:x~c·•.v I'·' L ~··c ~!!,..., THr: q .. r.T 1 y•.::. t;c:·~~r: ~~~ ti\PI T II"::!!':•. I Tv 
c 
,H:r tr:~.'1":•:r ~'OLAV T!''-:r, 71·.-:'"'=7ilt:.:.L TT HS: (t\::_(IJl/1-;[ ~'R•1'.! Tl-':' 81:-S~:I\I~TIC': 
CIS,.~r:cr~. T>-t:: rr.v: 11·''":!•.-:~.r. ··!~L<;-"!'tr'f H~''TI t~ f.C""AI?:OO TO,,...: 
(li~ c••T o f'J PliO IC ~ Tt-f IIV!=I: ar:e ~ MT FIJR ".I q-rT S I '5 SL~TP.ACT>-0 
n~~- !:'I·O~ st-r:T ·r T~l(r :cr.-~LIT ·:F it-': r.U.'iT.\"l~S 11\H;:rur.!;c ~v 
H F. r.rl AY TT'-'C:S. . -
PFACC5·,~01 r. 
30 Ff"PI!ft'!' I 121 
r 1 11 ~ r ~ 1 r. '· ... .,. c •1 1 , .... 1 c R 1 1 -,. ~ f ~ 1 , r: r :::. T 1 ~ 1 , c T s '!' ~ 1 'l 1 1 c 1 .~ l ;: 1 ~ 1 , ,. 111 1 '!I , ::: ~ r 
11'11 , T AV I A I , r.,. T I Ill , r. T.,.! I A I , r T T 2 I IJ I , r fol I I A I 1 r. ~" I q I , ~'Eli I'J I , s; c ': 5 I :j I, P l! 1 ~ 
2151 
C: JIIJPLT TJ'!'lf.!A~'I1J•':."aP.~ Cl•:.o~r:Tt-1< <;TQI~GI 
c 
c 
~ r 6 r I " , ! 2 I T 1 , T ~ , T ~ , T ~ , 1" 'i 1 T ': • T 7 , T '! , T :: , '! 1•1 
12 f(,PM ... T lli.'A41 
"P1lECt-,.121 Tl 1 T~,T3,T4,T5 1 H>t.T71T8,TC 1 Tl0 
r. 11'-.I=LT F::::r~ ~CT'1F v~v~.:' n 
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Velocity filtering·program 
This program· is written £-or the Modu-lar 1 computer 
in a specialised language called SERAC. It is an adaptat:ion 
of an original program written by Dr. P.A •. Forth. The 
program takes array records of events recorded on 16-channel 
magnetic tapes and forms a plot, on an X-Y plo.tter, of a 
series of correlator functions for one azimuth and a range 
of velocities. The correlator function is the smoothed 
product of the delayed sum of the two arms of the array. 
Input data is the azimuth and source of the event (number 
of the tape-or disc-file containing the event) and 16-
channel input from tape or disc. The output is the X 
coordinate of the pen (signal amplitudes), Y coordinate 
of the pen (time) and a penup/pendown command. About 
1,000 samples length of data can be analysed in each plot 
and the source is usually a disc-file. 
. 
II 
90J 
SPRJ 
fl.Z l·MUTH J 
ASKJ 
ADD; 159; 104J 
SPlU 
FI LENJ 
ASKJ 
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. Input data 
CALLJ 73J 
----------------Set up pen coordinates 
1 4 SF.T J 6 lJ 1 OJ 
.Read ·and ·plot· 
time-code from 
channel 9 
OUTHJ2J61J 
16DOJA.B.D;s.o.s.o.J.o;o.s.o.s.o.s;Jo.o.1o.o.9.o; 
INSJCJ159J 
Set up 
range of 
v~loci t::. es 
5.0 to 
10.0 km s-1 
ste_ps of 
0.5 
EVAJTBP=OJ 
CALLJ 73J 
20INPUTJCJJ1.2.J.4.S.6.7.8,9J 
1.2.3.4,5.6.?.8.~; 
STACKJ1,2,J,4JAJEJSOJ 
51ACKJS.6,?,8JBJE:51J 
MUL:so.sl,SOJ . 
60,60,51J 
5(1, 51, 71J 
"IFJCC •7l ... O><OJ 
SUBJ71J70J71J 
!::i (,)HT J 7 U 7 lJ 
SUDJ 71 J 70J IOJ 
G o-ro; 31J 
E:LSE; 
!::iQH"fJ71JIOJ 
3 1 I N"fJ I 0 J • 2 5 ; 52 J 
32WJ::I; 52J • l J 53J 
ADDJ :;3, 103J 54l 
ADDJ 62,631 €.2J 
OUIJOJJJ..,2..,3JS4,6t,62J 
I F ; T Bf' < l 1 I 
IC10TOJ20J 
~:LSEJ 
SE'!'J61J lOJ 
0 u ·r; ; ; 2 J 6 1J 
SH·i..J 
J 
C.PFH 100o~104J 
CONTJ 
J Form delayed sum each arm 
J We.ight and multiply together 
Take square-root (including -ve 
numbers) · · 
Smooth, weight 
add D.C. level 
and output 
] Lift pe~ 
J 
Output velocity 
and azimuth to 
teletype 
Form 
correlator 
function 
and plo.t 
CALLI 7 3J 
I NSJ F J 159 J 
EVAJ 'fRP=OJ 
sEn 1·o6·;- -1· .o; 
INPlFJJl#2#3#4#5#6#7#8#9Jl#2#3#4#5#6#7#8#9J 
49YJF.I J 6J .041531 
ADDJ53#106J54J 
OUTJJJ1#2#3J54#61#62J 
ADDJ 62# 63; 62J 
I FJ l'BP< lOJ 
I GO'fOJ 481 
Plot one 
seismic 
track 
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ELSEJ 
5~:r; 6U lOJ 
OUT; J J 21 61 J 
J Lift pen 
CA! LJ 7 3J 
EVM TBP=OJ 
[
I NH J J 1J99J 
ADDJ62#63J62J 
oun;; 1#2#3; l07#611•62J 
I FJ TBP< lOJ 
I GOl'OJ 61J 
F.LSEJ 
SET; 61J 1 OJ 
OUT;; J 2J 61J 
SP.IU 
; 
CPRJ107J 
CON'f J 
FGOl'OJ lJ J 
73SETJ50#51#52#5J,6~#61,62,63,70J 
- o, o, o# o#.l#lo#o,.ol.OJ 
DOJ90J OJ .QlJ 1J 
SETJ9,12J,J 
SETJ1#2,J#4#5,b•7•8J,,,,,,,; 
I NP J J J 1 ; 9 l J ... 
OUTJJJ1,2,J,4,5#6J50,sl,53#54,61,62J 
I GOT OJ 74J 
CON'fJ 
SET J 6 1J - l 0 J 
kETUHNJ 
ENDJ 
Set up. _ 
n.-c. levels· 
Pl"ot zero line 
for each corr-
elator functiOl'l 
Lift pen and 
output velocity 
to teletype 
End 
Subroutine to 
reset pen 
coordinates-· 
to zero and 
give pen time 
-to get to 
start of trace 
before output 
begins again 
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